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Abstract

The cost to society due to poor electrical power quality takes the form of physical damage,

nuisance, and financial consequences. In recent years the dramatic cost reduction of higher

power static devices has enabled the use of power electronics to become a financially viable

solution to rectifying poor power quality in areas of most need. This range of applications is

known as Custom Power.

This thesis presents the design and control processes for a Custom Power application using

the combined series-shunt topology, and is called the Universal Custom Power Conditioner, or

UCPC. The series-shunt back-to-back power converter topology offers the flexibility to simul-

taneously regulate both load voltage and supply current. However, the ability of the device to

compensate for Power Quality problems is dependant on the rating of the two power converters

and the performance of the control systems.

It is shown that by rating the UCPC to only half the load power requirements, the device

is still able to compensate for the majority of Power Quality events, without the need for large

energy storage capabilities. For higher power systems the UCPC may therefore be a more cost

effective option compared to systems which require full per unit ratings and large energy storage

capabilities (which also leads to large maintenance costs).

Due to the strict transient and steady-state performance requirements that are necessary for

adequate compensation of Power Quality events, the converter control systems are key to the

performance of the UCPC, and are therefore a primary focus of this work. The aspects of control

considered are: the primary control systems for both the series and shunt power converters, the

digital control aspects, and the control of the series converter protection system.

The proposed control system allows the series section of the UCPC to compensate for devia-

tions in the load voltage, including fundamental magnitude, harmonics, unbalance, sags, swells,

phase jump, and flicker. The shunt section of the UCPC compensates for harmonics and unbal-

ance in the supply current, and also controls the power flow to the common dc-bus. The series

control system applies stationary frame P+Resonant controllers to this topology for the first
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time, to provide improved steady-state compensation compared to existing systems, and to al-

low for both three-phase and single-phase operation whilst keeping the practical computational

overheads to a. minimum. This stationary frame form of controller is applied to the fundamental,

5 th, 1th 9th, l l ( / l and 13th voltage harmonics, and is used in combination with feed-forward and

active damping controllers to maintain good transient performance and stability, respectively.

For the shunt controller, a deadbeat current regulation scheme is used. However, to create

the reference signal for this controller a new stationary frame reference generation system was

developed that provides improved computational advantages (using the same methodology as

was used for the development of the P-f Resonant controller), and is applicable to single-phase

systems (unlike the synchronous d-q frame equivalent).

This thesis also investigates the digital implementation of the proposed systems and identifies

the use of delta operator based Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) digital filters for use with real-

time control of power converters. This provides a solution to the known problems associated with

the digital implementation of stationary frame linear controllers on 16-bit fixed-point processors.

The control of the protection systems for the UCPC is the final control aspect investigated.

An integrated protection system for the series topology is proposed to ensure a continuous,

appropriately rated, current path under fault conditions, as well as start-up, stand-by, shut-

down and recovery from faults.

The UCPC and all of the related theoretical concepts and control systems have been exten-

sively verified in simulation, low voltage experimental work, and in a medium voltage experi-

mental prototype of the series component.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The quality of electrical power supplied to consumers (often termed "Power Quality") has be-

come an increasingly important topic over the last two decades. Electrical supply quality prob-

lems can lead to either failure or miboperation of consumer equipment. The consequences of lost

production time, additional maintenance, and equipment replacement because of Power Quality

problems are estimated to cost billions of dollars each year. Ironically, the increasing use of

power electronics in part contributes to Power Quality problems. The distorted currents drawn

by consumers with largo non-linear power electronic loads are a major cause of the voltage dis-

tortions seen both by themselves and by nearby consumers. These distorted currents can also

create safety concerns due to overheating of supply cables.

However, the increased use of power electronic systems has also led to a dramatic drop in

the cost of, and a large increase in both voltage and current ratings of, the static silicon devices

which are the core of this technology. As a result, the use of power electronics has also become

a viable solution for the resolution of Power Quality issues. These power electronic solutions are

often defined as "Custom Power" applications.

Custom Power applications can be targeted to solve a specific Power Quality condition, or

they can compensate for a wide range of Power Quality problems. The suitability of the device

for a given Power Quality problem depends on the topology used, the power ratings of the com-

ponents, the storage capacity (if any), and also the implemented control strategy. Most converter

based Custom Power applicatioas use a variation of either a shunt or a series converter topology

- or sometimes even both. The shunt topology is currently the more commercially available

alternative, and is commonly used for the active compensation of current waveform distortion.
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The series topology has become popular in the literature to improve the performance of cheap

passive harmonic filters using low rating active devices. For compensation of voltage sags, and

full supply interruptions, the Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) is a common example of a

Custom Power application, especially in its common low power form to protect personal com-

puters. However, for higher power systems the energy storage constraints can become expensive

partly due to the capital cost, but more importantly, because of the recurring maintenance costs.

For these systems, the use of a partially rated series converter with minimal energy storage has

been found to bo an attractive alternative. This device only compensates for some sags (and not

full interruptions), but since the majority of sags are within the range of this cheaper device,

the coverage of voltage events is not significantly altered. This approach has created a recent

increase in research into Custom Power applications using higher rated series converters.

Combined series-shunt topologies have also attracted recent interest because the available

degrees of freedom give the topology greater flexibility. Many of these reported combinations also

include tuned passive harmonic filters. However, as combined series-shunt systems are proposed

to provide compensation for more extreme Power Quality issues such as sags, the ratings of the

active components have been increased from the originally small values. Interestingly however,

tuned passive components still remain in many proposed schemes, even though their usefulness

becomes unclear, as the ratings of the active components for these systeins are increased to

perform the primary task. Unfortunately, because of the difficulties of constructing experimental

series based topologies (due to protection and other issues), many proposed series-shunt schemes

have only been verified in simulation. This means that possible inadequacies in their performance

of harmonic voltage compensation have not been explored, even though a review of the proposed

controllers shows that practical limitations will most likely exist. Finally, many of these systems

use three-phase systems and do not easily translate to single-phase systems.

Hence, further research is needed into the development of Custom Power applications that do

not have the full rating and energy storage capability of a UPS, but are capable of simultaneously

compensating for a high portion of Power Quality conditions.

1.2. AIM OF THE RESEARCH

IKtf

m

1.2 Aim of the Research

The aim of this research is to investigate the use of active series-shunt converters to develop

a single Custom Power system that is capable of improving the quality of power for either

customer premises or distribution systems. The system should be capable of simultaneously

compensating for voltage/current harmonics, fundamental voltage error, voltage sags and swells,

voltage flicker and voltage/current unbalance. The implementation should be applicable to both

three-phase and single-phase installations, and should ideally utilize a fully digital controller to

allow upgradability, flexibility and intolerance to component variations with age.

Control systems axe key to the performance of almost all Custom Power systems, and will

therefore be a primary focus of this work. This work investigates the use of stationary frame

control techniques to achieve the research aims, and to provide fast and accurate control of the

voltage and current outputs of the series-shunt converters. The work also broadens the classical

definition of control to include the digital signal processing aspects (i.e. digital control), as well

as the control of the protection systems for the proposed Custom Power application.

1.3 Research Approach

The arrangement of the research approach described in this thesis is shown in Figure 1.1. The

initial chapters provide a review and an overview of Custom Power structures, including in par-

ticular the series-shunt topology used in this research. The next chapters then focus on various

control aspects, including the stationary frame linear control systems, digital control implemen-

tation, and the integrated control of the converter protection systems. Finally, simulations as

well as low voltage and medium voltage experimental verification are presented to conclude the

work.

Chapter 2 provides a review of curreut literature for both Power Quality and Custom Power

(i.e. the problem and existing solutions, respectively). Firstly, a brief review of the problem of

poor Power Quality is presented, as this is the core problem to be addressed by the research

program. Secondly, existing Custom Power applications in the literature axe presented to review

the current state of the axt, as welt as to develop a background for the design choices discussed

in later chapters. This thesis uses a distributed literature review structure to maintain the flow

of the work. Therefore, detailed reviews on stationary frame control, digital control, and series

protection, are included at the beginning of the relevant chapters, rather than being consolidated

in an early chapter as is more conventional.
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Figure 1.1: Thesis structure in relation to the Universal Custom Power Conditioner (UCPC).

Chapter 3 provides an overview of the proposed Universal Custom Power Conditioner

(UCPC) system, and includes discussion of the following attributes of the system: objectives,

control parameter options, physical components, ratings, injection limitations, and preferred

placement of the device in a distribution network.

Chapter 4 presents a control scheme for the UCPC. This scheme aims to provide the

combined capabilities of previously presented systems, without the need for additional tuned

passive harmonic filters, and with improved voltage harmonic compensation capability. The

predicted performance of the control scheme is discussed, as well as the mechanisms that will al-

low the device to compensate for power quality problems in distribution systems and consumer's

premises. These include: voltage/current harmonics, voltage sag and swell compensation, nicker,

voltage/current unbalance, and fundamental voltage regulation. However, while a conventional

implementation of such a control scheme would use traditional d-q reference frame controllers,

this approach is shown to have practical limitations due to computational overheads and lack of

applicability to single-phase systems.

Chapter 5 develops the use of stationary frame linear control techniques with the UCPC, to

1.3. RESEARCH APPROACH

solve the computational and single-phase Limitations of the control scheme presented in Chapter

4. A short review of the current state of the art in stationary frame ac control is presented, par-

ticularly focusing on the P+Resonant linear controller and its development from the equivalent

PI d-q controller. The use and design of the P+Resonant controller for selective voltage har-

monic compensation in the series controller is then investigated to allow feasible implementation

of multiple harmonic controllers, as well as the possibility of single-phase operation. An active,

damping scheme is also proposed to damp the filter resonance conditions, -and to improve the

system stability. The review of the P+Resonant controller also leads to the proposal of a new

harmonic signal reference extraction system that is used to replace the control block proposed

for the shunt component of the UCPC in Chapter 4. The new control block is a stationary frame

equivalent to the commonly used high-pass filter placed in the d-q synchronous reference frame,

and both three-phase and single-phase versions are presented. Development of the control block

is given, as well as some discussion of its advantages and disadvantages (particularly with respect

to practical implementations).

Chapter 6 investigates the digital implementation of the linear controllers developed in

Chapter 5. The work reviews the practical problems of using signal processing techniques with

digital control. Particular focus is given to the conventional techniques used for fixed-point

Digital Signal Processor (DSP) implementation of the stationary frame controllers discussed

(and developed) in Chapter 5. The conventional Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) and Finite

Impulse Response (FIR) methods are reviewed for their suitability to the stationary frame

controllers used in this research. The use of delta operator based IIR filters in high performance

converter applications, such as the UCPC (Chapter 3), is then proposed. This method alleviates

the problems found in Chapter 5, when implementing the stationary frame control schemes with

traditional shift operator IIR. filters. This chapter also provides a concise overview of the delta

operator, and shows how the transition from shift to delta filters can be easily achieved. The

approach is initially verified using detailed simulations, with some experimental results included.

Chapter 7 addresses the appropriate design and control of the protection mechanisms of

the UCPC. Whilst protection of shunt converters is considered general knowledge for Power

Electronic engineers, protection of series converters is quite different, and literature addressing

this problem is scarce. The problems and inadequacies of existing series protection schemes are

discussed and used as a base to propose an integrated protection scheme between the main DSP

controller software and the series protection elements. Both simulation and experiment are used

to verify the proposed control of the protection elements during fault conditions and normal
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operation.

Chapter 8 details the different levels of simulations used in the design and verification of

the UCPC. Simulation results of the full UCPC application are presented to verify the proposed

system, in a theoretical sense.

Chapter 9 presents low voltage (LV) experimental verification of the UCPC- The chapter

describes the LV experimental set-up for the UCPC, including the development of both the

power converter and the controller boards. Experimental results are then presented for a wide

range of conditions to verify the proposed control scheme.

Chapter 10 presents medium voltage (MV) experimental verification of the proposed series

harmonic compensation scheme. This work was completed in Denmark in collaboration with

Aalborg University, and used a Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) prototype connected to a 10

kV experimental test grid. An overview of the system and test setup is provided, followed by

experimental test results.

Chapter 11 concludes the thesis and offers recommendations for future work in this field

of research.

1.4 Identification of Original Contribution

The work presented in this thesis includes both theoretical and applied research in the field of

power electronics. In particular, the proposed Universal Custom Power Conditioner development

is application level research, while the control aspects provide a more theoretical contribution.

For clarity, it is therefore important to identify the original contributions reported in this thesis

in both these areas.

The first contribution is the development (Chapters 3 and 5) and verification (Chapters

9 and 10) of a Custom Power application capable of simultaneously compensating for volt-

age/current harmonics, fundamental voltage error, voltage sags and swells, voltage flicker and

voltage/current unbalance. The system provides improved steady-state voltage compensation

performance compared to that previously reported for the series-shunt topology, without com-

promising the transient performance of the system. The new controller for the fully active

series-shunt system can be applied to both single- and three-phase systems, and uses a fully

digital implementation.

The second contribution is the development of a stationary frame control block for generation

of a harmonic/unbalance current reference for the shunt portion of the UCPC (Chapter 5). This

work extends the theory proposed by Zniood et al. [16] to develop a stationary frame equivalent

1A. IDENTIFICATION OF ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTION

of the rotating d-q frame high-pass filter system that has previously been used. The new scheme

has significant computational advantages, does not require a sine table, and can be used for

single-phase implementations with equivalent performance to a three-phase system.

Tim third contribution adapts delta operator based Infinite Impulse Response (I1R) digital

filters to real-time control of power electronic converters. This development provides a. solution

to the known problems [17] associated with the digital implementation of stationary frame linear

controllers on 16-bit fixed-point processors.

The fourth contribution is the development of an integrated protection system for the series

converter topology (Chapter 7). The control of the protection system provides a complete

solution, with the integration of both software and hardware components to ensure a continuous

current path under fault conditions, start-up, stand-by, shut-down, and recovery from faults, as

well as providing redundancy in the protection system. The scheme is experimentally verified

under short-circuit fault current conditions.

The final contribution is at a more practical level. The literature review (Chapter 2) shows

that the majority of reported series-shunt power quality conditioners have only been verified in

simulation. The UCPC described in this thesis has been constructed and fully experimentally

verified. The series harmonic compensation controller has also been experimentally verified on a

medium voltage (10 kV) prototype system (Chapter 10). To the author's knowledge, this work

is the first reported experimental system achieving series active voltage harmonic compensation

at a medium voltage level.

The majority of the material presented in this thesis has been published in both IEEE

Journals [l]-[5] and conference proceedings [7]-[15], and these publications are noted at the start

of the relevant chapters.
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Chapter 2

Background Review

lrJThe primary theme of this research is to explore the development of a fully active Custom

Power compensation system that will improve a broad range of Power Quality phenomena.

This chapter reviews existing Custom Power systems that have been developed in recent years,

concentrating on systems that use a series based converter topology, since this topology is the

focus of the research work presented in this thesis. A brief review of Power Quality phenomena

is firstly presented to outline the compensation performance expected from the application

under investigation. (A more detailed Power Quality review is provided in Appendix A.) The

relationship between Power Quality (the problem), and Custom Power (the solution) is presented

in Figure 2.1, which shows how an ideal Custom Power device acts as a bi-directional Power

Quality buffer between the electrical supply and the consumer.

Power Quality: Custom Power; Power Quality:
Section 2.1 (& Appendix A) Section 2.2 Section 2.1 (& Appendix A)

A A A
Voltage supply with

Power Quality problems
Sinusoidal voltage

supplied to load

Ideal Custom
Power Device

Voltage Sinusoidal current
drawn from supply

Load current with
Power Quality problems

Load

Figure 2.1: Power Quality compensation example for an ideal Custom Power device.

JNote that a distributed litoratnro review format is used in this thesis to maintain the flow of the text.
Therefore, further literature reviews relating to the control contributions in linear control, digital control, and
control protection syatetn, can bo found at the beginning of their respective chapters later in this thesis.

9
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2.1 Power Quality: The Problem

There are many definitions of the terms "Poxucr Quality'' (and "Quality of Supply")', and the

research area is littered with vague, differing and misused terminology. This brief review of Power

Quality (along with the more detailed review in Appendix A) provides background information

to form a foundation for the Custom Power application proposed in this thesis, and also defines

the terminology used in this thesis to ensure the clarity of the Inter discussions.

Perhaps the most general and appropriate definition for Power Quality has been proposed

by Dugan et al.[lS|:

A Power Quality problem is "any power problem manifested in voltage, cm-rent, or

frequency deviations that results in failure or misopemtion of customer equipment."

Power Quality issues such as waveform distortion, transients, voltage flicker, unbalance (also

imbalance[l8]), and voltage variations affect the consumer and supplier in three ways: damage,

nuisance and economics. Damage may come from extra heating and fire in conductors due to

harmonics, over-voltages outside the rated values of installed components, motor vibration, and

other sources. Nuisance includes light flicker, tripping of microprocessor based appliances, com-

munication noise (including telephones and T.V.s), and added audible noise from components

such as transformers. Economic impacts arise from the replacement of damaged items (including

components with reduced life spans due to Power Quality issues), lost production time (due to

supply outages/sags), errors in the measurement of power flow used by the power distribution

companies to charge their clients, to name a few. This financial cost to the consumer and/or

supplier, as well as mandatory Power Quality standards, arc the major driving force for the

purchase and installation of Custom Power solutions.

2.1.1 Terminology and Classification

Many variations of terminology exist for Power Quality phenomena. The terminology and

classification provided in Table 2.1 [18] has been selected for this thesis. The definitions used ip

these classifications are based on the IEEE (The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers)

and other U.S.A. based standards organizations' publications [18]-[21j. Further terminology

clarification is required for the description of the voltage levels. For this research work, Low

Voltage (IN) is used for distribution systems and consumer reticulation between 110 V and

415 V, Medium Voltage (MV) is used for distribution voltages between G.6 kV and 22 kV, and
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-lp.u.

Class!

Type

Type

Type

Type

Type

Type

Type

fication Type

1: Transients

2:. Long-duration voltage variations

3: Short-duration voltage variations

4: Voltage unbalance

5: Waveform distortion

6: Voltage fluctuations

7: Power frequency variations

Classification Sub-Type

Impulsive transient

Oscillatory transient

Over-voltage

Under-voltage

Sustained interruptions

Interruption

Sags (dips)

Swells

dc offset

Harmonics

lnterhamonics

Notching

Noise

Voltage flicker

Table 2.1: Categories of power system Power Quality phenomena.

Time (sec)

Nominal voltage value

Time (sec)

Type 2 example

Time (sec)

Type 3 example

lp.u.

-lp.u. -lp.u.ft
A A

V

Time (sec)

Type 4 example

Time (sec)

Type 5 example

Time (sec)

Type 6 example

Figure 2.2: Example waveforms of type 2 to type 6 Power Quality problems.
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High Voltage (HV) is used for 66 kV and higher for distribution and transmission systems. The

research focuses only on LV and MV radial installations.

The Power Quality phenomena targeted for compensation by this research are types 2

through 6, and examples of each type are illustrated in Figure 2.2. Type 1 events (such as

voltage spike transients) are not included as they are generally faster than the bandwidth of the

power electronic solutions discussed in this research, and are usually clamped using varistors, or

other similar methods. Power system frequency variations (type 7) arc also not compensated,

as the influence of Custom Power applications on the grid is not significant enough to be able

to vary this quantity (unless the chosen topology fully decouples the supply and load - which is

not the case in this research).

Short-Duration and Long-Duration Voltage Variations (Types 2 and 3)

Long and short duration voltage variations (types 2 and 3) include over-voltage, under-voltage,

interruptions, sags2, and swells. These voltage variations have more obvious financial impli-

cations to most consumers, and are therefore likely to provide the major cost justification for

installing a Custom Power solution such as the one presented in tin's thesis.

The size of these voltage variations from the nominal value is typically much larger than

variations expected from Power Quality types 4 through 6. Therefore, types 2 and 3 are also used

as the basis for the converter ratings of the Custom Power application developed in this research.

The voltage variation problem may be viewed from three perspectives: the vsusceptibiiity of

equipment to such variations; the probability of these variations occurring; and the compatibility

of equipment with its installation, based on the first two perspectives. This view creates an aid

for the development of the optimum ratings required to provide the most cost effective Custom

Power application to the consumer. An expanded review is included in Appendix A.

Voltage Unbalance (Type 4)

Voltage unbalance is where the fundamental voltage components in a three-phase system do

not have the same magnitude and/or are not exactly 120° displaced. The three primary ways

of describing unbalance numerically are: 'negative sequence unbalance', 'magnitude unbalance'

and 'phase unbalance' [22] (Appendix A).
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I

2Note: The terms 'sag' and 'dip' me interchangeable (dip is used in the 1EC standards), and only the term
'sag' will be used hereafter. Sag values will always be specified as a ratio of the nominal value (not the percentage
drop caused by the sag). For example a sag which causes a 10% drop from the nominal voltage is noted as a 0.9
p.u. (or 90%) sag.

Unlike the instant recognition by consumers of type 2 and 3 voltage variations (when their

computers and lights go out temporarily) the effects of voltage unbalance and waveform dis-

tortion are typically less obvious, although not necessarily less important. The most dominant

effect of voltage unbalance is Ihe reduction in the life oi motors due to increased heating and

vibrations [22] - [25], and also the reduction in developed torque [22] [23]. The Victorian Dis-

tribution Code [26] specifies a limit of 1% on the negative sequence component. However, even

this 1% on an induction machine can cause a loss of life of more than 5%, and with an unbalance

of 2% or 4% this loss of life increnscs significantly to 22% and 64%, respectively [23]. For VSDs,

and other equipment using three-phase diode rectifiers with capacitive filters on the dc side,

small amounts of voltage unbalance can lead to large even harmonic currents, which can cause

equipment to trip because of over-current [22].

Waveform Distortion (Type 5)

Harmonic (or waveform) distortion is becoming an issue of great concern with increased use of

non-linear loads. Some common examples of polluting loads are: VSDs, Switched Mode Power

Supplies (SMPS) used in computers and other electronic equipment, saturation of magnetic

components, arc furnaces, and lighting ballasts. Harmonics are known to have caused the mal-

function of devices such as VSDs [27]. capacitors [28], circuit breakers [29], fuses [29], conductors,

electronic equipment, lighting, metering [30], protective relays, rotating machines [23] [25], solid

state relays, static reactive power compensators [31], telephone communications [32] [33], and

transformers. The causes of malfunction include: increased heating, increased dielectric stress,

shifted voltage zero crossings, higher di/dt, increased magnetic fields and capacitive coupling,

increased vibration, and increase susceptibility to sags due to 'flat-topping'. Additional heating

is a particularly important problem as it may create .safety problems with the possibility of

starting fires due to overheating cables and other devices.

Voltage Fluctuation - Flicker (Type 6)

Voltage fluctuations axe defined as "a series of voltage changes, or a continuous variation of

the rms voltage" [34]. A common form of voltage fluctuations is 'flicker'; which, as the name

suggests, causes some lights (particularly fluorescent lights) to appear to flicker. Variations

as small as 0.5% in the 6-8 Hz range can cause a visible effect [18]. Flicker causes irritation

to consumers working under such conditions, and can even be a trigger for illnesses such as

photosensitive epilepsy. Arc furnaces are a major contributor to voltage flicker problems [18].
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2.2 Custom Power: Power Electronic Solutions

In the late 1980's N.G. Hingorani [35] [36] identified that high-power electronics was reaching a

stage where it was feasible to use this technology to control the transmission of power, and hence

overcome problems associated with existing mechanical control based systems. This new concept

was called the Flexible AC Transmission System; or FACTS . A few years later Hingorani [37] [38]

noted that power electronic solutions could also perform similar roles in distribution systems; but

this time mainly in the area of Power Quality. For these solutions, Hingorani coined the name

"Custom Power". The Custom Power philosophy proposes that existing and future products can

be used as a 'value added' service by the utilities for industrial and commercial customers who

require a more reliable and higher quality supply. While the original use of the term Custom

Power was purely for power electronic solutions based on medium voltage distribution systems,

its use has since broadened in the literature to include low voltage solutions on consumers'

premises. This broader view will be used in this research3.

It is estimated that Power Quality problems may cost tens of billions of dollars each year

in the U.S.A. alone [20]. With rapidly dropping prices and increasing power levels of power

electronic devices. Custom Power systems are becoming more widely used, and this trend is

expected to continue.

The core power electronic converter technologies of Custom Power systems are the Voltage

Source Inverter (VSI) and Current Source Inverter (CSI), and hence it is appropriate to review

these technologies before proceeding further.

2.2.1 Voltage Source Inverters (VSI) and Current Source Inverters (CSI)

Both Voltage Source Inverters (VSI) and Current Source Inverters (CSI) have been used in the

literature for the construction of active filters, with the VSI topology being reported much more

extensively. Both the VSI and CSI allow for bidirectional flow. The VSI is a buck converter

from the dc to ac direction, or conversely a boost converter in the ac to dc direction. The CSI

is a boost converter from the dc-ac direction, or a buck converter in the ac to dc direction.

Commercially, nearly all active filters are of the VSI type [39] [40], as is also the case for all

other Custom Power applications.

The use of VSI and CSI topologies in Custom Power applications has been compared by

Yunus and Bass [41], and by Benchaita et al. [42]. Higher efficiency and lower initial costs of the

3The definition of Custom Power applications also extends to other Power Quality solutions such as the static
by-pass switch, but only inverter based applications are investigated in this research.
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DC J
Voltage

YY1/
Ideal Low Pass Filter

. 1 AC
Voltage

Voltage Source Inverter (VSI)

(a) Ideal Voltage Source Inverter

s - <T

DC J
Voltage*

21*1 order Low Pass FilterVoltage Source Inverter (VSI)

(b) Example of a common practical Voltage Source Inverter

Figure 2.3: Schematics of ideal and practical Voltage Source Inverters (VSI).

VSI usually make it the more popular choice. CSI converters have additional losses caused by

the extra diode drop introduced, as well as the losses in the link inductor. Furthermore, under

light load the current through the inductor for many applications is kept constant, thus fixing

this loss regardless of the output power, and hence reducing the efficiency of the CSI topology

even further. The significantly higher volume of VSIs produced commercially has also led to a

higher differential in cost between the two. Because of these reasons, this research focuses only

on the VSI type of converter.

Figure 2.3a shows the basic construction of an ideal VSI. It is assumed that the dc side is

voltage stiff, and this is usually achieved using capacitors (as shown here), batteries, or other

components in some applications. Each vertical pair of switches is known as a phase-leg, and

the connection point between the switches is the output. By switching on either the upper or

lower switch (never both at the same time), the phase output will connect to the positive or

negative voltage rails of the dc-bus, respectively. By switching one phase leg in one direction and
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another in the opposing direction, a voltage differential equal to the dc-bus voltage is achieved

across the output; switching both legs in the same direction results in a zero output voltage.

This provides three different voltage levels that can be generated across any two phase legs. The

phase-legs are switched at high frequency, and a low pass filter (often just the load) is used to

extract the required volt-second average voltage. This control strategy is known as Pulse Width

Modulation, or simply PWM. The reference voltage that defines the required volt-second average

is also time varying (typically a sinusoid), and hence creates the desired voltage waveform on

the output.

Of course, in practice, the switches are not ideal, and the filter is typically a second order LC

filter. A practical example using IGBTs is presented in Figure 2.3b, and is the type of converter

used for this research.

Modulation theory of power converters is now a mature field, and is taken as assumed

knowledge in this research. A detailed discussion can be found in the text by Holmes and Lipo

[43], A nominal switching frequency of 5 kHz, with asymmetrically regular sampled PWM will

be assumed, unless otherwise noted. Note that the nominal sample frequency of the control

system will therefore be twice the switching frequency at 10kHz (i.e. due to the asymmetrical

sampling)4.

Throughout this thesis the VSI is modelled in various ways, depending on the level of detail

required. For the series control model developed and used in Chapters 4, 5, and 10, the VSI

is modelled as a continuous linear gain, as it is assumed to always operate in the linear region

(note that the LC filter is included in the model separate from the VSI). For the digital control

research (Chapter 6) the linear gain model is still used, but also incorporates a transport delay

to account for the regular sampled process. The UCPC verification simulation in Chapter 8

models the VSI as a whole, and includes the modulation strategy, IGBT cliaracteristics, dc-bus

components and values, LC filter elements, and all discrete sampling effects. The limitations of

the linear VSI model are discussed and investigated in the low and medium voltage experimental

work in Chapters 9 and 10. respectively.

2.2.2 Custom Power Topologies

The ability of a Custom Power system to combat various Power Quality problems depends on its

topology. Figure 2.4 illustrates the more common Custom Power topologies. These topologies

4For the MV DVR experimental chapter both 3 kHz and 5 kHz axe tested using symmetrically sampled PWM.
Therefore the sample rates for these tests match the switching frequencies.
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Figure 2.4: Fundamental Custom Power topologies.
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contain either one or two converters, as well as additional tuned passive harmonic filters for

some applications. It should be noted also that for some two converter topologies, the second

converter may simply be a passive diode rectifier. Depending on the specific application the

same topology can be used for different Custom Power systems, but with very different ratings,

physical parameter values, and control objectives, their contribution to reducing Power Quality

phenomena can vary significantly.

For example, the shunt topology in Figure 2.4a is used for Parallel (shunt) Active Filters

(PAF), as well as for Static Compensators (STATCOM; also a FACTS device). It can be

controlled directly for current injection, or indirectly for voltage stabilization/regulation. The

series topology (Figure 2.4b) is used for the Series Active Filter (SAF) and for the Dynamic

Voltage Restorer (DVR) using voltage feedback control. The series topology can also be used

to control current, and is common in systems such as the active-passive Hybrid SAF (Figure

2.4c), where current regulation is used to isolate the passive niters from the source voltage, to

improve and decouple their performance from the supply source impedance.

These topologies contain a single power electronic converter. Table 2.2 shows that most of

the associated applications are only able to remove Power Quality problems from either the

source current, or the load voltage - but not both. This is seen by the grey ticked boxes residing

in either the source current compensation columns, or the load voltage compensation columns,

but rarely in both.

A common topology for an Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) is the in-line topology (Fig-

ure 2.4d), with two converters, where the supply side converter may be either a passive rectifier

(i.e. diode rectifier) or an active rectifier. With both converters active, this device can compen-

sate for Power Quality problems in both the load voltage and source current. Alternatively, by

extending the Hybrid SAF (discussed above) with an additional shunt converter (Figure 2.4e).

load voltage control can be added to act simultaneously with the current harmonic compensa-

tion. This topology was first presented as the Universal Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC),

and can also compensate for voltage harmonics and flicker. The shunt connection of the UPQC

can be placed either upstream or downstream of the series injection transformer.

Removal of the passive components from the UPQC creates the unified fully active series-

shunt topology (Figure 2.4f) which is the subject of this research. With two active converters

this topology has enough degrees of freedom to simultaneously attenuate most types of Power

Quality problems from the source current and load voltage. While there is only a small amount

of literature discussing control schemes to achieve this task, prior literature from the PAF, SAF,
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UPS, DVR and UPQC Systems have some direct relevance to this role, and will therefore now

be individually reviewed.

2.2.3 Active Filters (AF)

The concept of injecting harmonic currents to cancel out unwanted harmonic currents was first

introduced in 1971 by Sasaki and Machida [44], and also by Anietani in 1972 [45]. Both of these

were only mathematical and simulation models, but in 1976 Gyugyi introduced the terminology

"Active ac Power Filters" and produced laboratory results using pulse width modulated BJ'l's

[46]. This publication is commonly seen as the seminal paper in the field of Active Filters.

The two fundamental topologies are the shunt (or parallel) active filter (PAF) and the series

active filter (SAF). All other topologies are either variations, combinations, or additions of

these two forms, which primarily compensate for current and voltage, respectively. These basic

structures have been shown already in Figure 2.4. Hybrid active filters are the combination of

passive and active filters, and are primarily driven by the cost advantages that can be obtained

using reduced rating components.

The shunt active filter is the simplest form of active filter to construct. It requires no external

power supply (other than its shunt connection to the grid), and can be directly connected to the

LV grid without the use of bulky and costly transformers. For these reasons the shunt active

filter is the most common form of active filter in the literature, and also in the commercial

environment [40] [47] [48]. There are literally hundreds of publications discussing purely shunt

active filters (which is more than five times the amount of literature available on any of the

other active filter topologies).

The most popular variation for the series topology is to include a passive filter system on

the output. This means that the series converter can act as a harmonic isolator with a greatly

reduced rating (as low as 4% of the load rating), while the cheaper passive filter elements absorb

the main harmonic load currents. This is commonly reported as the Hybrid Series Active Filter

[49]-[53] (Figure 2.4c). Whilst the small rating of the series converter greatly reduces the overall

cost, the compromise is that the system is generally incapable of compensating for problems

such as voltage sags, swells, unbalance, and fundamental voltage deviation. A number of hybrid

active-passive topologies have been proposed in recent years and are systematically reviewed by

Senini et al. in [54]. The series active filter has also been applied to directly control harmonic

voltage in [55] and [56], although very little other literature has been reported for this application.

2.2.4 Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS)

Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS) are designed to provide an interruption free supply even

during deep sags and full interruptions. Therefore, the UPS requires power components which

are rated for the full voltage and power requirements of the load. The length of interruption

a. UPS can handle depends on the energy storage capability of the device. A small UPS can

provide power to a personal computer for hours (and even days in extreme cases); but as the

required power rating increases, the capital and/or maintenance cost of the energy storage

devices becomes prohibitive [57]. Large volume manufacturing of UPS systems at, lower power

ratings means the UPS is the most common form of Custom Power product on the market. There

are three main UPS topologies currently available: the on-line UPS (Figure 2.4d), the off-line

UPS (Figure 2.4a), and the line interactive UPS (Figure 2.4f with the shunt converter located

on the load side of the series converter). Discussion of some of the line-interactive versions is

included in Section 2.2.6, as this UPS type (which may use the unified series-shunt topology) is

directly relevant to this research.

2.2.5 Dynamic Voltage Restorers (DVR)

The Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) was proposed to reduce the maintenance and capital

costs of UPS systems, and has a typical series converter rating of 15-50% of the protected load

[58]-[63]. It is known that a large majority of sag and interruption events have a short duration

and are relatively shallow in depth. Therefore, a DVR is expected to lower the net Power

Quality cost to the consumer, since even though the capital cost is greatly reduced (because of

the reduced rating of the system) the effectiveness of the solution is mostly maintained. Dugan

et al. [64] estimate the cost of a DVR (with 50% injection) as $300/kVA, versus $500/kVA for a

UPS. The DVR has maintenance costs of approximately 5% of the capital cost, while the UPS

has maintenance costs of 15% of the capital cost (i.e. the UPS is five times more expensive to

maintain when the difference in capital costs is also factored in) [64].

The cost of a DVR can vary depending on the voltage reference strategy used. The three

common strategy types are: pre-sag compensation, in-phase compensation, and energy optimized

compensation. The pre-sag scheme injects a voltage such that the load voltage remains at the

same magnitude and phase as before the sag occurred (Figure 2.5). With in-phase compensation,

the voltage magnitude is preserved at the load, but not the phase. The main difference between

the two schemes is that the series injection rating for the pre-sag scheme must be higher to

compensate for the phase jump. The third option is the energy optimized scheme, which injects
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Figure 2.5: DVR control strategy options phasor diagram: Pre-sag compensation, In-phase
compensation, and Energy optimized control. (Adapted from [58])

a voltage orthogonal to the sag voltage. This requires minimal real power to be supplied by the

DVR, and hence the energy optimized scheme does not require a significant dc energy source.

However, it still creates a phase jump and also requires a significantly larger series voltage

injection system rating. Since grid connected thyristor based applications in particular are

sensitive to phase angle jumps (e.g. Variable Speed Drives and Static Var Compensators) [22]

[65], the energy optimi2ed scheme is considered by some in industry [66] and academia [59] to

be impractical for most installations. To compensate for sags without the load receiving a phase

jump, real power injection must be supplied (at least initially) by the series injection system.

For the in-phase compensation strategy, the series injection capacity of the DVR provides

a reasonable estimate of the level of sag that can be accommodated. However, this estimate

should be progressively reduced for the pre-sag and energy optimized schemes, as they require

a larger series injection capacity to compensate for the same sag levels.

The two common schemes for voltage control using a DVR are feed-forward (open loop), and

feed-back (closed loop) control [58]. While both schemes have reported good to excellent sag

compensation performance, neither of the proposed strategies have so far been shown to have

good voltage harmonic compensation capability. The DVR generally only operates during a sag

event, and is usually not operated in steady-state to provide harmonic voltage compensation.

Furthermore, while the feed-forward control approach provides good dynamic response for fun-

damental voltage regulation, there will always be some output voltage error due to voltage drop

in the LC filter and series transformer, and non-linearities in the converter (such as deadband).

To overcome these problems some schemes have incorporated an inner deadbeat controller, but

this suffers from "sensitivity to parameter variations, and dependence on load parameters" [63].
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Closed loop voltage controllers typically use a Proportional-Integral (PI) regulator in the funda-

mental d-q rotating frame, which has a high resonant gain at the stationary frame fundamental

frequency, and hence excellent steady-state performance. However, the control loop gain ap-

plied to the harmonics with this type of system is much smaller. For this reason, good harmonic

compensation performance would not be expected from these control schemes if they were also

to be used for steady state harmonic voltage compensation.

Svensson et al. [67] [68] presented simulations of a feedforward voltage harmonic compen-

sation scheme for use with a DVR. However, this system has major limitations in practice. For

harmonic compensation using a DVR (with say a 50% injection capacity) the controller must be

able to accurately reproduce the harmonic compensation signal at modulation depths of mxich

lower than 10%. Therefore, considering that the practical effects of deadtime, minimum pulse

width, quantization, component; tolerance, etc., will be significant at this modulation depth, the

actual performance of this approach in a practical system is expected to be poor. These issues

are considered further in Chapter 10.

2.2.6 Combined Series-Shunt Topologies

Since the combined series-shunt topology (Figure 2.4f) was presented by Moran in 1989 [70],

the topology has been of particular interest for power system conditioning applications because

of its inherent flexibility. The topology permits a range of specifically targeted Custom Power

products to be integrated into a single unit. The shunt converter allows a mixture of reactive

power, harmonic current compensation, voltage stabilization, flicker compensation and three-

phase current balancing, while the series converter can support fundamental voltage regulation,

sag/swell compensation, harmonic current isolation, and harmonic voltage compensation.

The terminologies used for the combined series-shunt topology have become quite varied

(possibly to the point of confusion). Some of the acronyms proposed include (in alphabetical

order): APLC, LVRC, MUPC, PLC, UCPC, UPLC, UPQC, UPQM, UPS, and USSC. Table

2.3 summarizes these various alternatives. For FACTS applications, the terminology is much

simpler, with the term Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) most commonly being used.

However, UPFCs are designed for transmission lines (where bi-directional power flow is possible)

and should not be confused with Custom Power systems which are designed for radial systems

(i.e. distribution systems). For this reason, the UPFC and other transmission based unified

systems (such as the Universal Active Power Line Conditioner proposed by Aredes et al. [69])

will not be discussed further in this thesis.
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Acronym

APLC

LVRC

MUPC

PLC

UCPC

UPLC

UPQC

UPQM

UPS

USSC

Full Expanded Name

Active Power Line Conditioner

Line Voltage Regulator/Conditioner

Multilevel Universal Power Conditioner

Power Line Conditioner

Universal Custom Power Conditioner

Universal (Active) Power Line Conditioner

Unified Power Quality Conditioner

Universal Power Qualtiy Manager

Uninterruptable Power Supply

Unified Series Shunt Conditioner

References

[69]

[70]

[71]

[72]

[73] [74]

[75]

[76]-[88]

[89]

[90]-[94]

[95]

Table 2.3: Existing acronyms for combined series-shunt Custom Power devices.

A comparison of the various proposed unified series-shunt schemes is presented in Table 2.4.

This table shows that no single system has been reported that can simultaneously compensation

for voltage/current harmonics, current/voltage unbalance, fundamental voltage deviations, volt-

age flicker, sags and swells. The system in this thesis aims to achieve the capabilities shown in

the bottom row of the table, where all boxes .in the columns are grey. Furthermore, most of the

systems were found to have limited capability for direct regulation of load voltages to compensate

for pre-existing harmonics in the upstream supply voltage - rather than merely reducing supply

harmonics as a consequence of reduced source current harmonics. Most systems which have

included facilities to compensate for these harmonics use either a feed-forward scheme (which,

as discussed above, has practical performance problems) or a feed-back approach with limited

gain on the harmonics. Both approaches lead to a less than acceptable performance. Selected

proposed unified series-shunt schemes are discussed below to illustrate these points.

The most commonly reported combined series-shunt device is the Universal Power Quality

Conditioner (UPQC) [77]. The UPQC is the combination of a series hybrid active filter, and a

small shunt converter. The shunt converter allows small amounts of real power to be injected

into the dc-bus, for use by the series converter, so that the system can compensate for voltage

flicker as well as for current and some voltage harmonics.

Li et al. [75] proposed a unified hybrid system similar to that of a UPQC, but with an
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increased series rating to enable voltage regulation and sag/swell compensation whilst keeping

the rating of the shunt converter small. However, as discussed in Sub-section 2.2.5, real power

injection is required to compensate for sags without creating a voltage phase jump at the load.

The small shunt converter does not have the capacity for this, and therefore the system is forced

to use an energy optimized type controller [96] [97], which causes phase jumps during' sag/swell

events. This also means that the steady-state voltage regulation is limited, due to the increased

requirement on voltage injection to provide the out of phase voltage. As with the majority of

unified controller systems the proposed system has only been verified in simulation.

Elmitwally et al. [81] proposed another type of unified hybrid active-passive system to

compensate for harmonics, voltage unbalance, and voltage flicker as well as to regulate the

fundamental voltage. The series control system incorporates an inner current control loop with

an outer fuzzy logic load voltage control loop, The results show that the total harmonic distortion

(THD) of the load voltage increases, instead of decreasing, and is actually double that of the

source voltage! A drop in the source voltage THD is claimed, but this is only due to the

large reduction in source current harmonics achieved by the passive filters and series isolator

combination. The results display acceptable voltage unbalance and flicker compensation, but

the voltage sag response is very slow. Furthermore, the promise of simultaneous reactive power

compensation, fundamental steady state voltage compensation, and sag compensation without

phase jump contradicts the claim of a low rated shunt converter. The proposed system is once

again only verified in simulation.

Table 2.4 indicates that line interactive UPS systems [90]-[94] may offer a more promising

approach for a complete unified system. The shunt converter for these systems must be rated for

the entire load rating and of course the systems require energy storage anyway (as discussed in

Sub-section 2.2.4). However, the usual UPS control scheme requires that the series transformer

has either a high leakage inductance or a separate inductance to be placed in series with the line

[92], to give the shunt converter (which is run in voltage regulation mode) sufficient dynamic

control over the load voltage. Unfortunately, the side effect is that the load voltage becomes

quite sensitive to step changes in load current, as is clearly shown in the experimental results

provided by Kamran et al. [92].

In principle it seems quite feasible for the series-shunt topology to resolve all types of Power

Quality problems, with good performance. However, Table 2.4 and the related discussion above

shows that this result has not yet been successfully achieved in any reported system.
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2.2.7 Practical Implementation of Custom Power Systems

The fundamental converter topologies used for Custom Power applications are similar to many

other converter based applications, with the main distinguishing factor being the control sys-

tems used and their target outputs. Hence, the core focus of this thesis is the control systems

used. The demand for a very accurate and fast response from the control system means that the

practical implementation of these systems becomes critical - especially when digital implemen-

tations are used. Hence, in this thesis the concept of 'control' is extended beyond theoretical

algorithms to include practical aspects such as the digital implementation of the primary control

systems, and the control of the converter protection systems.

The flexibility, reduced size and cost of fully digital implementations has created a shift from

analog to digital signal processor (DSP) based power electronic applications. However, for many

control systems, digitization can alter the expected behavior of the system if this process is not

fully accounted for. Furthermore, the DSPs used in many power converters have a fixed-point

architecture, which can further degrade the performance of the controller. A specific review

of these problems is presented in Chapter 6, as a background to the solution proposed in this

thesis.

The issue of converter protection for the series topology has also been mentioned in the

literature as a major difficulty for practical systems. The literature provides only limited details

of possible solutions to the problem [39] [49] [98] [99]. A fault protection scheme for series

converters was presented in 1996 by Moran et al. [100] [101], but there are practical issues with

the implementation of the proposed system. A review of this issue is included in Chapter 7, as a

background to the solution proposed in this thesis. The issues of protection against all converter

faults and the control of the series converter during start-up, fault recovery, and shut-down, are

also considered in this chapter.

The voltage and power ratings of the UCPC need to be considered as well. These have

been investigated for the DVR by Nielsen ct al. [60] and Bollen et al. [102], but for these

investigations the supply source was taken to be a passive shunt rectifier. Chen et al. [83]

extended this work for the active series-shunt topology (which included tuned passive filters for

the harmonic compensation), but only accounted for the steady-state power from the shunt.

Chapter 3 re-develops this work to suit the UCPC, and extends the theory to incorporate the

transient energy capabilities into the rating model.

Finally, transformer design has been identified as an important consideration for the series

topology [99], Series based Custom Power applications requiring fast and large injection voltages
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(e.g. a DVR compensating for a sag; can easily saturate the series transformer if it is not rated

for "twice Mie normal steady-state flux'? [99]. The transformer design affects the control systems

in two ways. Firstly, if a double transformer rating is not feasible, then the controller must be

constrained to ensure that the converter limits the current into the transformer during saturation

to stop over-current faults. Secondly, the design of the transformer governs part of the design

of the control system for the series protection. Hence, some consideration of transformer design

and its effect on the control system performance, is presented in Chapters 4, 9 and 10.

2.3 Summary

The chapter has reviewed the Power Quality problems faced by modern consumers, and ca,tego-

rized them into seven types. Types 2-6 were identified as appropriate for further consideration,

while types 1 and 7 were identified as unlikely to be compensated using power electronics be-

cause of practical limitations. This review also provides a basis for the rating and control design

considerations used throughout this thesis for the development of the proposed Custom Power

application.

The chapter then reviewed VSI based Custom Power applications that have been reported

in the literature to address Power Quality problems. The review showed that series based

topologies offer improved potential for Power Quality compensation because of the increased

capabilities of this type of system, and also identified a research gap in the area of the use of

series based converters to accurately remove voltage harmonics from load voltages where they,

are caused by voltage harmonics upstream of the unit's insertion point. It was further rec-

ognized that a Custom Power application for radial systems that can combine this attribute

with fast and accurate simultaneous compensation for voltage sags/swells/fundamental varia-

tion/unbalance/flicker and current harmonics/unbalance is the ultimate goal. The flexibility of

the combined series-shunt topology shows promise in achieving this task, but improved control

strategies need to be developed to achieve a completely effective solution,

Chapter 3 establishes the physical structure and control requirements of the combined series-

shunt based Custom Power device needed to achieve this ideal goal. The term Universal Custom

Power Conditioner, or UCPC, is used for the proposed system. Chapter 4 then explores appro-

priate control schemes for the UCPC. Controller implementation issues of the UCPC are then

expanded in Chapters 5, 6, and 7.

Chapter 3

The Universal Custom Power

Conditioner (UCPC)

Chapter 2 has identified a need for research into a single Custom Power device, capable of

compensating for Power Quality problems of types 2 through 6. For this research, it has been

stipulated that the conditioner should bo for radial systems, suitable for either LV or MV instal-

lations, and should be applicable to either three-phase or single-phase systems. The controller

for the system should be fully digital to allow for upgrades, flexibility, and increase its tolerance

to aging drift effects seen in analog systems. The system should protect downstream consumer

loads from Power Quality problems in their supply voltage such as: harmonics, sags, swells,

phase jump, flicker and unbalance. In turn, the currents taken from the grid supply should

be regulated so that they remain free from harmonics and unbalance irrespective of the load

currents drawn by consumers.

This chapter presents a general arrangement of a series-shunt topology to achieve these aims.

The resulting system is termed the Universal Custom Power Conditioner, or UCPC. An overview

of the UCPC concept is provided, including objectives of the series and shunt converters, phys-

ical components of the system, control system and feed-back/feed-forward parameter options,

power/voltage/current ratings, and a brief discussion on the use of tho UCPC in an electrical

distribution system.

The concepts presented in this chapter are then applied in Chapter 4 to develop a control

scheme for the topology. This control scheme is then further developed in Chapter 5 to ensure

that the system can be applied to a single-phase system, and is also practically implementable.

29
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3.1 Overall Objectives of the UCPC

Since it was first proposed [70], the unified series-shunt converter topology has been of particular

interest for power system conditioning applications because of its inherent flexibility. The most

appropriate terminology for the resulting device is the Universal Custom Power Conditioner, or

UCPC. The term Universal Custom Power Conditioner (UCPC) was first used by Zhan et al.

[73] to describe a general combination of existing Custom Power applications capable of compen-

sating for a range of Power Quality problems [74]. The term UCPC has been adopted for this

work instead of the more commonly used term of UPQC (Unified Power Quality Conditioner),

because UPQC was originally used to describe the topology of a small rated series-shunt con-

verter with larger rated tuned passive filters (a topology that only addresses some of the Power

Quality goals considered in this research). In contrast, the work described in this thesis inves-

tigates a purely active approach (i.e. no tuned passive filters), and requires larger converter

ratings to enable the compensation of larger voltage variations (such as sags). Therefore, the

term UCPC defines a separation between the two approaches, and is more appropriate.

The operation of a UCPC in a distribution network is shown in Figure 3.1. The target

objective of the control system is to ensure the downstream load sees a sinusoidal and balanced1

voltage (of correct magnitude and phase), while the upstream grid supply sees a sinusoidal

and balanced current1 . To achieve this result, the series converter compensates for supply

voltage variations from the ideal, which include fundamental magnitude and phase, unbalance,

sags, swells, harmonics and flicker, while the shunt converter compensates for deviations in the

supply current from the ideal, which include harmonics and unbalance. The reasoning for this

choice and segregation is detailed in Section 3.3.

The primary harmonic purpose of the series portion of the UCPC is to attenuate pre-existing

voltage harmonics that are upstream from the connection point, since any voltage distortion

caused by distorted load currents will be addressed by the load current filtering action of the

shunt converter. However, even without the shunt active filter portion, the UCPC still has

the capability to compensate for voltage harmonics caused by both upstream and downstream

distortion sources, since it directly acts to regulate the load side voltage. In contrast, the

shunt active filter portion operating in isolation will only remove voltage distortion caused by

downstream non-linear load current, by removing these currents from the supply. However,

when combined with the series filter section, it does alleviate some of the voltage compensation

work for the scries part of the system.

1Note that for single-phase systems, balancing is not required, since there is only one voltage and current path.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the operation and placement of a Universal Custom Power Conditioner
(UCPC) in a radial distribution system.

For purely sag compensation, when compared to a DVR, the continuous operation of the

UCPC will have higher power losses, as the DVR only has conduction losses in its steady state

mode. However, reducing harmonics in the upstream supply current is likely to somewhat re-

duce the distribution system losses, and may also lead to some reduction in losses in consumer

equipment due to the less distorted voltage. Hence, the ability of the UCPC to regulate the

fundamental voltage may achieve some reduction in distribution losses that counteract the in-

creased steady state losses of the device. Whether the resultant, losses are higher or lower will

depend on the distribution system, the magnitude of existing harmonics, the efficiency of the

chosen converters, and many other parameters. This issue is not pursued further in this research.
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3.2 Physical Components of the UCPC

Figure 3.2 illustrates the major physical components of the proposed UCPC. The physical com-

ponents can be broken up into four sections; (a) primary power components, (b) ancillary power

components, (c) measurement hardware, and (d) controller hardware, and each of these sections

are discussed in detail in later chapters of this thesis.

The parameter values for the series components are denoted by the subscript SAF (i.e. Series

Active Filter), and for the shunt parameters the subscript PAF (i.e. Parallel Active Filter) is

used. The voltage at the supply voltage terminals is V'T, while the source voltage (i.e. the

voltage behind the supply impedance) is denoted by Vs. The load voltage is identified as VL.

Series Coupling
Transformer

Voltage Soft Charge
Measurement Contactors

VT

/Bypass Contactor

Voltage
Measurement

Series Protection
- Clamping /Bypass

Hardware

Scries Protection
Control

Hardware

Figure 3.2: Physical components of the Universal Custom Power Conditioner (UCPC).
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3.2.1 Primary Power Components

The primary power components are the power converter elements that axe essential to the

operation of the UCPC. Many of these elements exist in both the series and shunt topologies

and are identified throughout this work using the SAF and PAF subscripts, respectively. The

major components are:

• Series topology components

- Voltage Source Inverter (VSI)

- Filter inductors (LF,SAF)

- Filter capacitors (CF,SAF)

- Coupling transformer

• Shunt (parallel) topology components

- Voltage Source Inverter (VSI)

- Filter inductors (LF,PAF)

- Filter capacitors (CF,PAF)

• Dc-bus capacitance

The term voltage source inverter includes the IGBTs, high frequency capacitors, heatsinks,

bleed-resistors, and bus-bars and is described in detail in Chapter 9. (Note that the gate driver

is taken as part of the controller hardware.) The design and effect of the LC filter parameters is

described in Chapter 4, while all the magnetic components are discussed further in Chapter 9.

3.2.2 Ancillary Power Components

The ancillary components can vary depending on exactly how the UCPC is constructed. They

include soft start contactors and relays, switch mode power supply (SMPS) for the controller

hardware, converter/yystem protection elements, EMI components, cabling, connectors, and of

course the UCPC housing. All of these components are discussed with the experimental work

in Chapter 9, while Chapter 7 describes in particular the protection elements and their control.
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3.2.3 Analog Measurement Hardware

The current and voltage measurements required by the UCPC ore:

• Current measurements

— Load current (used by shunt converter)

— Shunt converter current (used by shunt converter)

- Series converter current (used by series converter)

• Voltage measurements

- Supply terminal voltage (used by both shunt and series converters)

— Load voltage (used by series converter)

- Dc-bus voltage measurement (used by both series and shunt converters)

Measurement of the voltage and current parameters is a critical part of the signal path, since

the accuracy and performance of the system is dependant on the measurement quality. For all

experimental work, currents were measured using hall effect sensors (i.e. LEMs), while voltages

were measured using resistive dividers, followed by differing forms of additional isolation. The

measurement devices used for the LV and MV experimental work are described in Chapters 9

and 10, respectively.

3.2.4 Controller Hardware

The controller hardware includes all the components from the raw analog measurement inputs

to the inputs of the gates of the IGBTs. This includes analog conditioning, analog to digital

conversion (integrated with the DSP for the LV expGrimental work), the DSP controller, and the

IGBT gate drivers. The controller hardware also includes interface circuitry to allow interaction

with the operator. This includes some (or all) of the following components: RS-232/485 serial

interface, front panel buttons or keypad, or LCD. Dedicated controller hardware for the series

protection system is also required and is discussed in Chapter 7. The remaining components are

detailed in the experimental Chapters 9 and 10.

3.3 Control Concepts for the UCPC

The control system of the UCPC can be broken up into separate, controllers for the shunt and

series converters, provided the two schemes are only loosely coupled. Coupling between the

converters can occur in two ways. Firstly, the converters connect via a common dc-bus, and

therefore only one of the two controllers can have direct control over this parameter. This role

is typically taken by the shunt controller, since demanding real power injection from the series

converter will result in a magnitude and/or phase variation of the load voltage. However, due to

the large capacitance used on the dc-bus, its voltage only varies slowly (compared to the other

parameters in the system), and it is therefore unlikely to cause any significant coupling between

the two controllers. The second possible form of coupling is between the two converter outputs.

Both series and shunt topologies can regulate the system voltage or current to some degree.

However, both cannot regulate the same quantity if they are to operate de-coupled. Therefore,

the only two options are:

1. Series regulation of the load voltage and shunt regulation of the supply current.

2. Series regulation of the supply current, and shunt regulation of the load voltage.

Hybrid based series-shunt solutions typically implement the second option, with the series

converter acting as an isolator of current harmonics, and forcing such currents into the tuned

harmonic passive filters. The shunt converter then controls the power flow (via dc-bus regula-

tion), and some other functions. Line interactive UPS systems incorporating the series-shunt

topology also typically use the second option, as when the voltage is lost the full rated shunt

converter must regulate the load voltage. However, it is more common to make a shunt active

filter regulate current and operate using the first option [40] [47] [48], with only a small number

of alternatives having been reported as using voltage harmonic regulation/damping [103] (i.e.

the second option). Lastly, the series based dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) system uses option

1 and directly regulates the load voltage [60]-[63].

The shunt converter can directly inject currents into a system (assuming a stiff supply), but

can only alter the load voltage indirectly by changing the current in the grid. Likewise, the series

topology can directly alter the load voltage, but can only affect the supply current indirectly

(i.e. bj' the current drawn by the load varying because of the voltage change). Hence, it seems

likely that the best performance will be gained by using the direct regulation approach as shown

in Figure 3.3 (i.e. option 1 with series converter voltage regulation and shunt converter current

regulation). This is tho approach investigated in this research.
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Figure 3.3: General structure of the control scheme _.f the Universal Custom Power Conditioner.

3.3.1 Voltage Regulation of the Series Converter

The series converter regulates the downstream load voltage to match a target sinusoidal refer-

ence. The difference between the upstream supply voltage and the target load voltage is injected

by the series converter, and must be tightly controlled to ensure that the voltage harmonics and

other disturbances are cancelled. The two available control variables are the supply and load'

voltages. The supply voltage is the disturbance and the feed-forward parameter. The load

voltage is the target, and the feed-back parameter. For good transient response feed-forward is

the better option, as it can directly produce the required volt-seconds output as required at the

output of the VSI. This is the method used by most DVRs [57] [61] [62]. However, due to the

voltage drop across the filter inductance and also because of the series transformer, the injected

voltage will have some small errors. For harmonic voltage compensation, high magnitude and

phase accuracy is required, yet the modulation depths are likely to be very low (e.g. typically

around l%-10% for a series converter with 0.5 p.u. injection capacity). Therefore the perfor-

mance is expected to be greatly limited by effects such as digital sampling delays, dead-time,

minimum pulse widths, PWM timer resolution, etc., as well as the filter voltage drop errors al-

ready mentioned. Hence, feed-back of the load voltage is also required to achieve an acceptable

level of steady-state error - especially for compensation of smaller magnitude Power Quality

conditions such as voltage harmonics and unbalance. Figure 3.3 presents an overview of this

scheme. Note that the measurement of the dc-bus voltage is passed into the. PWM generation

block. This allows the PWM modulation depth to be calculated based on the instantaneous

dc-bus voltago, to ensure that it always produces the required volts-seconds output. This is

called dc-bus compensation in this thesis. It also has the advantage of keeping the control loops

independent of variations in the dc-bus voltage, which further minimizes any interaction between

the series and shunt control schemes that may occur through this link.

3.3.2 Current Regulation of the Shunt Converter

The shunt converter regulates the upstream supply current so that it remains balanced and free

from distortion. The two control variables are the load and supply currents. The load current

contains the disturbance, and is the feed-forward parameter. The supply current is the target,

and is the feed-back variable. However, unlike the series conveiter, a feed-forward control loop

cannot be implemented directly, because the desired output is a current, yet the demanded

output of a VSI is voltage. Therefore, an inner current loop is required to implement this role.

Once more, it must be decided which of the two variables to use (or both). For this research

only the feed-forward (i.e. load current measurement) option is used (Figure 3.3), so the shunt

converter measures the actual load current, and injects a current to cancel out any unwanted

harmonics and unbalance. If correct cancellation is achieved, then only a sinusoidal balanced

current will be drawn from the supply.

Feed-forward compensation has been chosen Tor the following reasons. Firstly, the allowable

limits on individual current harmonics are higher than for voltage harmonics [21], and (assuming

good regulation by the inner current loop) a feed-forward method only should be capable of

meeting these limits. Using feed-forward current regulation means that it will have no stability

problems (assuming the inner current loop is stable), and this reduces control interaction between

the series and shunt controllers. Current measurement is also typically more expensive than

voltage measurement, and a reduced number of current sensors is to be preferred (compared

to the alternative of measuring both load and supply currents). Finally, the compensation

current for typical diodc/thyristor rectified loads generally contains sharp transitions, and can

vary significantly from cycle to cycle. This type of load is better suited to a feed-forward based

control system.
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3.3.3 Combined Series-Shunt Operation of the UCPC

Power flow is the major joint task conducted between the series and shunt converters, and is

essential for them to achieve their respective objectives. The bi-directional power flow capabili-

ties of both the series and shunt converters are utilized by the UCPC. The series converter can

either increase or decrease the load voltage, which will in turn absorb or inject power from/to

the dc-link, respectively. This power flow is then moved from/to the distribution system via the

shunt converter. The dc-bus of the UCPC connects the series and shunt conve-ters and balances

the power between the two converters. The shunt converter demands real power from the grid

to regulate the dc-bus to a pre-determined value, which then creates the power flow required by

the series converter.

The placement of the shunt converter either upstream or downstream of the series converter

can greatly vary the ratings of the converters, because of the different requirements of the two

options during deep transients (such as voltage sags). This is discussed in more detail later in

this chapter. However, the conclusion for this research is that the shunt converter location was

chosen to be upstream of the series converter (Figure 3.3).

So far the coupling between the series and shunt controllers has been separated into the dc-

bus interaction discussed above, and interaction via the target grid parameters of each controller.

The target regulation parameters of each controller, and the feed-forward controller only on the

shunt converter, have been chosen to minimize this interaction. However, some interaction will

still exist. For example, if the shunt converter compensates for distortions in the load current,

these distortions will be removed from the supply current. This will, in turn, minimize the supply

voltage harmonics created because of harmonic voltage drop across the supply impedance. The

series controller will then compensate for this change in load voltage conditions, which may vary

the current drawn by the load. This current variation is then, detected by the shunt converter

and the interaction loop is complete. However, since this loop depends on parameter changes

which are expected to only be very small (e.g. even a large change in supply current should

only create a small variation in the supply voltage), then the overall problems caused by this

interaction are expected to be minimal. Hence the approach that has been used was to design

and develop the series and shunt controllers separately for the majority of the work presented

in this thesis. Then the operation of the two systems was verified as a combined unit, in both

simulation and experiment, as described in Chapters 8, 9, and 10.
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3.4 Ratings and Injection Capabilities of the UCPC

The capabilities of the proposed UCPC are determined by the ratings of the primary power

components. Voltage sags are the primary issue with regard to the power, voltage and current

ratings of the UCPC, since all other Power Quality conditions typically require much lower

ratiugs.

Chapter 2 identified that a Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) typically has half the power

rating, and contains much smaller storage elements than does an Uninterruptable Power Supply

(UPS). It is therefore approximately 40% cheaper than the UPS, and also has maintenance costs

which axe five times less. Also, the discussion in Chapter 2 identified that the reduced rating

does not equate to a similar reduction in sag compensation capabilities, because a large majority

of sags are relatively shallow. Hence, a voltage injection capability of no more that 0.5 p.u. was

chosen for the series component of the UCPC developed for this project.

This section investigates in detail the compensation limits that are feasible for the proposed

UCPC. In general, the voltage compensation depth and duration are limited by both the series

injection voltage, and the available power flow to the series converter. This flow is regulated

by both the maximum current of the shunt converter (IPAF) and the storage capacity of the

dc-bus (Figure 3.4). The limits are investigated and linked to obtain the net sag compensation

capabilities of the UCPC with respect to depth (VT<SAG), phase (<1>SAG), and duration (tSAG),

of the voltage event, as well as the load current magnitude (h) and load phase angle (4>L).

Finally, the limits of the UCPC are correlated with the equipment susceptibility limits and the

probability of sag events, to estimate the compatibility of the proposed Custom Power device

with consumer loads.

YT

iPAF
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V D C :
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Figure 3.4: Simplified UCPC circuit diagram outlining terminology and polarities used for
injection capabilities investigation.
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3.4.1 UCPC Sag Injection

As discussed above, a series injection capacity (VSAF) °f 0.5 p.u. was chosen, and the same limit

was also imposed on the shunt converter current (IPAF) to maintain a more feasible overall

system cost. The remaining limit is the short-term energy capacity of the capacitors, and this

is determined by the difference in stored energy between the dc-bus voltage (Vpc) before the

event and the minimum allowable voltage to which the dc-bus can reduce while continuing to

compensate.

Chapter 2 discussed the three primary methods used by a DVR to compensate for sags. The

proposed UCPC uses a combination of the In-phase and Pre-sag compensation methods (Figure

3.5). Pull details of the control scheme are provided in Chapter 4, but for this investigation it

should be noted that the Pre-sag method is initially used, then the UCPC slowly shifts towards

the In-phase compensation method for steady-state voltage magnitude variations. However, the

injection and rating calculations are only developed here for the Pre-sag method, as the ratings

for the In-phase method can be easily derived from these results by setting the phase jump angle
t 0 z e r o-

Nominal \
Voltage i

Nominal \
Voltage >

L.SAG

(a) Pre-sag compensation phasor diagram. (b) In-phase compensation phasor diagram.

Figure 3.5: Phasor diagrams for compensation of voltage sags using Pre-sag and In-phase com-
pensation.

3.4.2 UCPC Steady-State Power Flow

During a voltage sag, real power is injected into system by the series converter, and has a

magnitude given by

(3.1)\PSAF\ = \/3 \VSAF\ \JSAF\ COS {<pSAF -

where the series converter current is equal to the load current (on a p.u. basis), (f>sAF is

phase angle of the series injected voltage relative to the pre-sag voltage, and 4>L is the load
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current phase angle relative to the pre-sag voltage. This power flow must come from either the

dc-bus storage capacitors, or the shunt converter. The power supplied by the shunt converter is

given by

(3.2)

Under steady-state conditions the dc-bus voltage should remain stable, and therefore all the

power should be derived from the shunt converter, so that

(3-3)

(Note that the negative sign is due to the sign convention presented in Figure 3.4.)

The reactive power flow out of the series converter is given by

\QSAF\ = v/3 \VSAF\ \ISAF\ COS {<j>SAF - <f>L), (3.4)

and is provided by the converter. On the other hand, since the shunt converter current is always

in phase with the supply terminal voltage (Vr), its reactive power flow is simply

\QPAF\ = 0. (3.5)

The power ratings of VSIs are primarily based on their converter current, and the maximum

operating dc-bus voltage (Chapter 9). The dc-bus voltage is boosted from the rectified value by

the shunt converter, and a default boost of 20 % was chosen for this investigation (i.e. 700 V<fc

for a 415 Vac nominal grid voltage). For the series converter the primary referred current is equal

to the load current, and therefore its power rating is determined by the series transformer ratio.

This ratio then determines the voltage injection capabilities of the UCPC, which in turn limits

the sag compensation. Therefore, for the series converter, only the injection voltage (VSAF) is

of primary interest, and this is investigated in the following sub-section, 3.4.3.

For the shunt converter, the current is not limited by the load current (unlike the series

converter), and it can therefore easily become quite large under certain circumstances. For

example, if 0.5 p.u. real power is required by the shunt converter, and a voltage sag of 0.2

p.u. exists, then from (3.2) the shunt converter current required is 1.4 p.u. (i.e. nearly three

times the required power). However, the shunt converter voltage rating is directly linked to the

system voltage, and is unlikely to see such extremes. Therefore, for the shunt converter, only
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the injection current (IPAF) is of primary interest, and this is also investigated in Section 3.4.4.

Finalfy, to overcome any possible power delivery limitations of the shunt converter, the

stored energy in the dc-bus can also be taken into account for short term sags. Under these

circumstances the shunt converter is current, limited, and the additional energy comes from

the dc-bus capacitor storage. The power balance in (3.3) now becomes invalid, but the sag

compensation abilities also become time dependant.

3.4.3 Series Voltage Injection Requirements

From the phasor diagram shown in Figure 3.5 the required voltage injection for the Pre-sag

compensation method is

\VSAF\ = y W + \VT,SAG\2 ~ 21Vt| \Vr,SAG\ cos (<t>SAG), (3.6)

where the In-phase requirement is given by substitution of <I>SAG = °- T l i e series voltage injection

phase angle can then be derived to be

\VL\COS (<J)SAG) - \VT,SAG\

- 2 \VL\ \VT,SAG\ COS (<j>SAG)t

(3-7)

Figure 3.6 presents these results in graphical form, and shows that a system with a series

injection capability cannot compensate for voltage sags with phase jumps of more than 30°,

irrespective of the sag depth. However, for voltage sags with phase jumps between 0° and 25°,

sags depths of 0.5 p.u. to 0.65 p.u. are possible, respectively. Note that the sag voltage that

can be compensated is independent of the load current parameters.

3.4.4 Shunt Current Injection Requirements

Under sag conditions (assuming no energy storage contribution), using (3.1). (3,3), and (3.6),

the required shunt converter current is found to be

\IPAF\ = -
\h\

\VT,SAG\
\I\VL \VT,SAG\2 -2\VL\ \VT,SAG\ COS(<f>SAG)cos{6SAF ~ $L) • (3.8)

From this equation the relationship between the required current, voltage sag depth and phase

jump is shown in Figure 3.7. As can bo seen for a 0.8 p.u. load current, a shunt converter

capable of only 0.5 p.u. current injection can sustain sufficient power delivery for voltage sags as

deep as approximately 0.6 p.u.. Comparison of Figures 3.6 and 3.7 shows that for equivalently
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Figure 3.6: Required series voltage injection of the UCPC during voltage sag conditions (i.e.
varying depth and phase jump).
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rated series and shunt converters (i.e. 0.5 p.u.), the limiting factor for steady-state voltage

compensation is the shunt converter. However, this is not always tne case under transient

conditions when the dc-bus storage facilities are taken into account, as will now be shown.

3.4,5 Equat ing Energy Flow Constra ints

When the required current of the shunt converter of the UCPC exceeds its maximum rating,

the control system will limit the current to the largest steady-state permissible value. Under

these conditions the series converter will continue to demand real power, which will be supplied

from the energy storage of the dc-bus (Note that the dc-bus voltage is no longer regulated by

the shunt converter due to the current limiting). The power flow out of the dc-bus is then given

by

The UCPC must stop compensating once the dc-bus voltage reaches VDCyMin- Therefore, the

maximum energy deliverable by the dc-bus is

(3.10)

Combining (3.9) and (3.10) results in a maximum permissible sag duration of

tSAG,Max=
CDC (v£C,Nom ~ VDC,Min)
— L

,NEr
(3.11)

Figure 3.8 presents the combined compensation capabilities of the UCPC with 0.5 p.u. rated

series and shunt converters, and dc-bus storage capacity equal to the experimental system in

Chapter 9 (i.e. 7.05 mF). These results account for the following: voltage injection limits,

current injection limits, dc-bus storage usage, voltage sag depth, voltage sag phase jump, as well

as for both the Pre-sag and In-Phase sag compensation control methods. Note that for longer

duration sags, the compensation method approaches the In-Phase alternative, hence allowing for

continuous voltage variations as deep as 0.62 p.u. (and is limited by the shunt converter rating).

For very short duration sags, the compensation limit is the series injection voltage previously

discussed, and is not based on energy restrictions.
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3.4.6 Compatibility Limits for UCPC Protected Equipment

The calculations so far in this section have assumed an ideal target load voltage (i.e. 1.0 p.u.).

Appendix A shows that consumer equipment has a voltage susceptibility limit which varies

significantly depending on the equipment. The majority of equipment is shown to be able to

handle sags of 0.8 p.u., or less, without affecting its operation, and ITIC (previously CBEMA)

limits recommend that consumer equipment be able to withstand sags of this depth for up to

10 seconds. Therefore, whilst the UCPC may not be able to fully compensate for sags deeper

than 0.5 p.u., partial compensation of deeper sags may still achieve the objective of avoiding

misoperation of consumer equipment.

Figure 3.9 shows the compensation limits for different target load voltages. For a target load

minimum voltage of 0.8 p.u. the compensation range is dramatically improved. For this same

target load voltage Figure 3.10 shows an updated version of the net compensation capabilities

of the UCPC (compared to Figure 3.8), where a large increase in the range of operation of the

UCPC has been achieved.

Sag measurement data from an extensive EPRI study [20] (see also Appendix A) has shown

that a large majority of events have sag depths no lower than 0.5 p.u.. However, this data does
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Figure 3.9: Maximum sag compensation capabilities of the UCPC (maximum 0.5 p.u. voltage
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not indicate what phase jumps are associated with the measured sags. Bollen et al. [65] note

that whilst phase jumps over 10° are quite plausible, tho existence of phase jumps "exceeding

45° seems very unlikely". Therefore, assuming that the majority of phase jumps associated with

the voltage sags are less than 30°, the proposed UCPC with 0.5 p.u. series and shunt power

ratings is expected to be able to provide effective supply quality compensation for consumer

equipment for 85-90% of voltage sag events.

3.4.7 Series-Shunt Orientation Options

So far it has been assumed that the series-shunt orientation places the shunt converter upstream

of the series converter. An alternative option is to place the shunt converter downstream of the

series converter. This has the advantage for the shunt converter of a linear relationship between

the required power and the demanded current, as the downstream voltage should always be

kept at 1 p.u. magnitude by the series converter. However, the disadvantage is that the series

converter must now be rated to handle both the load current, and the shunt converter current.

For a series converter with 0.5 p.u. power rating, the design current is no longer 1 p.u. (as it was

previously), and the resulting voltage injection capacity is therefore reduced to be much lower

than 0.5 p.u.. Elmitwally et al. [89] showed that the difference in Power Quality compensation

characteristics between the two orientation options is very minimal. For these reasons, placement

of the shunt downstream of the series converter is not considered further in this research.
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3.5 Network Placement of the UCPC

The diverse nature of distribution systems means that even if Power Quality problems are

improved at one point in the network, this will not necessarily provide adequate compensation for

the surrounding loads - irrespective of the effectiveness of the unit at its own installation point.

Therefore, even though the focus of this work is on the control of one UCPC, it is important

to identify situations where the system is a viable Custom Power alternative. Placement of

the UCPC is considered here via a qualitative discussion using an example distribution system

(Figure 3.11). The radial power system is constructed to suit the discussions, but incorporates

actual parameter values and situations found in distribution networks in outer metropolitan

Melbourne, Australia [104]. For this discussion the UCPC is initially assumed to create a pure

sinusoidal voltage at its load side voltage terminals and a sinusoidal supply current (how to

achieve this task discussed further in Chapters 4 and 5).

The loads in the Figure 3.11 aro separated into four subgroups:

1. A residential load group (Load 1);

2. A single MV customer with a large motor load (Load 2);

3. A mainly commercial load group which draws high levels of harmonic currents and is

sensitive to flicker and sags (Load 3); and

4. A mainly industrial area which includes flicker producing arc furnaces, and has processes

which are sensitive to sags as well as motors whose aging profile is sensitive to voltage

unbalance and voltage harmonics (Load 4).

The fault (and hence sag) conditions considered axe:

1. Single-phase impedance faults to ground due to trees close to the long 10km feeder F4

(Fault 1);

2. A three-phase short circuit fault on the feeder F10 (Fault 2);

3. a two-phase fault on the spur off feeder F4 (Fault 3); and

4. Sags due to faults in the transmission system.

A number of UCPC placements have been considered, and are identified by UCPC 1 through

UCPC 6 in Figure 3.11. Each placement option is discussed in turn below.
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Figure 3.11: Placement options for a UCPC in an example distribution system.
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The placement of UCPC 1 is unsuitable for many reasons. Firstly, the device would provide

no sag protection for the commonly occurring downstream faults on the long feeder (Fault 1),

and its internal protection mechanism is likely to remove the UCPC from operation during

these events. (The fault level at the point of installation is a major design consideration for the

protection elements of the series portion of the UCPC. Higher fault current levels may increase

the overall cost of the device, and should be taken into account. This is discussed further in

Chapter 7.) The large harmonic currents from Loads 3 and 4 will create a significant harmonic

voltage drop down the feeder, which will work against any benefits of the harmonic voltage

compensation as seen further downstream. This also applies for flicker and unbalanced loads.

Finally, one major advantage of this placement would be regulation of the fundamental line

voltage of the feeder. However, there are likely to be existing automatic tap changers in the

Zone Substation that can perform this role, and there are also cheaper alternatives for purely

fundamental voltage regulation.

Of the remaining placement options considered, UCPC 2 requires the largest power rating

as it is located on the feeder itself, with UCPC 3, which is located on the feeder spur, being

the second largest. The remaining locations UCPCs 4 through 6 are located on load groups and

have the smallest ratings. If the implementation of a UCPC of the required rating of UCPC 2

is feasible (if not already, advancing technology dictates that it soon will be), then this device

would protect all the loads on the entire feeder from all sags (as deep as 0.5 p.u.) created

on the upstream feeder (Fault 1), adjacent feeder (Fault 2), as well as any sags originating

from the transmission system. However, it may not protect loads from sags caused by the

starting currents of the large motors in Load 2. This protection would depend on whether the

installed UCPC has a high enough rating to handle these currents, and also on the voltage

drop caused by these currents across the impedance between the UCPC and the motor loads.

With a relatively close proximity to the load groups 1 to 4, the ability of the UCPC to supply

a harmonic/unbalance/flicker free voltage to these loads is quite promising (depending on the

impedance between it and the loads). The main problem lies with its adequate protection from

the other loads on the feeder (shown by the dashed lines). If these are not closely located, then

justification for this large power rating to cover all the loads diminishes, and placement on just

the spur may be more beneficial. Due to the long feeder, the voltage regulation capacity of the

UCPC is also quite attractive.

Note that no option has been provided for installation to protect the purely residential

consumers. This stems from the reality that, unless mandated to do so by the regulating body.
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it is unlikely that this load group can create any financial justification for a sole installation.

The location of UCPC 3 has the advantage of protecting this residential load group, and by also

protecting the commercial and industrial consumers, a financial justification for the installation

may be achieved. The location is close enough to Loads 1, 3 and 4 to provide adequate voltage

supply quality compensation (especially to Loads 1 and 4), and can also protect these loads

from sags caused by the motor starting currents in Load 2. This positioning isolates the Power

Quality problems of the load group from each other by directly regulating the common voltage

point they share. Thus, the flicker from the industrial load should not affect the commercial

buildings, and the harmonic and unbalanced current from the commercial buildings should not

affect the motor loads in the industrial load group. UCPC 3 is still ineffective for downstream

faults (e.g. Fault 3), but such faults have a much smaller probability in comparison to the

upstream faults listed in this particular example.

Locations UCPC 4 and 5 both protect a particular load group, and will therefore have much

lower individual power requirements than UCPC 3. Their location is also closer (although only

marginally) to the loads and hence should provide slightly better voltage regulation. Location

UCPC 4 protects the commercial buildings from nearby flicker sources and sags, and also protects

the nearby loads from voltage harmonics caused by the non-linear commercial loads (i.e. PCs,

VSDs in air-conditioning units, lighting ballasts, etc.). Location UCPC 5 protects the industrial

loads from voltage harmonics, unbalance and sags, and also removes any harmonic supply current

distortion caused by the industrial loads.

Location UCPC 6 is positioned similarly to UCPC 5, but differs in that it is a LV installation

(not MV, as have been considered to date). The per unit losses for a LV installation will be

slightly larger than those for a MV device (primarily due to the increased transformer losses), and

the installation of one MV device is likely to be cheaper than many LV devices [60], However, the

advantages of a LV version is that lower short circuit fault levels make protection of the UCPC

easier and cheaper, and the voltage isolation costs and size are significantly reduced. Whilst

a LV connection will provide the same types of compensation as listed for UCPC 5 (the MV

location), care must be taken to ensure that the impedance between the installation point and

any non-linear voltage stiff loads (i.e. diode rectifiers with capacitive loads) is not too small. If

the low voltage connection point is regulated to be a perfect sinusoid, then this will create a near

zero impedance condition, and excellent voltage profiles are seen by the consumers load. The

consequence is that these voltage stiff loads may demand significantly higher harmonic currents.

As the shunt active filter attempts to compensate for these currents to protect the upstream
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load, other downstream problems may arise. (Note that this situation will arise with any device

that compensates to create a highly sinusoidal voltage close to these loads.) For the UCPC

the finite gain control of the series converter (Chapter 5) will limit this effect, but the obvious

compromise will be a reduction in load voltage harmonic compensation capabilities.

The final option is for installation for a single customer (not shown). The outcome would be

similar to the installations at locations UCPC 4 through 6 depending on the type of consumer

load and the installation voltage. However, in this case all of the cost must be worn by the

single consumer, and the range of Power Quality problems must be severe enough to warrant

such expenditure.

In summary, the placement of the UCPC can be considered on the basis of technical and

financial considerations. The primary technical considerations are to ensure that the UCPC is

placed downstream of high probability fault locations, and is positioned such that the impedance

between the UCPC and the protected loads is kept to a minimum -- especially when problematic

loads are sharing the same connection. The financial considerations mandate that the placement

be such that the value added benefits of the reduced Power Quality problems are larger than

the cost perceived by the consumers (unless mandated by a regulating body). This will create a

means to pass some of the financial costs back onto the consumers. Therefore, a location which

protects large numbers of no ̂ -residential consumers, which are particularly sensitive to Power

Quality problems, will be the logical solution. Higher power MV installations will likely provide

this broad coverage and are the more cost effective solution on a kVA and protected consumer

basis (compared to low power LV installations).

Therefore, UCPC locations 3 through to 5 can be seen to be the most attractive installation

points in this example. The exact location would depend on the severity of the particular

Power Quality problems and the willingness of the consumers to pay more for value added

power services. Furthermore, the broad compensation capabilities of the UCPC help justify

its existence, but care should be taken to consider that if only one particular Power Quality

problem exists, there will most likely be a cheaper (and just as adequate) alternative solution

that should be explored.
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3.6 Summary

This chapter has presented the Universal Custom Power Conditioner (UCPC) which uses the ac-

tive sories-shunt topology to compensate for Power Quality event types 2 through 6, as discussed

in Chapter 2. The separate objectives of the series and shunt converters have been outlined,

and the input control parameters investigated and chosen. The physical components required

to complete the UCPC have been listed, and the series and shunt ratings have been investigated

to determine the limits on the depth of Power Quality problems for which the chosen ratings

can compensate. Finally, placement options for the UCPC in a radial distribution system have

been discussed to highlight the more beneficial usage conditions of the device, and to review the

limitations of this type of system.
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Chapter 4

Control of the UCPC System

lfThe series-shunt UCPC converter topology, introduced in Chapter 2 and then developed in

more detail in Chapter 3, provides the most flexible alternative for the compensation of Power

Quality problems. Chapter 3 has considered the application of the UCPC in terms of its overall

objectives, its physical structure, general control requirements, ratings, and alternatives for its

placements in an electrical distribution network.

This chapter now develops in more detail an appropriate control scheme for the UCPC to

achieve these objectives. Two schemes are explored - one for the series converter and one for

the shunt converter of the UCPC. For the series converter, the control scheme applies existing

synchronous frame control concepts that have been used previously in other Custom Power

topologies. A control model is developed and the effects of the system's physical parameters

on this model are investigated. For the shunt converter, three primary control functions are

established: the current reference signal generation, the dc-bus voltage controller, and the inner

deadbeat digital current controller (based on a Predictive Current Regulation (PCR) strategy).

The use of a synchronous reference frame signal extraction system is also presented. It should be

noted that while the clioice and implementation of the inner PCR current regulator is discussed

for completeness, there is a wealth of literature already established in the field for this type of

controller, and hence it does not form a significant part of the work presented in this thesis.

This chapter assumes the use of traditional linear synchronous reference frame controllers.

However, the use of such systems is limited (if not impossible) with single-phase systems. Hence,

Chapter 5 investigates the replacement of these controllers with an equivalent stationary frame

version that also allow for single-phase operation as well as reduced implementation complexity.

1Thc material in this chapter was first published in part as;
M. J. Newman and D. G. Holmes, "A Universal Custom Power Conditioner with Selective Harmonic Voltage

Compensation", in Conf. Rec. IEEE/IECON, Seville, Spain, Nov., 2002.
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4.1 UCPC System Analysis

In Chapter 3 control variables were identified that allow the series and shunt converters to be

only loosely coupled. Therefore, using these control variables, the series and shunt converter

control systems can initially be designed and verified separately, before they are combined into

a complete system. The overall proposed control scheme for the UCPC is shown in Figure 4.1.

Each of the control blocks in Figure 4.1 are discussed in this chapter, and the use of con-

ventional synchronous (i.e. rotating) frame d-q controllers is assumed, This allows the overall

functionally of the control scheme to be investigated, especially with regards to the physical

parameters of the system, such as the grid source and load impedances, transformer ratio, and

the LC filters. The limitations of the synchronous frame controllers are also investigated.

For the analysis of the series component of the UCPC, a default set of parameters is initially

chosen (refer to Table B.I of Appendix B). This allows for each physical parameter to be varied

separately, to investigate their performance and stability contributions in isolation. This analysis

approach is continued in Chapter 5 for the control parameters, after improved stationary frame

controllers are discussed. The control aspects of the shunt component of the UCPC are also

presented, and the use of a synchronous frame based concepts are again discussed to create a

framework for the improved alternatives developed later in Chapter 5.

Universal Custom Power Conditioner (UCPC)

Figure 4.1: Proposed control scheme for the Universal Custom Power Conditioner.

4.2. SERIES VOLTAGE INJECTION CONTROL SYSTEM OVERVIEW

4.2 Series Voltage Injection Control System Overview

In principle the series converter is an ideal voltage source that injects a voltage that is the

difference between the terminal voltage and the target reference load voltage to remove all

voltage distortion and create a load voltage that is free from Power Quality problems. To

achieve this goal, a control system is required to operate the VSI such that, after the LC filter

and series transformer, the appropriate voltage injection is achieved. Compensation of voltage

sags requires good transient response from the control, while compensation for voltage harmonics

and unbalance requires a good steady state response (particularly because of the typically small

value voltages that must be compensated).

As discussed in Chapter 2, feed-forward and dead-beat voltage control schemes have been

used to achieve good transient results with series converter topologies such as a DVR. However

the Hteady-state responses are not always particularly good - especially for harmonic compensa-

tion. Such systems are also quite sensitive to parameter variations in the system, and to practical

non-linear effects such as digitization delays, dead-band, and so forth. Feed-back approaches

generally use PI d-q controllers synchronized to the fundamental. These systems provide very

good steady state performance for the fundamental component, but provide results that are

only marginally better than feed-forward approaches for harmonic compensation. Combined

feed-forward and feed-back control systems have been proposed for DVRs, but only to provide

zero steady-state fundamental error.

In this research a combined approach is presented that uses a feed-forward controller to

achieve the transient voltage control requirements of the UCPC, and a feed-back controller to

greatly reduce the steady-state voltage error in both the fundamental and harmonics. Figure

4.2 shows how these controllers work together to control the series converter. Their detailed

designs will now be discussed in the following sections.

4.2.1 Supply Voltage Feed-forward

The feed-forward controller presented here to compensate for terminal supply voltage (Vr) dis-

tortion is similar to the DVR. schemes reviewed in Chapter 2, bus has two major differences.

Firstly, no sag detection mechanism is required as the UCPC operates continuously. This is in

contrast to typical DVR schemes that only compensate for transient variations and hence only

operate during these times. Secondly, the actual sag compensation scheme is chosen to be a

combination of the Pre-sag and In-phase schemes that have been separately applied to DVR

control. Both these schemes have relatively similar real power and voltage rating requirements,
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Figure 4.2: Components of the series injection control system.

although they have slight performance differences depending on the depth and phase jump of

the voltage sag. However, since the need for a sag detection mechanism has been removed,

the phase relationship of the series injection to the supply voltage must be maintained by a

new strategy. DVR schemes either freeze the injection phase at the start of the voltage sag for

Pre-sag compensation, or quickly adapt to the new phase situation for In-phase compensation.

Without sag detection, freezing is not possible, and yet the initial phase jump associated with

the In-phase option is not desirable. The solution developed here is to create a combination

of the two schemes by slowing the phase synchronization slew rate such that, when the supply

voltage phase varies, the converter phase reference only follows at a rate of change acceptable to

the load. This means that initially the Pre-sag voltage phase will be retained, but it will then

slowly vary until the In-phase voltage phase is achieved. A further advantage of this approach

is that it allows for slow variations in the system phase to be accommodated without additions

to the overall control scheme.

The feed-forward controller, illustrated in Figure 4.2, is implemented by firstly subtracting
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the measured supply terminal voltage from the reference voltage (which is created using the

synchronization scheme, mentioned above). To minimize excitation of the resonance created

by the LC filter, n rate limiter is applied to the signal, but this rate is kept high enough so

that the effect on the transient response is minimal. (The LC resonance effect is discussed in

more detail later in this section.) After the turns ratio of the transformer is accounted for,

the resultant signal is added to the feed-back output, and the result (VSAF*) is passed on to

the PWM generation portion of the controller2. To ensure that the required volts-seconds is

achieved at the output of the converter, the dc-bus voltage is also measured and incorporated

into the calculation of the PWM values. It should be noted that small voltage drops across the

filter inductance and transformer are not accounted for in this strategy. However, these small

errors will be removed by the feed-back portion of the controller.

The result of this part of the overall control scheme is a controller that will automatically

shift with variations in the power system phase (caused by voltage sags and other slow variations

in the system frequency); compensate for sags with good transient response and no phase jump;

and maintain continuous fundamental voltage regulation. However, due to the limitations of the

feed-forward approach for smaller errors, the scheme will only provide limited voltage unbalance

compensation, flicker compensation, and voltage harmonic compensation (particularly for larger

magnitude and lower frequency components).

4.2.2 Load Voltage Selective Feed-back

The feed-forward control component provides the required transient, response for compensation

of sags and other sharp variations in voltage. A feed-back controller is now developed to remove

any steady-state and harmonic voltage error in the load voltage. Conventionally, a PI d-q

feed-back controller is applied to the load voltage to achieve this goal. However, this type of

controller will remove positive sequence fundamental error since it has a very high gain for this

component, but it will have only a minimal effect on other errors due to the lower gain that

it has for the remaining error components. To remove the voltage unbalance for a three-wire

system a negative sequence PI d-q controller can be used, but this still does not remove most of

the voltage harmonic error.

Bhattacharya et al. [52] proposed the use of separate PI d-q controllers to act on each of a

number of supply current harmonics, and hence controlled the series topology to act as a current

2Note from Figure 4.2 that a positive output from the VSI will cause an increase in load voltage (i.e. the
positive terminal of the series injection in connected to the load). This sign notation will be used in the remainder
of this thesis and should be assumed if not explicitly noted.
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(Negative Frequency Response) Bode Plot: C,(») (1'onllivc Frequency Kttpomr)
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Frequency (Hz)

Figure 4.3: Simulated positive and negative bode plots for the series feed-back controller, Gi(s).
(Proportional gain equals zero).

source to achieve harmonic isolation. This approach achieves virtually zero steady-state error for

each of the selected harmonic signals. A similar selective approach was also used by Mattavelli

et al. [17] in an UPS in-line topology for voltage control. Thus, it seems attractive to use the

same approach with the series topology for voltage control. However, to allow for all sources

of harmonic distortion, separate positive and negative PI d-q controllers would be required for

each of the selected harmonics. These controllers would provide the frequency response shown

in Figure 4.3. But, for selected components of the fundamental and the oth, 1th, 9th, ll<;i and

13*'' voltage harmonics, a total of twelve separate PI d-q controllers would he required, and

this is very computationally expensive. Furthermore, PI d-q controllers are designed for use on

three-phase systems, and cannot be used on single-phase systems.

Chapter 5 explores the use of stationary frame equivalent controllers to alleviate these diffi-

culties, and results in a feed-back controller for the series VS1, Gi(s). given by

G,(5) = /fP + where: M = {1,5, 7,9,11,13}. (4.1)

However, for the following discussions in this chapter this development can be temporarily put

to one side, and the use of both positive and negative PI d-q controllers to compensate for all

the selected frequency components is assumed.

4.2.3 Design and Stability Analysis

The design of the series controller for the UCPC involves many hardware and software param-

eters that must be chosen during the design stage, as well as other parameters that must be

identified, but are not under the control of the designer or installer (e.g. the power grid system

and load parameters). The major hardware parameters of interest are detailed in Table 4.1.

All of these parameters can in some way affect the stability of the control system, and their

influence will now be investigated. The physical parameter values that provide the most stable

performance will then be selected. (Parameter determination for the control variables using a

similar investigation approach is left until Chapter 5, where the controller is discussed in more

detail.) Only linear analysis of the system is pursued in this section, and therefore it is assumed

that the VSI does not operate into its over-modulation region. Also, other non-linear effects

(such as the digital implementation and magnetic saturation) are neglected for the moment.

Symbol Name Parameter Type

Kp

Kj

N

Lp

Cp

RCF

Ls

Rs

Reference voltage

Load voltage

Source voltage

Proportional gain

Integral gain

Transformer ratio

Filter inductance

Filter inductor resistance

Filter capacitance

Filter capacitor resistance

Source inductance

Source resistance

Load inductance

Load resistance

Input - R{s)

Output - C(s)

Disturbance - D(s)

Controller design parameter

Controller design parameter

Fixed by maximum desired series injection

VSI design parameter

VSI design parameter

VSI design parameter

VSI design parameter

Varying distribution system parameter

Varying distribution system parameter

Varying distribution system parameter

Varying distribution system parameter

Table 4.1: Series model parameter types.

An s-domain analytical model is used for the design and stability analysis. Figure 4.4 shows
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Figure 4.4: Electrical elements and labels used for stability analysis of the series control system.

D(s)

Figure 4.5: Control block overview of the series injection control system and model of the power
system used for stability analysis.

G2(s)

Power System Model

Figure 4.6: Power system model used for stability analysis.
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the electrical system schematic and terminology used for the model, and the control model block

layouts are presented in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. The VSI power stage can be modeled as simply a

unity gain block due to the dc-bus voltage compensation included within the controller, which

ensures that the required volt-seconds output is generated irrespective of the instantaneous

dc-bus voltage.

The input variable to the control system, R{s), is the three-phase (or single-phase) reference

load voltage (Vfle/), and the output variable, C(s), is the load voltage (Vj,). The source voltage

(Vs) is the disturbance of the system, D(s). Note the distinction between the source voltage

(Vs) and the terminal supply voltage (Vr) shown in Figure 4.4. The source voltage is located

before the Thevenin equivalent supply impeda,nce, Zs, while the terminal supply voltage is the

point of upstream connection of the UCPC (i.e. on the other side of Zs).

The power system, C?2(s)> is also developed from the schematic in Figure 4.4. The inputs

to the model are the output of the VSI (before the LC filter) together with the source voltage.

The model outputs define both the terminal supply voltage and the load voltage of the system,

which are fed back into the series controller (Figure 4.5). To implement the power system as a

two port block, the model was broken into four parts (Figure 4.6), defined as:

(4.2)
s.N (LS + LLoad) + N (Rs + RLoad)

G2b(s) =
S2.LF.RCF-CF + S.(LF RLF

S2.N.CF.LF + S.N.CF.(RLF + RCF) + N
(4.3)

G2c(s) = s.N.Ls + N.RS , and (4.4)

p , s S.RQF-CF + 1
2dK ' ~ s2.N.CF.LF + S.N.CF.(RLF N

(4.5)

Due to the number of variables, as well as Ithe wide range of possible values for each, it is not

feasible (or useful) to investigate all possible parameter variations. Instead, default values are

assigned to each parameter, and then each parameter variation is investigated in isolation. This

allows the effect of each individual parameter to be qualified, as well as providing an approximate

quantification of the effect under the set conditions. A full set of the default values that were

used is provided in Table B.I of Appendix B, and they are also noted throughout the following
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text as required.
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Design of the LC filter elements: LF, RLF, CF & RCF

Filters are typically used as interfaces between the VSI and the system to attenuate the PWM

switching harmonics, whilst passing through the lower frequency target waveform. For active

filter systems the design typically becomes a compromise between good filtering of the switching

harmonics, and the effect of the filter on the target low frequency harmonics (which can be less

than one decade away from the switching frequency). To achieve the sharp roll-off characteristic

required, second order LC (inductor-capacitor) filters are commonly used. An LC filter is

a minimum requirement for the series topology, as the series transformer approximates the

performance of a current transformer (especially for higher values of N) and simple first order

inductive filters typically don't operate well into this type of load. However, LC filters create

resonance conditions around the break point of the filter, which must be taken into account

during the design. The control model shows that this resonance effect can cause a significant

amplification of disturbances from the supply voltage to the load voltage, and it is therefore

an important design consideration in this section. The four parameters of the LC filter design

are: the filter inductance iLF), the resistance of the filter inductor (RLF), the filter capacitance

(Cp), and the series resistance of the filter capacitor (RCF)-

For many high performance applications the filter inductance is designed to be relatively

small to minimize the voltage drop error between the converter output and the connection point,

and to make the output voltage more immune from variations in the load currents. However,

inductor sizes cannot be too small because of the limits caused by the high ripple currents that

are then created, and hence this limit is used as the design criterion in this work. An initial

default value of 2 mH was chosen for the filter inductance as this leads to acceptable maximum

ripple currents in the LV experimental converter system (see Chapter 9).

The filter capacitance is initially selected based on the filter break point required, and then

adjusted to meet the stability considerations and commercially available values. For this research

harmonics up to the Uth are compensated (650 Hz), and therefore a break point in the region

of 1.0 kHz to 1.5 kHz is desired (i.e. above the highest target frequency, but sufficiently below

the switching frequency to achieve acceptable attenuation). Using the approximate break point

equation

fbrcak" ~2 (4.6)
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Figure 4.7: Bode plots showing effect of varying the filter capacitance (CF). (Refer to Table B.I
in Appendix B for remaining default parameters.)

a capacitance of 7.5 JJ,F was initially chosen as a default value to give a resonant frequency of

approximately 1.3 kHz. However, is should be noted that the actual break point can vary from

(4.6) due to the loading effect of the other parameters in the system (such as load and source

impedances). The effect of varying CF is shown in Figure 4.73, with values on either side of

the default value simulated. The larger capacitance (and therefore lower frequency) has a lower

resonant gain of 9.3-dB, compared to 11.7-dB and 13.3-dB for the smaller capacitances. (The

larger capacitance of 15 fiF was therefore adopted for the system value.)

The next consideration is the resonance damping effect of the resistance in both the filter

inductor and capacitor. Since the full converter current passes through the filter inductor, and

a small impedance is preferred for the filter inductor as discussed above, the resistance of the

inductor must be kept small. The actual value is determined by the design of the inductor (i.e.

losses in the copper and magnetic material). A default value of 50 mfi (i.e. 0.05 Q) was used

for the following analysis based on measurements of the installed LV inductors (see Chapter 9).

3For all Bode plots (i.e. open loop system response) presented in this thesis, the response C(s)/R(s) is equis-alent
to C(s)/E(s). This is because with the feed-back set to zero, the reference, R(s), and the error, E(s), are the same.
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This resistance is too low to adequately damp the LC filter.

The only viable option for passive damping is therefore the series resistance of the capacitor.

This is the approach used by various researchers [69] [81] [89] [105] [106] [107], and since the

equivalent series resistance (ESR) of capacitors is typically quite small, an external series resistor

is required. Figure 4.8 presents a bode plot of the system to illustrate the dramatic effect series

resistance has on the resonance damping.

For the targeted harmonic frequencies a high loop gain is ideal as this gain is derived from the

controller, but high loop gain at the niter break point (derived from the plant) is not desirable,

and is likely to cause amplification of voltage supply disturbances in this frequency region. This

is shown in the disturbance error plot of E(s)/D(s) in Figure 4.94. The controller's gains become

deep notches at the selected frequencies (i.e. very little disturbance remaining), but the LC

resonance clearly creates a large source of amplification for disturbances near its frequency.

With no resistance the loop gain is 34.6-dB (39.0-dB disturbance error) at the filter break

point, but it drops to only 11.7-dB (12.1-dB disturbance error) with 4.7 O inserted. The phase

margin (PM) is also significantly improved, from unstable with no resistance, to 41° with 4.7

Q inserted. However, the use of the resistance has two disadvantages. Firstly, high frequency

attenuation becomes poorer as the resistance increases, because the ripple current creates a

directly proportional voltage component across the resistor (Figure 4.8). Secondly, the ripple

current through the resistor creates additional losses in the system. Since performance is more

important for this type of system, this small additional power loss is acceptable as a design

compromise. (Chapter 5 explores the use of an active damping scheme to provide increased

damping and stability, as well as allowing the size of RcF to be minimized as much as possible.

However, as the active damping scheme acts as a virtual resistor, the above analysis will still

held.)

• • nf w K / f t h i 3
t
s y : i t e l? t h e disturbance error, E(s)/D(s), has equivalent magnitude to the output disturbance

ratio, L(g)/D(s), as the feed-back path is unity and the reference input is set to zero for the analysis.

i
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Effect of load and source impedances

Load and source impedances are closely related to each other with respect to their effect on

the system loop gain. This is primarily due to their physical arrangement in the circuit. Their

influence can also be seen in Equation 4.2 as the direct addition of the inductance and resistance

values in the denominator. The default values for the load elements are 10 fi (i.e. RLoad) &"d 5

mH (i.e. LLOad), while the default source impedance is 0.5 fl and 1 mH5.

Figure 4.10 shows that a purely resistive load (i.e. liLoad — 0) creates significant damping of

the LC resonance compared to a combined inductive-resistive load. Conversely, the larger the

inductive component, the smaller the damping. Not unexpectedly, the phase margin (PM) is

once again affected by the reduction in damping, with the greatest PM created with a purely

resistive load. As expected, without any inductive load, damping and PM improve as the load

resistance gets smaller. Thus, stability improves during heavier real power load conditions.

Finally, since the source impedance is generally significantly smaller than the load impedance,

the source impedance usually has little effect on the stability and performance of the system.

Design and effect of the transformer ratio: N

As previously discussed, the target series injection capacity for the UCPC in this research is

0.5 p.u., and thus for a LV installation a default transformer ratio (N) of two is used. As the

ratio varies, so does the load impedance seen on the converter side of the transformer. Figure

4.11 shows that for larger the injection capacities, the effective impedance seen by the converter

reduces, the system is more damped, and the phase margin (PM) improves.

5The source impedance value also includes the equivalent leakage reactance and winding resistance of the
transformer. The magnetising inductance of the transformer is assumed to be large and is therefore ignored.
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Design summary

The analysis of the series converter section has shown that at the lower target frequencies, loop

gains of the system are influenced mainly by the linear control gains, while at and beyond the

LC filter break point, the loop gain is dominated by the physical system elements. The primary

design concern for this filter is to minimize the disturbance gain around its resonant frequency.

The filter inductance was chosen based on the maximum allowable ripple current and con-

verter rating, to minimize the effect of the voltage drop across the inductor. An initial default

filter capacitance of 7.5 ^F was selected, and was then revised to 15 juF to provide a lower

disturbance gain around the LC break point frequency. A damping resistance of 4.7 Q, in series

with the filter capacitor was then introduced to provide adequate damping, although the losses

produced by the resistor are of some concern. (Minimizing this resistance using active damping

techniques will be discussed in Chapter 5.) The choice of the transformer N also has a significant

influence on the stability of the system, and as the value of N is lowered (i.e. larger series rating)

more of the load impedance is reflected to the converter side - providing more damping.

The robustness of the controller to variations in the power system parameters was also

investigated. Variations in the source impedance had little effect due to the dominance of the

load components. A purely resistive load provides significantly more damping (and therefore

better stability) than when combined with an inductive load. However, acceptable stability can

still be maintained with an inductive load.
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4.3 Shunt Current Injection Control System Overview

The shunt (parallel) portion of the UCPC removes unbalanced fundamental and harmonic cur-

rents from the supply, and also provides bi-directional power to the series converter. Figure

4.12 shows the major sections of the control system for the shunt converter, where it can be

seen that the controller can be split into four separate blocks: reference current generation,

dc-bus regulation, PCR current regulation, and the VSI PWM controller. The reference cur-

rent (IPAF*) is created from the addition of the target active filter cancellation currents (that

cancel unbalanced load and harmonic currents) and the real power sinusoidal current (required

to maintain a constant dc-bus voltage to control the power flow to the series converter). This

reference current is tracked using a Predictive Current Regulation (PCR) scheme. The current

reference generation and current regulation processes are discussed in the following sub-sections.

IPAF I ' ^J fJ L
nl I I

Asymmetrically
Sampled PWM

Generation

, Normalised

PI

K+K-

Synchronization
Software

1 or 3 phase unity waveform

QiDSP

UCPC Shunt Digital Control System

Figure 4.12: Components of the shunt control system.
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4.3.1 Reference Signal Creation

Chapter 3 described the control parameters for the shunt converter, and concluded that a purely

feed-forward control approach was appropriate duo to tlit* highly transient nature expected from

the current to be compensated. Unlike tho series controller, where the ideal voltage has a

fixed magnitude, the current magnitude is dependant on the load and will vary. Therefore, the

reference signal for the feed-forward controller must be extracted from the load current. (Recall

also that for shunt current compensation the feed-forward parameter is the load, whereas for

series voltage compensation the feed-forward parameter is the supply.) The reference generation

control block is required to remove the fundamental component from the load current signal,

which leaves the unbalance and distortion components remaining. If tracked faithfully by the

PCR algorithm, injection of the negated signal will cancel with the unbalance and distortion

components in the load current, to achieve a sinusoidal and balanced supply current.

One common method for reference generation in the literature is to shift the signal into the

d-q rotating frame, which modulates the fundamental component into a dc quantity. This allows

a simple first order high-pass filter to attenuate the dc portion, with a suitable cut off frequency

from the harmonic components such that they arc minimally affected by the filtering action.

For three-wire systems this is given by

Va(t)

Vb(t)

0 1

& _.
2 :

- sin(u>o£) i _2_

1 0

Xa(t)

Xb{t)

(4.7)

and

Hdq(s) =
S -f • U,'c '

(4.8)

where u)c is the high pass filter cut-off frequency, and wo is the fundamental frequency.

However, this method is not applicable for single-phase systems, is computationally expen-

sive, and requires the generation of multiple sinusoidal references. Therefore, Chapter 5 develops

an exact equivalent method for the stationary reference frame which does not require modula-

tion into the rotating d-q frame, is more computationally efficient and has no requirement for

synchronized sinusoidal references. Stationary frame approaches for single-phase systems are

then also developed.
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4.3.2 Predictive Current Regulation (PCR)

For the series converter the transient response requirements were provided by feed-forv ard in-

jection of the .supply voltage orror. However, for current regulation in the shunt converter, a

direct open-loop feed-forward approach is not possible, because the converter output quantity

is voltage, not current. Therefore an inner loop current controller is required to produce the

demanded feed-forward reference current described in Section 4.3.1.

There are three basic types of current regulation systems: ramp comparison (i.e. linear PI

and similar techniques), hysteresis, and predictive [108]. Linear PI (and PI d-q) can provide an

adequate steady-state response, but are not suited to the rapidly changing load currents typically

seen by this system. Hysteresis current controllers exhibit excellent transient performance, but

implementations in their traditional form are not fully digital. They also exhibit a variable

switching frequency which is more difficult to filter. So, the remaining alternative is to use

a predictive current controller, which requires some knowledge of the converter parameters to

calculate the output voltage required, and to therefore achieve dead-beat control of the target

output current.

Predictive controllers have been widely used in the literature for shunt active filtering [109],

and have also been used in combination with other linear techniques for additional improved

steady state performance [110]. This research uses the direct implementation method proposed

by Holmes et al. [Ill], which is termed the Predictive Current Regulator, or PCR. The algorithm

can be used in situations where the back-emf of the connected load is either known and unknown.

For active rectifier topologies (such as are used in this research) the back-emf is known, and

therefore either version can be used.

Malesani et al. [109] has identified that PCR implementations where the back-emf is known

are stable for 100% variations in filter inductance, whereas implementations where the back-

emf is estimated are typically only stable for inductance variations of about 20% (or even less)

depending on the load parameters. More stable versions (with respect to variations in the filter

inductance, LF,PAF) of the estimated back-emf scheme are possible, but they are still not as

stable as the measured back-emf schemes [109]. Back-emf known PCR is also sensitive to errors

in the voltage measurement, and fast voltage variations (because the back-emf is assumed to be

relatively constant during the switching cycle), but little work has been done to quantify this

effect and to investigate how it affects the stability of the PCR algorithm. However, resolving

these issues is a separate research issue, and is not pursued further in this work as the series

control portion of the UCPC is of more importance. Hence, the measured back-emf PCR
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version was chosen for this research clue to its wide stability regions for variance in LJ?%PAF> It

should be noted that the following (and future) PCR discussions are included in this thesis for

completeness, b\\: oie simply the understanding, design, and application of existing knowledge

in the field of digi4 n\ 'urrent control and do not represent an original research contribution.

The basic back-emf known form of the PCR algorithm is given by Holmes et al. [Ill] as:

- 1] - 2.Yr[i - 2] - VPAF*[i - - IPAF[i - 1])

(4.9)

where the input and output parameters are identified in Figure 4.12. For many digital imple-

mentations the analog system measurements are sampled during the prior switching period6 (i.e.

during [i-1]), and the algorithm calculation result is then executed during the next switching

period (i..e [i]). The resultant target converter current should then be achieved by the end of

this second switching period (i.e. at the start of [i+1]). Equation (4.9) includes a linearly ex-

trapolated prediction of the measured back-emf to componsate for this prior sampling, and also

predicts the measured current at time [i] using the previously measured current and the applied

voltage for the period [i-l,i]. Whilst the back-emf value during the period [i+1] is unknown be-

fore the event, it is known that it will typically not vary significantly during a switching period,

and hence the use of forward estimation is seen to be adequate.

For active filter applications, the reference current (IPAF*) is likely to vary significantly from

switching cycle to switching cycle, and the prediction choice becomes more important. In (4.9)

the reference current is defined as IpAF*[i + l]i which is not causal. Holmes et al, [111] propose

three options: 1. Use the [i-1] sample; 2. Use a one step forward linear extrapolation to give an

estimate for [i]; and 3. Use a two step forward linear extrapolation to give an estimate for [i+l]-

The choice between the alternatives is a compromise between the overshoot (that can occur

during rapid changes in the demanded current for options 2 and 3) and errors in the current

cancellation due to the phase shift applied (for options 1 and 2).

The cancellation error caused by a single sample delay will increase for higher order harmonics

and can be found by the subtraction of one sinusoid from another phase shifted sinusoid,

e(t) = sin (unt) - sin (unt - un/fs) (4.10)
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Figure 4.13: Current compensation percentage error (per harmonic) caused by a single sample
delay in the cancellation current.

where un is the harmonic frequency (rad/sec), and fs is the sample frequency (Hz). The peak

error (in p.u.) is then found to be

(4.11)

The percentage error versus sample frequency for each of the low order harmonics considered in

this research is illustrated in Figure 4.13. With a switching frequency of 5 kHz, the cancellation

error due to just one sample period is up to 40% (or more) for the higher harmonics, and

this is before other errors in the system are accounted for. Therefore, the two step forward

extrapolation option was chosen, as this provides a better estimate of the reference current with

no sample delay. Substitution of this forward reference estimator into (4.9) gives the final PCR

equation used:

VpAF*[i] = 4. 2.VT[i - 2] - VPAF*[i - 1]

*{i - 1] - 2JPAF*[i - 2] - i - 1])
(4.12)

6Note that for the asymetrically sampled system discussed here, the term "switching period" Is used to denote
half of a full switching cycle.
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4.4 Summary

This chapter has developed n control strategy for the Universal Custom Power Conditioner

(UCPC), which fully exploits the potential functionality of the series-shunt topology. The series

converter control strategy utilizes a DVR type technique for voltage regulation and sag com-

pensation, together with an array of selective feed-back linear controllers on the fundamental

and selected harmonics. The shunt active filter regulates the dc-bus voltage and compensates

for load current harmonics and balance, using a Predictive Current Regulation (PCR) scheme

to follow the reference signal.

A design process for the LC filter parameters has been proposed, with values for the LV

experimental system chosen using the stability model developed. The susceptibility of the UCPC

to variations in the load and source impedance was also presented using this model.

In this chapter only an overview of the proposed linear control system has been presented,

together with a discussion of the limitations that are associated with common synchronous frame

solutions. Chapter 5 proposes the replacement of these types of controllers with stationary

frame versions that allow for reduced computation times and offer both three-phase and single-

phase operation. Implementation limitations using traditional digitization techniques for these

stationary frame controllers are then identified, allowing a further solution to be presented in

Chapter 6.

Chapter 5

Stationary Reference Frame Control

*The overall control scheme of the UCPC has been developed in Chapter 4. In that development,

the use of d-q synchronous reference frame controllers was assumed for series converter control

and for the harmonic extraction required by the shunt converter control. This allowed for the

physical parameters of the system to be explored in detail. However, synchronous d-q frame

controllers are limited to three-phase systems, are computationally expensive, and require a

separate sinusoidal reference signal for each selected frequency. Zmood et al. [112] [113] [114]

has proposed the conversion of a conventional d-q PI controller into the stationary frame to

alleviate these problems. The resultant stationary frame equivalent function is a second order

resonant filter with an additional proportional term, and is known as the P-(-Resonant controller.

It should be noted that no equivalent controller has been developed for the synchronous d-q frame

reference generator required for control of the shunt converter discussed in Chapter 4.

This chapter begins by providing a brief review of P+Resonant control, and then investigates

the control parameter design decisions required for its application to the selective harmonic

voltage compensation scheme proposed in Chapter 4 for the series converter. Both feed-forward

and feed-back series components are analyzed, and an improvement is proposed by the addition

of active damping to the controller. The P+Resonant theory is then applied to the high-pass

filter reference signal extractor for the shunt converter, to develop an equivalent stationary frame

version for both three-phase and single-phase systems. The controllers are verified in simulation,

and the practical implementation problems are identified. The digital implementation problems

highlighted are then investigated further in Chapter 6.

1 The material in this chapter was first published in part as:
M. J. Newman, D. N. Zmood, and D. G. Holmes, "Stationary frame harmonic reference generation for active

filter systems," in Conf. Rec. IEBE/APEC, Dallas, TX, pp. 1054-1060, 2002.
M. J. Newman, D. N. Zmood, and D. G. Holmes, "Stationary frame harmonic reference generation for active

filter systems," IEEE Trans. Ind. Applicat., vol. 38, no. 6, Nov./Dec., pp. 1591-1599, 2002.

77
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5.1 Stationary Frame Linear Controllers

The majority of classical control techniques are based around dc systems. The proportional-

integral, or PI, linear controller is one such example. An ideal PI controller has a transfer

function of

HPl(s) = Kp + KI~, (5.1)

where Kp is the proportional gain and Kj is the integral gain. For dc systems the integral

component provides zero steady-state error control, and the proportional component provides

the transient response, A variation to this system is the finite pole integrator given by

• A TO (52)

where wc is known as the cut-off frequency. For some systems this implementation may be more

practical as it is simpler to create digitally, and the finite dc gain provides less wind-up problems

under saturation conditions.

Unfortunately, electrical systems typically involve ac and other continuously varying signals

- not dc signals [114]. Therefore, steady-state errors will exist if a PI controller is applied directly

to an ac system. Park [115] has shown (for ac machine theory) that three-phase signals can be

transformed from their existing frame of reference (known as the stationary reference frame) into

a rotating frame of reference, which is synchronous to the fundamental frequency (known also

as the synchronous reference frame, or SRF). The signals in the rotating frame then become

dc quantities, and can therefore use a PI controller to achieve zero steady-state error. The

transformation has two stages. Firstly, the three-phase signal is converted into the a-P reference

frame, which creates two orthogonal signals (as well as a zero sequence component for four-wire

systems). This is known as the 'Clarke Transformation'. Next, the signal is transformed into

the d-q rotating reference frame using the 'Park Transformation', so that a PI controller can

be implemented on signals winch are approximately dc in steady-state. (Note that the term

'approximately' is used, as in practical systems the input signal will have distortions that cause

it to deviate from a pure three-phase set of sinusoids, and hence the result in the synchronous

frame is not exactly dc.) The transformation is similar to an AM de-modulation process, which

frequency shifts the signal to center around dc, but also results in components at the double

frequency, 2OJQ. However, for three-phase systems the a-P to d-q transformation is constructed

such that these double frequency components do not appear in the dc signal due to cancellation

between the phases. (Note that for single-phase systems this cancellation of the double frequency

component in the synchronous frame does not occur.) Once the controller action is complete,

reverse transformations are then used to frequency shift (i.e. an AM modulation process) the

controller output back into the ac stationary frame for execution by the converter modulation

controller. For a three-wire system (where the third phase is redundant) the synchronous d-q

PI controller is given by

Va{t)

Vb{t) -i
[h/./(t)l *

COS(U;G*) — i -is 4-
0

Xa(t)

Xb{t)

(fi.3)

where xa(t) and Xj,(t) are the phase inputs, ya{t) and y&(£) are the phase outputs, (hp/(t)] is

the time domain equivalent of (5.1) or (5.2) applied to both (/-axis and q-axis signals, and wo is

the fundamental frequency (in rad/sec).

The computational overhead of a d-q PI controller is quite significant, as a synchronized

sinusoidal reference must be generated, as well as the overheads of multiple matrix conversions

and the PI controller itself. If multiple controllers are required (such as for selective harmonic

compensation discussed in sub-section 5.1.2) then using this type of controller becomes such a

significant burden on the digital processor that its use is impractical for many DSP systems.

The PI d-q controller is now commonplace in three-phase converter control systems, but

is not directly applicable to single-phase systems. However, a similar controller designed for

single-phase systems has recently been investigated by Zmood et al. [114], but it is also quite

computationally expensive. Therefore, an alternative approach is needed.

5.1.1 P+Resonant Controllers

To overcome the limitations of the d-q PI controller, Zmood et al. [112] [113] [114] has proposed

a new form of linear control theory for electrical ac systems. The theory is based on ac stationary

frame equivalents of the dc d-q PI controller, using both exact and approximate transformations

to derive an ac stationary frame controller that achieves zero steady-state error. Early work

[116] showed that the exact transformation resulted in cross-coupling terms between the phases

in the stationary frame PI d-q equivalent, while the approximate transformation used a low-pass
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to band-pass transformation of

(5.4)

to derive a stationary frame controller which has no cross-coupling terms. Interestingly, if the

cross coupling terms of the exact transformation we dismissed, then the result is identical to

the approximate version when applied to the ideal integrator in (5.1), and is nearly identical

when applied to the finite polo integrator in (5.2). This controller was named by its designers as

the P+Resonant controller, ae the result is simply the addition of the proportional component

(i.e. P), plus a second order resonant filter at the fundamental frequency. For the Ideal PI dc

controller (5.1) the P+Resonant controller has the transfer characteristic of

(5.5)

Unfortunately, this ideal implementation is impractical for a digital filter implementation and will

therefore not be considered any further in this work. However, using the Laplace transformations

(and dismissing the cross-coupling terms) the finite pole PI controller in (5.2) can be transformed

from the d-q frame into the stationary ac frame to generate the P+Resonant controller:

's2 + 2u)cs •

Using the approximate transformation of (5.4) gives the P+Resonant form of:

(5-6)

HP+R(s) = 2A7-
2UJCS

(5.7)

Since LJC is typically much smaller than u»o, the response of (5.5) is nearly identical to that of

(5.7).

For this research only (5.6) will be used, as both versions require second order filter imple-

mentations, and there is no practical advantage in using the approximate form of (5.7). Note

also that the proportional gain Kp does not vary between the rotating and stationary frame

controllers, as it contains no frequency dependant parameter and is therefore unaffected by the

frequency transformations.

Probably the most important aspect of the P+Resonant controller is that without any cross-

coupling terms it can be applied to each phase separately. Therefore, it can be applied directly

to single-phase systoms, as well as to the zero sequence component in four-wire systems. Shortly
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Figure 5.1: Conversion of the rotating frame d-q PI controller to the stationary frame
P+Resonant controllers.

after the development of the P+Resonant controller, Mattavelli et al. [110] identified that it was

actually the equivalent of combined positive and negative sequence d-q PI controllers. When

the exact transformation forms of the positive and negative controllers are udded together, the

cross-coupling terms (previously dismissed) cancel each other out. This is illustrated in Figure

5.1. As a result, the computational overhead of the P+Resonant solution (which is already

reduced compared to a synchronous frame system), is twice as fast again when both positive

and negative sequence control is required.

The work by Zmood et al. [114] used the finite pole integrator form of (5.2), where the dc

gain (ac fundamental gain for the equivalent P+Resonant controller) varies with both K[ and

the cut-off frequency u)c. This approach ensures that the transient response is independent of

u)c, and is dependant on Kj. For this research the finite pole integrator

Hi(s) = Kr
(5.8)

is used instead, which has a dc gain of Ki, irrespective of the value of a'c. (It is interesting to

note that (5.8) is simply a low-pass filter with a pass-frequency gain of Kj.) Once Kj is set, the
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transient response is then altered by the choice of u>c. The resulting P+Resonant controller is

given by

HP+tt(s) = KP (5.9)

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 illustrate the difference between Equations (5.6) and (6.9) for a varying

value of fc (i.e. uc = 27r/c), and shows situations both without (Figure 5.2a and 5.3a) and with

(Figure 5.2b and 5.3b) the proportional term. Whilst the formula difference between these two

approaches in just an overall gain change of we, the design process of the controller is significantly

altered. This is discussed in detail in Section 5.2.

As a final note, after the development of the P+Resonant controller by Zmood et al. [114]

similar stationary frame resonant based controllers were proposed by other researchers. The

controller presented by vSato et al. [117] [118] [119] has very similar characteristics around the

selected frequency, but also contains a low frequency gain component (due to the lack of the

single pole used by the P+Resonant controller). This controller is therefore less practical for

use with selective harmonic compensation, and is not investigated any further in this work.

5.1.2 P+Resonant Selective Harmonic Compensation

So far the P+Resonant controller has been discussed only for regulation of the fundamental

frequency. However, the computational advantage of the P+Resonant controller (compared to

the d-q PI ) is predominant when multiple controllers are required, This is the requirement for

selective harmonic compensation.

In recent years selective approaches for the attenuation of harmonics have been reported in a

variety of Custom Power applications. Examples include the shunt hybrid filter [120] [121], series

hybrid filter [52], shunt active filter [122] [123], as well as the UPS [124] [125] [126] and DVR

[67] [127]. These selective methods have included both feed-back (e.g. d-q PI [52] [124]) and

feed-forward (e.g. DFT [128], d-q with low-pass filter [67] [122], p-q theory [123], neural networks

[129], Kalman filters, etc.) selective approaches, or a combination of both [120] [121]. However,

most of the schemes which have presented experimental verification have operated on only one or

two harmonics. In contrast, Mattavelli et al. [17] [110] has proposed the use of the P+Resonant

controller for selective multiple harmonic feed-back compensation, as a computationally efficient

alternative to a feed-back based d-q PI controller, arid has experimentally implemented both a

UPS [17] and shunt active filter [110] to prove the practical viability of the approach.

Chapters 3 and 4 identified that a combined feed-forward and feed-back controller could be
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Figure 5.2: Simulated open loop frequency response of the P+Resonant controller in Equation
(5.6) with varying cut-off frequency.
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Figure 5.4: Frequency response of the harmonic P+Resonant voltage controllers.

used to control the series converter of the UCPC. The purpose of the feed-back controller was to

provide accurate steady-state performance (primarily for compensation of the lower magnitude

components such as the voltage harmonics and unbalance), and the use of selective feed-back

compensation directly on the load voltage was investigated for its suitability for this task. The

utilisation of d-q PI controllers wos assumed, as the P+Resonant equivalent had not yet been

introduced. However, due to its computational advantages, as well as its applicability to single-

phase systems, the P+Resonant controller will be used in this research from now on for the series

converter selective harmonic voltage compensation. Using (5.9) the fundamental frequency o>o

is replaced by each selected harmonic frequency un to give the selective controller

Hn(s) = (5.10)

The overall series feed-back controller is therefore given by

Gi(s) = KP + T 2A-/iT,u;c-
f. T &

where M = {1,5,7,9,1.1,13}. (5.11)

The frequency response of this controller is illustrated in Figure 5.4 (with Kp = 0), and high-

lights the symmetry of the coutToller which allows easy compensation of both positive and

negative sequence disturbances.
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Phase margin compensation

To improve the phase margin at each selected frequency, Mattavelli et al. [110] proposed the

addition of a phase offset <j)n to each controller , such that

whera 0,, = unTDelay. (5,12)

The value of the compensating phase shift is coordinated to compensate for the phase shift caused

by the time delay (TDelay) between the sampled input signal and the converter output reacting

to the demanded signal. For the experimental system in this research a similar approach has

been used, where the delay is two sample periods (i.e. r£)e;ny=200 (.is). The size and advantage

of the phase compensation becomes more pronounced as the order of the harmonic increases.

For example, the phase shift caused by rneiay for a 5th harmonic is 18°, but it increases to 47°

for the 13th harmonic.

Practical Implementation

The computational cost of a single resonant controller (implemented as a 2"rf order IIR digital

filter) was found to be approximately 2 ;ts on the DSP used for the LV experimental work

described in Chapter 9 (i.e. 4 /ts for a combined a/b phase set). Each selected harmonic

therefore has a computational cost of 4 /JS (24 ^s for six harmonics), instead of the 27 /is

(162 /its for six harmonics) required for positive and negative sequence d-q PI controllers. This

computational saving is significant considering that, with a sampling frequency of 10 kHz, the

absolute maximum interrupt time available is less than 100 /us. The stationary frame approach

is therefore the only viable option for implementation of multiple harmonic compensators on

the experimental system available.

One disadvantage of using the P+Resonant controller for selective compensation is that its

digital implementation is more sensitive than its rotating frame equivalent to coefficient rounding

errors, and a floating point processor is often required for satisfactory performance unless at least

32-bit word lengths are used [17]. This problem also becomes more severe as lngher frequency

harmonics are selected. Most of the DSP processors currently designed for PWM of power

converter applications are based on 16-bit fixed-point platforms (the Tl TMS320F240 DSP used

in Chapter 9 is just one common example). The problems of using conventional digital filter

techniques must be therefore overcome for the use of the P-I-Resonant to be viable. This problem

is considered further in Chapter 6, where a suitable solution is identified and verified.
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5.2 Parameter Design of the Stationary Frame Series Controller

Chapter 4 investigated the effect that the physical parameters (e.g. LC filter and power system

parameters) have on the system. A default set of values (Table B.I in Appendix B) was used as

a starting point to investigate each parameter in turn. This section continues this approach and

extends the analysis to the control parameters of the proposed series controller starting from a

similar set of default parameters. The aim is to obtain an understanding of the effect of each

Control parameter, such that a design process for the series controller can be developed.

The series control system parameters (Figure 5.5) can be broken up into five primary terms:

the proportional gain (Kp), the integral gain (Kj), the resonant cut-off frequency (/c), the active

damping gain (KAD)> a n d the feed-forward component. The contribution of the feed-forward

component will be investigated first, as this is a fixed quantity. The effect of changing the feed-

back controller values of Kp, Kf, and fc (from the feed-back controller G\(s) in (5.11)) will

then be considered, followed by an investigation into active damping of the LC filter resonance.
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Figure 5.5: Components of the series injection control system. (Stationary frame feed-forward
and feed-back components highlighted in grey.)
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5.2.1 Effect of the Feed-forward Component

Tho contribution of the feed-forward component is fixed (i.e. to 100% of the measured difference

between the supply voltage and the reference load voltage), and its primary role is to provide

the transient performance of the controller. Using the control model developed in Chapter 3,

Figure 5.6 illustrates the contribution of the feed-forward component in isolation (i.e. the light

gi'ey line). It can bo seen that feed-forward achieves unity open loop gain in the lower frequency

(taking the transformer ratio into account), but as the frequency nears the break point of the LC

filter, the resonance response takes over. Furthermore, it can be seen in Figure 5.7 that only the

system which includes feed-forward has a significant gain at the LC filter break point (i.e. the

black line). Since both the feed-forward and proportional components provide a constant gain

throughout the frequency spectrum (ignoring any practical considerations for now) it is only the

smaller magnitude of the proportional gain in this example which stops it from having the same

effect. However, just observing the increase in the open loop system gain at the break point is

not a sufficient design test, since examining the open loop gain cannot determine whether the

load voltage will see increased errors at the break frequency due to disturbances in the supply.

The disturbance plot (Figure 5.8) shows that the addition of the feed-forward increases the

disturbance gain from 4-dB up to 12-dB. (Note that whilst Figure 5.6 shows that the proportional

KP component increases the system gain at the break point, the disturbance error is actually

decreased with the introduction of KP. This is due to the proportional feed-back providing a

damping effect to the resonance, and is discussed further in sub-section 5.2.3.)

Figure 5.8 also shows that for lower frequencies the addition of feed-forward gives a signifi-

cantly lowered disturbance error. However, care must be taken to consider the practical effects

of the system on this linear theoretical result. The theoretical model assumes that the instan-

taneous supply voltage is subtracted from the reference, and is then added to the demanded

voltage, which is also instantaneously created by the converter. In practice there is one sample

delay before the reference signal is passed to the PWM modulator, and another sample period

until the PWM modulator has created the demanded volts-seconds output. This delay will

create an error which is not accounted for in the theoretical linear model. However, the voltage

drop error caused by the LC filter is accounted for in the model, and explains why there is a

gradual drop in disturbance error as the frequency decreases (i.e. as the frequency decreases

the impedance of the filter inductance also decreases, creating a smaller voltage drop error).

Whilst the error caused by the delay will also drop off for lower frequencies (as the effect of the

fixed sample delay will be smaller), error calculations similar to those presented in Chapter 4
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40
Bode Plot; C(s)/R(») - With rniu* without KP& K,

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.6: Bode plots showing effect with and without the integral gain (A'/), and the propor-
tional gain (Kp).

Bode Plot: C(s)/R(s> - With and without feed-forward (F-F)

i= 10, No F-F
0.25, K, = 10, No F-F

KP = 0.25, K, - 10, Wilh F-F

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.7: Bode plots showing effect with and without the feed-forward (F-F) controller.
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Disturbance Error: Ii(.s)/D(a) - With and without feedforward (F-F)

10,NoF-F
10.NoF-F

0.25, K,= 10, With F-F

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.8: Disturbance error E(s)/D(s) showing effect of with and without the feed-forward
(F-F) controller. (Refer to Table B.I in Appendix B for remaining default parameters.)

for the digital current regulation (as well as other errors in the system) mean that expecting the

disturbance errors shown in Figure 5.8 to be below -60-dB is unrealistic for a practical system.

One major reason for the introduction of the feed-back system is to counteract these practical

errors in the feed-forward system.

5.2.2 Design of Kt

As discussed at the start of this chapter, the purpose of the resonant controller is to provide high

feed-back gain at selected frequencies, which should in turn result in low disturbance errors at

these values. Figure 5.7 shows that the contribution of the resonant controllers (light grey line)

at frequencies away from the selected harmonics is small. We would therefore expect a change

in Ki to have only a small effect on the LC resonance of the system - as shown by the very

small magnitude change in system gain at the break point in Figure 5.9. However, the resonant

controllers alter the phase response of the system at this frequency (Figure 5.9), and therefore

also alter the disturbance error. For a change in Kj from 2 to 20 (where Kj is applied to all

controllers equally), the disturbance error at the break point increases from 9.7-dB to 15.9-dB,

respectively (Figure 5.10).

For series based system without a feed-forward component, the model shows that the reso-

nant gain and the disturbance error arc closely related. In fact, inspection of the system gain

and disturbance error of the system without the feed-forward component (medium grey line in

Figures 5.7 and 5.8, respectively) shows that the disturbance error at a selected frequency is
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Figure 5.9: Bode plots showing effect of varying the integral gain (iv/). (Refer to Table B.I in
Appendix B for remaining default parameters.)

Disturbance Error: E(»VD(s) - Varying

10 102 Frequency (Hz) 10

Figure 5.10: Disturbance error E(s)/D(s) showing effect of varying the integral gain
(Refer to Table B.I in Appendix B for remaining default parameters.)
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approximately the inverse of the resonant gain (I.e. an Inverse becomes a negation in tho decibel

scale). This la also confirmed in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 by comparing the response for varying

values of Kj. It is expected that errors introduced by the practical system will slightly increase

the theoretical disturbance error, but tho disturbance error will also be slightly lowered by in-

troduction of feed-forward. The value of Ki in the design stage can therefore initially bo chosen

based on tho inverse of the desired disturbance orror. (Note that this assumption is confirmed

experimentally on tho medium voltage experimental system as is presented in Chapter 10.) For

example, assume that the maximum expected individual voltage harmonic in the supply us 5%,

and all individual harmonic voltages in the load are to be reduced to less than 0.5%. For this

case a ten times reduction of each selected supply voltage harmonic isi desired (i.e. a disturbance

error of -20-dB), so a minimum Kj of 10 should be chosen as a starting point in the design.

So far in this analysis Kj is assumed to be the same for all of the separate resonant controllers.

This need not be the case. If different disturbance rejection values are required for particular

selected frequencies, then Kj is simply replaced by A'/,n for each resonant controller, where n

is the n"1 harmonic. Note that the higher frequency resonant controllers have more influence

on the stability of the system. For example if the \\th and 13"1 resonant controller gains are

reduced from 10 to 5 (with the others remaining at 10), then a phase margin increase of more

than 1° is achieved. However, if the 5"* and 7th controller gains are reduced in the same way,

then only a 0.1° improvement is seen in the phase margin.

5.2.3 Design of KP

The proportional feed-back gain, Kp, is used to stabilize the feed-back controller and to improve

the transient response of the feed-back. The effect of varying the Kp in the system is illustrated

in bode (Figure 5.11) and disturbance (Figure 5.12) plots. A variation in Kp is shown to

affect the magnitude over the entire frequency spectrum shown, but has virtually no effect on

the system phase response. The phase margin of the system is therefore altered by virtue of

the shift in tho frequency where the system gain reaches zero (i.e. the magnitude cross-over

frequency), and not by a shift in the phase itself.

Proportional gain provides some damping for the LC filter resonance. The disturbance plot

(Figure 5.12) shows a decrease from 14.7-dB disturbance error with no proportional gain, to

10.5-dB with a proportional gain of 0.5. A large proportional gain therefore improves boiii the

damping of the system, and the transient response. However, the increase in proportional gain

also decreases the phase margin, and a compromise must be found in the design process.
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Dodo Plot: C(s)/R(s) - Varying MK,."
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Figure 5.11: Bode plots showing effect of varying the proportional gain ( A » . (Refer to Table
B.I in Appendix B for remaining default parameters.)

Disturbance Error: E(s)/D(s) - Varying "Kf"

-60
10' 102 Frequency (Hi) '0 10

Figure 5.12: Disturbance error E(s)/D(s) showing effect of varying the proportional gain (Kp).
(Refer to Table B.I in Appendix B for remaining default parameters.)
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5.2.4 Design of fc

Varying the resonant cut-off frequency fc (I.e. u>c — 27r/c) has already been shown In Figure

5.3 to effectively alter the width of the resonant term, but using (5.9) the peak gain is preserved.

This is again confirmed in Figure 5.13, which shows MIR system response for three different

values of fc. The result is that the steady-state compensation performance at each selected

harmotic will be independent of fc but the transient performance and stability will vary. The

independence of the steady-state performance with fc is illustrated by the disturbance plot

in Figure 5.14, which shows an equivalent disturbance error for values of fc at each target

harmonic. As fc is increased, the transient performance improvas, and vice versa for a decrease

in fc- The transient performance variation can be compared to the effect of changing the cut-off

frequency of a finite pole integrator in the rotating reference frame. For a finite pole integrator

(simply a low-pass filter with a band-pass gain of Kj), as fc is increased, higher frequencies

are passed through into the integral controller, and therefore during transient conditions, a

step signal input is seen faster by the controller. Hence, it can respond faster to the transient

condition. However, Figure 5.13 shows that the phase margin of the system reduces significantly

as fc is increased.

From a design perspective a smaller value of fc should initially be chosen, as this is the

more stable option. Once a stable overall design solution is found, this value can be increased

iteratively whilst maintaining the desired stability margins. For fixed-point implementations,

the smaller the value of fc the more difficult the implementation will become. At a limit, this

implementation will become near impossible to implement. Therefore, the lower value initially

chosen for the design will be dictated by this practical limitation, and this will be discussed

further in Chapter 6.

5.2.5 Active Damping Feed-back

The majority of the controller design to date has been devoted to damping down the resonance

from the LC filter to minimize the amplification of disturbances in the supply voltage (at this

frequency), and also to maintain the stability of the system. Chapter 4 has shown that the

addition of physical resistors in the LC resonance path provides damping. However, the amount

of damping is limited by the power losses in these resistors, as well as by the loss of filter

performance when a resistor is placed in series with the series capacitor.

Ideally, the resonance should be damped without any increased power loss or loss in filtering

performance. Active damping is therefore a good alternative, as this control method creates a
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Figure 5.13: Bode plots showing effect of varying the cut-off frequency {fc)- (Refer to Table
B.I in Appendix B for remaining default parameters.)

Disturbance Error: E(s)/D(s) - Varying •

Frequency (llz)

Figure 5.14; Disturbance error E(a)/D(s) showing effect of varying the cut-off frequency (fc).
(Refer to Table B.I in Appendix B for remaining default parameters.)
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virtual resistor but does not have the power losses associated with a real resistor. The filtering

performance for active damping schemes also remains relatively unchanged, as the frequencies of

filtering interest are well outside the bandwidth of tho control scheme. Active damping schemes

are becoming more common for converter applications [109] [130] [131], and aro especially valu-

able in higher power systems where using physical resistors is impractical. In tho literature to

date, fully active series applications (such as the dynamic voltage restorer) have either; used

physical resistors for damping [69] [89] [106] [107], used deadbeat controllers which account for

tL? W filler components [127] [132] [133] [134], accepted the large voltage ring that occurs [60]

[135] [136], or used other control schemes that inherently provide some damping [63].

Dahono et al. [131] presented four possible resistor placement options for damping a VSI

converter (with an LC filter): (a) in series with the filter inductor; (b) in series with the filter

capacitor; (c) in parallel with the filter inductor; and (d) in parallel with the filter capacitor.

For voltage regulation each of these four options can be arranged such that an equivalent virtual

resistor can be created using feed-back of various measurements in the system. Active creation

of the options (a) and {(c),(d)} require measurement of the capacitor current and capacitor

voltage, respectively [131]. As neither of these variables are measured by the proposed system,

these options are discarded so that the cost of additional hardware is not occurred. Thus only the

placement of a virtual resistor in series with the filter inductance can be used without requiring

additional hardware measurements.

Placing a virtual resistor in series with the filter inductor is achieved by feeding the converter

output current measurement (which is required for converter over-current protection) back into

the controller as an inner current loop with gain KAD (Figure 5.15). The addition of the

active damping signal is placed before the dc-bus compensation scheme so that the net gain is

independent of the dc-bus voltage. The value of KAD becomes the equivalent virtual resistance

placed in series with the filter inductor. Note that Chapter 4 discarded the use of an additional

resistance in series with the filter inductance due to the voltage drop problems. However, for a

virtual resistor placement the feed-back controller G\(s) will overcome these limitations, unlike

the physical placement alternative. But, the introduction of the virtual resistor does lead to more

errors in the feed-forward portion of the controller. This has little consequence on the steady-

state performance, but will create a small temporary error (particularly at full load conditions)

during fast and deep transient events. If capacitor current measurement was available, then this

would be the preferable option from an overall performance perspective, but it is not used here

due to cost considerations.
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Figure 5.15: Components of the series injection control system, (active damping component
highlighted in grey.)

The effectiveness of the active damping scheme is presented using the bode and disturbance

plots of Figures 5.16 and 5.17. The addition of the scheme provides an extra 22° of phase

margin (PM), and reduces the disturbance gain from 12.1-dB to 5.8-dB (with KAD set to 3 Q).

Even with the capacitor resistance RCF reduced to only 1 Q (from 4.7 Q), the damping is still

significantly better than for the original aystem, but this reduction in capacitor series resistance

does reduce the phase margin. For this reason, a combination of both • hysical series capacitor

resistance, and virtual resistance in series with the filter inductance is preferable (within the

allowable power loss and filtering limits of the physical resistor placement).
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Bode Plot: C(s)/R(s) - With and without Active Damping (A.D.)

Frequency (Ih) 103
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Figure 5.16: Bode plots showing effect of the active damping (A.D.) scheme. (Refer to Table
B.I in Appendix B for remaining default parameters.)

Disturbance Error: E(s)/D(s) - With and without Active Damping (A.P.)
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Figure 5.17: Disturbance error E(s)/D(s) showing effect of the active damping (A.D.) scheme.
(Refer to Table B.I in Appendix B for remaining default parameters.)
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5.2.6 Series Controller Design Process

Now that the effects and contributions of each of the separate controller parameters have been

investigated (as well Us the effects of the physical system parameters in Chapter 4), an overall

design process for the design of tho aeries controller can be developed. Using (5.10), the gain

at selected resonant frequencies has been shown to be fixed by A'j|Tl) and is not affected by

variations in fc- This approach is used to define the required disturbance rejection, but the

transient performance and stability of the system is controlled by more than just the resonant

controller parameters (i.e. A'p, as well as filter damping elements such as RCF)- By fixing the

target outcome first, the remaining parameters can be varied to find a suitable solution, whilst

guaranteeing that the steady-state requirements will be met.

For harmonic voltage compensation, the steady-state performance in this research system

has a higher priority than the transient performance. This is for two reasons. Firstly, harmonics

are by definition steady-state, not transient, events. Secondly, the effects of voltage harmonics

noted in Chapter 2 are mostly due to long term conditions, not caused by transient increases

in harmonics for a few cycles. Therefore, the values of A'/in should only be decreased from

the original target if a solution cannot be found within the scope of the remaining variables.

The required disturbance error can be estimated by the ratio of the maximum voltage harmonic

expected to exist at the installation and the limit down to which this harmonic must be reduced.

This ratio is likely to vary for different harmonics, and may be varied for each harmonic controller

if desired. The resonant gain A'/,n is then found by the inverse of the. disturbance ratio.

The design of the fundamental resonant feed-back gain Kjti is undertaken using the same

method used for the voltage harmonic controllers, but using the voltage unbalance limits. Note

that voltage unbalance limits are used as they are more challenging to achieve than voltage

magnitude variation limits, and equipment is more susceptible to small variations in unbalance

(Chapter 2 and Appendix A).

The design process is then as follows:

1. Create the series topology linear control model for the series system including load and

source connections as discussed in Chapter 4.

2. Determine a transformer ratio N based on the required sag compensation characteristics

and the desired operating voltages (Chapters 3 and 4).

3. Determine the filter parameters Lp and Cp as per the limitations given in Chapter 4.
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4. Determine the disturbance rejection required and choose tho Invorso of this aa the integral

gain I(jiU (refer above). Noto that it has already been established that tho higher frequency

harmonic controllers have a much larger effect on tho overall system stability. Therefore

tho choice of a smaller value of KJIH for the higher order harmonics (which arc generally

smaller in magnitude anyway) is recommended.

5. Determine the smallest value of fc that can reasonably be digitally implemented on the

choson digital system (refer Chapter 6).

6. Determine a value of RCF such that a significant damping effect is seen, yet the in-

creased losses are within the system design parameters. (Note that the disturbance plot

of E(s)/D(s) should bo used - not the open loop gain of C(s)/R(s).)

7. Increase Kp such that the phase margin is not significantly disturbed, while still achieving

further damping is still applied to the LC filter resonance.

8. Add in the active damping gain KAD, and increase it until the resonance is critically

damped. Also ensure that the equivalent series resistance does not become a donxinaut

factor with regards to converter output voltage drop (i.e. the full load current multiplied

by the virtual resistance KAD)' If a large enough value of KAD is possible, investigate

reducing the value of RCF (i-c to lower the resistive power losses).

9. Increase fc whilst maintaining an acceptable phase margin and rejection of disturbance at

the LC filter break point. (Note that Kj could alternatively be increased here to provide

similar transient advantages, but increasing fc will reduce the severity of the fixed-point

digital implementation problems: see Chapter 6.)

10. Test using a switched simulation of the entire system (Chapter 8). If unstable (or signif-

icantly under-damped) reduce the value of fc (or increase the value of RCF if the break

point resonance is the dominant stability problem and if it is acceptable to incur the in-

creased losses). If stable, and the transient response is not sufficient, then increase the

value of fc- If stable and the transient response is more than sufficient, reduce RCF to

minimize the losses.

11. The final stage is to experimentally verify the system under the desired source and load

conditions.
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5.2.7 Final System Parameter Values

Using tho design process above, tho final parameters used for the LV experimental work are

presented in Table 5.1. The 2 mfl filter inductance {Lp) was chosen to bo 0% based on the 30

kVA LV experimental VSI with a 700 V dc-bus. As discussed in Chapter 4, the values of filter

capacitance and series damping resistance wore chosen to bo 15 fiF and 4,7 Q, respectively, to

maximize the stability of the system and minimize the LC resonance. The proportional gain

(Kp) was increased to 0.25, as this value was shown in the control model to provide additional

damping to tho system, while it was not large enough to havo a noticeable effect on the stability

of the system. The active damping gain/resistance {KAD) was choson to be 3 O. The control

model shows that this value provided significant damping of the system, while the full system

model (Chapter 8) verified that the value has little affect on the transient error. The filter

cut-off frequency (fc) was limited by the smallest feasible value available for the higher selected

harmonics when implemented on a 16-bit fixed-point DSP (refer to Chapter 6). The integral

gain KIIU is broken up into two groups. For the typically larger fundamental, 5 t / l, and 7th

harmonic voltages a disturbance gain of 20-dB was chosen (i.e. 70 ,n = 10) such that expected

maximum steady-state errors (after feed-forward compensation) of up to 5%, could be reduced

to less than 0.5%. The higher frequency 9th, l l"1 aud 13"1 harmonics are generally much smaller

and also have a more dominant effect on the stability of the overall system. Therefore, a smaller

attenuation of 14-dB (i.e. J\/,n = 5) was chosen.

All of the bode and disturbance plots shown so far have clearly contained resonance problems

around the LC frequency. The final system applies the results of the investigation into each

parameter to maximize the damping of this resonance, and to also provide a high phase margin.

Figure 5.18 presents the bode plot for the final system parameters. The resonant gain hump is

now non-existent, and the phase margin is up to 85° for the series resistive-inductive load, and

100° for the purely resistive load. The disturbance plot (Figure 5.19) shows only 3.0-dB and 1.6-

dB for the same loads, respectively. Whilst the most dominant factor for the improved damping

and stability is the addition of the active damping scheme, the results are the culmination of

tuning all the available parameters. This is illustrated by the fact that the active damping

scheme improves the default system PM from 41° to 63°, but this is further increased to 85°

when all parameter tuning is complete.

Note that whilst phase margins of 85° and above may seem ample, sample delays have not

been included in the linear model used so far. With a magnitude cross-over frequency of 1.85

kHz, the delay from the 10 kHz sampling at this frequency corresponds to 67°. The phase

•;. *t
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nuirgln must tlioroforo also take this delay into account. This Is investigated further in Chapter

S using n simulation which includes of all practical aspects of the UCPC.

Symbol Namo Value

Kp Proportional gain 0.25

^7,{i,5,7} Integral gain (lower harmonics) 10

^7,(9,11,13} Integral gain (higher harmonics) 5

fc

RCF

Active damping gain

Cut-ofF frequency

Transformer ratio

Filter inductance

Filter inductor resistance

Filter capacitance

Filter capacitor resistance

an
1.5 Hz

2

2.0 mil

0.05 n

15 /*F

4.7 n

Table 5.1: Control and series converter parameters for the LV experimental work.
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llode Plot: C(s)/R(s) - Final Parameters

Resistive-Inductive Load (PM =•= 83°)
Resistive Load (I'M - 100°)

102 Frequency (Hi) 10

Figure 5,18: Bode plots for the final parameters used in the LV experimental work.

Disturbance Error: E(s)/D(s) - Final Parameters

Resistive-Inductive Load
Resistive Load

10 102 Frequency<(H») '0

Figure 5.19; Disturbance error E(s)/D(s) for the final parameters used in the LV experimental
work.
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5.3 Stationary Frame Shunt Current Reference Extraction

Chapter 4 presented the shunt converter control system for the UCPC, find noted that tho

conventional synchronous frame d-q harmonic extraction control block presented (highlighted

In Figure 5.20) is hot compatible with single-phaso systems. Tho first section in this chapter

has reviewed the development of tho stationary frame P+Resonant controller which is derived

from the synchronous frame d-q PI controller, and can be Implemented on slngle-phaso systems

(unlike the synchronous frame d-q PI controller). This controller also has no requirement for a

synchronized sinusoidal reference, and takes significantly less computational time.

This section investigates applying the conversion methodology used to develop the P+Resonant

controller, to the high-pass filter based d-q frame harmonic signal extraction process. The aim is

to achieve some, or all, of the practical and theoretical advantages of the P-f Resonant controller,

for the extract ion of harmonic signals for use in tho shunt portion of the UCPC in both single-

and three-phase systems.

YT. Load

Shunt
VSI

IGBT Gate'
Signals! I

Asymmetrically
Sampled PWM

Generation

PCR
Algorithm

Synchronization
Software

UCPC Shunt Digital Control System

Figure 5.20: Components of the shunt control system.
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5.3.1 Ileforonco Signal Extraction Overview

Tho reference signal generation system is a central eloment of most active filter topologies.

This system uses measured system variables as inputs to create current (or voltage) reference

waveforms for the converter modulator that, if faithfully tracked, will cancel out all unwanted

harmonic components in the target system. Figure 5.21 shown how the vofcronce signal genera-

tion controller can be placed in a typical active filter system.

A largo number of reported active filters implement tholr reference generation system in

tho Synchronous Reference Frame (SRF) [77] [94], which has the advantage of converting the

harmonics of interest to a dc component so that they van be processed using a simple low-pass

or high-pass filter. For example, several low-pass filters in cascaded reference frames can be used

to extract particular harmonics for selective elimination [67] [122] [137]. However, this strategy

does require substantial computational effort to be Implemented, and is essentially the samo as

the selective PI d-q controller concept (discussed at the start of this chapter), whore finite pole

integrators are chosen and the gain is unity.

Alternatively, a high-pass filter in the fundamental synchronoxis frame can be used to retain

all but the fundamental component, producing a target reference signal that is "everything

else" to be compensated by the filter system modulator controller. This approach offers the

benefit of minimal (if any) disturbance to the magnitude and phase of the harmonic components.

(Note that some researchers implement the high-pass as one minus a low-pass filter, which

is a theoretical equivalent.) Figures 5.22 and 5.23 illustrate these two approaches for active

filter reference calculation. The SRF method removes only the positive sequence fundamental

component, leaving both the negative sequence and the harmonics in the signal so that these

components can be injected to cancel out the undesired line currents/voltages.

Series /Shunt
Connection

Power
Converter

PWM ^
Generation

Feedback
A/D Conversion

*abc

Feedback j j
Controller

"DSPConirolier"""

l.oad

Figuro 5.21: Typical active filter block structure.
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Stationary Frame Romtina I'uiinc Stationary Promo Stationary Frame

sincut / costot

abc

ap ( k .

ap

dq

k

I k

HP Filter

.(H l lq(s)]

y<n
<lq

ap

i

y«p

• i " r n "

nbe

Figure 5.22: Synchronous .Referent Frame (SRF) High Pass (HP) type controller.

Stationary Frame Rotating Frame Stationary Frame

A

•-y.be

siii(5wO / cos(5(ot)

t •
sin(kwt) / cos(kwt) ., J

Figure 5.23: Synchronous Reference Frame (SRF) Lo v Pass (LP) type controller.

5.3.2 Proposed Stationary Reference Frame (StatRF) Signal Extraction

There are two primary advantages in using a stationary frame for the shunt reference generation.

Firstly, translating a SRF controller into the stationary frame allows the whole converter system

to be developed in a single frame of reference. Hence, classical control techniques can be used

to explore the entire system performance, and improved simulation times can also be achieved.

Secondly, physical implementation in the stationarj' frame simplifies the controller software

by removing the requirement for sine/cosine reference look-up tables, and also allows specially

designed digital filter operations to be readily implemented using fixed-point DSPs for the entire

controller block. This significantly reduces the controller loop computation time. Of course,

these advantages assume the use of a StatRF transfer function in the reference generator design

that is theoretically equivalent to the SRF transfer function. Hence, it is necessary to develop

these exact transformations for three-wirc.four-wire, and single-phase systems.

This thesis presents an approach for transforming synchronous frame high-pass based gen-

erators into notch based active filter reference generators in the Stationary Reference frame

(StatRF), which offers significant advantages in a practical implementation (Figure 5.24). The

work also presents an exact transformed system including all cross coupling terms. This ensures

Rntmlnu I'mnv Stationary I'ranw

X.bc H

nbc

aft dq

1 p..™

UP Kilter

(it*/*)]

*
y,k,

.V .
dq

«(>

1

y«p
abc

sinwt / <?oso)t

xabc - H

Figure 5.24: Rotating to Stationary Frame conversion of the High Pass (IIP) type Synchronous
Reference Frame (SRF) harmonic extraction unit.

Stationary Frame
Swtioiwry Kiamc

StatRF

1
(a) abc frame. (b) a-/3 frame.

Figure 5.25: Proposed (a) three-wire and (b) four-wire Stationary Reference Frame (StatRF)

harmonic extraction units.

identical transient performance to that of a SllF generator. The performance difference between

the exact and the band-pass variation is presented, outlining the positive and negative sequence

differences between the two controllers. Three alternatives are considered: computation directly

in the abc frame as shown in Figure 5.25a, which is effective for three-wire three-phase systems;

computation in the stationary o-/3 frame as shown in Figure 5.25b, which better suits four-wire

systems; and a version for single-phi.se systems.

Finally, coefficient rounding, internal integer truncation and pole clustering affects are signif-

icant problems when implementing shift-based Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) digital filters on

16-bit fixed-point DSPs (such as the TITMS320F240 used in Chapter 9). These effects become

even more significant at the high sample rates required for active filtering, and have also been

identified as a problem for the P+Resonant controller [17]. The shift IIR implementation is

briefly invisttigated to confirm that this problem also extends to the StatRF controller proposed

here. This work leads into Chapter 6, which investigates this problem in more detail for all the

linear controllers used in the IICPC.
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Note that for all harmonic roferenoe generators V and 'y' denote the Inputs and outputs,

respectively. The sample and cut-off .frequencies of the digital filters are dofinfid by ua and u>c,

respectively. The choice of UJC determines tho 3-dB frequency of the high-pass filters in thu SRP,

or alternatively the width of the notch in the StntRF. Larger values of uc givo better tolerance

against system frequency variations, but if too large, they will affect the phase and magnitude

of the low order harmonics in the target reference. It should also be noted that tho use of the

subscript 'at' (when discussing three-wire systems) denotes the stationary abc frame where tho

c phase is not included (since for three-wire systems it can be treated as a redundant variable),

When required, the c-phase signal is simply created from the negated summation of the o and

b phases.

StatRF for Three-Wire Systems

For three-wire systems, a convenient compact form of the complete SRF reference generator is

Vb(t)

1 2

1 0 Xb(t)

(5.13)

where * represents a convolution. The transformation matrices are (from right to left): ab —> Q-

/?; a-/3 —> d-q; application of high-pass filter hdq(t) ( or Hdq{s) ); d-q —> a>/?; a-0 -—> ab.

Using the same Laplace methods as proposed by Zmood et al. [112] [113] [114] for the

P+Resonant controller, (5.13) can be transformed into an equivalent stationary frame system.

The first step in the derivation of the StatRF reference generator is to move the high-pass filter

from the rotating d-q frame into the stationary a-f3 frame using

sin(a;o<)

xa{t)

(5.14)

Expanding (5.14) produces (5.15) and (5.16), which connects the input and output a-fi frames
of reference.
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(6..1B)

(5.16)

Each of the two outer terms in both (5.15) and (5.16) can be re-arranged using Laplace trans-

forms:

£ {(hdq(t) * (xa cos(wot) - xp sin(wot))) cos(a;oi)} (5.17)
q

[xa cos(w0t) - xp sin(oj0t)}) * g2 ^ ,2

a(s + Xa{s- juo) - J

+ jujQ) (XQ (fl + 2ju;0) + Xa (a) -

+Hdq(s - juo) (Xa (s) -t Xa (s - 2ju;0)

s + 2ju0) + jXp (s))

s) + jXp (s - 2j«o))

(xa sin(wot) + cos(wo*))) sin(o;0

xa s\n(uot)xp + cos(u;ot)}) * - j "

- jXQ (S - j^o)

C {-

) (jXa (S

+ JUJQ) (-Xa (s + 2ju0) + Xa (s)

+Hdq{s _ jUQ) {+Xa (a) - Xa (s - 2ju0)

* (xa cos(wot) - a;^sin(a;oO)) sin(wot)}

' Jdt)-xpwn{uot)})*-

+ JUO)

s +

Xp (a) s -

(5.18)

(5.19)

\ (Hdq(s) (-Xa (a + jwo) - XQ (9 - JCJO) + jXp (s + jwo) - jXp (a - jwo))) *

1 / Hdq(s + jwo) (-JX* (s 4- o,W, " JXa («) - X0 (s + 2juQ) + Xp (s))
4 V +Hdq(s - JUJO) (jXa (s) + jXa (s - 2ju0) + XP (s) -Xp(s- 2ju))
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* (tfa sin(woO (5.20)

^ cos(w0*)}) sa . j .

s2 + u>2

jXa (s - 2

a + 2jua) + Xp (a))

(s) + -fy(a-2jw0))

Combining eqinitions (5.17), (5.18), (5.19) and (5.20) together, anil re-arranging the results back

into matrix form, results in (5.21).

- MO / \ -J

(5.21)

Note that the double frequency components shown in (5.17) cancel with the other outer

terms in (5.15) and (5.16). This cancellation is peculiar to three-phase systems, and is the

reason why this form of controller does not work directly for single-phase systems.

Finally, the three-wire stationary reference equivalent to the SRF generator of (5.13) is

achieved by substituting the high-pass filter function

(5.22)

into (5.21), and then applying the abc/a-(3 transformations from (5.13) to achieve (refer Ap-

pendix C for derivation):

v/3
s2 + 2u>~°

V3

s2 + 2OJCS + v2. + u% s2 + 2ucs + O.-2

(5.23)

The StatRF generator of Figure 5.25a and (5.23) is now the exact mathematical stationary

frame equivalent to the SRF generator of (5.13) with a high-pass filter substituted for h(iq(t).

Figure 5.26 verifies this equivalence by comparing the frequency characteristics for the two

reference generators.
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IO

•«»*»»««*«»>n*i<«

. . . _ . . . . ! _ - .

.60>-r Frequency (rad's)

•60

- • — T j — - • !

Stationary Controller
SRF Controller

Frequency (rad's)

Figure 5.20: Comparison of StatRF and SRF frequency characteristics (phase a only): Sirnulink

simulation.

StatRF for Four-Wire Systems

For unbalanced systems, the full matrix for the StatRF controller ( Hobc{s) ) becomes a three

by three matrix of sub-generators. This system is easily derivod by applying the same method

as used in the balanced case, and replacing the abc/at-fi transformations applied in the final

stage. However, from a practical implementation perspective, the increase in the number of sub

transfer functions from 4 to 9 for the StatRF system means that the computational advantages

achieved for the SRF generator are reversed. Hence, the stationary generator can only usefully

be derived as far as the a-8 frame, as shown in Figure 5.25b. The transform is directly obtained

by substituting the high-pass filter (5,22) into the a-ft generalised formula (5.21) which gives

(refer Appendix C for derivation)

S2 + UJCS

_ s2 4- UJCS + Jl

ol s2 + 2ucs + w* +

(5.24)

StatRF for Single-Phase Systems

To obtain an exact theoretical stationary generator for the SRF, the high-pass filter

was transformed using Laplace transformation techniques. However, the existence of cross-

coupling terms exclude its use for single-phase systems. Earlier in this chapter, the review of the
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P4-Resonant controller showed that if tho approximate ''low-pass to band-pass formula" [113]

is used instead for the transformation, then the result is a symmetrical filter with no cross-

coupling terms. This is ideal for Use on single- phase systems. Tho transformation h achieved

by performing tho substitution

Hc(a) - //«*, ( (5.25)

Application of (5.25) to the SRF generator high-pass filter (5,22) results in a basic narrow-

band notch (refer Appendix C for derivation):

Ha(s) = Hb(s) = Hc(s) = (5.26)

As there are now no resulting cross-coupling terms, the matrix presentation format can be

omitted, and for single-phase usage the functions Hb(s) and Hc(s) are not required.

The P+Resonant review also noted the work by Mattavelli [110], where it was shown that

the summation of both the positive and negative results from the Laplace transformation ver-

sion resulted in full cancellation of the cross-coupling terms and a result very similar to the

P-f-Resonant controller was developed using tho approximate transformation. If the positive

and negative (i.e. UQ becomes -OJQ) sequence versions of (5.24) are added together, then the

result is

[He* (-)] =
+i^+u.^ s

i WcS+u% , a24-u>cs+wg \

0

(5.27)

which, as expected, also gives full cancellation of the coupling terms. Since the abc to a-/?

conversion makes no sense for single-phase systems, the direct terms in (5.27) can therefore

be used and this results (after scaling down by two) in the single-phase form of the StatRP

reference generator of:
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(fi.28)

It can be seen that tho difference between this form and the earlier narrowband notch is the

additional u>c terms, and considering that wo > u>C) t"
611 this difference la very minimal (as was

tho case for the equivalent three-phase P+Resonant versions).

Since (5.28) has no cross-coupling terms, it has the advantages of half tho computational

effort of the StatRF controllers previously defined, and the ability to work on single-phase

systems. The filter is symmetrical around 0 Hz, i>nd will therefore also remove negative sequence

components from the input signal. In contrast, the SRF and three-phase StatRF generators do

not remove the negative-sequence component from tho signal. Thi9 comparison is shown in

Figure 5,27. Thus, active filters employing the single-phase methods on three-phase systems arc

unable to compensate for negative-sequence fundamental currents/voltages.
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Figure 5.27: SRF, StatRF and narrow-band notch comparison.
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5.3.3 Practical StntRF Fixed-Point DSP Implementations

Switching frequencies in excess of 15 kHz are not uncominou for active filters, and for systems

employing asymmetrical regular sampled PWM, the sampling frequency is twice this value, The

total software interrupt tinio for these systems i« therefore an important design consideration

when developing a system. The advantage of tho StntRF is that it reduces the total number of

required multiplications compared to tho SRF, and also shifts tho whole controller into a digital

filter form such that Instructions specifically designed for this purpose can be fully utilized on a

fixed-point DSP.

Furthermore, the StatRF does not require sine and cosine references, in contrast to the

SRF controller. These references typically require large look-up tables to be stored within the

DSP, often in off-chip memory, which can also increase the code execution time. The use of

sine/cosine look-up tables also introduces an extra source of quantization noise into the discrete

system. This source of noise was measured to be relatively significant during tho experimental

development of the SRF generator, especially since the aim of tho active filter is to compensate

for harmonics that may only be a few percent of the fundamental signal (see Chapter 9 for

experimental results).

In this section the available practical approaches will now be investigated that allow for drift

in the fundamental frequency when implementing the StatRF (with comparison back to the SRF

method). In addition, this section begins the investigation into tho digital implementation of

the StatRF controller, establishing the basis for the further work presented in Chapter 6.

Parameter Selection for Systems with Frequency Drift

The choice of the cut-off frequency u;c and the sample frequency u)s can greatly affect how the

StatRF generator is implemented. For systems designed just for harmonic compensation (not

sub-harmonic flicker compensation) a wider (i.e. larger) value of u>c can be chosen. Depending

on the maximum allowable system frequency swing (ami on the requirements of other controllers

in the system), it may then be possible to eliminate the need for synchronization hardware and

software, and still obtain the required fundamental attenuation.

For all other systems, the coefficients can be dynamically created in background software

with minimal effort using pre-calculated versions of (5.31). If this option is too computationally

expensive, a small look-up table of filter parameters can be used for selected frequencit?y around

the nominal. For example, a StatRF with a fc of 5 Hz will still achieve 40-dB attenuation with

frequency variations of up to 0.05 Hz. If the maximum swing of the connected system is say
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dd).5 Hz, then this corresponds to 11 sots of coefficients and therefore 99 10-bit values (198

bytes) for a threo-phaso StatRF (and oven less for a single-phase implementation), Note that

the overlap shown in (5.31) moans that only nine of tho coefficients actually need to 1)0 stored.

This is compared to the 1024 values (2048 bytes) needed for even a small sine lookup table for

a synchronous frame implementation.

Digital Implementation

Fixed-point DSPs offer single-chip advantages for many power electronic applications [17], al-

though accurate implementation of digital filters in the presence of quantization, coefficient,

rounding and fixed-point truncation errors requires careful attention. It is already known that

problems exist with tho implementation of the P+Hosonant controller using infinite Impulse

response (IIR) digital filters on 16-bit fixed-point DSPs [17] - especially when used for selective

harmonic compensation. This section briefly investigates theso implementation issues for the

proposed StatRF controller to verify that such problems also oxist hero,

For discrete shift operator based IIR implementations a bilinear (Tustin) transformation was

applied to the s-domain transfer functions to achieve 2-domain digital filters in the commonly

used form of

HJA = h±bJL!j±C (5.29)

where constants «„ and 6n are tho digital filter coefficients.

Using the StatRF controller of (5.23), the digital filter matrix [Hnb(5s)] given in (5.31) is

derived (with or without pre-warping) using the Tustin (bilinear) transformation

2 - 1 (5.30)
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"' +

#1/1 4 1 • • y • 1 .

00-11 -

00-22 -

(5,31)
i{ 1

•» /lit

I +«li"r+U24::?"
where

't><.wo/v/34-wH i -2fca-l-2uvi»>ii/v/

7jt+S5^r-u. 0!-.22 = n^il^Jt+t^rwl ' °a-22 = ~ **+w-+S?7«Jr^

00-12 = -00-21 =* 02-12 ~ -02-21 ~ pJ-^TFu^HE

oi-u ~ -oi_2i ~ 26o-i2. ond k =-. ($ ov tj£$f72l) •

As the ratio between the sample freciuency and the cut-off frequency increases for an IIR

digital filter, the minimum required integer bit size also increases. Whilst this problem occurs for

both the high-pass filters of the SRF, and the notch based filters of the StatllF, substitution into

the discrete formula for both the controllers shows that the StatRF controller is more sensitive.

It has also been found vhat truncation due to the fixed-point operations in the shift-based

filters introduces dc offsets in the outputs of the digital filters. Figure 5.28 shows how the

cross-coupling terms of the digital filters in Hab{s) are implemented. However, negating the

signs of the numerator coefficients in (5.31) such that the cross coupling terms (//12 & i/21) wre

subtracted from the direct terms (H\i &: ILn) (instead of summed) causes a 30-dB drop in the

unwanted dc offset. This occurs since the integer truncation is always in the downward direction,

so by subtracting one filter from another, the dc offset from the direct filter is cancelled out by

that from the cross coupled filter.

Simulations were developed using the Simulink package in Matlab to accurately model the

[Hub(s)]

H2!(s)

Hl2<s)

Hr;(S)

Figure 5.28: Connection of controllers in Matrix
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Figure 5.29: Frequency response for continuous and shift IIR filters with: (a) 20-bit; (b) 16-bit;

coefficients.

shift-based IIR digital filters as they were experimentally implemented on the TI TMS320F240

DSP. The simulations included all integer rounding and truncation effects of each DSP calcula-

tion (details of the model are presented in Chapter 8). The results were extensively compared

against the actual DSP implementation, and were used to produce the frequency characteristic

of the shift-based implementation of the StatRF generator shown in Figures 5.29a and 5.29b.

This figure shows that a shift based StatRF filter can be satisfactorily implemented using 20-bit

signed integer coefficients, with a possible notch attenuation of -35-dB. However, using 16-bit

calculation the shift filter causes the notch centre frequency to shift, and only achieves -J-dB

attenuation at the required frequency.

For the TI TMS320F240 DSP used in the experimental work in Chapter 9, 16-bit arithmetic

is highly desirable, but for most high ratios between u>c and i.os the StatRF filter is not realizable

unless either 32-bit arithmetic is used or other solutions are implemented. For the proposed

solution to be viable, a practical implementation solution must be found. The experiment il

results are therefore deferred until Chapter 9. after this practical problem has been resolved.
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5.4 Summary

This chapter has invest igated the use of stationary frmno control to enable fast implementation

of the UCPC (even with nuiltiplo harmonic! controllers), as well as to allow for single-phase

operation, which was not possible using the rotating frame controllers initially presented in

Chapter 4.

The P+Resonant controller proposed by Zmootl et al. [114] was reviewed, and luws pro-

vided the basis for the majority of the following work. The effects of each of the parameters

of a P {-Resonant controller were investigated to design the selective harmonic compensation

controller of the series converter of the UCPC. The nst: of feed-forward control was also dis-

cussed, along with the proposed use of an active damping scheme to provide better stability

and improved LC iilter resonance damping for the system. This investigation allowed a design

process to be established, and the final parameters for the LV experimental system (Chapter 9)

developed using this approach were shown to have good stability, as well as good rejection of

the selected voltage error components.

For the shunt converter, Chapter 4 explored the use of a rotating frame signal extraction unit

to create the reference current required by the inner deadbeat current controller. However, once

again this unit is unable to work with single-phase systems, as well as having other undesirable

implementation overhead problems. This chapter has developed a stationary frame equivalent

version of this controller, applying the same techniques as were used for the development of

the P+Resonant controller. Both three-phase (three-wire and four-wire) and single-phase alter-

natives were presented, noting that the single-phase alternative was nearly identicai to a basic

narrow-band notch filter type controller.

Finally, the conversion of the proposed control schemes to a 16-bit fixed-point DSP platform

has been shown to have problems if traditional shift IIR digital filters are used. Therefore,

a solution to this problem is required if the proposed controller is to be viable in a practical

system. The following chapter investigates these practical problems in more detail, and explores

various options to develop an eifertive solution.

Chapter 6

Digital Control: The Delta Operator

'Most Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) digital filter implementations in power electronic.: con-

verter applications are based on the time shift operator q and its associated ^-transform. How-

ever, Chapter 5 concluded by identifying the problems associated with using shift-based IIR

digital filters for the implementation of stationary frame linear controllers which are based on

high Q second order filters. This problem is particularly severe for the higher sample frequen-

cies (compared to the system poles) typically used in Custom Power applications, and it is also

aggravated by commonly used IG-bit fixed-point DSP hardware implementations. Therefore, an

alternative approach to implement the proposed stationary frame controllers must be found.

Tiie first part of this chapter presents the current state of the art in digital signal processing

techniques used for real-time digital control of Custom Power applications, and explores possible

techniques from the nig?1.al-processing field that could be applied to solve these problems. The

primary focus is on the suitability of IIR and FIR (Finite Impulse Response) digital filtering

techniques for this research, which are the defacto standards for such implementations.

The delta operator applied to IIR digital filters is then proposed as a solution for the im-

plementation of stationary frame controllers at high sample rates on fixed-point processors.

Existing knowledge on this technique is formed to present the relevant information required for

implementation of delta-based IIR digital filters in real-time control of power converters. A

design process for the conversion of conventional shift-based IIR knowledge is presented to allow

an easy transition from conventional methods. Two practical examples (from the UCPC shunt

and series controllers) are provided to highlight the advantages of the proposed approach.

'The materinl in this chapter was first published in part as:
M. i. Newman and D. G. Holmes, "Delta Operator Digital Filters for High Performance Inverter Applications,"

IEEE Trans, on Pow. Electronics, vol. 18, no, 1, Jan., pp. 447-404, 2003.

M. J, Newman and D. G. Holmes. "Delta Operator Digital Filters for High Performance Inverter Applications,"

in Conf. Rcc. IEEE/PBSC, Cairns, Qld, Australia. 20<W.
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6.1 Digital Control in Custom Power Applications

Direct digital control of high performance converter applications (such as Custom Power) is now

commonplace because of advantages such as the ability to readily upgrade the control algorithm,

insensltivity to component parameters, aging and thermal drift effects, and flexibility. Figure G.I

shows tho signal flow of a Custom Power application (with a fully digital controller) including

both the analog and digital components.

A single DSP (Digital Signal Processor) is used for both, the digital controller and the gen-

eration of the PWM signals in the Figure 0.1 example. Dedicated DSP's optimized for this

combined purpose arc readily available, and include specific hardware such as PWM generation

units. Such devices include the C24x and C2000 ranges in the Texas Instruments (TI) TMS32Q

family, the Motorola DSP5G800 family, and the Analog Devices ADMC401 - all of which are

16-bit fixed-point DSPs. Therefore, the accurate fixed-point representation of controller transfer

functions is particularly important.

Figure 6.1 is an example of a fully digital controller, where once the measurement signals

are converted to digital form there are no further analog components before the gate driver

circuitry that controls the power converter devices. (In contrast, an example of a partially

digital controller would be a shunt active filter with an analog hysteresis current regulator,

located after a digital reference signal processing controller.) Of course, even for a fully digital

controller, the actual power system variables are analog, so there will always be a need for

some analog circuitry to convert the measured signal into digital form. This can be either

done using either a measurement sub-system within the DSP, or with separate circuitry. For

converter applications, most measurement devices have analog outputs (e.g. hall effect and

current transformers for current measurement, and resistive and capacitive dividers for voltage

measurement), and therefore analog input conditioning circuitry is generally required. As well

as the analog magnitude scaling, which is required to convert the signals to a voltage suitable

for analog to digital conversion, analog anti-aliasing filters are usually necessary. Anti-aliasing

filters attenuate input signals close to (and above) the sampling frequency of the controller, so

that the aliasing of the digital controller at multiples of the sample frequency does not affect

the system performance.

The alternatives to a single DSP controller solution are to use either multiple DSPs / Mi-

crocontrollers, or to use a combination of a DSP and external digital hardware for the PWM

generation (typically a FPGA, or similar, is used). These solutions allow a floating-point pro-

cessor to be used, which reduces the susceptibility of the system to errors caused by coefficient
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Figure 6.1: Control implementation block diagram for a general Custom Power application with
a single-chip DSP digital controller.

rounding and numerical truncation. Increased processing speed of available processors (com-

pared to the speed of converter control DSPs) can also be a driving force for a split solution.

However, the disadvantage of these solutions is an increase in size and cost, as well as increased

hardware and software design complexity (since extra hardware and software interfaces need to

be developed).

The experimental work presented in this thesis uses both a single DSP (fixed-point), and a

combined DSP/Microcontroller (fioating-point/fixed-point) for the low voltage (Chapter 9) and

medium voltage (Chapter 10) experimental work, respectively. However, since fixed-point digital

controllers are in common use, and are much more susceptible to errors than finite word length

lloating-point controllers, only the implementation of fixed-point digital controllers is presented

in this thesis.

6.2 Typical Digital Filter Solutions

Filter transfer functions make up a large portion of linear control systems. For the stationary

frame controllers used in this work, the entire controller is a filter. Therefore, for these systems,

the digital control implementation is simply the application of digital filters to the chosen pro-

cessing platform. However, for applications where precise accuracy is required, quantization,

truncation and rounding effects (caused by digitization and finite word length/fixed-point pro-

cesses) in these digital filters can become significant issues that may compromise the performance

of the digital controller.
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The fundamental ion us of digital filters are the Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter

A--0
(G.I)

and the Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter

kM)
(6.2)

where x[k] is the discrete sampled input signal, y[k] is the sampled output signal, and h[k] is

the filter function. This section reviews both of these filters to assess their suitability for the

implementation of the stationary frame filters required by the UCPC. The reasons for their lim-

itation (noted already in Chapter 5 for the IIR method) are also detailed. Alternative methods

are then briefly reviewed and this allows a solution to the fixed-point implementation problem

to then be proposed.

To review the suitability of a digital filter system, a set of criteria has been established.

Digital filters suitable for the control systems in this research should:

reso-• Criterion 1: Be implementablc ou a lfi-bit fixed-point DSP with the second order resc

riant/notch filter functions discussed in Chapter 5, even with large pole to sample ratios

and/or a relatively narrow band/notch.

e Criterion 2: Have a close relationship to the response of the corresponding s-domain

transfer function (even on a fixed-point 16-bit implementation) and should allow for an easy

design transition from the continuous s-domain transfer function to its digital equivalent.

• Criterion 3: Have minimal software computational complexity and variable memory space

requirements.

• Criterion 4: Be stable if the corresponding continuous equivalent controller is stable.

6.2.1 Shift operator based Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) Filters

Currently, most real time Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) digital filter implementations in power

electronic applications use the time shift operator q and its associated 2-transform. However,

it is known that, as the sample period approaches zero for ^-transform discrete systems, the

dynamic response does not converge smoothly to its continuous counterpart [138]. Hence, as the

sample rate of a digital controller increases, problems that are inherent with shift-based digital

filters become more severe. Furthermore, the digital resonant/notch filters in the stationary

frame controllers used in this research are more sensitive to coefficient rounding errors in II.ll

implementation than their rotating frame equivalents, and so often a (lonting-point or a 32-bit

fixed-point processor is required for satisfactory performance [17]. The reasons for this sensitivity

are outlined below, but for completeness, a brief review of a conventional shift-ba.sed IIR filler is

firstly presented to provide a basis for this discussion, and to allow the solution to be developed

in the following sect ion.

The IIR filter function presented in (6.1) is written as having infinite length - which is

obviously non-causal. However, it is the presence of this infinite prior knowledge of the past

signal that distinguishes the IIR from the FIR, and which allows it to more accurately match the

response of a continuous filter. The prior knowledge therefore cannot be discarded (otherwise it

would simply be an FIR filter), but it can be managed using recursive functions, which enable

the required prior signal knowledge to be remembered without the need for infinite, or even large,

storage requirements. The disadvantages of this approach are opportunities for instability, as

well as additional sensitivities due to the nature of the recursive system.

A recursive system requires the use of previous input and output samples. There is typically

a fixed time shift (also called a time delay) between these samples. A mathematical operator

has been defined to denote this delay, and is known as the shift, (or delay) operator, q. The

shift operator q, and its associated 2-transform, are synonymous with the implementation of IIR

digital filters, and in many texts the discussion of one is almost certainly followed by the other

[139]- [142]. The application of the shift, operator to a given input discrete-time sample u[k] is

simply the future sample, as in

u[k + 1] = qu[k] or equivalently u[k + 1] = zu[k]. (6.3)

Note that if initial conditions are ignored, the shift operator q can simply be replaced by z [143].

In a practical sense this is obviously not causal, but the inverse shift operator can be applied as

a causal alternative

z~lu[k]=u[k-l]. (6.4)

Any linear discrete-time system (2nd order in this case) can be described by a linear difference
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equation [140]

•#] "t- « i . # - 1] -I- « 2 # - 2] - bO!)[k} + lny{k - 1] + b2!/[k - 2]. (6.5)

Note that only a second order transfer function has been considered, as it is usually preferable

to implement higher order transfer functions as a cascade of first and second order functions, to

minimize rounding and truncation effects [141]. Furthermore, the maximum filter order for all

the linear controllers used in this research is second order.

Applying (0.4) results in the general form for the output, y[k], of an second order Infinite

Impulse Response (IIR) filter, if

# ] = bQy[k] + bxz
 xy[k - 1] + b2z-2y[k - 2] - 1] - a2z-2y[k - 2]. (6.6)

Finally, rearrangement of (0.6) provides the canonical form of the shift-based fIR filter, Hq {z),

which gives an output of Y (z) when applied to an input sequence Ar (z):

r- (6.7)

With the structure of the vihift-based 2nd order IIR filter realized, implementation of (6.7)

still requires the shift filter coefficients («<- & bk). Whilst there are many methods for acquisi-

tion of these coefficients (including impulse invariance [139] [140], pole zero placement method

[139], step invariance [140], and match z transformation methods [140]), the bilinear (Tustin)

transformation is the more popular choice [139], as it will always provide a stable digital filter

as long as the continuous filter is stable. This method involves the substitution of

= 2z-l
S " T z + 1 (6.8)

into the desired s-domain transfer function, and rearranging the result into the form of (6,7) to

obtain the associated coefficient values.

The transformation from the continuous Laplace a-domain into the discrete-time 2-domain,

maps the infinite frequency range [0, -x>) to the finite range [0, TT/T) [142]. This mapping i: non-

linear and the frequency axis is compressed, with the effect becoming particularly significant

for higher sampling frequencies. The importance of the compression for shift-based IIR filters

is that as the sampling frequency increases, the poles of the filter will converge towards 1 on

the 2-plane. This clustering effect makes very small changes in the pole locations (i.e. because

u.2.
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Figure 6.2: Pole clustering effect of a narrowband notch shift-based IIR digital filter (sampling

frequency = 2 kHz - 10 kHz)-

of coefficient rounding) cause very large deviations from the intended transfer function. Figure

6.2 illustrates this effect for a shift implementation of a narrowband notch. Furthermore, for

stability, the poles of H (z) must lie within the unit circle on the 2-plane (the zeros can be

anywhere), and therefore as the frequency increases the poles move closer to this stability limit

(Figure 6.2). Finally, for practical controller implementations these problems will be further

aggravated by Finite Word Length (FWL) floating point and fixed-point calculation errors.

The suitability of the IIR method for the implementation of the stationary frame controllers

in this research can be summarized as shown below.

Suitability Summary of IIR Filters for implementation of Stationary Frame Con-

trollers:

• Criterion 1 is partially satisfied. Implementation is possible on a 16-bit fixed point DSP, but

only for some controllers where the sample frequency is sufficiently low and the narrowband

width is not too narrow.

» Criterion 2 is partially satisfied. The IIR filter has a relatively close relationship to the

corresponding s-domain transfer function (i.e. continuous filter), but will diverge as the

sample frequency increases or the notch/resonant width of the controller is decreased (i.e.
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the Unite range; are removed, i.e.

hw[k}=--h[k} «>,,,., [k]

126

when fa is decreased),

• Criterion 3 is fully satisfied. The computational and variable memory overheads are low.

• Criterion -1 is partially satisfied. IIR filters designed using the bilinear transformation are

stable if their corresponding continuous filters are stable. However, when the coefficients

of the controllers used in this research are converted to fixed-point values, they have been

found to cause unstable situations sometimes because of rounding errors.

6.2.2 Finite Impulse Response (FIR) Filters

Unlike the IIR filter, the filter function for an FIR filter (6.2) is finite - as the name suggests. The

advantage is that a non-recursive implementation is possible, which cannot become unstable.

The disadvantage is that the loss of information in the filter function means that the continuous

equivalent may not be properly represented. The discrete representation of the continuous filter

(criterion 2) is of significant importance, especially for the proposed stationary reference frame

harmonic extraction control block (Chapter 5) as it relies on the correct cancellation of the

direct and cross-coupled filters to achieve the desired response. For the P+Resonant filter, the

error between the continuous and digital versions is not as critical, as the primary objective is

to provide a high gain at the selected frequency, and very low gm'ns elsewhere. However, a close

match for both phase and magnitude is desirable, otherwise the results of the stability analysis

may become invalid.

The implementation of an FIR filter can be described by

Using the shift operator, 2, already defined, the filter transfer function for the FIR digital filter

is then formed [144] to be

(G.12)

To illustrate the effects of windowing (and therefore loss of information from the continuous

filter) an FIR filter for the resonant portion of a P+Resonant filter is developed. Note that while

many methods are available for the calculation of the filter functions coefficients hw [k], most

of these methods are aimed at directly creating a custom response [139] [140], not creating an

equivalent response to a continuous filter as required here. In this instance, the filter coefficients

are found directly from the continuous filter by using the Laplace transform of the continuous

resonant controller to give the impulse response h(t). For the ideal P+Resonant controller (5.5)

the impulse response is given by

h(t) =C{HP+n(s)}

N-i

(6.9)

where in this instance hw [k] is a time windowed set of samples from the discrete filter infinite

impulse h [k] [144] [139]. Note that h [k] is the sampled form of the time domain impulse response

h(t) of the continuous filter. The most basic form of windowing is the rectangular window

I
|

I

Wrect [k] =
1, 0 < k < N

0, otherwise
(6.10)

such that the windowed sample values are unchanged from the original, and the values outside

(6.13)

which can then be directly sampled to produce hw [A:], as illustrated in Figure 6.3a for the l l t / l

harmonic (i.e. ujn = 1007T x 11). Note that this response is very different to that of the desired

continuous filter, with the most distinctive difference being the introduced side-lobes centered

around the l l t / l harmonic. These side-lobes are a consequence of the loss of information due to

the windowing, which is known as the leakage (Gibbs) effect. Figure 6.3b shows the result of a

single FIR implementation for multiple resonant controllers.

Since the impulse response of the ideal resonant controller is a sinusoid, the discarded values

outside the window are significant. For the damped form of the P+Resonant filter, the impulse

will decay, mid therefore the leakage should be less. Once again the impulse response is developed
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Figure 6.3: Simulations of FIR lU-bit fixed point digital implementations.

The effect of varying fc is illustrated in Figure 0.3c, with the target theoretical frequency

responses given in Figure 0.3d. This shows that the two larger values of fc show no obvious

leakage effects. This is confirmed in Figure 6.4 which shown that the impulse responses of these

two filters drop to near zero before the windowing occurs. However, even with this reduction

in leakage, the 200 samples (also known as Taps) in the example are not sufficient to converge

to the response of the continuous filters in Figure 6.3d. Increasing the number of Taps allows

the FIR implementation to converge on the continuous filter (Figure 6.5), but an unrealistically

large number of Taps is required to produce a reasonable frequency response.

From this example it can be seen that to use the FIR method to accurately implement

a digital equivalent of the narrowband filters would be impractical, due to the large number

of samples required. However, while the StatRF harmonic extraction controller used in this

research requires the digital controller implementation to match the contimious controller, this

may not be the case for the P+Resonant controller in general. Mattavelli et al. [17] used a FIR

filter to overcome 16-bit fixed-point limitations when implementing a UPS with selective removal

of voltage harmonics from its output. To provide a sharper roll-off characteristic a positive feed-

back term of z~N was also used. However, the large variation in response (especially in phase)

means that the controller design values are no longer valid. It is also unclear how the rapid

phase variations seen at higher frequencies might affect the stability of the system.

The FIR filter has the advantage that as the number of selected harmonics increase, the

computational time is not affected, but this is offset by the large initial overheads. For example,

if 200 Taps were used for a FIR P+Resonant implementation (as per the previous example and

[17]), then with a 50 us instruction time (plus iuitial overheads) the TI TMS320F240 DSP would

take approximately 11 /.is to execute the algorithm (assuming pipelined operation of the MAC

instruction), and would require 800 bytes of memory- for each phase to store the previous input

samples and the filter array. For an IIR implementation, each separate P-fResonant controller

was measured TO execute in less than 2 fis (i.e. less than 12 /ts overall for the six selected

controllers). The overall execution difference between the IIR and FIR methods depends on
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the number of required parallel controllers, with the cross-over point being approximately .six.

However, the IIR also only requires 16 bytes of memory for each controller (48 bytes overall for

six) to store the previous samples, which is orders of magnitude snmllw than the FIR method.

Finally, for changes in fundamental frequency the FIR method would have to calculate new values

for, and then update, the entire 200 Tap array, while only 5 values for each IIR P+Resonant

controller would need to be updated (i.e. HO values for 6 controllers).

The suitability of the FIR method for the implementation of the stationary frame controllers

in this research can be summarized as follows:

Suitability Summary of FIR Filters for Implementation of Stationary Frame Con-

trollers:

• Criterion 1 is partially satisfied. Implementation is possible on a 16-bit fixed point DSP,

but only for the P+Resonant controller where the relationship to the continuous filter is

not critical.

• Criterion 2 is not satisfied. The FIR method does not have a close relationship with its

corresponding «s-domain transfer function (i.e. continuous filler), and has a design process

that may be difficult for discretization of the transfer function (i.e. a Laplace transform

for the controller must be found, and it may not always be easily obtainable). However,

if the continuous-discrete relationship requirement is relaxed, then many excellent design

methods are available for various kinds of FIR filters with arbitrary specifications. This

may be suitable for the P+Resonant filter in general, but is not viable for the StatRF

systems.

• Criterion 3 is partially satisfied. For large numbers of selected controllers (i.e. more than 6)

the FIR approach may become more efficient than the IIR method. However, the variable

memory space requirements are significantly larger.

• Criterion 4 is satisfied. Non-recursive FIR filters are always stable [139].

6.2.3 Alternative Filtering Techniques

As neither of the conventional IIR and FIR digital implementation methods have been found to

be completely satisfactory for the implementation of the stationary frame controller on a fixed-

point processor, another solution must be found. One possibility is to use Multirate digital signal

processing, which involves the down sampling of the input signal to decrease the sample rate
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[139]. This would minimize the clustering effects of Kit filters, Mtul also reduce! the large number

of Tups required for an FIR filter to track the response of a narrowband filter, However, there

are a number of problems with this approach. Firstly, the consequence of down sampling is a loss

of information, and the high accuracy required for the system (especially for tin? high frequency

components of harmonic active filtering) cannot tolerate this loss. Secondly, selective harmonic

compensation would require a different sample rate for each of the selected P+Kesonant con-

troller.?. A separate FIR controller would therefore be required for each harmonic (which is not

realistic), and for the IIR method the overhead would be greatly increased.

Another common digital filter variation is the Adaptive filter (of which the Kahnan filter

is one example) [139], where the filter coefficients (typically an FTR filter) are varied in real-

time to suit the current signal characteristics, Whilst adaptive filters art: good for matching

to variations in system parameters, this research requires the digital filter to track a known

continuous transfer function, which does not vary. Therefore, adaptive filters are not a suitable

solution.

This review of the suitability of IIR and FIR filters has shown that an IIR filter solution

is preferred, as it is more capable of emulating narrowband continuous filters and has a more

straightforward design process. An IIR solution which is less sensitive to fixed-point processes

would therefore be an ideal solution. So far the IIR filters considered have been implemented

using the shift operator q - as is the cese in most signal processing texts [139] - [142]. But this

does not need to be the case.

The next option investigated here is the use of the delta operator to implement the IIR digital

filters. In contrast to shift operator based IIR filters, it is shown that the response of the delta

operator does converge to its continuous counterpart as the sample period approaches zero, and

it is therefore much better suited to applications with sampling frequencies significantly higher

than the filter system poles - as is the case in this research. Middleton et al. [138] has also shown

that the delta operator has superior coefficient representation, rounding error performance and

numerical properties in most calculations when compared to the shift operator. Therefore the

focus of this chapter now turns to explore the application of the ddta operator to the problem

of practically implementing the desired stationary frame controllers on a fixed-point DSP. The

remainder of this chapter provides an introduction to the delta operator methodology, the fixed-

point controller implementation considerations, as well as application examples specific to the

UCPC converter controllers presented iu this thesis.

tvk
kit*

6.3 The Delta Operator

This section reviews the delta opefator and considers its application to IIR digital filtering for

the real-time control of power converters. The material presented is focused to provide a clear

path for the conversion of conventional shift-based IIR. filter design to the delta-based design

approach. This allows a practical discussion for the implementation of delta IIR digital filters

on fixed-point DSPs to be presented in the following section, and the final section develops

and verifies the fixed-point implementation of the stationary frame controllers used in both the

series and shunt controllers of the proposed UCPC, as well as a comparison with their shift-based

counterparts.

The delta operator has previously been used for induction machine model parameter esti-

mation [145] and for power system modelling [146]. However, despite the growing acceptance of

the delta operators' superior high sample rate performance in the signal-processing field, little

literature exists detailing the use of delta operators in real time digital control of PWM converter

applications.

The delta operator 6 was named and actively promoted for its use in digital control by

Middleton and Goodwin in 1986 [138] [143] [147]. However, the technique was known in the

numerical analysis field some decades before as the "divided difference operator", or "difference

operator". A complete history of the origins of the delta operator by Goodwin et al. is contained

in [147]. For discrete systems the delta operator is an Euler's approximation [148] to a derivative

6u[k] =
^ du(t) (6.15)

where A is the sample time.

Just as the continuous time derivative operator d/dt has an s-domain equivalent V (ignoring

initial conditions) using Laplace transforms, the Delta transform can be used to convert the

discrete time 6 operator into its equivalent; '7'. Feuer and Goodwin [143] show that the Delta

transform ran be derived from the Laplace transform to illustrate the relationship between the

two, and is summarized as follows.

If the Laplace transformation formula (single sided)

p-ath(t)dt (6.16)
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is dlscrctizod by the substitution of A'A for time and an infinite summation for the integral, then

(6.17)
00

Substitution of r sA = 1 + A7 results in the single sided Delta transform

) = D {h[A-]} - ] T A

fc-. 0

(6.18)

Equation (G.18) can now be used to find the Delta transform of the derivative approximation 6

(see proof by Fcuer and Goodwin [143]), viz:

(6.19)

Comparison of (6.19) to the Laplace transform of the derivative operator in

L -: = sH (a) - h (0) (6.20)

shows that if A — 0 then '7' becomes interchangeable with V.

Therefore, the delta operator has the particular property that as the sample time, A,

approaches zero, the delta implementation converges towards its continuous counterpart, the

Laplace transform variable s. In fact, it can be said that the continuous domain is actually just

a subset of the diseretr-time delta representation, where A = 0 [143]. It is this property that

gives the delta operator its superior performance at high sample rates compared to the shift

operator (which does not converge).

Note that es*^ is a time shift of A, and is equivalent to z. Therefore, for the same substitution

used to create (6.19), the shift and delta operators are found to be related by

z - I + 7 A. (6.21)

The delta operator S is associated with the 7-transform in exactly the same way that the

shift operator q Is associated with the z-transform, su it follows from (6.21) that

q --= 1 + <5A. (6.22)

This illustrates how the forward shift q is made up of the present sample plus the difference
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(which ia tho derivative ft, multiplied by the time stop A).

G.3.1 Delta operator based IIR Digital Filtering

This research requires the discrete implementation of continuous filters using delta operator

based IIR digital filters. To achieve this implementation the required transfer function H(s)

must be defined with coefficients n'x and l3'x (in this case second order)

HW = <5£±££±&. (0.23)

Equation (6.24) can then formed where the coefficients are equal to those in (6.23) for A = 0,

but they then diverge as A increases.

^ 2 (6.24)

A method of obtaining the ax and 0T coefficients must therefore be found for finite sampling

times. These coefficients could be found directly by applying the Delta transform defined in

(6.18) to the sampled prototype system h[n], but a more straight-forward approach is desirable.

Another possible solution is to use the relationship between the shift and delta domains

in (6.21) to utilize the coefficients developed using the bilinear transformation. Note that it

is the implementation method, and not the design method, that provides the delta IIR with

its performance advantages over the shift IIR at high sample rates [143], and hence it is quite

acceptable to use the same design process to determine coefficients. If the substitution

(6.25)

is applied to (6.7), the conversions shown in Table 6.1 result. This allows for simple derivation of

the delta filter coefficients using commonly known shift coefficient design techniques, to facilitate

the usage of the proposed method by requiring minimal alterations to design methods familiar

to power electronic researchers.

02

A> = fro
26Q+E>I

1 ~ A

ao

Ql =

1

2+ai
A

+ai+a2
A2

Table 6.1: 2nd order delta and shift coefficient conversions.
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hung.

• j Real

Figure 0.6: Delta operator construct ion diagram.

For tho delta operator to be useful hi digital control applications, a causal form must also

be available. This is the inverse delta operator

\-q - 1
or cquivalently 7"

A;" 1

1 - 2 - 1
(6.26)

whose construction is illustrated in Figure 6.6. Using this operator, the IIR canonical form of

the delta domain transfer function is found to be

(6.27)

and has the same form as its shift counterpart in (6.7). Therefore, implementation of delta

operator based IIR filters can be performed in the same manner as for shift operator based IIR

filters, except with 7"1 replacing z"1, and with different coefficients. Hence, the digital filter

software structure of existing shift-based filters can remain mostly untouched when converting

to delta-based filters, and the added computational overhead is also very minimal.

Figure 6.7 shows the discrete stability regions for the shift and delta implementations [143], as

well as the region for the continuous Laplace domain. These plots also proviae some illustration

of the mapping that occurs between the continuous and discrete shift/delta planes. It enn be

seen that as A approaches zero, the stability region for the delta implementation will grow to

approach that of the Laplace domain (i.e., the whole left hand plane), while the stability region

of the shift implementation remains fixed, causing the clustering at 1 on the real axis of the

pole-zero shown in Figure 6.2 as the sample rate increases.

6.3.2 Choice of A

For shift-based filters, the spread of the coefficient values are fixed, and if this spread is too large

then the coefficients reach a point where they cannot be implemented on a 16-bit fixed-point

| /-plane

[.. j Stability Regions

Figure 6.7: Stability regions for the continuous Laplace plane, discrete delta, and discrete shift

planes.

svs
system. However, for delta operator based digital filters (despite the variable A initially being

defined as the sample period) A is free to be varied to optimize the numerical properties of the

design [147]. Therefore, since the coefficients are a function of A (Table 1), the spread of the

coefficients can be optimized to allow lower percentage rounding errors. In general, the choice of

A determines the coefficient rounding and sensitivity, as well as the maximum internal variable

size of the delta filter, as discussed later.

6.3.3 Direct Form Structures

IIR digital filters can he implemented using either direct form I (DFI) or direct form II (DFII)

structures, or their transposed versions DFIt and DFIIt (Figure 6.8). The DFI form can be seen

to be simply a diagrammatic version of (6.6), illustrating the order in which the additions and

subtractions should take place. The DFIt, DFII and DFIIt forms are rearrangements developed

to achieve different numerical responses.

Whilst most shift-based digital filters can be implemented with any of these forms, this is

not necessarily the case for fixed-point delta-based digital filters [149]. For the DFI form (Figure

6.8a) the unstable pole at 2: = 1 of the 7"1 formula in (6.26) is not cancelled prior to this inverse

delta operation, and this implementation is therefore unstable. This causes the output of the

operation to overflow. For the DFIt form (Figure 6.8b) the unstable poles of (6.26) are cancelled

prior to the inverse, but require double precision to function properly [149]. These problems are

mostly avoided by use of the DFII and DFIIt forms (Figures 6.8c and 6.8d). Since they also

have half the number of 7"1 operations compared to the DFI and DFIt forms, only the DFII

and DFIIt forms are considered further for fixed-point delta-based filter implementations.
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(c) DF1I

Figure 0.8: Direct Form (DF) digital filter implementation structures: (u) DFI; (b) DFIt; (e)
DFII; (d) DFIIt.

6.4 Fixed-point Implementation

This section explores the fixed-point issues to be considered during the implementation of delta-

based digital filters, and provides practical approaches to aid in development of a reliable and im-

proved performance implementation. For this research work a Tl TMS320F210 16-bit fixed-point

DSP has been used for the LV experimental verification, implementing a DFII type delta-based

digital filter using the software interrupt procedure shown in Figure 6.9. Note that this DSP

does provide a 32-bit accumulator, which can be utilized to minimize overflow and truncation

problems in the IIR filters.

DSP 10kHz Software Interrupt

Analog
Signal

DM: DnU Memory
PM: Program Memory

jACC: Accumulator
MAC: Multiply & Accumulate

(with shift) singk IVM

Figure 6.9: 16-bit fixed-point Tl TMS320F240 DSP delta-based IIR software implementation
diagram.
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yfkj u[k]

(b) DFIt

ulkj Po _ _y[k]
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0.4.1 Overflow Minimization and Clamping Techniques

To manage" overflows, the Tl DSP instruction set allows the output of the 16-bit x 10-bit mul-

tiplications to bo automatically shifted down by 0 bits befon; boinp; udded to the accumulator.

This allows up to .128 consecutive multiplications and accumulations before an overflow cun oc-

cur, The multiply, shift and accumulate steps aro all conducted together using a Multiply and

Accumulate (MAC) instruction in a single cycle of the DSP (Figure 6.9). A similar instruction

is also available on the equivalent Analog Devices and Motorola product families, although for

those products the shift is not required since they use larger length accumulators to reduce tho

overflow occurrences.

Clamping must bo applied to points So, Si and S2 of the filter implementation (see Figure

0.9) to avoid overflown when the accumulated results are stored back into tho 10-bit data memory

[149].

6,4.2 Internal Truncation Compensation

While 32-bit accumulations minimize the truncation effect that would occur if the resultants were

added in 16-bit, ultimately the result still has to be converted back to 16-bit, and this leads to

various problems for IIR digital filters. A shift-based implementation is particularly sensitive

to this truncation, in contrast to the minimal effect it has on a delta-based implementation (as

shown in the later examples).

Some of the truncation problems can be reduced by converting the truncation (floor) into

a rounding event. This is done by adding an offset of half the magnitude of the divisor to the

signal preceding the downward bit shift of the multiplication shift. For example, Figure 6.10

shows the truncation compensation applied to the inverse delta operator. If A is chosen to be

1/32, then this corresponds to a right bit shift of 5 (i.e. log^Sfy to the input signal. Therefore, an

offset of magnitude 16 would, in isolation, shift arid truncate down to 0, but in combination with

the incoming signal, it converts the original truncation of the incoming signal into a rounding

operation.

6.4.3 Coefficient Rounding

Another problem faced by fixed-point systems is coefficient rounding, which occurs during the

filter design stages. The percentage of rounding in the coefficients is dependant on the scaling of

the rational coefficients, so that they can be represented in integer form. The scaling is achieved

by replacing the 1 in the IIR filter canonical form den< ninator of the shift and delta filters,
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[*DM: I6bit Dam Memory

Figure 6.10: Delta operator fixed-point DSP software implementation with truncation comport
sation.

.5

ramp_6bit rrvmd

Rnlionul value

n
ramp_6bit irunc

••40«6 -2048 0 2048
16bit Integer value

4096

Figure 6.11: Truncation mid rounding effects from a 16-bit fixed-point DSP*

with the coefficients <?o and ao. respectively. This wijl scale all the other coefficients by Oo,

so that if t>o iy chosen as 214, then a coefficient of magnitude 1.546, would become 25329.664,

and round to an integer of 25330. AM discussed earlier, for higher frequencies the roots of shift-

based IIR filters cluster toward 1 on the 2-plane, and therefore the effect of this minor loss of

information becomes more severe as the sampling frequency increases. For faster sampling rates,

this sensitivity for the shift operator id proportional to \/Tn (where n is the orrier of the filter),

while it is a relatively small constant value for delta-based implementations [143].

Example 1 (Sub-section 6.5.1) confirms how this rounding affects the shift implementations,

while the delta operator for the same example remains quite resilient to such rounding, even

with 6-bit coefficients.
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6.4.4 Integer Scaling and A Selection

For fixed-point shift filters the only parameter that can be varied is the scaling factor oo> which

is typically set to the maximum value that nllows all the coefficients to fit within the available

integer bit size. This choice minimizes the percentage effect of the coefficient rounding and also

decreases the internal truncation problems, although the scaling factor may sometimes need

adjustment and lowering if internal variables become too large.

For delta filters, the design becomes more complicated as both the scaling factor «o ftnd the

value of A need to be selected, and the ideal values of each do not necessarily agree. Table 6.1

shows that <\\ and p{ are inversely proportional to A, a-2 and fa are inversely proportional to

A2, while /?0 is independent of A. Therefore, as A decreases the coefficients will spread, and care

must be taken that the maximum spread remains significantly smaller than the allowed coefficient

size (I.e. A215 for a 16-bit signed integer). Also, if A becomes too small, the quantization noise

introduced in the 7~ l operation will hecomc significant, and other quantization effects also

change as A is varied. A detailed quantization noise optimization method for choosing A by

Knuranienn ct nl. can be found hi [149]. That said, decreasing the size of A was found to

decrease the internal variables for both of the following practical examples, and therefore a

compromise had to be reached to obtain an acceptable filter input range.

Another consideration for the design is that both A and ao (or OQ) should ideally be a power

of 2. This facilitates their implementation as simple right bit shifts, instead of using costly

division operations. Figure 6.9 shows that A is implemented as a right shift of /oc7<2(l/A) bits.

For Q0 this shift is denoted in Figure 6.10 as the Integer Shift Scale (ISS), which also incorporates

the 6-bit shift used for the overflow protection discussed earlier.

It should also be noted that as the width of the notch and resonant filters in the following

examples was decreased (i.e. uc was decreased) it was found that the internal variables of the

DFII form tended to increase around the notch/resonant frequency. Thus, the choice of u)c is

also significant in the design of the scaling and A coefficients.
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6.5 Delta IIR versus Shift IIR

This section develops two (liter examples to compare shift- and delta-baned IIR implementations.

The examples are the stationary frame reference generation used for the shunt portion of the

UCPC (proposed in Chapter 5), and the P-}-Resonant controller used by the series portion of

the UCPC. These? controllers are Must rated in Figure 0.12.

The objective of the stationary reference frame controller (Example 1) used in the shunt

converter controller is to remove the positive sequence fundamental from the load current mea-

surement, leaving only the harmonic and unbalanced currents (for three-phase systems). The

negativo of this remaining signal is then injected back into tho grid to cancel out these unwanted

quantities. This stationary frame controller has a second order notch based transfer function.

Conversely, the series converter P+FJesoimnt controllers (Example 2) are feed-back based,

and aim to provide a high gain at selected frequencies to minimize steady-state load voltage

error. The transfer function of this controller is a high Q resonant function. Example 2 first

applies the P-V-Resonaut controller to a 50 IIz current regulator to compare the shift- and delta-

based implementations, and then presents the harmonic voltage controllers of the UCPC for

only the delta approach (as this controller could not be implemented usiag the shift, method).

Feed-back
(Example 2)

Feed- forward

Universal Custom Power Conditioner (UCPC)

Figure 6.12: Proposed control scheme for the Universal Custom Power Conditioner, with con-
trollers used for shift/delta comparison examples shown in grey.
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0.5.1 Example Is StutRF Harmonic Reference Gcnorator

The first oxuinple is tho htirmonic reference generator block used in the shunt portion of tho

UCPC (Figure 6.12). Chapter 5 showed that for throo-pliaw (and tluro-wiro) systems both the

load current, harmonics and negativo sequence fundamental curront mu«l, be extracted, mid this

can Iro achieved using the cross-coupled notch based filters defined by

(6.28)

This filter arrangement was shown in Chapter 5 to be an exact theoretical equivalent to a syn-

chronous d-q frame high-pass filter method (Figure G.i:i). Nol" that the fixed-point shift-based

IIR implementation problems also apply to the high-pa** filter used in the d-q implementation,

but since the d-q version uses only a first order filter, the effects are less severe. Also the fil-

ter frequency is set by the Park Transformation, and therefore filter problems cannot cause a

skew in the selected frequency (unlike the stationary frame controller). However, the first order

filters used cm. become unstable due to the combination of the rounding and clustering effects

discussed earlier in this chapter. The d-q In-plenumtation also has other practical problems

which nre described in Chapter 9, which make the StatRF option in (6.28) more desirable once

delta-based IIR filters are used.

Stationary Frame Rotating Frame Stationary Frameing frame

«,in<at / costal

Stationary Frame

Figure 6.13: Rotating to Stationary Framo conversion of the High Pass (HP) type Synchronous
Reference Frame (SRF) harmonic extraction unit.
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For single-phase systems only a harmonic reference is required (.since .sliigkvplui.se systems

do not havo negative sequence components) and tluiroforo the extraction takes the form of a

narrowband notch (see Chapter 5) defined by

s* + 2u;t..s
(0.29)

From an implementntion perspective, the filters in both (0.28) and (0,29) havo very similar

characteristics. For this reason, only (0.29) is used in the following comparison, so that the pre-

sentation of the filter coefficients can also be included. However, both versions are implemented

in the LV experimental work described in Chapter 9.

Figure 0.14 compares the frequency responses of shift- and delta-baser! filter implementations

for a narrowband notch (0.29). The shift-based filter only achieves 35-dR attenuation of the 50

Hz signal even using a 20-bit implementation, and with a 10-bit implementation virtually none

of the 50 Hz signal is attenuated because of the shifted notch frequency. On the other hand,

the delta-based filter achieves 56-dB attenuation with a 10-bit implementation, and surprisingly

still tracks the continuous filter locus for both 12-bit and (i-bit implementations (where the shift-

based filter becomes useless). The frequency plots were generated using Mat lab and Simulink

simulations which modelled all quantization, coefficient rounding and internal truncations of

the actual DSP practical implementation. This simulation method is discussed in detail in

Chapter 8. Also, the coefficients used for the delta-base^ filter examples) were generated from

the shift coefficients (before rounding) using Table 6.1, which confirms that the limitations of

the shift-based filter are not attributable to the Tustin (i.e. Bilinear) transformation.

This example shows one situation where a shift-based I1R implementation is not possible on a

10-bit fixed-point DSP. By increasing the value of fc the shift-based implementation will become

more effective, but as fc increases it affects the phase of the extracted harmonics and therefore

impacts on the performance of the active harmonic filtering process. As the implementation

overheads of the shift method versus the delta method are very minimal, there is uo reason for

such compromises to be made.
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Narrowband Notch: 12bit signed integer coefficients
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Narrowband Notch: 6bit signed integer coefficients
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Figure 6.14: Frequency response for continuous, shift and delta filters with: (a) 20-bit; (b)

16-bit; (c) 12-bit; (d) 6-bit coefficients.



at the fundamental frequency (i.e. not considering the selected harmonic controllers), as some

of the higher frequency selected harmonics simply cannot be implemented on the Hi-bit DSP

using a shift-based method.

Figure 6.15 shows the magnitude and phase plots for the shift and delta-based 16-bit fixed-

point implementations of (6.30), where it can be seen that the delta-based filter exactly tracks

the desired continuous function, whilst the notch of the shift-based filter skews away from the

target frequency. This causes a 50 Hz gain of only -1-dB, instead of the ideal 12-dB, and the

phase of the shift-based filter also reduces (causing a loss in the phase margin of the system near

the notch frequencies of up to 30°).

The P+Resonant controllers shown in Figure 6.15 were implemented on a 16-bit experimental

system to regulate a fundamental current into an R-L load. The results show that for this

example the shift-based version contains a significant steady-state error (Figure 6.16), while the

delta-based implementation creates very little error (Figure 6.17). The integral gain Kj was

chosen to just give a visual steady state error of zero, so that the effect of the shift and delta

implementations could be easily seen in the comparison of the steady state errors.

Furthermore, the shift-based implementation required truncation compensation (Sub-section

6.4.2) for it to even be possible, since the truncations caused by the transfer of the 32-bit

accumulator summation to the 16-bit data memory were found to cause very large dc offsets

which quickly saturated the PWM modulator. The delta-operator version, on the other hand,

was readily implemented without any truncation compensation. However, compensation was

added for the final version before the A bit shift (Figure 6.10) to remove a small dc offset found

at low demanded current levels. This is one of many examples where the sensitivity of shift-based

filters was found to cause problems requiring attention, whereas delta-based implementations

did not suffer from nearly the same severity (if at all).

For the selective harmonic compensation used in the series controller of the UCPC the

CHAPTER 0. DIGITAL CONTROL: THE DELTA OPERATOR 6.5. DELTA HR VERSUS SHIFT HR

6.5.2 Example 2: P-|-R.esonant Controllei

Tho second example is the P+Resonant controller (6.30) used for the selective harmonic compen-

sation in the series controller of tho UCPC (Figure 6.12). Once more both shift- and delta-based

TIR methods are compared, but the comparison firstly looks at a single P+Resonant controller

14?

I'+Riistmnnl Controller: J6hit signed integer coefficients
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a, =- 583
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P o - 1643
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Delts .
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Figure 6.15: Open loop frequency response for continuous, shift and delta-based, 16-bit

P+Resonant filters.

following function is required;,

Gi(fl) = Kp + Y 2Jw|T,uv—
Ui\ , o where M = {1,5,7,9,11,13}. (6.31)

Figure 6.18 shows the continuous and delta-based IIR implementations of (6.31) using the

parameters from the experimental work in Chapter 9. The delta IIR parameters are given

in Table 6.2. All the resonant filters were designed with an integral gain Kj of 5, with post

filter gains provided where necessary (i.e. to boost the gain to 10 for the fundamental, 5 th

and 7th harmonics). This figure shows that the delta-based method closely follows the target

continuous filters. Note that the shift-based method is not shown, since the 16-bit fixed-point

implementation was not practical with an fc of 1.5 Hz and sample frequency /«; of 10 kHz,

due to significant internal variable overflow for all the selected harmonics (for both DFI and

DFII types) even for small input signal magnitudes. However, a clear divergence between the

continuous and delta-based filters can be seen as the Nyquist frequency is approached, which is

an unavoidable consequence of the digitization process. An increasing divergence in the phase
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P+ Resonant Current Regulator
Shift Operator Implementation Solociod Frequency

50 Hz (Fundamental)

250 Hz (5"' Hnnnonic)

350 Hz (7™ Harmonic

450 Hz (9'/l Harmonic)

550 Hz ( i f 1 Harmonic)

G50 Hz (13(/l Harmonic)

149

-15

Current Error Measured and Reference Currents

Table (i.2: Parameters of the delta-based IIR digital filters used for the UCPC series feed-back

compensation.
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Figure 0.16: Experimental results for a shift-based P+Rcsonant current regulator.
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Figure 6.17: Experimental results for a delta-ba&ed P-fResonant current regulator.

Figure 6.18: Simulated open loop frequency response for ideal continuous and delta-based 16-
bit parallel selective P+Rcsonant controllers (with parameters from the scries controller of theparall
UCPC).
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can also bo seen, and also is due to the digital sampling process.

Previous selective harmonic compensation systems which used the P+Resouant controller

have used either floating-point DSPs with a shift-based IIR method [110] [150] (both shunt

active filters), or have Wvw forced to use approximations to the P+Resonant controller using an

FIR filter to Implement a selective harmonic controller on a 16-bit fixed-point DSP [17]. Using

the delta operator method, Figure G.18 shows that fixed-point implementation is possible, and

this is verified experimentally in Chapter {).

It should be noted that this chapter only investigates the use of the delta operator for a

particular set of digital controllers, to suit a particular problem. The application performance of

the delta IIR digital filter to other linear controllers is not within the scope of this research, and

is left for further work. Furthermore, Kauraniemi et al. [149] indicate that for some particular

filter arrangements the shift-based approach may actually provide better sensitivity performance

than the delta method. However, this is generally for situations where the sample frequency is

significantly lower than is typically used for modern PWM converter applications.

6.6 Summary

This chapter has investigated the problems of digital implementation of the stationary frame

linear controllers described in Chapter 5. Conventional shift-based IIR and FIR digital filters

were reviewed to identify why each of these methods did not meet the desired criteria. In some

cases, while the shift-based IIR could not iUiplcment the desired controllers on a fixed-point

16-bit DSP, the FIR was able to implement those controllers. However, due to leakage and

other effects the response of the FIR filter was significantly different to that of the desired

continuous filter. The FIR filter was therefore considered to be unsuitable for systems such

as the StatRF harmonic extraction controller proposed in Chapter T>, because of the need for

correct cancellation of the cross-coupling terms for this controller.

Delta operator based IIR digital filters were then proposed to solve these implementation

problems. The delta operator fi allows high performance digital filters to be implemented with

10-bit (or less) fixed-point arithmetic without significant error, and is particularly effective for

applications involving high sampling frequencies and high Q narrowband filters such as the

stationary frame controllers used in this research. While, the delta operator is well known

in the signal processing field, there is little literature discussing its application for real time

digital control of PWM converters. A review of the delta operator and its application to digital

filtering then led to a method of applying it to the desired stationary frame controllers to achieve

significantly improved correlation between the continuous and discrete filters especially using

fixed-point arithmetic. Table 6.3 summarizes the differences between the shift IIR, FIR, and

delta IIR implementations of the controllers used in this research.

Computational cost

Shift IIR

Variable space

Coefficient sensitivity

Calculation truncation sensitivity

Continuous filter comparison

Ease of design from continuous filter

Overflow clamping and design minimsation

Excellent

Excellent

Poor

Poor

Average

Excellent

Good

Non-recursive FIR

Average

Poor

Excellent

Excellent

Poor

Poor

Excellent

Delta IIR

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Verv Good

Excellent

Excellent

Very Good

Table 6.3: Comparison of digital filtering techniques for lGbit fixed-point implementations of

narrowband type controllers.
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Chapter 7

Control of UCPC Protection System

'Chapters 4 and 5 have investigated the feed-back/feed-forward control systems of the proposed

UCPC, and Chapter 6 has investigated the digital control issues required to implement these

controllers. This chapter continues with this theme, and investigates the protection systems

required for the UCPC, to complete the knowledge base required to build the system experi-

mentally as described in Chapters 9 and 10.

The protection systems required for shunt converters are straightforward and are common

knowledge in both industry and academia. However, relatively little appears to have been

reported regarding the protection of series converter systems [101], although the problem's ex-

istence (even under stand-by conditions) has been raised by multiple researchers over the last

decade [39] [49] [98] [99]. This chapter starts with a short review of the protection requirements

for shunt converter systems, and then considers in more detail the protection requirements for

the series converter section of the UCPC.

Tho protection requirements for series injection converters are quite different to those of

shunt protection systems, and in most cases using a shunt converter protection scheme for a serWw

topology is likely to cause failure - even under normal operating conditions. This work proposes

a series protection scheme which integrates series converter protection hardware with hardware

and software controllers, to achieve protection of the system under fault conditions, start-up,

stand-by, shut-down, and recovery from faults. The proposed scheme has been verified in both

simulation and experimentally under fault conditions, and is used to protect the experimental

UCPC system presented in Chapter 9.

'The material in this chapter was first published in part as:
M. J. Newman and D. G. Holmes, "An Integrated Approach for the Protection of Series Injection Inverters,"

in Conf. Rec. IEEE/IAS Annual Meeting, Chicago, IL, USA, pp. 781-788,1>001. and
M. J. Newman and D. G. Holmes, "An Integrated Approach for the Protection of Series Injection Inverters,"

IEEE Trans, on Ind. Applicat, vol. 38, no. 3, May/June, pp. 679-687, 2002.
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7.1 Shunt converter Protection

For a conventional shunt converter, the .most common protection provisions are for over-current,

over-temperature, and over-voltage, switching device failure, and control system failure. The

usual response when a fault is detected is to switch the converter off (perhaps with a controlled

turn off for an over-current trip to avoid an over-voltage surge), and to let the load freewhee

down to the OFF .state, Most commercial drive converters implement this typo of protection in

one form or another.

For the experimental shunt converter described in Chapter 9, over-current, de-bus over-

voltage, and IGBT de-satumtion protection are incorporated, as well as provision for over-

temperature protection. Over-currents are detected using the same LEMs ILS HIY; used for the

VCR current regulation system (Chapter 4), and the dc-bus over-volt age protection uses the

dc-bus measurement input in the same way. To detect and limit shoot-through of the IGUT

phase-legs, the HCPL-316J gate driver integrated circuit (IC) detects deep saturation of the

IGBT, which is characteristic of this condition. The IGBT is then switched off by the gate

driver JC. and cannot be over-ridden by the DSP. All these external fault detection mecha-

nisms pass into the Power Drive Protection Interrupt (PDPINT) of the Texas Instruments DSP

(TMS320F240), which in turn sends a signal to all the converter IGBTs to turn off. This opera-

tion is implemented in the hardware of the DSP (not software), and can only be over-ridden by

disabling the overall feature on the DSP. (The consequence of this default protection mechanism

for series converters will be made clear in the following section, as the difference between series

protection requirements and shunt protection requirements are developed,)

7.2 Series converter Protection

7.2.1 Introduction to Protection Issues for Series Injection Converters

Unlike the shunt converter, simple disconnection does not work for the series converter. This

is because the primary complication for protection of a series converter is that current always

flows in the primary side of the injection transformer as long as the system load or fault current

exists. Unless this current is magnetomotive force (mmf) balanced with a secondary current,

it will over-magnetize the series injection transformer and generate substantial secondary side

voltages. Even if the VSI is disabled, it still acts as a diode rectifier (Figure 7.1a), and hence

the dc-bus voltage will quickly charge up beyond the voltage rating of the power stage. This

can happen in well under a millisecond for fault level over-currents, and can oec\tr within one

7*̂ . ^^iywj'^iyv'f;K77;K r/eorivcrioiv

btV< »<•»•,«.*.

t ; off

(a) O1T state (b) NUM. state

Figure 7.1: VSI current paths for a sericti injection topology,

fundamental cycle even under normal load current conditions. Hence, an effective protection

scheme must at all times provide a continuous secondary curreut path, and divert this current

to appropriately rated elements when the converter is not. switching, depending on the level

and duration of current to be passed. It is also important that the protection system does

not disrupt the external supply to the load during a fault. Many power equipment protection

systems rely on the detection of substantial over-currenta or voltages to shut down the plant,

and it is important that the series injection converter system does not interfere with the proper

operation of such systems.

Figure 7.2 shows the simulated response of a 250 kVA con -erter system to a light fault (1

kA), without a series protection system operating. The dc voltage clearly becomes unacceptably

high ( > 2 kV ) within a few milliseconds of the fault occurrence, as the switched off IGBTs act

as rectifying diodes for the secondary referred fault current.

0 01
0.05 0 0 *

Figure 7.2: Fault response of a 250 \ VA series inver'er to an inverter trip with no scries protection

system.
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7.2.2 Previous Literature

The existence of the series protection problem has been noted by n few authors over the last

decade [39] [49] [98] [99], but none of this literature discusses schemes to overcome the problem.

(It is commented that most reported systems only use small prototypes which nun avoid most

of the problems faced.) Blmttncharya el al. [98] noted that a "sophisticated protection and

sequencing scheme" is required for series protection, and that a state based sequencing schorne

is required to coordinate "start-up, shut-down, fault coordination and bypass of the scries active

filter under appropriate conditions''. However, no actual details of any of the protection or

coordination schemes used were reported.

In 199G Moran et al. [100] [101] presented the first of only a few dedicated publications

discussing a fault protection scheme for series converters, and this work will now be considered

in more detail. However, it is noted at the outset that while Moran ct al. has presented all the

components required to protect a series system, this thesis disagrees with tho approach taken

to control and rate these devices.

Moran et al. [101] addressed the problem of series converter protection by using a combi-

nation of varistors and thyristors to switch a shunt resistance across the injection transformer

secondary when an over-voltage is detected. The fault energy is shared between the varistors

and the large shunt resistance, and therefore requires these protection elements to be rated for

significant transient power dissipation. This is a particular issue for the case where the primary

side grid protection system fails, and the fault is only cleared by back-up protection several sec-

onds later. Moran et al.'s system also requires a specially designed series injection transformer

which saturates with only moderate magnetizing current overload to reduce the over-voltage

generated by a primary side fault current. Such complications should be avoided (if possible)

for a practical commercial system.

The problems found with this scheme are as follows:

1. A transformer with a very low saturation voltage (i.e. it saturates even under rated con-

ditions) is required, whereas most series Custom Power applications require the opposite

[151] (i.e. a high transformer saturation voltage) to ensure high accuracy for good cancel-

lation of Power Quality problems in the voltage/current.

2. Even if a transformer with a very low saturation voltage is used, the voltage at which the

system will operate still needs to be approximately twice the rated voltage, due to the

clamping characteristic of the varistor. Therefore, all the system devices need to be rated
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for twice the rated voltage, which is not attractive.

3. Tho scheme requires the majority of tho fault energy to bo passed into the series system

(via the varistors and inserted series resistance), which may in turn cause other problems

for tho application. This situation is what a protection scheme is meant to avoid, not

encourage1!

4. The system significantly changes the characteristics o; the fault as seen by the external

grid protection systems, and therefore these protection mechanisms may not operate as

designed unless specifically adjusted to account for the installation [152] [153] (assuming

this is possible) .

5. The use of, and reliance on, varistors for such sustained high energy operations is not seen

as a practical, or reliable, solution by industry [66].

6. Post fault recovery is not considered, and the ability of the system to transfer the current

path to a safe steady-state condition is unclear. Furthermore, only a unidirectional control

link from the thyristor controller to the primary DSP controller is shown, and therefore if

a switching device fails, the DSP cannot control tho thyristors to protect the system from

failure.

Finally, an issue that appears not to have been considered in the literature is how to start-

up a series injection system when a load current is present. Since current continuity on the

secondary side must be maintained at all times, it is essential to coordinate the operation of any

protection elements and the injection converter as current transfers from bypass circuitry to the

converter during start-up.

7.2.3 Overview of the proposed Integrated Series Protection Scheme

This work proposes an integrated control/protection scheme for a series injection converter,

which manages internal converter faults, external system faults, and start-up issues in a sin-

gle coordinated approach managed by the converter controller. The scheme does not require a

special transformer design, and substantially reduces the power ratings of the protection com-

ponents compared to previous approaches.

Figure 7.3 shows the basic topology of a series injection converter system, including the

major components of the proposed integrated protection system. As discussed, the primary role

of a series protection scheme is to provide an appropriately rated current path under all feasible
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conditions. The thvoo stages of current path provided are: the ICDTs themselves using NULL

state (Figure 7.1b); the thyristors/trlftcs; and tho by-pass contactor. Varistora arc only used

to clamp the first transient cdgo of nil over-voltage, and to delect and trigger tho thyristors

to clump the voltage. Note tluit the small shunt resistance that is in series with the thyristors

offers little (if any) fault current limiting (since the nnnf balance in the CT is maintained during

faults due to tho significantly lower voltages), with its only purpose being to limit any capucitive

transient for topologies using LO filters. This approach is opposite to the arrangement proposed

Moran et al. [101].

A key aspect to ensuring a continuous current path is the integration of the protection

hardware controllers with the Primary DSP controller, via an effective communications link.

Furthermore, the system should be capable of protecting itself, even with the failure of either

the DSP controller or the external Protection controller. This is; achieved by allowing either the

DSP or the protection controller to trigger the clamping thyristors. Then, by allowing only the

DSP to reset the thyristor clamping, transfer to normal operation can easily be achieved as the

DSP can set the VSI to the NiiLL state prior to this reset. The communication of all faults is

also passed to the DSP controller to coordinate the transfer of the fault current, and to allow it

to take appropriate action in the case of failure of the thyristors themselves.
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Figure 7.3: Series injected voltage source inverter, with integrated protection elements and
controllers.

7.3 Elements of the Integrated Scsries Protection System

This section outlines the role and ratings of each of the elements in the proposed scries protec-

tion system. The elements are the IGBTs (NULL and OFF state operation), varistors, thyris-

tors/triaes, resistors, primary bypass breaker, de-bus braking chopper, and the design of the

series transformer.

7.3.1 Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (1GBT) NULL State

An obvious way to create a secondary current path is to switch the converter power stage to

a NULL state as shown in Figure 7. Ib. This state short circuits the filter inductances across

the secondary (and hence the primary) of the series injection transformer, thus preventing an

over-voltage. This strategy can be used both for start-up control, when the currents would be

expected to he within tho IGBT steady-state ratings, and temporarily at the start of an external

load fault condition, until the short circuiting triacs can be triggered to provide a longer term

fault current carrying capability.

7.3.2 Varistor (MOV)

Varistors are well known components that are often usod to clamp over-voltage transients that

may be developed in a system. However, as they have relatively limited thermal ratings, they

usually cannot be used to provide a continuous fault current path, especially because they

continue to sustain their breakover voltage while passing current. Hence, their role in this

system is to clamp the first edge of wiy over-voltage, and then to provide a trigger to the short

circuiting triacs so that they can provide a longer term current path.

The selection of a varistor requires determination and calculation of the steady state working

voltage, breakover (or clamp) voltage, peak transient power dissipation and maximum continuous

(average) power dissipation. For most varistor applications, working and breakover voltages are

chosen based on the voltage rating of the connected system, the transformer ratio and the voltage

rating of the devices, while the energy dissipated during an over-voltage event is the significant

design criterion. However, in this scheme the peak transient power dissipation is determined

by how rapidly the triac is triggered to clamp the secondary winding once the varistor current

exceeds the trip set point. (Not that this trigger signal is filtered by a capacitor in the current

detection circuitry. This avoids high-frequency voltage spikes causing unnecessary converter

protection trips.)

For example, for the fault current levels of the experimental system, the varistors would have

^ s ^ M ^ i i t & « U £ ^
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to absorb more than 25 J over cnch fundamental cycle using the approach proposed by Moran

ot al. [101], and this would continue- for as lout; a.s the fault existed. On the other hand, If even

a very slow thyristor (for example 80 /ts turn-on) were used to provide the- longer term current

pnth, the total energy dissipated in the varistor for the entire fault condition would be less than 1

J for thi) scheme proposed here. (In the experimental work described in Section 7.5 the thyristor

turn-on time wavS measured to be less than 5 /is. so that only 55 m.I would be dissipated in the

varistors). Since the Harris V130LA20H varisiors that were used can absorb up to 70.1 they were

well overrated for this duty. However, if they were used as the core energy absorption devices,

after three fundamental cycles they would have been well outside their ratings and much larger

devices would be required.

In fact, for this application, the maximum continuous power dissipation for the varistor turns

out to be the dominant factor in the varistor selection process, as follows. Maximum continuous

power dissipation in the varistor occurs when the ac voltage across the devices causes a current

just below the thyrUor/triac trigger current set point to flow through the device. If this trigger

set point is too high, a minor over-voltage can overload the varistors without the protection

system operating. For example, the Harris V130LA20B varistors have a maximum continuous

power rating of 1 W. This equates to a 30 mA current at their rated breakover voltage. Hence,

if the trigger point was set to 40 mA, for example, and a minor sustained over-voltage caused a

peak current of between 30-40 in A to flow, the varistors may fail thermally.

To calculate the average power dissipation of a varistor under ac voltage conditions, the

commonly used V-I relationship (7.1) can be used to model the varistor

= (kV)a
(7.1)

where a and k are taken from the varistor datasheet, a is the slope of the V-I characteristic on

a log-log scale, and A- is the inverse of the breakover voltage with a 1 A varistor current. Figure

7.4 shows the theoretical versus experimental performance for the Harris V130LA20B varistors

using this model, for a peak current of just less than 5 mA. This result confirms (7.1) as a fairly

accurate representation of a varistor.

Using (7.1), the instantaneous power VI dissipated by the varistor can be readily found,

and integrating this power gives the average power dissipation. This provides an approximate

method for calculating the average power dissipation with a sinusoidal voltage of Vjyjp (peak)
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Figure 7.4: Varistor V130LA20B voltage and current waveforms.

across the varistor as

(7.2)

Figure 7.5 shows the value of the bounded integration term in (7.2) as a function of a.

Replacing this integration term with a constant hi (for a particular a) gives

O-rr

(7.3)

Substituting (7.1) into (7.3) gives the average power dissipation of a varistor under sinusoidal

roltage conditions as a function of the trigger current, viz:

Pav =

A o J 7.-1 I..
JTrip k K[

2TT

(7.4)

Equation (7.4) in conjunction with Figure 7.5 allows the thyristor trigger point current to be

easily set based on the allowable continuous power dissipation of the varistor. The usage of these

design equations is shown in the following worked example.

Worked Example: A Harris V130LA20B varistor with a maximum working voltage of 130

Vrms is chosen for the 110 Vrlns_p/,n.,e system. The device is rated for a maximum average power

dissipation of 1 W. From the datasheet, the values of a and k are determined to be 29 and 1/275,
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Figure 7.5: Numerical integration alpha constant graph.

respectively. Figure 7.5 gives k( as 0.9 for a - 29. Equation 7.4 then identifies the maximum

trigger current ITrip to be 30 rnA for these values, to keep the continuous power dissipation of

the varistor below 1 W. If less sensitive operation is required, a varistor with a higher average

power dissipation would have to be used.

7.3.3 Thyristors/Triacs and Series Resistors

The short circuiting thyristors/triacs provide the main continuous current path for secondary

currents during abnormal operation. They are triggered from a number of inputs, and latch on,

to effectively short circuit the injection transformer through the (small) resistance RTIUAC- This

approach has a number of advantages, with only the relatively minor disadvantage of requiring

higher current rated triacs than might otherwise be necessary.

The triacs should be rated to sustain the maximum secondary fault current (h-Fautt-MAx)

for the maximum fault time allowed by the power systerr protection relays. Allowance should

also be made for the time taken for the breaker to close onto the fault in cases where the grid

system relay protection does not operate as designed.

For systems with only an inductive filter, the resistance RTRIAC is not needed. When the

triacs are latched via the varistors, the DSP is notified to shut the converter down to stop the

rising filter inductor current. If the notification process is not acceptably fast, then the over-

current protection will act instead. In either case, the peak current from the converter is limited
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by the filter inductance and will always be less than the peak pulse rating of the lGDTs.

For systems using an LC filter, when the thyristors/triacs short circuit the filter capacitors

(C/), RTRIAC ta required to limit the capneitive current surge to within the mnximum short

term current rating of both the thyrlstor/triac {Irriac-MAx) nnd the filter capacitor (kf-MAx)-

RTRIAC should also he small enough to keep the voltage rise caused by the maximum sec-

ondary fault current {h-Fault-MAX) t 0 well within the maximum allowable secondary voltage

{V2-MAX)> These constraints are defined in (7.5), and should be used in conjunction with

normal engineering safety margins.

VVAM.Y

min (I'Vrinc-MAX, kf MAX)
) <i?T r i n c« Vj-MAX

h- Fault- MAX
(7.5)

Note that the smaller the value of RTMACI the less impedance will be added to the connected

power system by the series injection system. This is important both to minimize interference

with the relay protection systems, and to keep the primary voltage drop within acceptable limits

when the bypass breaker is open, but the converter is not yet operating. Note also that for higher

power systems where suitably rated triacs may not be available, back-to-back thyristors can be

used with separate isolated gate signals for each device. All thyristors should be simultaneously

gated ON during the fault state (i.e., do not gate ON each thyristor separately depending on the

current direction).

Worked example: ON Semiconductor MAC224A10 triacs were used for the experimental

tests in the chapter. The continuous maximum current rating of the devices is 40 ArrRS, with a

peak non-ropetitive surge current of 350 Apeak- The maximum allowable voltage (V2-AM.Y) w a^

set to 130 V rms , with a maximum secondary fault current (h~ Fault-MAX) of 30 A rm3. Under

these constraints. (7.5) gives an allowable range for RTRIAC of between 0.5-4.3 Q. A value of

0.9 il was chosen so that during a fault the maximum secondary phase voltage is 27 V rma, and

the peak surge current from the capacitor is limited to 200 Apeak.

7.3.4 Primary Breaker

The main purpose of the primary side breakers across the injection transformer is to provide

a bypass function, particularly since the breaker will not respond sufficiently quickly in most

cases to provide a primary protection function. However, mechanical breakers do provide a

"last ditch" option if the faster acting protection elements fail to operate correctly, or if the

power system relay protection is delayed longer than expected during a system fault. Thus, the

breaker should be rated to be able to close onto all fault conditions for the system, although a
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limited number of operations at this maximum rut Ing may be neccptablo since It IN not part of

the primary protection system.

7.3.5 DC Bus "Braking" Chopper

This chopper provides the same functionality n.s for a variable speed drive, i.e. a control mech-

anism to avoid dc over-voltages. It provides a way of reducing the dc-bu.s voltage following a

fault If rapid return to service is required. This may not bo required in applications where the

dc bus can be left to discharge slowly through resistors following a fault trip (JUS way the case in

this work).

7.3.6 Transformer Design

Moran et al. [101] suggest that a protection function can be achieved by designing the series in-

jection transformer to saturate under moderate over-currents and. hence, divert some of the fault

current through the magnetizing branch of the transformer. However, for the integrated protec-

tion system described here, a custom injection transformer design with a low voltage saturation

characteristic is not proposed. The higher voltage saturation characteristic allows applications

such as Custom Power filters (which required precise control through the transformer) to achieve

increased performance.

7.4 Series Protection System Operation

A key clement of the protection system is its integration with the normal control system of the

scries converter application. Figure 7.0 illustrates how this integration is achieved, showing all

major control states, including initializing the system, ramping the converter up to full operation

and down to an off state, normal operation, and the extra control states required to implement

the protection strategy proposed in this work.

For all faults, including external system faults, the converter operation must be properly shut

down since the fault current referred through the secondary winding must be diverted away from

the converter power stage. Converter .shut down is done as a two-stage process initially, the

converter power stage is forced to a NULL state, since this can be done very quickly, and then the

protection thyristors/triacs are triggered. Once it is confirmed that the thyristors/triacs have

latched on. the converter power stage is switched off, forcing the full secondary current u> the

thyristors/triacs.
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Figure 7.0: Series protection and control state diagram.

The control of the thyristors/triacs is arranged such that both the varistor current detection

circuitry and the DSP can trigger the triacs, but onlji the DSP has the ability to reset the triacs.

This is an important aspect of the protection system, ensuring that a current path is maintained

at all times during the recovery from fault conditions.

If a longer term shutdown is required, the primary breakers can eventually be closed to

bypass the series injection system from the external supply. This action is taken for thermal

trips and for any faults that are held longer than expected. For external fault conditions, the

maximum expected fault time is known from the power system protection relay settings. If a

secondary over-voltage is the cause of the trip (as may be the case for an internal converter

fault), the MOVs will initially clamp the over-voltage, thus directly triggering the protection

thyristors/triacs, and immediately notify the DSP to take over control of the protection sequence.

A reverse sequence is used to control the start-up of the series injection system. Initially,

the primary breakers are opened (if not already open), At the same time, the protection triacs

are triggered to take over the load current from the breakers as they are opened and, finally,

the converter operation is started with a NULL state (zero output), which is held for at least one

half cycle while the triacs turn off after they are unlatched.

Note that the protection system can trip from a number of inputs, including thermal shut-

down, converter over-current, IGBT desaturation detection, dc-bus over-voltage, and ac tran-

sient over-voltages. Fault conditions are detected by either the over-current protection or the
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vnristur over-voltage detection, or otherwise via, the dc-hus over-voltage (as a last re-wort). It can

be quitd complex to determine exactly what part of the protection system will trigger llrst for a

particular external fault situation. For systems using a filter capacitor, the rate of change of the

secondary voltage Is limited, typically allowing the over-current protect Ion to damp the voltage

well before it has time to rise excessively. Without a filter capacitor, identifying which detection

system is likely to act first for external faults becomes more complicated. The particular trip

initiator is determined by the external system load conditions, the rate of change of the fault, the

transformer capacitance and, of course, the sensitivity settings of ench of the detection systems.

The protection system has inherent built in redundancies. Firstly, if either the over-current

or nc over-voltage detection fails (i.e. a varistor fails), then the other detection system will nci

as a backup, with the dc-bus over-voltage detection providing further redundancy. Even if the

DSP is not functional, the ac over-voltage protection will still operate and latch the t riacs on. If

the triacs themselves fail, then the varistors take over until the DSP closes the primary circuit

breakers after the detection of a continuing fault.

7.5 Simulation and Experimental Verification

The operation of the. integrated protection system lias been investigated both in simulation

and as part of the development of an experimental active series injection filter based around

a TMS320F24U DSP (Figure 7.7). The results shown in this chapter use ttiacs for clamping,

but for the series protection of the final low voltage experimental system described in Chapter

9. these were upgraded to larger rated thyristors to account for the increase in rating of the

system. Initial tests were undertaken with a .series shunt impedance to limit the current, before

finally allowing the full fault current to be drawn to obtain the results shown in this section.

Note that the Power Drive Protection Interrupt (PDPINT) in the DSP, which forces the IC.BTa

off upon interrupt, cannot be used in this system because the initial converter response upon a

fault detection is to go to a Nt'Ll. converter state, not an OFF state. Due: to the fixed hardware.

relationship between the gate signals and the interrupt, the masking out of this interrupt is

mandatory as noted in the footnotes provided in Figure 7.6.

Simulation studies have been used in particular to verify the proposed control logic for fault

conditions that are difficult or hazardous to investigate in a laboratory experimental situation.

The Siinulink package in Matlab 5.3 was used in conjunction with the Power System Toolbox to

complete the simulations. Once confirmed by simulation, the experimental system was exposed

to the same fault conditions for final verification.

i3&EES] =

am *

t \ » l Cnnirtf
l i l t * U<V

Figure 7.7: Experimental series protection and fault test setup schematic.

Figure 7.8 shows a simulated response of the complete protection system to a primary fault,

and subsequent recovery. This simulation uses the exact setup configuration and parameters

of the • .dual experimental system shown in Figure 7.7, and was used extensively to verify the

protection system under all fault conditions before the experimental system was tested, The

various stages of protection operation can be clearly seen, and the dc-bus voltage is maintained

almost constant at all times. The simulation also shows how the converter can be quickly, and

safely, returned to uoimnl operation after a fault.

The fault configuration used for the experimental results given in Figure 7.9 was u three-

phase short circuit. The fault was pulsed on and off by a purpose built timer connected to a

contactor. Multiple oscilloscopes were used to obtain tho results, all triggered from this timer.

A delta tertiary winding was used to give a path for the zero sequence magnetizing harmonics

generated by the transformers. These results show an example of the over-current detect ion sub-

system tripping well before, the secondary voltage had risen enough to trip the varistor detection

circuitry.

Figure 7.10 presents experimental results for a protection trip initiated by an ac over voltage

detection by the varistors. As described before, this type of fault causes a direct triac trip,

bypassing the converter NULL state stage. For this experiment the over-current trip was disabled

ami the converter switched off for safety reasons. The dc bus was stabilized using a fixt'd dc

load. The effective-ness of the system >n limiting the owr-volt age and then diverting the1 injection

transformer fault current into the protection triao. can be clear'.y seen. This result, together
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Figure 7.8: Three-phase fault and recovery simulation (over-current protection triggered)

Figure 7.9: Three phase primary fault and recovery experimental results (over-current triggered

protection).
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Figure 7.10: 200 A-peak fault experimental results (ac over-voltage triggered protection).

with Figure 7.9, shows how both the over-current and over-voltage can protect the system

independently, providing redundancy. Ideally, of course, both should be operational, as the

effectiveness of each fault detection subsystem varies depending on the fault situation.
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7.6 Summary

Control of an integrated scheme for protecting the UCPC lias been presented, primarily focusing

on the protection of the series component. The scheme protects the series injection converter

against both internal and external fault conditions, and involves the coordinated operation of

a number of elements, with the overall aim of providing a continuous path for the secondary

referred current through the injection transformer at nil times, Hardware and software consid-

erations are discussed for various typos of faults. The resulting scheme provides fault protection

and also supports normal operations such as start-up, shutdown, and recovery from an external

fault to restart the system.

The effectiveness of the protection scheme \\m been confirmed using Matlab simulations for

a wide range of fault conditions, and has been shown to protect a complete experimental series

injection system under three-phase fault conditions for both over-current and ac over-voltage

trip indicators.

This protection scheme is used to control the states and to protect the low voltage experi-

mental system in Chapter 9. But firstly, the overall UCPC and its controller design are verified

via a detailed simulation as described in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 8

Simulation Verification

Simulation studies are widely used in tho field of power electronics. Simulations are iseful

design tools, and allow verification of a design prior to construction of the experimental system -

therefore saving time and money. Simulation studies also enable investigation into events which

are dUh'cult (or unsafe) to generate experimentally.

Tho usio of simulations is generally a compromise between execution time and detail, ami

therefore in this work varying levels of simulations have been used to design, analyze and verify

the UCPC and its control systems. For the series component of the UCPC, a linear model was

developed in Chapter 4, and has been used extensively to understand and design the system

parameters to suit the controller. To account for the digitization of the control systems, simula-

tion results were presented in Chapters 5 and 6 which included the numerical fixed-point effects

of the DSP implementation. Finally, to verify the operation of the UCPC and its interaction

with the grid, the last simulation developed is a full representation of the entire application.

This chapter details each of these levels of simulation, and outlines the purposes of the differ-

ent models for the development of the UCPC. AH of these simulations have been developed using

MATLAD and its graphical extension Simuliuk, with the full system simulation also employing

the Power System Blocksot (PSB) add-on simulation components. Final simulation results for

the UCPC are also presented to verify its operation before the experimental system test results

are reported in Chapter 9.
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8.1 Continuous Series Model Simulations

The lirst level uf simulation is « design tool for iho series controller, using the relevant equations

that were developed in Chapter =1. Results from this simulation were presented in Chapters 4

and 5. The simulation is purely a continuous .s-donmin model, and does not account for any

discretization elfec.tn. This allows classical control techniques such as Bode analysis to be quickly

and easily used for the initial design phase

As with all the simulations reported in this thesis, the model uses a combination of MATLAU

m-file scripts in conjunction with the MATLAB Siruulink block diagram interface shown in Figure

8.1. The scripts are used to set the chosen parameters of the system, and Simulink is used to

create the functional model. Simulink is generally used to create output waveforms from a

system bayed on a given set of inputs (a.s is the ca.se for the other Simulink models described

later in this chapter). However, in this model, Simulink is simply used a.s a tool to create the

state-space analytical model.

The model is separated into the separate control and physical elements of the system. The

'"Linear Analysis" option (part of the MATLAB Control Systems Toolbox) is then used to insert

tht! input and output ports of the system into the model (Figure 8.1a), and consequently export

the model into a user interface which allows investigation of the state-space model using a range

of methods such aa: Bode plots, Nyquist plots, pole-zero maps, impulse response and step

response. Bode plots are used as the primary tool of investigation in this work.

The multiple P-f Resonant feed-back controller was modelled using the s-doinain functions

presented in Equation ft. 31 of Chapter 5. The YSI was assumed to be a unity gain block because

of the dc-bus compensation portion of the controller, and also because of the regulation of the

dc-bus voltage by the shunt portion of the UCPC. The remaining physical elements of system

(including both the converter /.(.' filter, transformer, and grid elements) wen1 modelled using

Equations 4.2 to 4.5 developed in Chapter 4. The arrangement of these elements is shown in

Figure 8.1b. Note that these models have been purposely broken into separate blocks to allow

access to different parameters of the system for investigation (such as disturbance rejection),

and to also keep the size of the equations to a minimum to reduce the likelihood of errors. Gain

blocks were placed in both the current and voltage feed-back paths to allow the feed-back to be

either enabled or disabled. For the system Bode plot creation, the voltage feed-back gain was

set to zero, to achieve the required open loop system response. For the disturbance plots, this

gain was set to unity.

Note that a similar model is not presented for the shunt converter, as the outer linear
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controller is open loop, and therefore does not. require the same stability analysis. The main

stability concern for the shunt converter is with regard to the inner dead-beat current regulator,

but this is not a primary focus in this work, and has been addressed by Bode et al.[14] mid

Malesani et al.(U)l)].

(a) Entire series system

ISAF

(b) Inside the "Passive Power Components" block

Figure 8.1: Linear model (Simulink) of the series controller and physical system elements.
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8.2 Digital Controller Frequency Sweep Simulations

To complement the continuous 1 incur model presented in the previous section, the digital con-

trollers must be investigated to ensure that they do actually achieve the desired transfer func-

tions. Whilst MATIIAB already includes analysis tools for discrete digital filter HVRUMUK, thcuc

tools do not account for numerical fixed-point errors, which were shown in Chapter (i to be a

significant problem for the stationary frame controllers used hi this work. To resolve this prob-

lem, an exact model of the proposed digital filters was created in Simulink, including all the

fixed-point numerical errors created by the DSP software implementation. Figure 8.2a shows an

example of this Simulink model, and illustrates the delta based IIR (DF11 form) machine code

software form used in the final experimental work for the digital linear controllers in both the

series and shunt converters. The models were verified by comparison with their experimental

counterparts in Chapter 9,

To create the required frequency plots, the simulation is run for each selected frequency (until

the response has settled), and the output pha.se and magnitude is then measured with respect

to the input driving signal. The Simulink model for the single filter (e.g. P+Resonant) and

cross-coupled filters (e.g. StatRF harmonic extraction unit) are shown in Figures 8.2b and 8.2c.

respectively. (This method is extended from work by Daniel Zmood [114], who used a similar

simulation to create more accurate Bode plots for the continuous versions of the P-f Resonant

controller.) The Simulink file is managed and executed by associated ni-file scripts which perform

the following tasks; define the controller parameters, create the digital filter coefficients, run the

Simulink simulation for each frequency under the desired conditions, and plot the output results.

This simulation is used to create the frequency plots of the yhift IIR. delta IIR and FIR digital

filters presented in Chapters 5 and 6. As each plots requires between 100 to 1000 data points

(and therefore an equivalent number of simulation runs), this simulation method can become

very time consuming. For this reason this method is only used to create and check the digital

design of the controllers, and is not used as part of the series system design tool presented in

the previous section.

Since the model was an exact replica of the software implementation, the simulation was

also used to investigate the maximum size of the internal variables (e.g. varl, var2. and var3 in

Figure 8.2a). The simulations found that the largest variables always occurred for input driving

frequencies around the resonant frequency of the filter. Using this simulation, the design was

altered to ensure that the maximum available sinusoidal input at the resonant frequency did riot

cause the internal variables to exceed ±2 i r \ and therefore overflows did not occur in practice. If
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a design solution is not possible, the simulation can instead be used to find the maximum input

limit to allow other clamping limits to be set to stop overflow events occurring.

The od(>l5 solver wns chosen for use with the Simulink simulation. Ode.45 is n variable

step Rnugo-Kutta based solver for the ordinary differential equations (ode) created by MATLAB

to generate the required output. This is one of the recommended solvers for models which

are not stiff (refer to the definition of stiff in Section 8.3) and contain both continuous and

non-continuous states [15-J],

(a) Simulink delta based DFII IIR digital filter simulation (towed on DSP implementation).

A ph;tc

Delta DFI1 Digital Filter
Correlation

Analysis

(b) Simulink digital filter analysis simulation (single filter)

A phase

U phase

DF1I Delta X Coupled Filter Correlation
Analysis

(c) Simulink digital filter analysis simulation (cross coupled filters)

Figure 8.2: Simulink models used to create the frequency sweep simulations of the distal sys-

tems.
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8.3 Complete UCPC Detailed Simulation

So far two levels of simulation have been presented. The first, an analytical simulation, in

primarily used as a design tool for the control parameters and physical parameters of the series

portion of the UCPC. The second, n numerical .simulation, is a frequency based design and

verification tool for the lixed-poiut DSP software implementation of the digital filters (used for

both the series and shunt controllers). '1'he final numerical simulation presented hi this section

is a detailed time based model of the entire UCPC and the connected grid system, as shown in

Figure 8.3.

Once again a combination of MATLAH and MATLAB Simuliuk is used to develop the simula-

tion, and the Power System Blockset (PSD) [155] is now also used to model the electrical system

components. The PSB elements used in the system model are: the VSI, transformers, inductors,

capacitors, resistors, and the non-linear diode rectified load. The VSI model (Figure 8.1) uses

the PSB Universal Bridge to model the three phase-leg converter. The model Incorporates the

forward voltage drops of the 1CBT and diodes, as well as the positive and negative switching

times of the phase legs, but does not allow for any further detail to be modelled. However, con-

sidering that the quantities of interest are the resulting power system voltages and currents, any

further modelling of the VSI would only slow the simulation down, while providing very little

(if any) variation to the outcome. The PSB series injection transformer model includes typical

transformer model parameters, as well as the saturation characteristic of the transformer. The

values used in the simulation are based on the transformer used in the LV experimental work

(Chapter 9), and were obtained by experimental measurement (refor to Table B.4 in Appendix

B for the nctual values).

The series controller model shown in Figure 8.5 includes the appropriate sealing of the

measurement variables, such that the magnitudes of the integer values are equivalent to those in

the experimental DSP, and account for all the numerical errors of the fixed-point DSP. To achieve

this, the digital filter models presented in the previous section (Figure 8.2a) are incorporated

into the controller model (Figure 8.G), The controllet model for the shunt controller is presented

in Figure 8.7, and again includes the same scaling as is used in the experimental system.

One problem with such a detailed simulation is the choice of a suitable solver and time

step resolution, such that each simulation run can be completed within a realistic time-frame,

but will also provide suHiciently accurate results. This simulation can clearly be defined as a

stiff system, and a solver designed for such conditions must be chosen. (A stiff system is one

where the "solutions can change on a time scale that is very short compared to the interval

Universal Custom Power Conditioner (UCPC)

Figure 8.3: Power System Blocks* based Simnlink model of the UCPC and test grid system.

of integration, but the solution of interest changes on a much longer time scale' [154].) The

ode23tb (TR-BDF2) solver option was therefore used. This variable step solver is designed for

use with stiff systems and uses a Runge-Kutta based method (as per the ode45 solver used in

the previous simulation), with a two stage implementation. The first stage uses the trapezoidal

rule (TR), while the second stage uses a second ^rder backward differentiation formula (BDF2)

[154j. This method typically provides a faster simulation speed for stiff systems (compared to

the odelos and ode45 methods [155]). To further increase the simulation time, the PSB elements

were also discretized (using a 2 /is step time). (Note that the fully discrete variable step solver

could not be used as the model still contained some continuous states.)
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Figure 8.4: Series VSI sub-system shown in Figure 8.3.
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8.4 UCPC Simulation Results

This section presents results from the simulation model described in Section 8.3, The system

parameters used for those results match those of the low voltage experimental prototype de-

scribed in Chapter 9, with the exclusion that the supply impedance is set to be much stiffen

This allows the simulation to be used to investigate the proposed UCPC! under morn realistic

conditions than can be achieved with the weaker laboratory supply voltage that was available1.

The low voltage experimental parameters can be found in Table 13.2 of Appendix D.

Figure 8.8 presents system voltage and current waveforms with the UCPC in operation. The

supply voltage (Figure 8.8a) contains unbalance (0.9 p.u.), flicker (0.1 p.u. at 5 Hz), harmonics

(3.4% THD), and a balanced sag (0.7 p.u.). The load current (Figure 8.8c) is made up of a

combined linear/non-linear load. Figure 8.8b shows that the UCPC compensates for the flicker,

unbalance, harmonics and sag in the supply voltage to create a clean sinusoidal waveform for the

load. Note that at the leading and trailing edges of the sag, small sharp disturbances can still

be seen in the load voltage. These come about because of sample delay before the series control

system can begin to react to the change in conditions. Figure 8.8d shows the active filtering

and balancing function of the shunt portion of the UCPC, to create a sinusoidal and balanced

current drawn from the supply. During the sag the supply current can be seen to increase due

to additional power demanded by the dc-bus regulation scheme to supply the power injected by

the series UCPC converter. The temporary transient in the dc-bus voltage can be seen in Figure

8.8e as the dc-bus PI controller reacts to regulate the dc-bus voltage back to its demanded value.

8.5 Summary

This chapter has described the analytical and numerical simulations used in this research work

as a tool for both the design and theoretical verification of the proposed UCPC. All simulations

use MATLAB together with its graphical extension Simulink. The Power System Toolbox is also

used to model the electrical components in the full system model. With the system designed

and verified in simulation, the next step is to experimentally verify the proposed UCPC and its

control systems. Chapter 9 presents the low voltage experimental prototype and results for the

entire UCPC. Chapter 10 extends this work for the series component of the UCPC to a medium

voltage experimental prototype.

that the simulation was also run asing the sJune supply parameters as the low voltage experimental
system to verify the accuracy of the model, but these results are not included here.
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Figure 8.8: Simulated results of the UCPC compensating for a distortions in the load voltage
and supply current.
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I

Chapter 9

Low Voltage Experimental

Verification

^n the previous chapters the design and application of the UCPC control systems have been

discussed in detail, and have also been theoretically verified in simulation. This chapter describes

the experimental verification of the UCPC operation using a low voltage experimental prototype.

The low voltage (LV) experimental work presented in this chapter involved the develop-

ment of: suitable hardware controller boards; DSP software systems for both converters; design

and construction of back-to-back voltage source inverters; magnetic design; protection system

development; construction and housing of the UCPC; design and construction of ancillary com-

ponents; the development of the suitable testing environment; and the final experimental testing

to analyze and verify the research work.

Chapter 6 presented the software techniques used for the digital controllers, and the pro-

tection systems were discussed in detail in Chapter 7. The remaining hardware and software

components of the LV experimental system will be presented here, and the final results will then

be presented and discussed. These results verify the capabilities of the UCPC to compensate for

voltage fundamental rnagnitude/harmonics/unbalance/sags/swells/flicker and current harmon-

ics/unbalance. Chapter ] 0 then extends some of the series control components of this work to

a medium voltage (MV) system.

1 The experimental results in this chapter were first published in part as:
M. J Newman and D. G. Holmes, "A Universal Custom Power Conditioner with Selective Harmonic Voltage

Compensation", in Conf. Rec. 1EEE/IEC0N, oeville, Spain, Nov., 2002.
M. J. Newman, D. N. Zmood, and D. G. Holmes, "Stationary frame harmonic reference generation for active

filter systems," in Conf. RK. 1BEE/APEC, Dallas, TX, pp. 1054-1060, 2002.
M. J. Newman, D. N. Zmood, and D. G. Holmes, "Stationary frame harmonic reference generation for active

filter systems." IEEE Trans. Ind. Apphcat., vol. 38, no. 6, Nov./Dec, pp, 1591-1599, 2002.

185
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9.1 Experimental System Overview

Throughout the course of (his research work, the experimental UCPC system evolved and lms

taken mnuy different forms. Originally the constructed system used pre-existing components

such as controller hardware developed by the Power Electronics Group at Monash, converters,

contactors and magnetics. Each of these components wore then redesigned, re-built and up-

graded to better suit the UCPC, and the entire system was housed in a 19" rack. However, only

the final version of the system is significant for this work, and this is the experimental system

that will be discussed. The UCPC can be divided into its hardware and software components,

and each of these will be detailed in the following sections.

Figure 9.1 presents the hardware components and interconnections for the LV experimental

system. The converters and magnetics of the UCPC are rated for 20 kVA each, and are designed

for operation on systems up to 415 V. The scries injection system can be configured for either

0.5 p.u. or 0.25 p.u. voltage injection, and can therefore protect loads of up to 40 kVA and 80

kVA. respectively. (All tests presented in this chapter were conducted using the O.o p.u. series

injection configuration.) The controller hardware, current measurements, series transformers,

and cabling have all also been constructed for possible use with a four-wire system, to allow for

future work. However, in this chapter only a three-wire experimental verification is presented,

and any redundant components are therefore not included in relevant diagrams and discussions.

3 x single-phase, 1:2 ratio
current transformers with

IGPT Isolated
Gale Signals

1GBT Isolated
Gate Signals

LJ Intcncr

[ [~RS~-232~jpUCPC Front Control Panel [] RS-232

Figure 9.1: Components of the experimental UCPC prototype.
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9.2 Hardware Development and Configuration

The hardware development of the UCPC required the design and construction ofa, wide range of

elements ranging from analog and digital electronics to power semiconductor stages. The primary

hardware elements arc: the controller hardware, converters, magnetics, protection hardware,

ancillary components, cabling, and housing (Figure 9.1). These elements are discussed in the

following sub-sections. (Note that more hardware detail, than is required for this research, is

provided in the following discussions to assist in the use of the hardware by other researchers

who may follow on from this work.)

9.2.1 Controller Hardware - Integrated Jnverter Board (CS-IIB)

A controller for the system was specifically designed to meet the requirements of the proposed

UCPC. Separate controllers were used for each of the series and shunt converters. They wero

designed to be general enough so that the same controller hardware could be used for each

system. The controller hardware unit is broken up into two PCB boards, The first is an existing

DSP controller card developed by the Power Electronics Group (PEG) at Monash University,

known as the CS-MiniDSP. The card is based on the Texas Instruments TMS320F240 DSP,

which is a lG-bit fixed-point processor with internal hardware dedicated for use with PWM

based systems. The second PCB is a daughterboard for the. MiniDSP, and the circuit design

and initial PCB layout were undertaken as part of this research, with the final PCB layout

being completed in conjunction with other members of PEG. The daughterboard (named the

Integrated Inverter Board, or CS-IIB) integrates all the required analog and digital circuitry

for the converter control and interface into one unit, and also can incorporate a low power (2

kVA) VSI on the same PCB. The on-card power stage allows low power tests of the system to

be conducted before the transition to a higher power system. For higher power and full voltage

testing the built in power stage is removed and the gate driver outputs are connected to an

external power stage. This is the configuration used for the results presented in this chapter.

The functional capabilities of the CS-IIB are shown in Figure 9.2, and a photograph is

presented in Figure 9.3. The system is designed to be fully self contained to minimize the

requirements for additional circuitry. The board allows for direct measurement of up to six

current measurement devices (either current transformers or hall effect sensors), as well as

direct measurement of two sets of three-phase voltages and two dc-bus voltages. Eight fully

isolated gate drivers are included fo: controlling either the on-board power stage or external

IGBTs. The separate low voltage dc supplies required by all the sections of the CS-IIB are
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Figure 9.2: Functional specification diagram for the Integrated Inverter Board (CS-IIB). (Cour-
tesy of P. McGoldrick)

derived internally via a fly-back based switched mode power supply (SMPS). Digital interface

circuitry includes digital I/O, key-pad input, LCD display output. Serial Peripheral Interface

(SPI), position encoder, RS-232. and also a Mini Bus port for connection of other peripheral

devices. Full details can be found in the CS-IIB [150] and the CS-MiuiDSP [157] technical

manuals.

Analog Circuitry

The CS-IIB contains all the analog gain and offset circuitry required to convert the current

and voltage measurements to levels suitable for the DSP's on-chip analog to digital (A/D)

conversion sub-system. Both ac and dc voltages of the system can be directly connected to the

CS-IIB analog inputs. Two sets of three-phase ac voltages can be measured, as well as two dc

voltages. The current measurement inputs accept either hall effect sensors (such as LE'Ms) or

current transformers. Burden resistors are included on posts (to enable easy substitution), as

well as ±15 V analog voltage supply for use with the hull effect sensors. For the system described

8x lkV
isolated IGBT
gate drivers

2 x 3-phase
(4-wire) voltage

measurement
inputs

Isolated RS-232 Digital Internal/ CS-MiniDSP: 6 x current
interface Inputs/Outputs external analog TITMS320F240 measurement

potentiometer inputs DSP controller inputs
card

Figure 9.3: Photograph of CS-IIB controller hardware, with component layout diagram.
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in this* chapter LTVV-100P/SP1 (1000:1) LEMs were used for all current measurements.

There is also additional circuitry incorporated with the voltage and curretvt measurements

to detect converter over-currents and dc-bn.s over-volt ages. These signals are connected to the

protection hardware described later in this section. The first phase on both sets of ac voltage

inputs also includes circuitry to convert the ne signals into a square wave digital signal. The

DSP can use this .signal for implementation of a software based phase-locked-loop (PLL) to

synchronize to the ac signal. Finally, hi addition to the sample and holds provided with the

A/D conversion on the DSP, four external sample and holds are provided to enable simultaneous

sampling of up to six analog quantities at the start each PWM sampling period.

There are two potentiometer inputs, which can use either an on-card multi-turn pot, or accept

an external ±10 V input. The external potentiometer inputs are used by the ahunt section of

the UCPC to allow the user to choose the demanded dc-bus voltage. A second input is used to

select the percentage harmonic compensation provided by the shunt active filter (typically 100%

is chosen)

Digital Circuitry and Communications Interfaces

A range of digital input and output interfaces are required to allow both interaction with the op-

erator, and communication and control of other devices connected to the system. The operator

interface uses both digital I/O and the RS-232 interface to control the UCPC. and is programmed

to allow simultaneous operation. Digital I/O is used for the start/stop/un-isolato/isolate but-

tons for both the series and shunt converters. Tin; RS-232 interface to a PC duplicates these

operations and also allows more detailed control of other parameters in the controllers. Digital

I/O is also used to provide the interface to the scries protection control hardware.

The Mini-bus interface on the CS-IIB can be used for the connection of other analog and

digital boards (including the digital to analog (D/A) board used occasionally in this project

for test and measurement of the DSP control variables in real-time). The CS-IIB also provides

capabilities for connection of an LCD and for a key-pad (up to 4 x 5 key grid), as well as a Serial

Peripheral Interface (SPI) and a position encoder interface.

Finally, the CS-IIB includes a Mosfet digital output, and when the on-board power stage is

not loaded (as in this case) the soft start relay is also available for use. These two outputs were

used in conjunction with the 24 V field supply to control the shunt soft start contactors, and u>

control the series bypass contactor.

fa

1
I

The DSP is located on the CS-MiniDSP board. The controller uses a single-chip DSP solution

for both the controller and the PWM generation. The Texas Instruments TMS320F240 10-bit

fixed-point DSP was chosen because of Its specific hardware designed for digital control of PWM

converters. The DSP contains nn event manager which uses an up/down counter as the PWM

cavrier reference, and up to 0 registers can be loaded with reference compare values. Three of

these are for complementary switch pairs (i.e. a VSI phase-leg), and the other 3 are for individual

device control. This allows up to 9 PWM signals to be produced, but only 8 are passed to the

CS-ITO for control of the four phase-legs. Built in hardware dead-time is provided for the three

complementary pairs, and these are the outputs used by both the series and shunt converters

in this work. An external interrupt Is also linked to the PWM outputs, such that all outputs

are switched Ion- when the interrupt is triggered (and enabled). This is called the Power Drive.

Protection Interrupt, or PDPINT, and is used to stop the converters once a fault is detected on

either the IGBTs (via the gate driver protection), converter over-current, dc-bus over-voltage,

or thermal trip. These trip indicators are added together into one signal by the CS-IIB, before

connection to the DSP on the CS-MiniDSP.

The DSP has both internal Flash ROM and RAM, and the CS-MiniDSP card also includes

an extra 128 kb of external RAM, and 64 kb EPROM for use with the DSP.

IGBT Gate Drivers

Eight fully isolated 900 V IGBT gate drivers are included on the CS-IIB for use witn either the

internal power stage, or for driving an external power stage (as used in this work). The PWM

signals are optically isolated using the HCPL-316.I IC, which also provides a gate driver facility

in conjunction with oilier circuitry. The isolated power supplies for this IC are generated using

a common high frequency supply into the pulse-transformer of each gate driver. The rectified

output is then regulated into +17 V and -12 V supplies to drive the gate driver IC.

Switched Mode Power Supply (SMPS)

The SMPS accepts ac inputs in the range from 90 V to 270 V, or dc inputs from 130 V to

370 V. There are multiple outputs from tho flyback transformer. The output dc voltages are:

regulated 5 V for digital circuitry, ±15 V regulated supply for on-board analogs and external

hall effect current sensors; an unregulated +16 V supply for gate drivers; an unregulated +12

V supply (linked to digital supply) for the Masfet driver and miscellaneous external use; and an
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unregulated +24 V field supply for external use. An isolated 5 V supply in generated from the

digital supply lor use by the RS 232 communications port.

9.2.2 Voltage Source Inverters (VSl)

The series and shunt voltage source inverters (VSI) both use the same power semiconductor

devices and aro therefore equivalently rated. The design of the VSl included a thermal model,

rating analysis, and life-time estimation of the electrolytic capacitors. The mechanical design

was drawn up in AutoCAD to aid in the construction. (The thermal/rating model for the VSFs

was completed and experimentally confirmed in previous work by the author, and can be found

in [ 158j.) Each VSI is rated for approximately 35 kVA with fan forced cooling (13 kVA with

natural convection cooling), based on a 700 V de-bus voltage, 40 "C ambient temperature. 20 "C

head-room in the maximum junction temperature, and a 5 kHz switching frequency. However,

since the remainder of tin1 UCPC components (i.e. magnetics, etc.) are only rated at 20 kVA,

the maximum steady-state operation of the VSls has been reduced to this value. The 20 kVA

limitation also extends the expected life of the dc.-bus capacitors to greater than 10 years, due

to the reduced ripple current [158] [159].

The voltage source inverters (VSI) were constructed using Siemens DSM 50 (ID 170 DN2

IGBT [1C0] phase-leg packages. Cooling of the IGBTs is via H31 typo heatsinks, and they can be

either operated with fan cooling (0.07 "C/W). or naturally converted (0.28 °C/W), depending

on the application. Planar bus bars, made from nickel plated copper, aro used to reduce the

parasitic inductance between the IGBTs and the <lc capacitors, as well as to provide an easy

mechanical structure that was cost effective for manufacture. By reducing this inductance, the

overshoot on the switching edges was significantly decreased, and no snnhber components are

required. The bus plates were dimpled at some of the connection points to remove the med for

spacers. This made assembly significantly simpler, removing unwanted connection resistances,

and minimized sharp conducting angles that are prone to increasing EMI effects. The dc-bus

capacitors arc mounted between the two converters. Six FEI.SIC 85,/S 4700 /<.F 450 V electrolytic

capacitors [159] are used in a series/parallel combination to create u net dc-bus rating of 7.05

mF and a maximum voltage of 900 V. Small 0.1 /tF WIMA high frequency film capacitors wore

located on the dc-bus directly next to each phase-leg to overcome the problems caused by the

large parasitic inductance internal to the electrolytic capacitors. A 3D rendering of the two VSI

is shown in Figure 9.4 to illustrate the layout of the components of the two converters.

The output of each VSI has an LC filter to attenuate the PWM switching harmonics. The

Figure 9.4: AutoCAD/3DMax rendering of the constructed back to back 30 kVA VSL.

inductance and capacitance values are given in Figure 9.1 and also in Appendix B (Table B.2).

The inductors were constructed by Macro Power Pty. Ltd. and 400 V RIFA PHP 467R metalized

polypropylene 30 /<F capacitors wove arranged to create the required filter capacitance.

9.2.3 Scries Injection Transformers

The design of the series injection transformers required careful consideration of a variety of

factors, including the transformer injection ratio, the saturation characteristic, zero-sequence

flux path, and shielding of EMI effects to avoid them reflecting into the grid. Figure 9.5 shows

the internal winding arrangement used for each of the three single-phase transformers (also seen

at the top of the photo in Figure 9.G). The wiring connection between the transformers and

the rest of the three-phase system is shown in Figure 9.1. The transformers were constructed

to specification by Macro Power Pty. Ltd., and the naniciplate and measured parameters of the

transformers are provided in Appendix B (Table B.4).

The transformer ratio affects the sag compensation depth capability of the UCPC. Chapter

3 showed that a series injection capability of 0.5 p.u. can compensate for a high proportion of

the expected sags occurring in a distribution system. Chapter 4 showed how tltn transformer
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ratio /Y affected the damping of the LC filter, as well as the stability of the system. This effect

is due to the fact tlint the System load parameters seen by the series convertei will vary with

A\ For this exporimental work a series voltage injection capability of 0.5 p.i). is used, but the;

transformer is designed to allow reconfiguration to 0.25 p.u. if required (Figure 0.5). This is

done using two identical windings which can be connected either in series or parallel, whilst still

maintaining the same output power (i.e. 20 kVA). The rated phase voltage from the converter

is 2M V (i.e. '115 V line voltage), and tho three transformers are connected in star (to allow

for expansion to a four-wire system). Therefore!, the output, voltage; is either 120 V or (50 V,

depending on the chosen injection voltage.

Saturation is likely to occur during the large voltage injections that occur when compensat-

ing for a £ag. if the series transformer is only designed for operation at rated conditions [1)9].

Depending where compensation occurs on the waveform, this may cause large magnetizing cur-

rents to be drawn from the VSI, which may in turn trip the UCPC from operation. Therefore the

series transformer was designed to have a much higher saturation characteristic than is normally

required by a power transformer. Even with this high saturation characteristic, a path for the

non-linear portions of flux is required. Otherwise any small distortion will be directly transferred

to the output grid voltage, which is highly undesirable. Therefore, the transformer also requires

tertiary windings which are connected together in delta to convert the triplen harmonies in the

flux to circulating currents in the delta windings.

Injection of EMI into the grid is also a significant problem for the series-shunt topology. The

voltage level of the dc-lms, with respect to the grid voltage, will have a large dvjdt during each

switching transition of the shunt VSI. The output of the series converter, with respect to the

grid voltage, will then change due to switching transitions in both the shunt and series VSIs.

The internal inter-winding capacitance of the series transformer will couple these high dv/dt

changes back into the grid. To reduce this EMI injector imo the grid, a new current path must

be created which diverts these capaeitive currents. This is achieved by using an earth shield

between the primary and secondary windings, which is connected back to the grid side of the

shunt converter. This encloses the EMI current loop within the back-to- back VSIs.

Grid Side Injection:
Scries Connection: 120V (0.5 p.u.), 60A
Parallel Connection: 60V (0.25 p.u.), 120A

(60V, 60A) (60V, 60A)

Grid Side

t
Converter Side

000. OQQJ

Core

•\<—-Earth shield for
(TJOTOTj | EMI purposes

II 1 \

(240V, 30A) (UOV, 10A)

J

Injection from Tertiary-windingto
Series VSI provide path for

(after LC filter) zero-sequence flux

Figure 9.5: Winding arrangement schematic for one of the three identical single-phase series

injection transformers.

Figure 9.6: Photo of the UCPC magnetics. Above: Three separate single-phase multiple winding

transformers. Below: Two three-phase sets of filter inductors.
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9.2.4 Protection Components

The protect ion elements were discussed in detail in Chapter 7, However, some of the components

used to provide alternative current paths were upgraded to suit the increased power requirements

of the final UCPC prototype. Firstly, the triacs were replaced with throe sets of back-to-back

thyristors. These EUPEC TT-105-N-1G-LOF thyristor phase-leg modules are rated for 105 A

in steady-state, and up to 2.2 kA under transient conditions. Therefore, it is permissible for

the fault level at the load-side terminal point of the UCPC to increase up to 4 kA (for the 0.5

p.U. injection configuration used here). The thyristor gates were controlled using an existing six

output thyristor gate driver board that was available.

The series bypass contactor was upgraded to a Ghisalba Gill5 GN-04-240. This is a four-

pole normally closed 415 V contactor rated for operation up to 63 A. An auxiliary contact block

was also mounted on the contactor to provide the DSP with information relating to the state of

the component. It should be noted that the choice and availability of normally closed contactors

becomes increasingly difficult (and expensive) as the power rating increases, and custom designed

units may be required for systems with only marginally higher ratings than were used in this

work. (For the larger power system described in the following section, a normally open contactor

protected by a UPS was used because of this difficulty.)

9.2.5 Housing and Construction

The low voltage UCPC prototype was housed in a standard 19" rack (Figure 9.7a). The enclosure

is segregated into three sections. Firstly, the upper part is split front to back vertically into two

sections, such that the air flow past the heatsinks (Figure 9.7c) is separate from all the electronics

and control equipment (Figures 9.7b and 9.8). This maintains a forced air and clean air section

for the heatsinks and electronics, respectively. The division was achieved using 2 mm aluminium

to minimize weight and also because of the thermal properties of the material. Holes were cut

into the dividers between each heatsink to mount the semiconductor devices on the opposite

side to allow wiring access to these components. The third section of the enclosure mounts the

magnetics at the base of the cubicle. This placement is primarily due to the weight of these

components - especially the transformers. The three single-phase transformers weigh more than

200 kilograms combined, and therefore required the construction of a dedicated re-enforced

mounting structure (Figure 9.6).

The majority of the wiring for the power components uses single core V90HT cables ranging

from 1.5 mm2 to paralleled 6 mm2 cables, depending on the steady-state current load. Shielded
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a) 19" rack enclosure (b) Front view (no door) (c) Back view (no door)

Figure 9.7: Photo of the low voltage UCPC experimental test setup.

multi-strand signal cable was \ised to wire up the signal and control connections. The shields

were earthed to a common point, at one ond only, to minimize the susceptibility of the Cables

to radiated EMI. Additional shielding was also wrapped around the cables passing through the

current transformer that was used to detect current drawn by the varistors. The large dv/dt

transitions (discussed in Section 9.2.3) that can occur at the output of the series converter

capacitively couple noise into the detection circuitry (which is referenced to earth). This was

found to falsely trip the protection system until the shield was installed and earthed. Earthing

the shield diverts these transient currents away from the detection circuitry.

For the prototype system a 240 V supply was provided via a plug at the front of the UCPC

enclosure. This supply was used to power the two CS-IIB controller boards, the thyristor

controllers, protection hardware controller, and the contactor coils. Note that if this supply was

lost, the series system remains protected (even though control would be lost) because the coil

to the normally closed bypass contactor would be de-energized. All powered components were

connected to the same junction with a common earth point. There is only one earth connection

within the housing. (It is commented that for a commercial system this arrangement, would not
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Figure 9.8: Photo of inside the UCPC prototype enclosure. Left: OS-1IJB controller card used
for series component. Center-Right: Busbars of the two VSIs.

be suitable as this supply cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, a small UPS supplied from the grid

would need to be installed internally to the UCPC. This would be used as the auxiliary power

supply, thus removing the need for any additional single-phase plug at the trout of tho unit.)

I

9.3 DSP Software Systems

The general DSP software structure for the series and shunt control systems is quite similar

and therefore will be discussed together in the following sub-sections. The software is almost

all written in C. and was developed and ported to tho new eontroUer hardware from open loop

VSl software that wa,s originally written by Andrew Mclver. It is separated into two primary

sections: the background software, and the interrupt software. The code for tho series and shunt

controllers can be found in Appendices I) and E, respectively.

9.3.1 Background Software

The timotion of the background software is to control the controller's" state machine and to

handle the operator interface. The background code for the series and shunt converters is given

in Appendices D.2 and K.2, respectively. The background soft warn is executed in a continuous

loop using the processing time that is remaining after the interrupt software has executed.

Therefore, only software that is not real-time critical is placed in this section. All variables

defined iu the background code are stored in the (much larger) external memory of the CS--

MinlDSP. Whilst the access time to the external memory is the same as for the internal memory

(i.e. no wait states are used), use of the external memory does slow the processor somewhat as

both the program and data memory cannot be accessed simultaneously (as they can when data

is located internal to the DSP).

The state machine is used to handle the system settings during the different phases of

operation (e.g. running, stopped, isolated, fault condition, etc.). For control of the series

controller the state machine was presented and discussed in Chapter 7 (Figure 7.6). For the

shunt converter, a similar state machine is used, but it excludes the triac opening state used for

the protection of the series converter (the IGBT null states are also not used).

9.3.2 Interrupt Software

The interrupt software includes all the time critical components of the software including the

main control system and DSP register setup, as well as other interrupts for synchronization

timing and fault detection. The code is provided in Appendices D.I and E.I for the series and

shunt controllers, respectively. No function calls are used in the controller software, with the

exception of the digital filter assembler function, to minimize the overheads associated with such

calls. Instead, duplicated code is generated using macro functions, which are expanded into full

in-line code by the pro-processor during compilation. No local variables are used, so that for
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oadi controller interrupt routine, variables do not need to be popped/pushed IVom/otito the

slack. The makefile also ensures that all variables defined in the interrupt software are stored

into the internal DSP memory. This gives all instructions in the interrupt, software simultaneous

access to both program and data memory.

The controller software is ihn major component, of the interrupt software. This interrupt

is called by the overflow/underflow events of the PWM up/down carrier reference counter, and

therefore occurs once every half switching period. For the 5 kHz switching frequency used in

this work, this equates to 10 kHz operation of this interrupt. This is alpo known as the sampling

frequency. The absolute maximum execution time available for the interrupt is 100 /*s, but a

more realHie maximum value is closer to 70 //s, as spare processing time must be retained for the

background software operation. The major parts of the controller software are: feed-back and

feed-forward control systems, variable scaling and damping, synchronization software, analog

conversions, protection, and PWM compare register value creation.

Control Software

Delta based digital filters are used for the software implementation of the linear controllers in

both the series and shunt systems. These were discussed in detail in Chapter 0. These digital

filter controllers are written in assembler, and are provided in Appendices D.3 and E3 . for the

series and shunt controllers, respectively. For the series controller, the digital litters implement

the multiple P+Resonant harmonic controllers, and for the shunt controller they implement

the reference signal extraction control block. These filters were written in assembler to take full

advantage of the DSP instructions that are designed specifically for use with digital filtering. All

the controllers are placed into a single function call to minimize overheads, and the parameters

are passed to this function via an integer array pointer. For the shunt controller an inner

current regulator is also required, and the PCR scheme detailed in Chapter -1 is used. The PCR

controller was adapted from a version written by Andrew Mclver for a different controller card

(and system parameters) that did not include reference prediction.

Variable Scaling and Clamping

Due to the 16-bit fixed-point capability of the DSP a large portion of the software design and

implementation time is dedicated to management of the scaling of the variables to both minimize

numerical truncation errors and to protect the variables from overflowing, ii'2-bit operation is

possible on the DSP, but each insiruction executes orders of magnitude slower, and therefore

this alternative was not a feasible; option for this work. All signed variables arc restricted to

the riingo of :L2lr\ and only the h\gh byte of tho 32-bit resultant from the multiplication of two

IG-bit integers is typically used.

To stop variable overflow, either the scaling is designed such that overflow is not possible,

or whore this is not viable, dumping in included. Clamping is also applied to various signals

in the controllers to ensure the demanded values are maintained within the rated limits of the

external components. Examples include damping of the shunt current reference and the series

voltage reference (both magnitude and rate of change limiting).

Synchronisation Software

Synchronization to the supply fundamental voltage is implemented using software triggered by

the zero-crossing hardware discussed previously in this chapter. At; each positive zero-crossing of

the supply voltage, tho hardware triggers an interrupt, which captures the time of the crossing

event. During each sampling interrupt the presence of this crossing is detected and the crossing

lime is used to determine any phase error, which is then slowly nudged in the correct direction

to reduce the error. If phase error remains from zero crossing to zero crossing, the frequency

is also nudged towards a new value to reduce the error. The slew rate of the system is easily

controlled by the step size of this frequency tracking. For the series converter the slew rate is

intentionally kept slow to minimize any phase jump effects at the load bus. Double zero crossing

events (e.g. due to severe harmonica or notching) are discarded by using both hardware, and

software lock-out regions.

Analog Conversion and Code Timing

A 10-bit analog to digital (A/D) conversion sub-system is built into the DSP, with 16 input

channels multiplexed through two A/D converters. The conversion time for each set of two

analog conversions is 6.0 /is. The first set of conversions is started automatically by the start of

the controller interrupt, and since the calculations of the controller cannot start until these con-

versions arc finished, code not associated with these measurement;? must be executed during this

period. For both the series and shunt systems this period is used by the synchronization soft-

ware and the digital filter inverse delta operations. The succeeding sets of analog measurement

conversions are then started manually in turn as the interrupt code proceeds, and are arranged

to shadow executing analog conversions. Hence a new conversion cycle will start immediately

the present one finishes, with the results being stored into a 2 deep FIFO buffer. The reli'uice of
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the system on the vnrious analog u'lasurements moans thnt the structure of tin; intorrnpt code is

primarily designed around the ;uin'og conversions to maximize the processor usage throughout

the interrupt code execution.

9.4 Test Setup and Measurement

Tho experimental tost setup is shown in Figure 9.9. The components of interest are the supply

voltage, the loads, the UCPC, and the test measurement devices.

A supply voltage capable of producing sags, swells, distort ion. unbalance and flicker was

required to test the UCPC. To achieve this a tluve-pha.se programmable supply was designed,

constructed and programmed in conjunction with Andrew Mclver and Erika Twining to generate

these waveforms rluis supply was coupled to the system via an isolation transformer. Tho

interface to the programmable supply is via both the front panel and a connected PC (using a

RS-232 interface).

Both linear, non-iiucar, and combined loads- were tested. The linear loads consisted of either

a purely resistive load, or a resistive-inductive series load combination. The non-linear load was

a diode rectifier with a parallel resistive-capacitive dc load, with series ac line inductors bf-tween

the load and the UCPC. The particular load used is noted with each test in the following section.

Two four-channel I.wroy (931-IL and 930-1A) 1 MS/s digital oscilloscopes (CROs) w»re

used to simultaneously capture the three-phase voltage supply and load waveforms. A Hewlett

Packard HP 35665A dynamic signal analyzer wan also connected to the load and supply voltages

(across the ab lino voltage). Voltages were measured using six Tektronix P52OO high voltage (1

kV) differential probes. Currents were measured using a Tektronix A(i303 current probe with

an AM503B current amplifier. When required, measurement data was also recorded from the

DSP variables, using either data storage internal to the MiniDSP (and collected via the RS-232

interface), or via an external D/A card (interfaced to the CS-IIR Mini-bus) connected to a CRO

channel.

An isolated trigger signal output was generated from tin; programmable supply, and con-

nected to both CROs. This was u.sod as a simultaneous trigger that could either be activated

by the supply's keyboard interface, or at the start of a generated sag. A contactor controller

unit v/as also constructed to allow.- timed pulsod operation of an external ronfnetor. This unit

was used in Chapter 7 to create the momentary short circuit Used to test tho protection circuit,

and was also used here to switch loads in and out using its manual setting function.
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(a) UCPC and test circuit, schematic.

(b) Photograph of UCPC and test setup.

Figure 9.9: Experimental test configuration for the low voltage UCPC prototype, (a) Circuit
Schematic, and (b) Photograph.
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9.5 Experimental Results

This section presents farther results from tho low' voltage oxporhnontnl UCPC Bystem. The aim

is to verify the compensation capability of the UCPC for Power Quality eventH of typos 2 through

6 (Chapter 2). The results are broken up into stCttdy-atnto voltage compensation (i.e. series),

transient voltage compensation, and current compensation (i.e. shunt). Tho UCPC has been

tested under a wide range of combined Power Quality conditions, but due to the large number

of possible combinations not all results can be shown hero. Therefore, only selected results

from these combinations arc presented. All tests were conducted at a nominal fundamental line

voltage of 190 V rms, and load currents are noted with each tost.

Throughout, these results, supply options 1 and 2 (Figure 9.9a) are used. Whore possible

a mains supply through a variac is used (option l) as this provides a lower source impedance

than the programmable supply (option 2). However, for voltugo sags, flicker, and large unbal-

ance conditions this supply is not suitable, and the programmable supply (option 2) must bo-

used. Unfortunately, also the variac supply is relatively weak, which is not an ideal operating

condition for the PCR current regulation scheme that, was used (as discussed in Chapter A).

Chapter 4 showed that the series control system (which is the primary focus in this thesis) is

relatively nnaffocted by the source impedance of the supply, but if the shunt section of the UCPC

resonates with the supply, this will in turn affect the series section. To combat this problem

gains in the series controller were slightly lowered during the tests that were conducted using the

programmable supply, and as a consequence a small steady-state error sometimes exists. This

error is not seen in the simulation results shown in Ciiapter 8, where a more realistic supply

impedance was able to be used).

9.5.1 Steady State Voltage Compensation

The first test verifies the steady-state voltage harmonic compensation operation of the series

portion of the UCPC, and uses supply option 1 (Figure 9.9a). Voltage distortion is generated by

the insertion of a non-linear load directly onto the source terminals (i.e. upstream of the UCPC).

A combined linear/non-linear load is also applied downstream of the UCPC, and the currents

are active filtered by the shunt portion of the UCPC These current results aro presented later

in Section 9.5.3 (Figure 9.19).

Figure 9.10 presents the waveform and frequency spectrum for the supply and load voltages

in Test 1, and the numerical harmonic results are given in Table 9.1. The load voltage regulation

is shown for the case with only fecd-fonvard compensation, and also with both feed-forward wild

1
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Compensation Typo

None

Pood-forward only

Feed-forward and Resonant Feedback

fh ()"'

1.0% 2.1% 0.4% 1.1% 0.0%

0.6% 1,0% 0.4% 0.9% 0.5%

0.1% 0.12% 0.07% 0.13% 0.15%

THD

2.9%

2.1%

0.6%

Table 9.1: Load voltage harmonics before and after aeries injection

selective feed-back compensation. The supply voltage contains a Total Harmonic Distortion

(THD) of 2.9% (Figures 9.10a-b). The use of only feed-forward compensation reduces the load

voltage THD to 2.1% (Figures 9.10c-d). Note that the only significant reduction is to the lower

order bth and 7f* harmonics, because the higher frequencies have a larger phase error which

is caused by the sample delay (see Figure 4.13 in Chapter 4). With the resonant harmonic

controllers added (Figures 9.10c-d) each of the selected harmonics in the load voltage is reduced

to approximately 0.1% (Table 9.1), and a final THD of only 0.6% is obtained. Furthermore,

this THD is now dominated by the 15eA and 17"1 harmonics that have not been selected for

compensation. These harmonics could also be compensated to further reduce the load voltage

THD if required.

The second test shows the combined compensation of voltage harmonics and unbalance,

and is conducted using supply option 2 (with a 10 A linear load). The voltage harmonics and

unbalance are created by the programmable supply. Figure 9.11 shows the supply and load

waveforms of the test.

The third test verifies the flicker compensation of the UCPC. The programmable supply of

option 2 is used to create a 5 Hz 10% flicker component modulated onto the fundamental supply

voltage. After compensation by the UCPC, the flicker is clearly seen to be removed from the

load voltage (Figure 9.12).
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Figure 9.11: Test 2 - Experimental results of the UCPC compensating for a supply voltage with
harmonics and an unbalanced fundamental component.
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Figure 9.12: Test 3 - Experimental results of the UCPC compensating for a supply voltage with
a 5 Hz 0.1 p.u. nicker component.
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9.5.2 Transient Voltage Compensation

The primnry purpose of this section is to verify the operation of the scries portion of the UCPC

under transient conditions. For all tests in this section, the programmable supply (option 2 in

Figure 9.9a) was used with a linear load (10 A).

The fourth test (Figure 9.13) shows the transient response of the UCPC to a 0.7 p.u. sym-

metrical sag. These results show that the load voltage magnitude is maintained throughout

the sag, and only small deviations can be seen at the start and end of the event. Those small

deviations are due to the delay between the time that the change in condition is sampled by the

controller, and the time that the controller implements the required change in the next switching

cycle.

The tifth test (Figure 9.14) verifies the operation of the UCPC under a 1.2 p.u. swell,

Under this condition excess power from the voltage swell is injected back into the grid via the

bi-directional shunt connection.

The sixth test (Figure 9.15) shows a 0.8 p.u. symmetrical sag with voltage harmonics in-

troduced. The load voltage magnitude remains constant during the event, and the voltage

harmonics are compensated during the sag. A small oscillation can be seen at the start and

end of the sag, and this is attributed to the transient response of the chosen resonant harmonic

controller with an fc of 1.5 Hz. This value provides a fast transient response, but has some

overshoot for large steps in the reference signal. (Refer to the medium voltage experimental

results in Chapter 10 for a comparison of the transient response with varying values of / c ) .

The seventh test (Figure 9.16) investigated the compensation by the UCPC of an asymmet-

rical sag which also contains harmonics. Once again the load voltage magnitude on all phases

remains nearly constant, and the introduced voltage harmonics are also adequately compensated.

The eighth test shows compensation of a combination of voltage conditions including unbal-

ance (0.9 p.u.), flicker (0.1 p.u. at 5 Hz), harmonics (3.3% THD), and a sag (0.8 p.u.). Figure

9.17 presents the ripply and load waveforms over a period of half a second, and Figure 9.18

provides a closer view of the same results during the sag event. Once again a small transient is

seen at the edges of the sag event, but otherwise the load voltage is kept at a constant sinusoidal

magnitude and phase. The load voltage THD is reduced from 3.3% down to less than 0.7%,

with the 2.6% 5"1 harmonic reduced to 0.2%, and the 1.2% 7th reduced to 0.1%.
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Figure 9.16: Test 7 - Experimental results of the UCPC simultaneously compensating for voltage
harmonics, 0.1 p.u. 5 Hz flicker, 0.9 p.u. imbalance, and a 0.8 p.u. sng.
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Figure 9.17: Test 8 - Experimental results of the UCPC isimultaneously compensating for voltage
harmonics, 0.1 p.u. 5 Hz flicker, 0.9 p.u. unbalance, and a 0.8 p.u. sag.
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Figure 9.18: Test 8 - Experimental results of the UCPC simultaneously compensating for voltage
harmonics, 0.1 p.u. 5 Hz flicker, 0.9 p.u. unbalance, and a 0.8 p.u. sag (Zoomed view of Figure
9.17 ).
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9.5.3 Current Compensation

This section presents the current compensation results for the shunt portion of the UCPC, and

outlines both the current harmonic and balancing capabilities of the system. All tests wore

conducted using supply option 1 (Figure 9.9a).

Figure 9.19 presents the current harmonic compensation results obtained during Tost 1

presented earlier in this section (Figure 9.10). The highly distorted load current shown in Figure

9.19a was measured by the shunt controller, and the injected current and resulting sinusoidal

supply currents are shown in Figure 9.19b. (Note that only one of the three phase currents is

shown to maintain the clarity of the figure).

The ninth tost was conducted with only the shunt portion of the UCPC in operation, and

was used to investigate the practical outcomes of the StatRF controller presented in Chapter

5, compared to the traditional Synchronous Reference Frame (SRF) signal extraction method.

Both the three-wire StatRF and SRF signal extraction methods were implemented and the

results are shown in Figures 9.20a and 9.20b. respectively. The StatRF presented requires no

sine table storage for synchronous frame transformation, and is computationally quicker than

its equivalent synchronous counterpart. However, without the use of the delta operator, it

was quite difficult to implement this scheme properly using conventional shift-based 1IR filters.

Therefore, no shift IIR based StatRF implementation results are included here for comparison.

The total execution time for the four stationary delta filters of the three-wire StatRF was 6 us,

whereas an equivalent synchronous reference frame implementation took 13.5 fis to execute. If

only harmonics are required to be extracted (i,e. an unbalance component is not required), the

single-phase version of the StatRF can be used, which will provide a further 50% reduction in

computational time.

20 25 30
Time (msec)

20 25 30
Time(fmrc)

(a) Load current (b) LSupply and shunt active filter currents

Figure 9.19: Test 1 - Experimental source, load and active filter current (a),(c)waveforms and
(b\(d) frequency spectrums.
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Figure 9.21: Test 10 - Experimental results of the UCPC balancing the supply current due to
unbalanced load currents.

For the 16-bit fixed-point implementation it was difficult to achieve more than 30-dB at-

tenuation in the SRF generator. This was found to be due to dc offsets created from integer

truncation in the high-pass filter, and also dim to the sine/cosine phase index quantization. The

outcome of this lack of attenuation is clearly seen in the fundamental component still left in the

active filter reference current (W*) in Figure 9.20a. Note that this extra fundamental compo-

nent is not as dominant in tin* final active filter current, shown in Figure 9.20b, which is due to

the interaction of the PI dc bus controller with this component. For the StatRF implementation.

Figure 9.20b shows very little fundamental component remaining, because of the accuracy of

the delta operator based digital filter used, and the lack of errors introduced by the use of a sine

lookup table.

The ninth experimental test (Figure 9.21) shows the balancing capabilities of the UCPC.

The results show that load current unbalance is greatly reduced in the supply current by the

shunt portion of tho UCPC. However, as mentioned previously, the soft nature of the supply

results in a small additional resonance which can be seen in the supply current.

9.(> Summary

This chapter \vw described tho hardware and software systems Hint wore developed to build

the low voltage UCPC experimental prototype, The hardware development involved the design

and construction of dual back-to-back volt ago source inverters, series protection systems, serioH

transformer, IUS well as a hybrid digital/analog controller board to control the converters. The

DSP software was developed for both the series and shunt converters, and required the devel-

opment of control, protection and interface software. Tho final UCPC prototype is housed in a

standard 19" rack for convenience.

To verify the operation of thn UCPC control systoroa propasod in thin research, the prototype

was tested under all of tho required Power Quality conditions, us well as with combinations of

these phenomena. Tho voltage conditions tested included fundamental magnitude variations,

harmonics, imbalance, flicker, swells, symmetrical sags, asymmetrical sags. Current conditions

tested included harmonics and unbalance. The results showed that tho UCPC compensated for

all of these Power Quality conditions almost exactly as predicted by the design and simulations

already presented. The following chapter presents further results describing the operation of the

series control system on a 10 kV medium voltage system.
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Chapter 10

Medium Voltage Experimental

Verification

Chapter 9 has presented low voltage (LV) experimental verification of the entire UCPC system.

This chapter extends this work and presents medium voltage (MV) experimental verification

for the series control system (which has been the dominant, focus in this research work). The

experimental testing was conducted using a prototype medium voltage (10 kV) Dynamic Voltage

Restorer (DVR) in collaboration with Aalborg University, Denmark.

Whilst the primary objective of this testing was to verify the series control system under

medium voltage conditions, this chapter also presents a further application for the proposed

series controller •- a DVR that incorporates voltage harmonic compensation. DVRs are now

becoming more established in industry as a method of reducing the impact of voltage sags

on sensitive loads. However, DVRs mostly spend most of their time in standby mode, since

voltage sags occur very infrequently, and hence their utilization is low. Ir 'jrinciple, it would be

advantageous if the series connected converter of a DVR could also be used to compensate for

load voltage harmonics (similar to the UGPC), with minimal alterations to existing hardware.

This chapter applies the series selective voltage compensation scheme of the UCPC to a

DVR, to provide voltage harmonic compensation with minimal effect on the sag compensation

capability of the basic DVR. The system was designed using the simulation models developed in

Chapter 4, and its experimental performance was verified under a range of conditions, including

distorted supply voltages, non-linear loads, and operation during distorted voltage sags.

'The material in this chapter is also published in part as:
M.J. Newman, D.G. Holmes, J.G. Nielsen, F. Blaabjerg, "A Dynamic VoUage Restorer (DVR) with Selective

Harmonic Compensation at Medium Voltage Level," in Conf. Rer. IEEE/IAS Annual Meeting, Salt Lake City,
UT, USA, 2003. (In Print)
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10,1 Overview and Objectives

The medium voltage DVR prototype used for the work in this chapter was developed by Dr.

John Godsk Nielsen, under the supervision of Prof. Frede Blaabjerg. The experimental testing

was completed on site ill Aalborg, Denmark, during a stay at Aalborg University as part of this

research. I would once again like to thank Prof. Dlaabjerg for making this collaboration possible.

Details of the existing system are given in Section 10.2, and further hardware details are reported

in the related Ph.D. thesis [GO] by Dr. Nielsen. Only the1 selective harmonic controllers were

added to the DVR (i.e, no feed-forward or proportional control) so that near zero net real power

flow requirement of the series-only topology (Figure 10.1) could be preserved in steady-state.

Details of the additional controller design and verification are presented in Section 10.3.

This work serves a variety of objectives in relation to the theory presented in this thesis.

These objectives are:

1. To verify the series harmonic voltage compensation scheme on a medium voltage system.

The results show that the medium voltage experimental parameters of the transformers,

measurement sensors, etc., allow for the same high level of compensation performance

achieved for voltage harmonics in the low voltage system;

2. To present a further application for the series control scheme;

3. To demonstrate the capability of the system controller to operate at significantly lower

sample frequencies;

4. To experimentally verify the use of delta IIR digital filters on a floating-point processor;

5. To provide an experimental example of the singlo-phase operation of the series control

scheme (since the three-phase DVR is constructed using three individual single-phase H-

bridges acting on each phase of the system independently).

HV/MV MV / LV

A W W K ^ ' • • * — ^ I I

0
Protected load

Figure 10.1: Series topology of the Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR).

1(12. MEDIUM VOLTAGB DVR PROTOTYPE

10.2 Medium Voltage DVR Prototype

This section outlines the experimental dotails of the MV DVR Including the physical parameters,

test, measurement setup, existing controller setup, as well as initial testing results and alterations

that were made to the system before the addition of the harmonic control scheme.

10.2.1 DVR System Overview

Table 10.1 provides the specifications for the 10 kV DVR platform used for this work (refer to

[60] for full details), with the schematic of the test setup shown in Figure 10.2. The 200 kVA

converter is made up of three individual H-bridges (i.e. a six-phase-leg voltage source converter),

and is constructed from a three-phase UPS donated by APC-Denmark (i.e. three phase legs

for the active rectiiier and the other three for the UPS output). The dc-bus of the converter is

charged to 600 V using a 3 kW unidirectional dc power supply (two 300 Vrfc supplies in series,

with current limiting to reduce surge currents on start-up). This provides 4.7 LI of energy (at

600 V) in the 26 xnF of electrolytic debus capacitors, for transient use by the DVR during a

sag ride-through event.

Three specially made 67 kVA 0.29 kV/2.9 kV single-phase series injection transformers are

installed in series on each phase to connect the LV converter to the MV test grid. This provides

a maximum injection capability of 200 kVA at 5 kV line-line, and the system can therefore

protect loads of up to 400 kVA.

0.4kV7l0kV
10kV0.4kV

Programmed
Electronic
Supply Voltage

CR0 1
Tektronix
TDS 3014

(Vsupply)

Linear Load

Non-linear
Load

DVR Controller
Hardware and Software

Figure 10.2: Experimental DVR test system and measurement setup.
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Parameter

Nominal grid voltage (1-1)

Nominal load loltage (1-1)

Maximum series voltage injection (1-1)

Maximum series power injection

DC charger maximum power rating

Switching frequency

Sampling frequency

Maximum converter dc-bus voltage

Capacitance of the dc-bus

Filter inductance

Filter capacitance

Transformer leakage inductance (referred to LV side)

Value

VLoad = 380 V

=-- r> k v
Snvu - 200 kVA

rDC = 3 k\v

fsw =* 3.0 kHz k 5.0 kHz

fa - 3.0 kHz fc 5.0 kHz

C = 600 V

CDC = 20 mF

LF = 200

CF = 120 IL

kaijc '-~ 201

Table 10.1: Main specifications of the experimental DVR.

The series protection scheme used was similar to the scheme presented in Chapter 72, but

at the time the tests were undertaken, the thyristor protection current path was not yet com-

plete. To minimize cost, the bypass contactor was located on the LV side of the series injection

transformers, and a normally open contactor was used (instead of the preferred normally closed)

which therefore had to be protected by a low rated UPS to ensure its ability to bypass the

system under all conditions.

10.2.2 Medium Voltage Test Grid

The medium voltage grid was fed from a low voltage supply that was stepped up to a medium

voltage level for connection to the DVR. The supply voltage profile could be arbitrarily cre-

ated using a California Instruments (iX Series) 30 kVA programmable ac power supply. The

programmable supply was used to create harmonic distortion and symmetrical/asymmetrical

voltage sags at a line voltage of 380 V, before stepping up to a line voltage of 10 kV (i.e. 5.8

kV phase voltage) using a 50 kVA star-delta distribution transformer (seen in Figures 10.2 and

2The initial publication [7] associated with the series protection work in Chapter 7 is a primary reference in
the relevant section of the PhD Thesis describing the construction of the MV DVR[60].

Figure 10.3: Photo of the DVR container and the 10 kV/0.4 kV distribution tranformers for the
supply and load. Location: Aalborg University, Denmark.

10.3). After the series connection of the DVR at the medium voltage level, the load voltage was

stepped down using another distribution transformer to allow low voltage linear and non-linear

loads to be connected.

The non-linear load was a diode rectifier with a parallel resistive/capacitive dc load. All

tests were conducted at low power (a few kVA) due to limitations of the programmable power

supply at the time of the tests. Whilst the majority of the tests were undertaken with a line

voltage of 10 kV, tests containing the non-linear loads with high current peaks were conducted

at only 5 kV, once again due to limitations of the supply.

A 20 foot shipping container (Figure 10.3) was used to house the medium voltage DVR

system (including injection transformers, converter and controller). This allowed relocation of

the system for off site testing. The DVR container and all other medium voltage components

(i.e. cabling and distribution transformers) were all located externally in the high voltage yard.

The low voltage supply and load, as well as the user interface and oscilloscopes, were located

inside the primary building for safety and other practical reasons (including the Danish winter

weather conditions).

10.2.3 Measurement Systems

The primary system variables measured during the tests were the three-phase medium voltage

supply and load voltages, the low voltage converter output currents, the dc-bus voltage of the

DVR, and the low voltage load current during non-linear load testing. These measurements
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(excluding the load current) were all shared by the DVR controller and the two Tektronix TDS

.'1014 four-channel oscilloscopes (CROs 1 and 2 in Figure 10.2). The oscilloscopes were triggered

via a common signal from the DSP controller to synchronize the results and used the controller

sag detection as a trigger timing mechanism.

The medium voltage supply and load voltages were measured using 24 kV ABB KfiVA 24

Al voltage sensors (1:10000 ratio) with galvanic isolation achieved using HCPL-7800 isolation

amplifiers. LEMs similar to those in Chapter 9 were used to measure the low voltage converter

output currents, The dc-bus voltage was measured using resistive dividers.

10,2.4 Controller Hardware and DVR Control Software

The digital controller comprised an Analog Devices AD21062 floating-point Share DSP and a

Siemens SAB 80C107 Micro Controller linked via dual access RAM. This structure is categorized

as the dual chip solution discussed in Chapter 6. The floating-point DSP is used for the primary

control algorithm, and the fixed-point Micro Controller controls the PWM signal generation for

the twelve IGBTs (i.e. six phase legs).

The existing control structure for a typical DVR sag compensation system; was based on a

combination of supply voltage feed-forward and d-q PI load voltage feed-back (Figure 10.4). A

software-based phase-locked-loop (PLL) was used to create d-q coordinate sinusoidal references

from the supply, which were used to determine the target phase of the output voltages. The

phases of these references were controlled to only slowly vary during transients from their pre-sag

values, to minimize phase jump effects. The feed-forward control then calculated the appropriate

modulation depth to inject compensating voltages between the supply voltages (Vsuwly) a n d the

load voltages {VLoad), to restore the load voltages to the target references. However, this did

not account for the voltage drop across the filter inductor and other parameters such as the

transformer, and hence closed loop load voltage feed-back control was added in the d-q frame to

minimize any steady state error in the fundamental component.

When the grid voltage is normal, the DVR system is held in a null state to lower its losses.

Once a voltage sag is detected, the DVR switches into active mode to react as fast as possible,

thus injecting the required ac voltages between the grid and the load. The voltage sag detection

(Hgure 10.4) is based on the rms of the error vector which allows for detection of symmetrical

and non-symmetrical sags, as well as the associated phase jump. The detection formula is given
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Figure 10.4: Existing sag compensation portion of the control structure (i.e. not including the
harmonic voltage compensation).

bv

> ^Threshold (10.1)

where the rms of the error is

\Verror,dq\ = \/(Vref,d ~ (10.2)

Due to limitations in both the computation time available in the DSP, as well as hardware

limitations of the Micro Controller, only symmetrically sampled PWM was used by the DVR

system. Therefore, the switching and sampling frequencies are matched (instead of sampling at

double the switching frequency as was dono with the asymmetrical PWM strategy \ised in Chap-

ter 9). This results in a significantly lower control bandwidth. The default switching/sample

frequency of the DVR was 3 kHz, but it was revised to allow both 3 kHz and 5 kHz after some

optimization of the original DVR controller software. Whilst the system presented in the fol-

lowing section was successfully operated at both 3 kHz and 5 kHz, the majority of the following

results are for the 5 kHz version, and this should be assumed unless otherwise noted.

10.2.5 Initial DVR Experimental Results

Figure 10.5 shows the response of the DVR to an 80 ins symmetrical voltage sag. A small

resonance can be seen in the load voltage at both the start and finish of the sag. This is due to

the LC filter resonance being excited by the high dv/dt of the sag. With harmonics programmed

into the supply voltage, Figure 10.6 shows that the DVR still compensates for the voltage sag,

but does not reduce the harmonic content. Without the DVR running and with the bypass

contactor open, the non-linear load increases the voltage total harmonic distortion (THD) from
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Figure 10.5: Operation of the DVR to a 0.70 p.u. dip with no supply voltage harmonics.
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Figure 10.(i: Operation of the DVR to a 0.7G p.u. dip with supply voltage harmonics and no
harmonic compensation.
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1.0% to 1.9%, due to tlio added impedance introduced by tho series traiiHlbrmer. For a much

larger non-linonr load (i.o. 45 k\V), Nielsen [00] nhowed that the DVR in standby increased the

voltage TIID from 1.0% to 2.9%.

10.3 DVR with Voltage Harmonic Compensation

Since voltago sags generally only occur a few times ouch your at any particular location, a

DVR system will generally spend most of its time in standby mode waiting for a sag to occur.

Unfortunately, the DVR will still introduce extra impedance into tho lino, primarily due to

tho series transformer; and Section 10.2.5 has shown that this impedance will (in turn) cause

a voltage drop to the load and increased load voltage harmonics when non-linear loads are

present. As the DVR does not conventionally operate during steady-stnte conditions, it does

not compensate for these added harmonics, or for other voltage harmonics in the system.

In principh;, it would be advantageous if tho series connected converter of the DVR can also

be used to compensate for any steady state load voltage harmonics. This would increase the

Power Quality 'value added' benefits to the system (which is the definition and driving force of

Custom Power applications) with minimal extra capital cost, but of course with some increase

in converter steady-state losses. The limitations on achieving this objective are steady state

power flow constraints and the low modulation depths that must be used with a DVR that has

a typical voltage injection capacity.

Unlike the bi-directional power supply in the UCPO, the energy storage system of a DVR is

typically recharged using a small unidirectional power supply. Hence, most DVR's cannot supply

significant steady-state real power and also cannot absorb almost any steady-state rea'. power

back through the series connection. Therefore any steady-state harmonic voltage compensation

strategy that is implemented must ensure that the steady state real power flow through the

DVR is kept close to zero.

The typical voltage injection capability of a DVR is in the range of 50%. Hence, to compen-

sate for harmonics as low as 1% (or even lower) the system must operate at modulation depths

of around 2%; but high magnitude and phase accuracy must still be maintained for the com-

pensation to he effective. This chapter applies the selective harmonic feed-back control strategy

presented in Chapter 4. This can be easily added to medium voltage DVR systems to provide

voltage harmonic compensation with minimal effect on the sag compensation performance of

the original DVR. Due to the power flow constraints listed above, only tho resonant controllers

are used hi the steady-state operation, and the feed-forward, active damping and proportional
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(Figure 10.4)

e 10.7: Circuit and control block diagram of the DVR (placed in a 20 foot, container), and
the experimental power system test setup.

components are not implemented. Note that the consequence of the loss of the proportional

gain and active damping is a loss of control over the damping of the system. The DVR also does

not have any additional series resistance to damp any LC resonance. However, as illustrated

in Chapter 5, the main contributor to resonance problems is the excitation provided by the

feed-forward component. As this component is not implemented in steady-state, many of the

resonance problems do not exist, and this is investigated further in the following section using

the control model developed in Chapter 4.

10.3.1 Proposed Additional Selective Voltage Harmonic Control

To add voltage harmonic compensation to the DVrR system the converter must now switch

continuously, instead of only when sags occur. Therefore, the standby mode must be revised

to accommodate this change. For most DVR systems this will have little effect on the device

conduction losses, but the additional switching losses must be traded against any power quality

savings and possible reduction in downstream line and load losses by virtue of the reduced

harmonics.

As identified before, it is critical that the harmonic compensation scheme has a net real

power flow of zero (or very close to zero) at all times. Otherwise, since the system only has a

low rated unidirectional power supply, a net power How out of the converter will deplete the
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available energy stored In the capacitors, and a net power How Into the converter will increa.se

tho dc-bus voitnge pa-st, Its niMufts inul possibly damage tho system. To minimize the net real

power How, narrowband resonant based c.ontrollers [112] [1.111] are lined to compensate for each

selected harmonic, with no proportional term.

Figure 10.8 shows the frequency respond of the stacked 5"' and 7"1 resonant c.ont rollers,

which lmvo a high attenuation to :my 60 Hz components to minimize disruption to thu sag

compensation system and tho veal power Dow. Furthermore, it should be noted that, any small

50 11/ component left in the controllers will be phase shifted by approximately 90°, and will

therefore only demand reactive power (again having no etl'ect on the real power flow).

From Chapter 5 the resonant control filter is

coa<t>nn + (uecoti6n ~ u)nsi7l<t>n)
fl H-rz 7 T~—2

(10.3)

The full harmonic feed-back controller (without proportional component) is therefore given by

w CO?.<!>n8-A-(iOrCOS<i>n~Uu$in<l>n) . . . . „ , .

Figure 10.8a shows the bode plot for the fowl-back controller (10.4), as well us for the system

plant. From Chapter 4 it is known that changing the value of u.'o provides a compromise between

the transient harmonic performance and the stability of the controllers. This is verified once

again for the MV DVR by the system bode plot (Figure 10.8b), with a gain margin drop from

14.3-dB to 3.8-dB with / c set to 0.5 Hz and 1.5 Hz, respectively.

The disturbance rejection simulation of the voltage harmonic controllers is illustrated in

Figure 10.9, where the disturbance is taken as the supply voltage (Vsu;>p/y) and the target is

the load voltage (V^oad)- This result shows that the controllers have virtually no effect on the

fundamental voltage, and they have more than 20-dB of attenuation of tho T/A and 7th selected

harmonics. But they also have a small effect on supply disturbances around the break point of

the LC filter. At this frequency the 1.5 H>: controller has the higher disturbance gain of 8-dB,

whereas this gain is less than 2-dB for the 0.5 Hz controller.

The Delta operator based IIR digital filters discussed in Chapter 6 were used to implement

(10.4) to ensure high accuracy. The total DSP computational time for the feed-back controller

in 11 /ts (including digital filters and ^~1 operations for all phases at both the 5tfi and 7th

harmonics), which is. relatively small compared to the 200 /is time window that is available at 5

kHz operation (333 /a for 3 kHz). After optimization of the original controller software (reduced
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Figure 10.9: Simulated supply voltage disturbance rejection from the load voltage due to the
proposed harmonic controllers.

from over 200 /<s, down to 110 /is), addition of the feed-back controller C?i(a) and extra rate

clamping required a total interrupt execution time of 127 /is.

10.3.2 Start-up Tests

Figure 10.10 presents the experimentally measured start-up transient responses for both values

of fe. The response of Figure 10.10a (i.e. fc = 0.5 Hz) is much slower than that in Figure

10.10b (i.e. fc =1.5 Hz), with settling times of 5 cycles and 2 cycles, respectively. The reduced

stability margin of the 1.5 Hz version is well illustrated by the large injection overshoot of the

first settling cycle in Figure 10.10b.

10.3.3 S teady-Sta te Ha rmon ic Compensation Tests

The steady-state performance of the proposed system is summarized in Table 10.2, and includes

results from: (a) a distorted supply voltage; (b) a non-linear load current (which in turn creates

a distorted supply voltage); and (c) a combination of the two (i.e. both distorted supply voltage

and a non-linear load). For test setup (a), Figures 10.11 and 10.12 show the waveforms and

frequency spectrums of the supply and load phase voltages for switching frequencies of 3 kHz and

5 kHz, respectively. The faster switching frequency provides slightly higher attenuation of the

5 th and 7th harmonics, however, the overa15 THD is similar between the two results due to other

remaining harmonics. Figures 10.12, 10.13 .. -.d 10.14 show results for test setups (a), (b) and

(c), respectively (/,„, = 5 kHz). In all cases the selected 5 th and 7th harmonics are significantly
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Figure 10.10: Experimentally measured startup transient response of the voltage harmonic
compensation controllers.

Harmonic Source

Supply Voltage Distortion

Non-linear Load

Supply Voltage Distortion

and Non-linear Load

Voltage Point

Supply-

Load

Supply

Load

Supply

Load

5 t h

4.7 %

0.4%

1.1 %

0.1 %

5.8%

0.5%

7th

2.1%

0.1 %

1.0 %

0.1 %

3.1 %

0.3%

THD

5.2%

0 .7%

1.7 %

0.9 %

6.7 %

1.2 %

Table 10,2: Steady-state test results of the load voltage harmonics before and after compensation.
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reduced by ft factoi' of 10 (i.e. 20-dB) or more, and the THD is also substantially reduced since

these harmonics are the most dominant in the system, Note that componsution has only been

incorporated for the 5f'' and the 7th harmonics in this system, and other higher order harmonics

will still exist. This can be seen in Figures 10.13 and 10,14, vvhnre the 5"' and 7"' voltage

harmonics are attenuated in the load voltage, but thu other low order harmonics such as the

ll"1 and 111"1 ntill remain, (Note that shifting to an asymmetrical PWM scheme would double

tho controller bandwidth and would allow these higher harmonics to be easily compensated using

the same switching frequency, as verified with the LV UCPC system. However, the LC filter

break point frequency would also need to he increased.)

The simulated disturbance rejection plot for the supply voltage (Figure 10.9) shows that

both the 0.5 Hz and 1.5 Uz versions should provide identical attenuation of the selected voltage

harmonics. Theoretically, since the VSl is modelled as a linear gain (with compensation for Vpc),

the resulting attenuation at the selected harmonics should also be independent of modulation

depth. In practice, the VSI is not a perfect linear gain due to practical errors and other second

order effects. Unlike the experimental UCPC in Chapter 9, the dc-bus voltage (VDC?) and the

.supply voltage (Vsuw'.y) &*e not linked, and therefore they can be used to investigate these effects

experimentally.

Figure 10.15 illustrates the practical operation of the DVR with varying modulation depths

to compensate for the harmonics presented in test setup (a.) (i.e. 5% 5 th and 2% 7th supply

voltage harmonics). These results were recorded using a HP 356G0A spectrum analyzer. Figure

10.15a illustrates the compensation of the system for a varying dc-bus voltage (with all other

parameters fixed), such that a larger dc voltage represents a lower modulation depth. The 5 th

and 1th harmonic levels remain steady within 0.05% for the entire range of results taken, but the

voltage THD increases significantly as the modulation depth reduces (i.e. for a higher dc-bus

voltage). Figure 10.15b confirms this result by varying the supply voltage from less than 1 kV

up to the rated 10 kV, with the dc-bus voltage fixed (the lower the supply voltage, the lower the

modulation depth required). Once again the controlled harmonics remain relatively constant,

but the THD more than doubles in magnitude as the required modulation depth lowers. These

results confirm that whilst the feed-buck controller is able to regulate the selected harmonics

independently of the DVR injection capability, the larger the injection capability (i.e. a higher

dc-bus voltage or a smaller transformer ratio) the higher the expected overall THD. Note that

in all cases presented, the THD was still significantly reduced from its original value of more

than 5%, and this discussion serves only to explore the ideal operating conditions of the system.
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Tho design process for the controllers wiw presented in Chapter 4, and selected the resonant-

gain A'/ based on tho inverse of the required harmonic attenuation. This approximation is

experimentally confirmed in Figure! 10. IU, which shown operation of the DVR with varying

values of the resonant gain Kh Figure lO.lUa presents tho absolute harmonic content for the

varying gain, and this is then normalized to the achieved attenuation factor relative to tho

original supply harmonic in Figure 10.16b. In this normalized plot, the 5"' and 7"' results (both

0,5 Hz and 1.5 Hz versions) all perform equivalent^ at each gain tested. More interestingly, a

plot of l//v> is also (superimposed on the plot, and very clearly verifies the relationship used for

the design process.

In Figure 10.12b it can be seen that some small magnitude harmonics have been introduced

in the load voltage (i.e. they do not exist in the supply voltage). During the experimental

testing of the DVR under a variety of conditions, harmonics in the 800 Hz to 1000 Hz range

were consistently found to appear. Whilst these harmonics were generally only in the order

of 0.1%-0.3%, the effectiveness of the 5(/l and 7"1 compensation means that in many cases

these harmonics became more dominant in the overall load voltage THD. Since this frequency

region contains the break point of the LC filter, it seemed logical to conclude that the primary

reason for the increase was LC filter resonance, especially since Figure 10.9 had already shown

the expected amplification of supply voltage harmonics in this frequency region. However,

correlating the disturbance plot in Figure 10,9 with the 17th and 19(/l supply voltage harmonics

in Figure 10.12a (which are in this case the disturbance input to the model), the predicted gain

of these disturbances does not match the magnitude of the load voltage harmonics presented in

Figure 10.12b. Another source of excitation for this resonance must therefore exist. This source

may well be the harmonics generated by the symmetrically sampled PWM switching scheme.

Typically with a switching frequency of 5 kHz or more, the effects of switching harmonics

are very minimal. For this system, however, the reference signals are 250 Hz and 350 Hz, rather

than the typical 50/60 Hz. Hence the sidebands are spread much wider around the carrier,

wide enough to intrude into the lower frequency harmonic region. Open loop PWM simulations

with a combined oth and 7"' reference (using the magnitudes required to compensate for the

harmonics shown in Figure 10.12) show harmonics of slightly less than 0.1% in the LC break

point region, confirming this as the extra harmonic source.

Figure 10.17 presents a plot for the effect on the load voltage caused by disturbances injected

at the output of the converter. In this case the disturbance is caused by the switching harmonics

discussed. (Note that the low frequency components have an average disturbance rejection of
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Figure 10.15: Experimentally measured results of the. DVR with varying, (a) dc-bus voltage,
and (b) supply voltage, to highlight the effect of varying the modulation depth.
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Figure 10.16: Experimentally measured results of the DVR with varying gain. Figure (a) shows
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Figure 10.17: Simulated inverter output voltage disturbance rejection from the load voltage due
to the proposed harmonic controllers.

less than 0-dB due to the transformer ratio.) This shows that the system is wry sensitive to

the introduction of disturbances in the W filter break point region, which is expected since this

point is directly connected to the LC filter input. Furthermore, correlation between this plot

and switching harmonics already discussed, results in a very similar magnitude of introduced

harmonies as shown in Figure 10.12. Whilst further analysis is beyond the scope of this research,

it highlights the fact that for optimum overall performance, effects such as the switching scheme,

LC filter values, nominal dc-bus voltage and the switching frequency, should bo taken into

account during the design of the converter parameters (particularly to avoid extra exciiation in

this region from the converter). Note that the active damping scheme presented in Chapter 4

would also be useful here, although the real power How constraints mentioned previously will

limit its use.

Finally, as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, selective harmonic compensation creates an equiv-

alent low impedance condition at the selected frequencies (i.e. zero magnitude and zero source

impedance). For these tests the effect of voltage compensation on the non-linear load current

hanronics was minimal, as expected, since the impedance of the distribution transformer be-

tween the DVR and this load is the dominani influence. However, if the harmonic, compensated

DVR was connected directly to the low voltage side at the load, then there is a possibility for

large increases in current harmonics. This particularly refers to voltage stiff non-linear loads

(such as the diode rectifier with capacitive dc load used here for the experimental work) where

large increases in peak current will occur for very low equivalent impedances at certain harmon-
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M% ->H- 5.3% •>!«• 5.1ics (including the bth and 7"'). Therefore, the medium voltage installation presented here is seen

as a more practical installation level for the proposed scheme,

10.3.4 Dynamic Sag and Harmonic Compensation Tests

The dynamic tests on the system were conducted using simultaneous harmonics and sags (sym-

metrical and asymmetrical), and included combinations of distorted supply and linear/non-

linear loads similar to the steady state tests, During the transient events, the combined feed-

forward/feed-back controller shown in Figure 10.'I was enabled, and hence the system char-

acteristics were changed. In particular the added feed-back proportional component provided

some damping of the LC resonance. The control and disturbance plots that apply during these

transient events therefore vary frcm those provided earlier.

Figure 10.18 shows the response of the DVR to a 0.79 p.u. symmetrical sag and a linear load,

with the harmonic compensation enabled. The sag compensation scheme can be seen to continue

to function at- expected, and the harmonic compensation settles within about two fundamental

cycles with an j'v of 1.5 Hz. Note that as a part of the sag, the harmonic magnitudes will also

typically vary, and hence a transient is soon in the harmonic compensation. As with the previous

start-up transient (Figure 10.10b) a small overshoot is seen during the first fundamental cycle

when the larger value of fc is used.

Figures 10.19 and 10.20 show results for the compensation of another symmetrical sag. but

this time with a non-linear load (Figure 10.19 also include? voltage harmonics in the supply).

For these results a smaller fc of 0.5 Hz is used to allow comparison with the previous results.

The response time to the transient is visibly slower, but has no initial overshoot. Note that a.s

with the steady-state results in Figures 10.13 and 10.14, some harmonics still remain as ouly

the 5//l and 7th harmonics are targeted for compensation.

The final results in Figure 10.21 are for an asymmetrical sag with a linear load. At the low

voltage terminals of the programmable supply a 0.03 p.u. single-phase sag was created, which

became a shallower two-phase? sag on the medium voltage side of the star-delta transformer.

Once again the sag is compensated as required, with a small harmonic overshoot created due to

the 1.5 Hz cut-off frequency used for this result.
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Time (m»w)
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Figure 10.18: Experimentally measured results of the DVR with 5 th and 7"' voltage harmonic
compensation for a dip with supply voltage harmonics and linear loud.
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Figure 10.19: Experimentally measured results of the DVR with 5'h and 7th voltage harmonic
compensation for a dip with supply voltage harmonics and non-linear load.
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Figure 10.20: Experimentally measured results of the DVR with 5th and 7th voltage harmonic
compensation for a dip with a non-linear load.
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Figure 10.21: Experimentally measured results of the DVR with 5tfr and 7th voltage harmonic
compensation for an un-symmetricai dip with supply voltage harmonics.

I

10.4 Summary

This chapter has verified the application of P+Resonnnt selective harmonic compensation to a

medium voltage connected series topology. The experimental results provide harmonic atten-

uation equivalent to the low voltage results presented in Chapter 9, verifying that stationary

frame linear controllers can easily be applied to medium voltage systems. The 10 kV DVR pro-

totype was tested under a range of steady state and transient conditions containing harmonics

in the supply voltage. Doth linear and non-linear loads were tested, as well as combinations

of symmetrical and asymmetrical voltage sags. The work has extended the capabilities of the

DVR to include harmonic voltage compensation, with minimal (if any) alterations required to

the existing hardware systeui, and also without affecting the operation of the sag compensation

control.

The resonant controllers were implemented and successfully tested for sample frequencies of

3 kHz (less than a third of that used for the LV UCPC) and 5 kHz, confirming the operation of

the proposed scheme for lower sample frequency operation. Chapters 6 and 9 investigated the

operation of delta based IIR digital filters on fixed-point implementations, and they have now

also been shown in this chapter to be suitable for floating-point operation.

Steady-state testing of the medium voltage system, over a wide range of operating param-

eters, has verified experimentally the relationship between the harmonic attenuation and the

resonant gain used in the design of the controllers. These tests have also confirmed the ability

of the controllers to provide consistent harmonic attenuation, irrespective of the operating mod-

ulation depth, with the overall voltage THD only varying slightly due to the small increase of

other harmonics under some operating conditions. However, the overall load voltage THD was

still significantly lower than the original supply voltage under all cases tested.
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Chapter 11

Conclusion

i Custom Power technologies have now been of interest for more than a decade, and are becoming

more widely used as the financial burden of Power Quality phenomena on industrial and com-

mercial electrical consumers increases. Most commercially available Custom Power applications

for power distribution networks are either shunt or series converter based, but are rarely both.

Existing systems reported in the literature are yet to take full advantage of the capability of the

combined active series-shunt topology to simultaneously compensate for a broad selection of the

Power Quality problems, and most control systems are only applicable to three-phase systems.

This thesis describes the design and application of a Universal Custom Power Conditioner,

or UCPC. The UCPC is capable of simultaneously compensating for Power Quality problems in

both the load voltage and the supply current. For the load voltage it can compensate for devi-

ations in fundamental magnitude, harmonics, unbalance, sags, swells, phase jump, and flicker.

For the supply current, both harmonics and unbalance can be compensated. The work has fo-

cused particularly on the control aspects of the UCPC in order to provide improved performance

compared to existing systems, and to allow a broader application to address both more types of

Power Quality problems and single-phase systems. The control aspects explored include linear

control techniques, digital implementation, and the integrated control of the converter protec-

tion systems. Each of these aspects has provided contributions to the field of power electronics,

which are applicable not only to the UCPC, but also to a wider range of applications.

This concluding chapter presents a summary of the main findings and outcomes of the thesis,

as well as some discussion of possible future work.
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11.1 Summary of the Work

11.1.1 The Universal Custom Power Conditioner (UCPC)

The thesis has presented an extended development of the Universal Custom Power Conditioner.

The UCPC is a single Custom Power device suitable for broad compensation of Power Quality

problems, and can achieve improved steady-stnte voltage compensation compared to existing

systems. It is designed for insertion into either low or medium voltage radial systems, on either

three-phase or single-phase networks. A fully digital implementation is preferable to allow for

future upgrades, flexibility, and to avoid the aging drift effects seen in analog systems.

In this work, both the series and shunt converters of the UCPC are rated for only 0.5 p.u.

of the protected load, and therefore cannot compensate for very deep sags and interruptions.

Despite this, the UCPC is still expected to be able to protect the load for up to 8£-90% of sag

events. This is because the majority of predicted sags occur within the range of the device, and

also because most loads can withstand any shallow sags that remain because of incomplete com-

pensation. The ratings mid load sag protection limitations of the UCPC has been investigated

with respect to sag depth, phase jump, load power and angle, and stored energy limitations.

The placement of the UCPC in the network was also investigated in order to achieve maximum

protection from Power Quality phenomena.

The control system that has been developed for the UCPC consists primarily of stationary

frame linear controllers which, unlike synchronous frame controllers, provide for the option of

either single- or three-phase operation. Separate P+Rcsonort feed-back controllers are used for

the series converter to attenuate each selected harmonic (including the fundamental) by feed-

back directly from the load voltage. The low computational overheads of this control technique

allow many harmonic controllers to be easily implemented. This is the first reported application

of the stationary frame P+Resonant controller for use with the series injection topology. The

use of selective harmonic feed-back control of the load voltage is also an original contribution

for the series topology. In addition, an active damping scheme was presented for use with the

series topology, to damp the resonance effect arising from the output LC filter of the VSI. An

analytical model for the series system was developed, and used in conjunction with an original

design methodology to determine the hardware and control system parameters of the system.

11.1.2 Stationary Frame Signal Extraction

This research has developed a new stationary frame active filter signal extraction control block,

building on techniques that were used to develop the P+Resonant controller. This work achieves

an exact stationary frame equivalent to a high-pass filter placed in the d-q reference frame, and is

colled the StatRF. The proposed scheme has significant computational advantages, and does not

requite a sine table. Due to its exact equivalence, the StatRF can also he used as a convenient

simulation block for existing synchronous frame extraction controllers. However, as with its

synchronous frame counterpart, the StatRF only removes the positive sequence fundamental

component, leaving both the harmonics and negative sequence components in the output signal.

This cross-coupling between the phases means that the controller is not jipplicable for single-

phase systems. To resolve this problem, two different, methods were used to develop single-phase

versions of the StatRF. This work showed that the single-phase equivalent is very closely related

to the narrowband notch, and using an approximate conversion technique the outcome actually

becomes a narrowband notch.

11.1.3 Digital Implementation

The next part of the work applied delta operator based Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) digital

filters to implement the proposed stationary frame controllers on a 16-bit fixed-point DSP. This

work investigated the problems associated with using the common approach of shift-based IIR

digital filters, as well as using the alternative of Finite Impulse Response (FIR) digital filters. For

10-bit fixed point operation IIR filters were shown to diverge from their continuous prototypes

as the sample frequency increased, while FIR filter wero found to require an unrealistic number

of taps to maintain a close relationship with their continuous counterpart for the narrowband

types of filters required with the UCPC system. Reduced tap numbers might be suitable for

the P+Resonant controller in applications where the aim is only to obtain a high gain at the

selected frequency. However, correct signal cancellation between the forward and cross-coupled

signals is critical to the StatRFs operation, and hence the FIR approach cannot be used.

Delta based IIR digital filters were then identified as potentially alleviating the problems

presented by these typical approaches, and a detailed review of the method was presented- To

the author's knowledge, this is the first reported application of delta based IIR digital filters for

real-time control of converter applications. The effectiveness of the delta approach was verified

for both the P+Resonant and StatRF controllers. The design (i.e. coefficient and parameter

selection) and implementation (i.e. overflow control, truncation compensation, and fixed-point
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scaling) wove examined and discussed lor fixed-point implementations. For the StatRF imple-

mentation the shift IIR filter wtus shown to only be feasible with a 20-bit coefficient word length,

whereas the delta. IIR still operated with a coefficient resolution as low as 6-bit. Nearly all

existing DSPs dedicated for use with power converters are fixed-point, and therefore the recog-

nition of the delta IIR filter's advantages for converter control implementation is of significant

importance foi a wide range of high performance converter applications - especially those using

the stationary frame controllers discussed in this work,

11.1.4 Protection

The fourth contribution of this thesis is the development of an integrated protection scheme for

the series portion of the UCPC The protection of shunt converters is straightforward and well

known, but the application of the same approach to the series topology can lead to disastrous

results. The series protection problem has been previously identified by other researchers, but

was only more recently addressed in detail in the literature. This thesis identifies and addresses

several problems with the approach described by Moran et al. [101]. In contrast, the scries

protection control proposed in this work integrates both software and hardware components.

This ensures a continuous, and appropriately rated, current path under fault conditions, start-

up, stand-by, shut-down, and recovery from faults, as well as providing redundancy in the

protection system. The series protection scheme was verified using both simulation and under

experimental short-circuit conditions.

11.1.5 Experimental Verification Processes

The last step of the research program was the experimental verification processes, The UCPC

was thoroughly tested experimentally using a low voltage prototype. A dedicated controller

board was developed for use in the system, and is now also used by other researchers across the

globe (including Australia, U.S.A., Nepal, Singapore and Korea). The series component was

also experimentally verified on a medium voltage (10 kV) prototype system. To the author's

knowledge, this is the first reported experimental system which incorporates series active voltage

harmonic compensation at medium voltage levels.

11.2 Suggestions for Future Work

11.2.1 Multi-level Implementations

This research has assumed the use of a typical two-level VSI for both the series and shunt

converters in the UCPC. For medium voltage applications a relatively large power rating is

likely to be required for many suitable network placement options. For this reason, the medium

voltage experimental system was also verified at switching frequencies as low as 3 kHz. However,

even this frequency may not be sufficiently low for some higher power applications when using

a two-level VSI. Multi-level converters offer a possible alternative, and have become a popular

research topic, in recent years for higher power applications. Multi-level converters have already

been applied to shunt active niters [161] [162] [163], and been applied also to a Universal Power

Conditioner using back-to-back five-level diode-clamped VSIs [71]. For series applications it has

been established that for the majority of the time the converter will run at a low modulation

depth, and this can cause balancing and utilization problems for diode-clamped converters.

This problem has initially been investigated by Tolbert et al. [71], but further investigation

is required. The UCPC back-to-back application of cascaded, capacitor-clamped, and hybrid

multilevel topologies also needs investigation to quantify the problems which may exist, and to

compare the advantages and disadvantages of each topology for the implementation of the type

of UCPC presented in this work.

11.2.2 Further Experimental and Control Investigations

The medium voltage experimental system discussed in this thesis only investigated the series

section of the UCPC. Further work is needed to extend this medium voltage experimental system

to the full UCPC series-shunt topology. Investigation into the problems associated with using

the PCR algorithm in conjunction with a connection transformer also needs io be undertaken, or

another suitable current regulation scheme chosen. Higher power testing of the medium voltage

system is also desirable.

The experimental work so far has been based on three-wire systems. A next step could be

to experimentally apply the UCPC to both four-wire and single-phase systems. The medium

voltage system verified that the series controller can control each phase independently, but the

effect of having a fluctuating supply to the dc-bus under single-phase conditions needs to be

considered (i.e. in contrast the power flow of a three-phase system is constant). The most likely

application for the UCPC on single-phase systems is for compensation of SWER (Single Wire
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Earth Return) lines, but those arc nearly always very woak systems, and tho robustness of the

PCR algorithm on such systems has been noted n.s being of some concern. Further work on

this problem is currently being undertaken at Monash University [14]. For four-wire systems

the experimental low-voltage UCPC that was developed already contains the majority of the

control and hnrdware functionality (e.g. four-phase leg converters and wiring) required to begin

testing, and this is left as a starting point for future work.

The feed-forward component of the series controller could also be replaced with a deadbeat

voltage controller. Whilst this would introduce additional stability considerations, it may also

reduce the LC filter resonance problems and make the active damping scheme redundant. To

reduce the size and cost of the system slightly, the shunt soft start contactor (but not the

isolation contactor) could also be removed, and the soft start operation undertaken by the series

converter. However, further work needs to be done to consider ways of achieving this without

affecting the load voltage (i.e. by using phase offset voltage injection).

11.2.3 U C P C Network Application Research

This research has approached the UCPC application from a power electronics control perspective,

and has therefore had little focus on the power system aspects of such an installation. The

preferred placement of the UCPC was discussed, but before an installation could be considered

in practice, more detailed simulation investigations into the wider network affects of the UCPC

aw required. This work would include investigations into the effects of the UCPC on the

network protection coordination, as well as a grid simulation which takes into account the entire

surrounding network. For this simulation the analytical series model presented in this work is

ideal, but it still requires the development of an equivalent model for the shunt converter system.

The insertion of the UCPC into the distribution system also has small loss implications for

the network, due to losses in both the converters and the passive components. It is expected that

a reduction in Power Quality problems is likely to reduce the losses in the network (especially

the reduced harmonic content) and this loss reduction could be offset against the UCPC losses.

However, a detailed investigation into this trade-off would be necessary to assess the net impact

and long term financial justification of the UCPC.

11.2.4 Effects of P W M on Closed-loop Linear Controllers

The medium vo'f age system investigation used the series analytical model to create a disturbance

plot of the sensitivity of the load voltage to disturbances at the output of the converter. This

plot was used to consider the mitigation of PWM switching harmonics into the load. PWM

is now ft vory mature field, and the switching harmonics produced by power converters can be

easily determined for open loop operation using both switched simulations, and by pre-calculated

analytical equations [43]. However, the exact correlation of this work with closed loop systems

remains unclear. With further research, the use of this type of disturbance plot should provide

a useful link between this wealth of knowledge and the knowledge base of linear closed loop

converter controllers.

11.3 Closure

The high precision and fast transient response requirements of Custom Power applications has

attracted interest from many power electronics researchers over the last couple of decades. The

aim of simultaneously compensating for a broad range of Power Quality phenomena has directed

the. work presented in this thesis towards finding new technologies to make this goal more

realistically achievable.

New stationary frame control techniques have been developed with reduced practical over-

heads and improved performance, and previously developed stationary frame controllers have

been applied in a new application. Digital control aspects have been investigated in detail, and

new techniques applied to the digital control of power converters. A scheme for the integrated

control of protection systems for the series topology has also been proposed. Whilst these con-

tributions have been developed to achieve the ultimate goal of this research - to compensate for

Power Quality phenomena - the potential for their broader application is clear. For example, the

series protection scheme has already been used and referenced by several other research groups

[60] [132]. Furthermore, during the course of this research work, the delta IIR has already been

further applied to a power conditioner for traction systems, a stat-com, a UPS, and in renewable

energy power conversion applications. This diversity of new applications using the contributions

of this thesis is expected to continue.
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Appendix A

Power Quality

This appendix is a review of Power Quality and is expanded from the summary presented in

Section 2.1 for readers requiring further background information in this field.

The research In this thesis focuses on the development of a Custom Power system to com-

pensate for a variety of Power Quality issues in a single unit. But what i.s Power Quality? Which

of these phenomena ire important?; why?; and ivhat are the consequences to both the conswrnti

and the utility? What is the probability of such phenomena occurring? What limits must Cus-

tom Power devices achieve, and xuhich of these targets on each phenomena are mandatory or

recommended? This section answers these questions, and provides background information on

Power Quality to outline the research goals for the design and final implementation. Power

Quality is also littered with vague, differing, and misused terminology, and therefore this section

will define such terms for use in this research, to ensure the clarity of discussions.

A.I Power Quality and the Consumer

There are many definitions of the terms "Power Quality" (and "Quality of Supply''); the fol-

lowing definition given by Dugan et al.[18] may be said to be the most general and appropriate

definition:

A Power Quality problem is "any power problem manifested in voltage, current, or

frequency deviations that results in failurt. or misopenition of customer equipment."

Power Quality issues such as waveform distortion, transients, voltage flicker, unbalance (also

imbalnnce[18j), and voltage variations affect the consumer and supplier in three ways: damage,

nuisance and economics. Damage may come from extra heating and fire in conductors due to

harmonics, over-voltages outside the rated values of installed components, motor vibration, and

251
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other sources. Nuisance includes light flicker, tripping of microprocessor bailed appliances, com-

munication noise (including telephones and T.V.s), and added audible noise from components

such as transformers. Economic1 impacts arise from the replacement of damaged items (Including

components with reduced life apuna due to Power Quality issues), lost production time (due to

supply outages/sags), errors in the measurement of power How used by the power distribution

companies to charge their client?, to name a few. This financial cost to the consumer and/or

supplier, as well as mandatory Power Quality standards, are the major driving force for the

purchase and installation of Custom Power solutions.

A.2 Terminology and Classification

Many variations of terminology v\\nl for Power Quality phenomena. The terminology and

classification provided in Table A.I [18] has been chosen for this thesis.

Only types 2 through 6 are discussed in the following sections, as these are the Power Quality

events to be compensated for in this research. Type I events (such as voltage spike transients)

are not included as they are generally faster than the bandwidth of the power electronic solutions

discussed in this research, and are usually clamped using varistors, or other similar methods.

Power system frequency variations (type 7) arc also not compensated, as the influence of Custom

Power applications on the grid is not significant enough to be able to vary this quantity (unless

the chosen topology fully decouples the supply and load - which is not the case in this research).

The definitions used in the classifications are based on the IEEE (The Institute of Electrical

and Electronics Engineers) and other U.S.A. based standards organizations' publications^ 8]-

[21], and examples of each type are illustrated (Figure A.I).

Further terminology clarification is required for the description of the voltage levels. For

this research work, Low Voltage (LV) is used for distribution systems and consumer reticulation

between 110 V and 415 V, Medium Voltage (MV) is used for distribution voltages between

6.6 kV and 22 kV, and High Voltage (HV) is used for 66 kV and higher for distribution and

transmission systems. The research focuses only on LV and MV rxidial installations.

A.3 Power Quality Standards

The serious and widespread nature of Power Quality problems has led to the development of a

wide range of standards b> professional bodies worldwide. The majority of the existing standards

are either IEC or IEEE, with other well known standards from Semiconductor Equipment and
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-lp.u.

Clnsatflcution Typo

Typo 1: Transients

Type 2:. Long-duration voltnge variations

Typo 3: Short-duration voltage variations

Typo 4: Voltage unbalance

Type 5: Waveform distortion

Type 6: Voltage fluctuations

Type 7: Power frequency variations

Classification Sub-Typo

Impulsive transient

Oscillatory transient

Over-volt age

Uudor-voltage

Sustained interruptions

Interruption

Sags (dips)

Swells

dc offset

Harmonics

Interhamonics

Notching

Noise

Voltage flicker

Table A.I: Catagories of power system Power Quality phenomena [18]
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Figure A.I: Example waveforms of type 2 to type 6 Power Quality problems.
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Materials International (SEMI), Information Technology Industry Council (IT1C), and American

National Standards Institute! (ANSI). Such standards arc important as they determine target

performance levels for Custom Power devices. Also, some standards provide information and

sample data regarding the ways of testing the suitability of Power Quality solutions such as

Custom Power devices (i.e. [19] mid [20]). Due to the large quantity of Power Quality standards

available, only those which affect the design choices of the Custom Power device described in this

research will be reviewed here. These include: the Victorian Distribution Code [20]; IEEE and

IEC standards relating to harmonics [21] [164], voltage sags [19] [20] [105], voltage unbalance

[100], and flicker [34] [107]; and the ITIC (replaces CBEMA-Computer and Business Equipment

Manufacturers' Association) curve [16«] [108] and SEMI standards [169][170]. Each of these are

discussed below in their respective classification sections.

A.4 Short-Duration and Long-Duration Voltage Variations (Types

2 and 3)

The most obvious Power Quality issues for many consumers are long and short duration voltage

fluctuations which cover both classification types 2 and 3 (Table A.I). In some instances the

terms interruption, outage, sag, dip and undervoltage are used somewhat interchangeably, and

therefore to maintain the clarity in the discussions that follow, these terms need to be more

accurately defined1. Once again the definitions from the text by Dugan et al.[18] will be utilized,

and have been summarized in Figure A.2. All events shorter than 00 seconds are defined as type

3 short-duration, whilst all events past this limit are type 2 long-duration.

The voltage variation problem may be viewed from three perspectives: the susceptibility of

equipment to such variations; the probability of these variations occurring; and the compatibility

of equipment with its installation, based on the first i».'o pd spectives.

A.4.1 Equipment Susceptibility

Equipment known to be susceptible to voltage variations includes (but is not limited to) Personal

Computer (PC) equipment, PLCs, Variable Speed Drives (VSD), ac relays, motor starters and

High-Intensity Discharge (HID) lamps [18] [20] [105] [171] [172]. Table A.2 provides example

>te: The terms 'sag' and 'dip' are interchangeable (dip is used in the IEC standards), and only the term
'sag' will be used hereafter. Sag values will always be provided as a ratio of the nominal value (not the percentage
drop caused by the sag). For example a sag which causes a 10% drop from the nominal voltage is noted as a 0.9
p.u. (or 90%) sag.
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Figure A.2: Diagrammatic classification of long (type 2) and short (type 3) duration voltage
fiuctui/'ons.

voltage tolerances for some of these devices [20]. The values in each entry give the time for a

full interruption and/or the steady state voltage that will cause the device to fail or misoperate,

respectively. This data shows that it is plausible for a sag of only 1 or 2 cycles to cause

niisoperation of some equipment, and steady state voltages of only 80% of the nominal can also

cause problems.

The reason for the susceptibility of equipment varies greatly depending on the type of device,

and the more common examples follow. The temporary failure of many forms of electronic

equipment during a sag is commonly due to insufficient voltage on the dc capacitors, and many

devices will become significantly more susceptible to sags as the steady state voltage drops

[173]. This is because the energy storage of a capacitor is proportional to the square of the

voltage (JjCV2). and a drop of 20% in the steady state voltage will result in a 36% loss in the

stored energy available to 'ride through' a sag. The susceptibility of VSDs (and other similar

equipment) can also be due to over-current tripping, which arises from the reduced supply

voltage causing the VSD to draw more cuirent to feed its constant power load [22] [27]. Note

also that it becomes even more susceptible when the drive is running closer to its rated power
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Equipment

PLC

PLC Input Card

5 h.p. nc Drive

ac Control Relay

Motor Starter

Personal Computer

Upper

20ms,

20ms.

30ms,

10ms,

20ms,

30rns,

Range

75%

80%

80%

75%

00%

80%

Voltage Tolerance

Average

2G0ms, 60%

40ms, 55%

50ms, 75%

20ms, 65%

50ms, 50%

50ms, 60%

Lower Range

620ms, 45%

40ms, 30%

80ms, 60%

30ms, 60%

80ms, 40%

70ms, 50%

Table A.2: Susceptibility of equipment to voltage sags [Maximum interruption time, Minimum
steady state voltage] (Source: IEEE Std 1346:1998).

during the sag, and at both rated speed and rated load a two cycle sag of only 0.75 p.u. could

trip the drive [27]. For control relays, many are "sealed in by their own contacts", and arc likely

to drop out with an interruption of only half a cycle or more [174]. Some high pressure sodium

HID lamps can also have their arc extinguished with an interruption of less than a cycle; and

new lamps are susceptible to steady voltages of 75%, with this value deteriorating quickly with

age [171]. Once the arc is removed, the lamp takes several minutes to turn back on, which is

highly undesirable for situations such as car park security lighting.

As well as voltage magnitude, the voltage phase is also quite important for some loads.

Susceptible loads are primarily grid connected thyristor rectifiers including some VSDs and

Static Var Compensators (SVC) [22] [27] [65]. A voltage phase jump is associated with many

voltage sags and should be considered for compensation depending on the type of load.

A.4.2 Event Probability

The probability of sags and other Power Quality events occurring depends on such a high

number of known/partially known/unknown variables for each site that a purely theoretical

calculation is impractical. An extensive study was undertaken by Electrical Power Research

Institute (EPRI) which measured 222 distribution feeders across the U.S.A. for two years from

June 1993. This data is included in the IEEE Standard 1346[20], and a normalized version of

that data is presented in Table A.3. This data shows that nearly half of all sags are in the

0.8-0.9 p.u. range, with high proportions of the remaining sags in the 0.7-0.8 p.u. and 0.6-0.7

p.u. ranges. A total of 78% of sags are 0.6 p.u. and higher. Also, most of the sags (72%) were
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Magnitude

80% - 90%

70% - 80%

60% - 70%

50% - 60%

40% - 50%

30% - 40%

20% - 30%

10% - 20%

0% - 10%

Totals

0.0 < 0,2

35.0 %

15.3%

7.8 %

4.6 %

2.8 %

2.0 %

0.8 %

0.8 %

2.0 %

71.9 %

Time

0.2 < 0.4

5.6 %

1.4%

1.2 %

0.8 %

0.4%

0.4 %

0.2%

0.2%

0.6 %

10.8 %

in

0.4 < 0.0

2.4 %

0.8%

0.4 %

0.2 %

0.2 %

0.2 %

0.2 %

0.2 %

0.2%

4.8 %

seconds

0.6 < 0.8

1.0 %

0.4 %

0.2 %

0.2 %

0.2 %

0.0 %

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

2.0%

> 0.8

4.2 %

1.0%

0.4 %

0.2%

0.2%

0.2 %

0.0%

0.2%

4.2 %

10.6 %

Totals

49.0 %

18.9 %

10.0 %

6.0 %

3.8 %

1.9%

1.2%

1.4%

7,0 %

100.0 %

Table A.3: Normalised average voltage sag data from EPRI study incorporating 222 distribution
feeders for 2 years. Nominal value is 50.2 events per site per year. (Adapted from IEEE Std
1346:1998).

less than 0.2 seconds. The average total number of sags per site per year was 50.2. This is

nearly one per week

Whilst this data will not provide a true indication of the probabilities of events at a new

site elsewhere, it does provide a general overview as to where the more common problem areas

lie. It also allows for rough estimates to be made on the likely annual effect of voltage sags on

consumer equipment, once the susceptibility data is obtained for the device. This comparison

is known as the compatibility of tho device and is discussed in the following subsection.

A.4.3 Equipment Compatibility

The compatibility of equipment with its supply quality must be considered, and a decision made

as to whether the equipment should be upgraded, or alternatively, if the supply quality issue

should be addressed. In many instances the option of upgrading multiple pieces of equipment

would be too costly, and a single solution to improve the Power Quality of the site (or a portion

of the site) is pursued. Custom Power devices, axe one of many options. This work focuses on

Custom Power solutions which only work to improve the high probability ranges listed above,

resulting in a more financially viable Power Quality solution which encompasses problems of
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Figure A.3: Voltage sag coordination chart for a 5 h.p. ac drive (Data Source: IEEE Std
1346-1998).

types 2 through 6.

The compatibility of equipment with its supply can be ascertained by the use of coordination

charts outlined in IEEE Standard 1346 [20]. These are simply the combination of the equipment

susceptibility limits and the sag event probabilities presented in a graphical form (e.g. Figure

A.3), and will be used later in the thesis to show the advantages of this work in reducing the

compatibility problems.

Recommendations have been set down by the ITIC [165] [168] and SEMI [169] [170] for the

design of equipment with regard to voltage sag immunity; but these are rarely achieved due to

increased cost [175]. From the utility supply perspective in Victoria, the Victorian Electricity

Distribution Code [26] governs the voltage variations whida may occur without penalty to the

utility. Figure A.4 presents the ITIC, SEMI and the Victorian Electricity Distribution Code in

a single graph to highlight the gap between these standards. The graph shows that the utility

can produce voltage variations, without penalty, which will cause possible temporary failure of

equipment adhering to the ITIC or SEMI standards2.

2The SEMI F47 standard does not include overvoltage limits, and notes this lack due to the "extremely low
number of" interruptions caused to semiconductor equipment by this category [1691-
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0.001
Duration (Seconds)

Figure A.4: Comparison of ITIC curve and limits specified by the Victorian Distribution Code.

A.5 Voltage Unbalance (Type 4)

Voltage unbalance (ulso imbalance [18]) can be defined in three ways: (1) "the ratio of the

negative sequence and the positive voltage component"; (2) "the ratio of the difference between

the highest and the lowest magnitude", and (3) "the average of the three voltage magnitudes; and

the difference between the largest and the smallest phase difference between consecutive phases"

[22]. These descriptions can therefore be termed 'negative sequence unbalance', 'magnitude

unbalance' and 'phase unbalance', respectively [22]. For four-wire systems voltage unbalance

is both the negative and zero sequence components, but for three-wire systems (where zero

sequence does not exist) it is simply the negative sequence component. Whilst, theoretically,

some voltage unbalance also occurs during type 2 sags caused by unbalanced faults (i.e. single

and two phase faults), the type 4 voltage unbalance particularly refers to the steady state

variations caused by unbalanced loads and other power system asymmetries. The Victorian

Distribution Code specifies a limit of 1% on the negative sequence component [26].

Unlike the instant recognition by consumers of type 2 and 3 voltage variations (when their

computers and lights go out temporarily) the effects of voltage unbalance and waveform dis-

tortion are typically less obvious, although not necessarily less important. The most dominant
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effect of voltage unbalance is the reduction in the life of motors due to increased heating and

vibrations [22] [23] [24] [25], and also the reduction in developed torque [22] [23]. Voltage im-

balance of 1% on an Induction machine can cause a loss of life of more than 5%, but with an

unbalaueu of 2% or 4% this, loss of life increases .significantly to 22% and 64%, respectively [23],

For VSDs, and other equipment usinr, three-phase diode rectifiers with capacitive filters on the

dc side, small amounts of voltage unbalance can lead to large even harmonic currents. This

in turn can cause equipment to trip on over-current [22] and introduces further problems as

discussed in the following section.

A.6 Waveform Distortion (Type 5)

Harmonic (or waveform) distortion is becoming an issue of great concern with increased use of

non-linnar loads. Some commou examples of polluting loads are: VSDs, Switched Mode Power

Supplies (SMPS) used in computers and other electronic equipment, saturation of magnetic

components, arc furnaces, and lighting ballasts. For individual devices (below 16A) the IEC

G1000-3-2 (AS/NZS 61000.3.2 in Australia) [161] states the harmonic current limits for different

classes of equipment. This standard is only valid for new equipment (not pre-existing equip-

ment), and still allows relatively high levels of current distortion from some classes of equipment.

Harmonics arc known to have caused the malfunction of devices such as VSDs [27], capac-

itors [28], circuit breakers [29], fuses [29], conductors, electronic equipment, lighting, metering

[30], protective relays, rotating machines [23] [25], solid state relays, static reactive power com-

pensators [31], telephone communications [32] [33], and transformers. The causes of malfunction

include: increased heating, increased dielectric stress, shifted voltage zero crossings, higher di/dt,

increased magnetic fields and capacitive coupling, and increased vibration. Additional heating

is a particularly important problem (is it may create safety problems with the possibility of

starting fires due to overheating cables mid other devices. Diode rectified loads are also likely

to cause 'flat-topping' of the voltage waveform, which describes a reduced peak voltage. The

consequence of this common occurrence is a reduction of the dc bus voltage in othof electronic

equipment, which increases susceptibility to voltage sags [173] (as previously discussed). Both

the IEEE 519 Standard [21] and the IEEE Task Force on the Effects of Harmonics on Equip-

ment Report [173] present excellent summaries on the "Effects of Harmonics on Equipment";

therefore further discussion on these well known effects will not be pursued.

The IEEE 519 standard recommends that utilities should regulate the voltage harmonics
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on LV systems to 5.0% TIID (Total Harmonic Distortion) 3, and that consumers draw current

with no more than 5.0% Till) [21]. Voltoge and current limits are also imposed on each indi-

vidual harmonic. These limits vary as the short circuit, to load current ratio changes, and are

made mandatory In Victoria by the governing body, the Office of Regulator General (ORG)[26].

Whilst harmonic limits (and othcnO are made mandatory for many utilities and their consumers

worldwide, utilities in the U.S.A. do not typically monitor the harmonic levels unless a customer

raises a complaint or a particular problem arises [176]. This is usually also the case for utilities

in Australia.

A.7 Voltage Fluctuations - Flicker (Type 6)

Voltage fluctuations are defined as lia series of voltage changes, or a continuous variation of the

r.m.s. voltage" [34], A common form of voltage fluctuations is 'flicker'; which, as the name

suggests, causes sonic lights (particularly fluorescent lights) to appear to flicker. Variations

as small as 0.5% in the 6-S Hz range can cause a visible effect [18]. Flicker causes irritation

to consumers working under such conditions, and can even be a trigger for illnesses such as

photosensitive epilepsy. Arc furnaces are a major contributor to voltage flicker in distribution

networks [18].

In Australia these fluctuations are required to remain within maximum limits4. The IEC

standards use a variety of measures for voltage fluctuations, which include: short-term flicker

indicator, long-term flicker indicator, and the relative voltage change 'd(t)'. Each of these

measures and their IEC limits are given in Appendix .

A.8 Summary

This Power Quality review provides further background information to aid design choices to

be made for the Custom Power application in this work. A large portion of the discussion

was devoted to long and short duration voltage variations (types 2 and 3), as this background

information is critical to the design and rating of the series inverter portion of the chosen

Custom Power topology (the primary focus of this work). Furthermore, these variations have

more obvious financial implications to most consumers, and are likely to provide the major cost

3For consumers with a short circuit to load ratio of less than 20
4Flicker limits hi Australia are set by the AS/NZS 61000.3.3 and AS/NZS 61000.3.5 standards, which are

relabeled from the IEC 61000-3-3 [34] and G1000-3-5 [167) standards, respectively. The U.S.A. based ANSI C84.1
is used by other countries for the same purpose.
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justification for installing a Custom Power solution. The review shows that a device capable of

protecting sensitive loads frora sags down to 0.5 p.u. will be elfcetive in inure than 80% of sags

and Interruption events. Also, since tho susceptibility of most equipment will allow for a shallow

dip of say 0.8-0.9 p.u. (or even deeper), then to ensure compatibility of these devices to their

supply for a 0.5 p.u. sag, only the difference of 0.3-0.4 p.u. is required. This reduced demand

on (he Custom Power device should further decrease the capital cost. This work investigates

systems with maximum voltage injection capabilities of no more than 0.25-0.50 p.u. of nominal.

Steady state Power Qualitj' problems such as voltage unbalance (type 4), waveforni distortion

(type 5) and flicker (type 6), arc more difficult to quantify in purely financial terms. The voltage

unbalance and voltage/current distortion can cause premature ageing and increased audible

noise in equipment, but these effects are rarely detected (if at till) until years later when a device

fails. Safety is also a problem, due to possible fires started by increased heating caused by

current waveform distortion (particularly in cables). On the other hand, flicker (ty|*> (>) is more

related to irritation and health issues for selected people in the community. For these reasons

Custom Power devices which compensate for Powor Quality types 4 through 6 are important

to the consumer, but are more likely to be installed due to the mandatory (or recommended)

standards listed in this review; instead of financial incentives.

The review has discussed numerous recommended and mandatory standards which exist for

limiting the Power Quality phenomena supplied to consumers, as well as tho susceptibility of

their equipment to such events. Eveu with these standards, there is still a large gap between the

emission limits and the equipment susceptibility limits. Also, due to financial considerations,

those recommendations are in many instances ignored, until such limits are enforced (which

is typically only in extreme cases when actively pursued). This issue is predominant in the

mandatory limits set down by bodies such as the Victorian Office of Regulator General (ORG).

The ORG's Electricity Distribution Code[26] sets out distortion limits for the load current drawn

by consumers, such that neighboring consumers (on the same connection) are not affected by the

resulting voltage distortion. However, most office buildings contain toxge numbers of computers

or industrial plants with variable speed drives and are unlikely to meet these limits.

Appendix B

Series Parameter Values

B.I Default Series Stability Design Parameters

Table B.I lists the default parameters uttxl for the frequency plots in Chapters 4 and 5 for the

investigation into the effects of varying each parameter.

Symbol

VL

VS

KP

Ki

N

LF

RLF

CF

RCF

Is

Rs

L Li-ad

Rload

Name

Reference voltage

Load voltage

Source voltage

Proportional gain

Integral gain

Transformer ratio

Filter inductance

Filter inductor resistance

Filter capacitance

Filter capacitor resistance

Source inductance

Source resistance

Load inductar.ee

Load resistance

Value

190 V r m s

190 Vrma

190 Vrms

0.25

10

2

2.0 mH

0.05 O

7,5/xF

4.7 Q

1.0 mH

0.5 1)

5 m//

10.0 Q

Table B.I: Default design parameters for stability model tests.
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B.2 Final LV Experimental Parameters

Tables B.2, B.3 and B.4 list the parameters used for the final LV experimental system.

Symbol

Vncf

VL

Vs

KP

Kj

I<AD

N

LF

RLF

cF

RCF

Ls

Rs

Lhoad

RLond

Name

Reference) voltage

Load voltage

Source voltage

Proportional gain

Integral gain

Active Damping Gain

Transformer ratio

Filter inductance

Filter inductor resistance

Filter capacitance

Filter capacitor resistance

Source inductance

Source resistance

Load inductance

Load resistance

Value

190 V m ,

190 V,,,s

Varies

0.25

10

in

2

2.0 mil

0.05 n

15 fiF

4.7 ii

>1.0 mil

0.5 n

Varies

Varies

Table B.2: Final parameters used for the LV experimental work.
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Selected Frequency

50 Hz (Fundamental)

250 Hz (5t/l Harmonic)

350 Hz (7"' Harmonic)

450 Hz (9th Harmonic)

550 Hz (ll f / l Harmonic)

650 Hz (13tfl Harmonic)

n

1

5

7

9

11

13

Ki,n

10

10

10

5

5

5

/

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

Hr.

Hz

Hz

Hz

Hz

Hz

213

013

213

213

213

213

1/32

1/8

1/8

1/4

1/4

1/4

(2~5)

(2-3)

(2-3)

(2-2)

(2~2)

(2~2)

Table B.3: Parameters of the delta-based IIR digital filters Used for the UCPC series feed-back
compensation.



Transformer Component

Inverter side winding (Primary)

Grid side windings (Secondary) - 2 identical windings

Tertiary winding (Tertiary)

Overall Transformer Parameters (Primary referred)

Parameter

Rated voltage;

Rated current

Rated apparent power

Leakage inductance

Winding dc resistance

Rated voltage

Rated current

Rated apparent power

Leakage inductance

Winding dc resistance

Rated voltage

Rated current

Rated apparent power

Leakage inductance

Winding dc resistance

Magnetizing inductance

Magnetizing resistance

Net leakage inductance

Net dc resistance

Value

240 V

35 A

8.4 kVA

842 ftli

3G mfi

GO V

60 A

3.6 kVA

52 JIH

9 infi

110 V

10 A

1.1 kVA

174 /*H

71 mft

220 mH

460 kfi

860 /*H

144 mf>

Table B.4: Nnmeplate and measured specifications of the LV experimental single-phase series
injection transformers.

Appendix C

Mathematical Working

This appendix provides additional mathematical working to support the stationary reference

frame signal extraction functions (or StatRF) presented in Chapter 5.

C.I Four-Wire StatRF using Exeict Transformation

The following mathematical working is for the derivation of the four-wire three-phase StatRF

using a transformation based on the exact Laplace transformation developed in Chapter 5.

In the synchronous frame, the high-pass function filter

Hdq(s) = (C.I)

is applied to both the d and q signals, which removes the dc component (i.e. removes the positive

sequence fundamental component). By applying the transformation developed in Chapter 5

(Ru/3 {S)\ = 2
JUJQ) J \~

_ \ +j \

(G2)

to (C.I), the result is

j—g.-i^a-.A (+j
S—JilJO+!xlc J \ J

_ • a-iu'o N
J S-JU)Q+U>c J

(C.3)

267
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This can be broken up into the sub-functions

(*)) = i

Re-arranging these sub-functions gives

wc) (s - jwo 4- u)c) (.s - j

t.2 a. a.7. c -TT.,2 i ,.u + ~u'2s2 4- 2ucs -f- a>2

Hft /3_22 (s)

and

HQJ3-i2(s) = (+J7—7-rr.
) (s

= +
js2

4- w

s 4

4-

. (g

' {s - JUJQ + a»c) {s

4 jucs 4 JW5 4
s2 4 2wcs 4- w2 4 a;2,

= -Ha/9-21 (s)

Combining these sub-functions back into matrix form, gives

^ 1 / . i o I .- . i *•

s 2 4 2u;cs 4 a;2 + a;2, .s2 4 2<MCS 4 a;2 41

°2 -L----1 D + Wn

. .s2 4 2LJCS 4 w2 4 cug .s2 4 2UJCS 4 u;2 4 a;2, .

(C4)

4- wc

i(C0)

(C.7)

which is the four-wire form of the StatRF in the stationary a-/3 reference frame presented in

Chapter 5.

C.2 Three-Wire StatRF using Exact Transformation

For a three-wire three-phase system n reduced a-fi —* a-b transformation matrix is used to

transform the t\-p rdterence frame StatRF (C.7) into the abc referenco frame (where the c-phnao

is redundant). The result is then simplified to achieve the form shown in Chapter 5. This ia

shown ;\> lollows:

[Hab(«)] =
0 1

1
2

.s2 4 u)va 4- u;2.
'l •+- w§ .s2 + 2u)cs

0 1

1
2

WnWc

0 1

1
2

cS-s/SugVc f^n 232+2aJ<-
+2wea+w3 -l-wg) v/S(s2+2wcs

S2 + UJCS + U

s2 4 2iocs 4 a;2 4- u;g s2 4 2wcs

;? + wg cfl 4- w2 4-

1 0

(C.8)
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C.3 Single-Phase StatRF using Approximate Transformation

Tho following mathematical working is for this derivation of the single-phase StatRF using tho

approximate low-pass to bnml-p»«H transformation. (Note that the derivation of tho single-phase

StatRF using the combination of the positive and negative sequence StatilF is already given in

Chapter 5)

By nPplying the transformation

ffate(s) = Ha(s) = Hb{*) = Ue(8) = H
dt, (C.9)

to (C.I) the result is

Hn (CIO)

Rearranging gives

(.s2 4- wg) + 2u;0.

and finally the result shown in Chapter 5 is obtained

(C.11)

S2 + 2u)cS + u-f, (C.12)

which is simply a narrowband notch.

Appendix D

Series DSP Software

D.I pwmint.c: C Interrupt Code

/*

/• Application: Series VSI interrupt U3ing variable switching frequency
/• Developed By:Monaah University: Power Electronics Group
/• Author: M.Newman and A.HcIver
/* File: pwmint.c
/• Processor: TI TMS320F240 (MiniDSP / CS-I1B)
/* History:

*/
*/
•/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

•/

/* 13/05/99 AH - modified from lpiint.c
/• 03/06/99 AM - moved sine table defintions to tables.c
/* 08/07/99 AM - correcting a comment in SetMagO
/* 20/07/99 AM - correcting PWM init bug
/* 17/02/00 ZM - added phase D (neutral) control
/• 03/03/00 AM - corrected 4th leg initialization
/• 21/11/00 MN - PWM Fast Stop altered to suit series injection
/* 22/11/00 MN - PDPINT structure forced in interrupt
/* 23/11/00 MN - PWM_fast_ntop altered to force a null state on PDPINT*/
/* 12/12/00 MN - Zero crossing code added •/
/* 19/01/01 MN - Debug Variable Grabbing Software Added */
/• 13/02/01 MN - XINT2 and XINT3 added for fault protection */
/* 14/02/01 MN - Analog Conversion Software added */
/* 16/02/01 MN - P+Resonant Software Added */
/* 20/02/0i MN - "period" variable removed and replaced by period_2*2 */
/* 21/02/01 MN - Control Code moved to a macro in control.h */
/• 16/10/01 MN - Altered software to work with CS-IIB/MiniDSP board •/
/* 27/11/01 MN - ZX captures altered for CS-IIB/Series Implementation */
/* 13/12/01 MN - All fourth phase leg code removed for safety reasons •/
/* 19/02/02 MN - Feedforward injection software now in and working */
/* 19/04/02 MN - Voltage error slew limit added to stop LC resonance */
/* 22/04/02 MN - 5th Harmonic Load Voltage P+Resonant feedback added */
/* 23/04/02 MN - 7th/llth/13th Harmonic VL P+Resonant feedback added */
/• 24/04/02 MN - Timing optimisation done to speed up code •/
/* 24/04/02 MN - Control.h and other legacy series software removed */
/* 29/04/02 MN - Further optimisations on resonant filters implemented*/
/* 04/03/03 MN - Feedback fundamental P+R added and tested */
/* 12/06/03 MN - Calabrated analog offset values ready for final tests*/

271
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/* 12/06/03 MN - Active Damping current feed-back added •/
/• 15/06/03 MN - Proportional voltage foed-back addod •/
/* •/
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * % * * * * i************.********************************/

^include
#include
^include
#include
#include
#include
^include
#include
#inc3.ude
#include

<mu_pcb.h>
<c240.h>
<conio.h>
<minibus.h>
<adc.h>

<fastdiv.h>
"sintab.h"
"sories.h"
"filters.h"

/* Defines Board Specific Variables +/

/• Defines DAC interface information +/
/* Defines A/D Conversion Values */

/* Used for DC bus voltage division */
/* Lookup table used for trig, funct.*/
/* Defines Saries VSI Specific Values*/

/•****#****•*************************************************************•**/

/* VARIABLE DECLARATIONS •/
/***************************************************************************/

unsigned int
phase_step,
fault,
isjnodulating,
int2_vect,
int4_vect,
index,
phase,
phase_trim,
period_2,
V_Asat = 0,
V_Bsat = 0,
V_Csat = 0;

/• Half a period

signed int
V_A, V_B, V_C,
t_A, t_B, t_C, t_D,
Voff,
max_time,
mag,
VsmeasBA, VsmeasCA,
VsmeasA, VsmeasB,
VlmeasBA, VlmeasCA,
VlmeasA, VlmeasB,

Vdc,
Vdc_Invert,
ImeasA, ImeasB,
VrefA, VrefB.
VerrA=0, VerrB=0,
VlerrA=0, VlerrB=0,
VerrA_l, VerrB.l,
kp=0, ki=O,
Vs_sum,
Vs_sum_tmp,
Vdc_remove=FALSE;

/* Demanded voltages
/• Phase Switching times
/* Offset for third harmonica

/• Supply Voltage Vs Measurement Variables
/• Supply Voltage Vs Phase Measurement Equivalent
/* Load Voltage VI Measurement Variables
/* Load Voltage VI Phase Measurement Equivalent
/* Inverter output current measurements
/* DC Bus Voltage measured variable
/• Scaled and Inverted DC Bus Voltage variable
/• Inverter Output Current. Measurement Variables
/* Demanded Reference Voltages
/• Voltage error between reference and measured
/* Voltage error between reference and measured
/* Previous sample's voltage Rrror values
/* Proportional and Integral Gain Constants
/* Average L-L Source Voltage ADC Value
/* L-L Source Voltage ADC Value Summation
/* Flag for enabling Vdc voltage removal

*/

* /
*/

*/
*/
• /

* /

* /

* /

* /

* /

* /

* /

* /

• /

• /

* /

* /

* /
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/• Zero Crossing
unsigned int

in_Bync,
ZX_in_Bync,
ZX.Ptate,
ZX_count,
ZX_seon,
ZX.cyclea,
ZX.sum;

signed int
ZX.time,
ZX..time_phase,
ZX_phase_scale,
ZX_phase_err,
ZX_err_sum;

Variables */

•/

*/
*/

/* Flag to indicate that anc is achieved
/• > ZX_SYNC..LIMIT means that sync has been achieved
/• State of the zero crossing Bynchroni'zation procoau
/• The number of owitching cycles between ZX interrupts*/
/• Set to TRUE when a 2ero crossing is detected +/
/* Counl of number of ZXs during averaging +/
/• Running sum for average +/

/• Time of captured ZX in timer units
/+ Time of captured ZX in phase units
/* Scale factor between timer and phase units
/* Difference in phase units (2"16 »= 360deg)
/* Integral for frequency control

/* Debug Variables
signed int

DACTest,
spare,
g_con = GRAB.READY,
g_sol = 0,
g_idx = 0;

/• Toggle Variable for calabrating DAC Outpus
/* Spare temporary variable for occasional use
/* Grab control variable

/•

/*

/• Assembler IIR Shift and Delta Filter Variables

signed int
Roa_Array[HARM_NUM*2*6],
•PRA_5th = Res.Array,

(Res_Array+ 6) ,
(Res_Array+12),
(Res_Array+18),
(Res_Array+24)k

(Res_Array+30),
(Res_Array+36),

•PRB.ilth = (Res_Array+42),
•PRA_13th » (Res.Array+48),
*PRB_13th » (Res.Array+54);

*PRB_5tb
*PRA_7th
*PRB_7th
•PRA_9th
*PRB_9th

*/
*/
*/

*/

*/

*/

*/
•/

*/

*/

/* 2 phases, 6 variables per filter */
/* Variableŝ : [ y x x2 xl xO * ]•/

signed int
PRes_lst[2*6],
*PRA_lst = PReB_lst,
*PRB_lst = (PRes_lst+6);

/* Controller Choice Variables */

signed int
0N_5th = FALSE,
0N_7th = FALSE,
0N_9th = FALSE,
0N_llth = FAI.SE,
0N.13th = FALSE,
0N_damp = FALSE,

/* 1
/* \

t y
t y

X

X

x2
x2

xl
x l

xO
xO

•

*

]
]

*/
*/

/* Determines whether 5th harm. VL feedback is ON */
/* Determines whether 7th harm. VL feedback is ON */
/* Determines whether 9th halm. VL feedback is ON */
/• Determines whether 11th harm. VL feedback is ON •/
/* Determines whether 13tb harm. VL feedback is ON */
/* Determines whether active damping is ON */

Proportional = FALSE,/* Determines whether proportional feedback is ON */
Feedforward = TRUE, /* Determines whether Source Verr feedforward is ON*/
Feedback = FALSE;/* Determines whether Load fund, feedback is ON */
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/* Found in tables.c
extern int aln_table.A[TABt.E_SIZE];
extern int sin_tablo_B[TABLE.SIZE];

•/

/• FUNCTION DEFINITIONS •/

/+•* + ••**+•*•*+*••* + *•+•*** + **•** + ***• + •••++++•+•••+++•+**••«*•*****•*'•'•*+*+/

/* NAME: INT2Service() */
/* RETURNS: void */
/* DESCRIPTION: Interrupt for EV Timer and PDPINT •/
/* NOTES: coltrollers, pwm calculations and the loading compare */
/* registers is perfoined in this interrupt. */
/* HISTORY: 12/12/2000 MN ZX Code added •/
/• 14/02/2001 MN Test for tripped Triac added •/
/* 16/02/2001 MN P+Resonant Voltage Controller Added */
/* 20/02/2001 MN Simultaneous Timer 1 & 2 Update Included */
/• 16/10/2001 MN Altered to work with CS-IIB/MiniDSP board •/
/• 13/12/2001 MN Fourth phase leg code removed •/
/* 19/02/2002 MN Feedforward injection software implemented*/
/* 19/04/2002 MN Verr slew limit added to 3top LC resonance*/
/* 22/04/2002 MN 5th Harmonic VL P+Resonant feedback added */
/* 23/04/2002 MN 7th/llth/13th Harm. VL P+R feedback added */
/• 24/04/2002 MN Timing optimisation done to speed up code */
/* 29/04/2002 MN Further optimisations on resonant filters •/
/* 03/03/2003 MN ZX Parameters changed to improve robustnea*/
/* 04/03/2003 MN Feedback fundamental P+R added and tested •/
/^titiiL^.^iti^******^^^^t *********************************************************/

interrupt void INT2Service(void)

int2_vect = reg(EVIVRA); /* Reading this register seems to clear it */

/* Timing_R2_on();*/

if (int2_vect =--= VECT.PDPINT) A Check for PDPINT fault */

fault |= GATE.FAULT;
PWM.f au l t . s t opO;

if (int2_vect == VECT.T1PINT)
•C

reg(T2CMPR) =» 3*period_2/2

reg(TlPR)
reg(T2PR)

= period_2*2

/• ( 0.3us -> 1.6us >

/* 25'/. of time at end of interrupt */
/* left for acquistion. Min a 4us •/
/* Both timer values need to be •/

= (period_2*2) - 1;/* updated simultaneously to stop */
/* them from going out of sync. */

if ( (TriacONO) &k (is_modulating==TRUE) )/*MQV fault trip check (2us)*/

i
faul t |« TRIAC..TRIP;
PWM.f au l t . s t opO;
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y

/* Second i\DC conversion atarta when first finiahea
rog(ADCTRL1) - ADCEMUtATORlADOIENIADCaKNIADC.VAC1IADC_VAC2IADCSTART;

/• Zero crossing procouoing
ZK.count+'t1 i
if (ZX.count > ZX.MAX.CQUNT) /* Zero cioaoing signal loat

PWM.fast.atopO ;
fault 1= LOST.SYNC;
ZX_utato - ZX.LOST;
ZX_in..aync - 0;
ZX.count » 0;

/• Halt modulation

/* Restart searching .for sync

*/

•/

•/

•/

if (ZX.etate == ZX.1.0ST) /* No idea of anything : o tar t freq es t . */

fault I- LOST.SYNC;
if (ZX.seen «- TRUE)

ZX.cycles « 0;
ZX.aum » 0;
ZX_count « 0;
ZX.seon • FALSE;
ZX.at&tw » ZX.EST;

>
else if (ZX.state -« ZX.EST) /* Roughly measure period and average
{

if (ZX.seen «» TRUE)

*/

ZX_cycles++;
ZX.sum += ZX_countj
ZX.count " 0 ;
ZX_seen « FALSE;

/• Reset counter */

if (ZX.cycles >» ZX.CYCLE.AVG)
r

ZX.sum = ZX.s\im/ZX_CYCLE_AVG;
phase.step » Oxffff/ZX.sum; /* Approximate frequency •/
ZX.sum -« ZX.sum/IS; /* Also use for glitch filter •/
phase » phase.step + ZX.OFFSET + phase.trim; /* within phase.step •/

ZX.state - ZX.MISC;
>

}
else if (ZX.state — ZX.SYNC)

If (ZX_seen «« TRUE)

ZX.seen « FALSE;
if (ZX.count > ZX.sum)

/• Calculate ZX.phase.scale first •/

/* Accurately measure phase error */

/* Ignore glitches */

ZX.count • 0;
I* Rescale to phase units */
ZX.time.phase - ZX.OFFSET + phase.trim + (((ZX.time>-»2)*ZX.phaso_scale)»3);
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/* Cnleulate phase error captured time
ZX_phaae_Qrr => phase - ZX_timo_phase;
/* Limit size of phase change
if (ZX_phas<3_err > ZX_MG_ERR)

*/

phase -= ZX_BIG_ERU;
ZX_err_sum = (ZX_err_aum+ZX_BIG_ERR)>>l;/* Integrate */

} /* phase errors*/
else if (ZX_phase_err < -ZX BIG ERR)
{

phase •»= ZX_BIG_ERR;
2X_err^sum = (ZX_err_sum-ZX BIG ERR)»1;

}
else
{

phase -= ZX_phase_err;
ZX_err_sum = (ZX_err_sunv+ZX phase e r r ) » l ;

}
ZX_etate = ZX_FREQ;

else if (ZX_st.ate == ZX_FREQ) /* Nudge frequency if needed •/

if (ZX_err_sum > ZX_FREQ_ERR)/*If too large nudge freq (phase.step)*/

phase_step—;
}
else if (ZX_err_sum < -ZX FREQ ERR)
{

phase_step++;
>
ZX.state = ZX LOCK;

else if (ZX.state == ZX.LOCK) /* Tost to see if still in sync

if (ZX_in_sync >= ZX SYNC LIMIT)

*/

if ((ZX_phaee_err>ZX_PHASF_ERR)||(ZX_phase_err<-ZX_PHASE_ERR))
•C /* Gone out of sync •/

PWM_fast_stop();
ZX._in_sync = 0;
in_sync = FALSE;
fault |= LOST.SYNC;

else

in_sync = TRUE;

else if ((7.X..phase_err<ZX_PHASE_ERR)&&(ZX_pha3e_err>-ZX_PHASE_ERR))
•C /* In sync this cycle */

ZX_in_sync++;
>
else
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ZX_iu_aync • Oj
y

ZX.Btate » ZX_MISC;

else if (ZX.stato *•=• ZX_MISC)

ZX.phase.scalo » (phase_step«5)/(poriod_2*2);/*THIS IS SLOW!("Bus)*/
ZX.state = ZX_SYNC;

Dolta_Negl(PRA_lst,5);
Delta_Nogl(PRB_lst,5);

Delta™Negl(PIlA_5th,3);
Delta_Negl(PRB_5th,3);

Delta_Negl(PRA_7th,3);
Delta_Negi(PRB_7th,3);

Delta_Negl(PRA_9fch,2);
Delta_Negl(PRB_9th,2);

Delta_Negl(PRA_llth,2);
Delta_Negl(PRB_llth,2);

Delta_Negl(PRA_13th,2);
Delta_Negl(PRB_13th,2);

/* Delta var. shuffle for A/B phase */
/* P+ Rea. controllore (800na each) */

/• Delta Var. shuffle .for A/B phase */
/* P+ Res. controllers (800ns each) •/

/* Delta var. shuffle for A/B phase */
/* P+ Res. controllers (800ns each) •/

/* Dolta var. shuffle for A/B phase */
/* P+ Res. controllers (800ns each) */

/* Delta var. shuffle for A/B phase •/
/* P+ Res. controllers (800ns each) */

A Delta var. shuffle for A/B phase */
/* P+ Res. controllers (800ns each) */

VerrA_.l = VerrA;
VerrB_l = VerrB;

/* Update phase ansle */

max_time = period_2 - (DEADCNT+PULSECNT); A Update the switching Iraq.*/

phase += phase_step;
index = phase»6;

/* Calculate A and B phase voltage references */
VrefA = ((long)sin_table_A[index] *(loag) (mag«SHIFT3))»16;
VrefB = ((long) sin_table_B [index] *(7 >ng)(mag«SHIFT3))»16;

while(!ADC_ready()); /* Check analog conversion is ready */
/* First ADC Results - Source Voltage •/
VsmeasBA = VSBA_OFFSET - get_ADCl(); /* Volt. Measurements Inverted on IIB*/
VsmeasCA = VSCA.OFFSET - get_ADC2();
VsmeasA =(-VsmeasBA -VsmeasCA)«SHIFT3;/* Convert to phase voltages */
VsmeasB =( VsmeasBA*2 -VsmeasCA)«SHIFT3;/* with added scaling shift */

/* Third ADC conversion starts when second finishes
reg(ADCTRL1) = ADCEMULATORIADCIENIADC2ENIADC_111ADC_I21ADCSTART;

*/

/* Calculate DC voltage scaling factor */
if ((Vdc<V_DC_MIN) && is_modulating && (!Vdc_removt)) /* Test low Vdc */
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fault |= LOW.DC.VOLTS;
PWM.f ault.stopO;

olse if (Vdc > V_DC_MAX)

fault 1= HIGH.DC_VOLTS;
PWMJ:ault.stop();

elaa

/* Test for high volta */

Vdc_Invert » ((signed int)fastdivu(SUALEl, Vdc))«SHIFT2;

If (VsmoasA > 0 )

elao
Va_sum_tmp += (VsmeasA)»(SHlFT3+2);
o
Vs_sum_tmp -= (VsmeasA)»(SHIFT3+2);

/* Source Volt. Average Value */

while (! ADC jreadyO); /* Check analog conversion is ready */

/* Second ADC Results - Load Voltage */
VlmoasBA - VLBA_OFFSET - get_ADCl(); /* Volt. Measurements Inverted on IIB*/
VlmeasCA = VLCA.QFFSET - gct_ADC2();
VlmeasA =(-VlmeasBA -VlmeasCA) «SHIFT3;/* Convert to phase voltages */
VlmeasB =( VlmeasBA*2 -VlmeasCA) «SHIFT3;/* with added scaling shift */

/* Fourth ADC conversion starts when third finishes */
reg(ADCTRLl) = ADCEMULATORIADCIENIADC2ENIADC.VDClIADC_VDC2IADCSTART;

if(Feedforward) {
VerrA = (VrefA - VsmeasA);
VerrB = (VrefB - VsmeasB);

}
else {

VerrA = 0;
VerrB = 0;

/* Calculate A & B phase errors */

/* Clamp maximum swing to minimise series inverter LC filter resonance */
if ( (VerrA - VerrA.l) > 200 ) VerrA * VerrA_l + 200;
if ( (VerrA - VerrA_l) < -200 ) VerrA = VerrA.l - 200;
if ( (VerrB - VerrB_l) > 200 ) VerrB = VerrB.l + 200;
if ( (VerrB - VerrB_l) < -200 ) VerrB = VerrB.1 - 200;

VlerrA = VrefA - VlmeasA;
PRA_5th[l] = VlerrA;
PRA_7th[l] = VlerrA;
PRA_9th[l] = VlerrA;
PRA_llth[l] = VlerrA;
PRA_13th[l] = VlerrA;

/• Calculate A & B phase errors */
/* Harmonic Filter Input Assignments */

/* Input assignments and VlerrX */
/* creation takes 1.2us per phase */
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VlerrB = VrafB - VlmeaaB;
PRB_5th[l] = VlerrB;
PRB^7th[l] » VlerrB;
PRB_9th[l] » VlerrB;
PRB_llth[l] - VlerrB;
PRB_13th[l] = VlerrB;

if(ION_5th) {
PRA_5th[l] » 0;
PRB_5th[l] » 0;

if(!0N_7th) {
PRA_7th[l] = 0;
PRB_7th[l] = 0;

if(!0N_9th) {
PRA_9th[l] = 0;
PRB_9th[l] = 0;

if(!ON_llth) {
PRA_llth[l]
PRB.llthCl]

>

O;
0;

if(!0N_13th) {
PRA_13th[l] = 0;
PRB_13th[l] = 0;

y

Delta_All(Res_Array); /* This function calculates all of the harmonic */
/* resonant filters for both A k B phases */
/* Total execution time for 5/7/9/ll/13th =14us */

if(0N_5th) { /* 0.5us each when ON */
VerrA += (PRA_5th[0]«l);
VerrB += (PRB_5th[0]«l) ;

if(0N,7th) {
VerrA += (PRA_7th[0]«l) ;
VerrB +* (PRB_7th[0]«l);

if(0N_9th) {
VerrA +» (PRA_9th[0] );
VerrB +« (PRB_9th[0]);

if(ON.llth) {
VerrA +» (PRA_llth[0]);
VerrB += (PRB_ilth[O]);
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if(0N_13th) {
VerrA +•- (PRA.13th[0]»l);
VerrB +- (PRB_13th[0]»l);

/ • P+R Voltage Feedback Controller • /
if(Feedback) {

PRA_lst[l] = (VlerrA»l);
PRB_lst[l] = (VlorrB»l);

Delta_2nd_x2(PRes_lst);

VerrA +- (PRA_lst[O]);
VerrB += (PRB_lst[0]);

>
else
{

PRA_lst[l] = 0;
PRB_lst[l] = 0;

Delta_2nd_x2(PRes_lst);

/* Proportional Voltage Feed-back */
if(Proportional) {

VerrA += (VlerrA»3) ;
VerrA += (VlerrA»3);

/* Kp = 0.25 */

/* Third ADC Results - Inverter Currents for Active Damping */
I_A = I1J3FFSET - get.ADCK);
I_B = I2J3FFSET - get.\DC2();

if(ON.damp) C

VerrA += I_A»1;
VerrB += I_B»1;

/* Calculate A & B phase controller outputs */
Clamp(VerrA, 10000); /* Clamp size of the error (C macro) */
Clamp(VerrB, 10000); /• */

/* Determine target switching times
if(Vdc_remove)
{

V_A = ( (long) sin_table_A [index]* (long) (mag«2))»16;
t_A = ( (long)V.A* (long) (period_2«3))»16;
V_B = ( (long) sin_table_B [index]* (long) (mag«2))»16;
t.B = (Uong)V_B*(long)(period_2«3))»16;

* /
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}
else
{

V,A « ((long)VerrA*(long) Vdclnvert )»16;
t_A » ((long)( V_A«SHIFT4 )*(long)( (int) (period. 2«4) ))»16;
V,B » ((long)VerrB*(long) Vdc.Invart )»16;
tJB = ((long)( V_B«SHIFT4 )*(long)( (int)

t_C * -t_A - t.B; /* Calculate t_C from t_A and U_B */

/* Calculate t.C from t_A and t.B */
t.C = -t.A - t.B;

if (t.A > t.B)

if (t.A > t.C)

if (t.B > t.C) Voff - 1
else Voff = tj

else

Voff = t_A»l;

else

if (t_B > t.C)

if (t.A > t.C) Voff
else Voff

else

Voff = t_B»l;

/* Add offset into t.A, t.B and t.C */
t.A = t.A + Voff;
t.B = t.B + Voff;
t.C = t.C + Voff;

/* Clamp switch times for pulse deletion and saturation

if (t_A > max.time)

reg(CHPRl) • 0;

else if (t.A < -max.time)

if (IV.Asat && (int2_vect »» VECT.T1UFINT))

reg(CMPRl) - (period_2«l) - 1;
else

reg(CMPRl) • (period_2«l);

*/
/* A phase */
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V.Asa.t » 1;
}
else

if (V.Aaat && (int2_vect •*» VECT.TIUFINT))
reg(CMPRl) = (period_2«l);

else
reg(CMPRl) = period_2 - t_A;

V_,A3at =• 0;

if (t_B > max_time)
{

reg(CMPR2) = 0;
}
else if (t.B < -max_time)
{

if (!V_Bsat && (int2_vect ~= VECT.TIUFINT))
reg(CMPR2) = (period_2«l) - 1;

else
reg(CMPR2) = (period_2«l) j

V_Bsat » 1;

/• B phase */

else

if (V_Bsati&& (int2_vect =» VECT_T1UFINT))
reg(CMPR2) = (period_2«l) ;

else
reg(CMPR2) » period_2 - t_B;

V_Bsat = 0;

if (t_G > max_time)
{

reg(CMPR3) = 0;
}
else if (t C < -max.time)
<

if (!V_Csat && (int2_vect ==• VECT.TIUFINT))
reg(a-IPR3) = (pericd_2«l) - 1;

else
reg(CMPR3) = (period_2«l);

V.Csat = 1;

/* C phase */

elsa

if (V.Csat kk (int2.vect == VECT_T1WINT))
reg(CMPR3) = (period_2«l);

else
reg(CMPR3) = period_2 - t_C;

V_Csat = 0;

if (g_con == GRAB.GO) /* Debug Grabbing Software •/
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if (g_idx < G.COUtJT)

[0] •
g[g_idx][l] •
g[g-idx][2] •
g[g_idx][3] «
g[g_idx] [4] «
g[g_idx] [6] «
g[g_idx][6] «
g[g_idx][7] -
g[g_idx][8] •
g[g_idx][9] •
g[g_idx][10] =
g[g_idx][ll]«
glg_idx] [12]-
g[g_idx] [13] =
gtg.idx] [14] =
g[g_idx] [15] =
g[g_idx][16] =
g_idx++;

VlmeasA;
VerrA;
VlmeasB;
VerrB;
VrofA;
V.A;
V sine as A;
Vdc.Invert;
t_A;
Vdc;
VsmeasBA;
VsmeasCA;
VlmeasBA;
VlmeasCA;

fault;

else

g.con = GRAB_D0NE;
g-idx = 0;

/* Forth ADC Results - DC Bus Voltage */
spare = get_ADCl(); /* Ignore f i r o t DC bus */
Vdc = get_ADC2(); A Used Vdc2 for DC bus measurement • /

Vdc -» ADC_ZER0;

reg(ADCTRLl) = ADCEMULAT0RIADC1ENIADC2ENIADC.VAC4IADC_VAC5;

/* Timing_R2_off();*/

} / * End tiraerl in te r rupt */

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/•

NAME:
RETURNS:
DESCRIPTION:
NOTES:
HISTORY: 13/12/2000

27/11/2001
MN
MN

•/

*/

•/

*/

Created from my 1999 LPI ActiveFilter Coda*/
Altered for CS-IIB Implementation */

IN42Service()
void
Interrupt for Zero Crossing Detection

interrupt void INT4Service(void)
{

int4_vect - reg(EVIVRC);
ZX.seen = TRUE;

#if (CAP.PORT == CAP.P0RT3)
ZX.time » (poriod_2*2) - reg(CAP3FIF0);

Oelif (CAP.PORT =» CAP.P0RT4)
/• ZX from VI
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ZX_time » (period_2*2)
#endif

- reg(CAP4FIF0); /* ZX from V4 * /

Vs.sum = Vs_sum_tmp;
Vs.sunutmp » 0;

> /• End INT4Service */

/••****•****•*••***••***••••****•*••+••••*•••••**••••*•**•••+*••**•*•*•***•*/

/*

/*

/•

/*

/*

/*

/*

/*

NAME:
RETURNS:
DESCRIPTION:
NOTES:
HISTORY:

PWM_Init()
void
Sets up registers for PWM

04/12/2000
27/11/2001
13/12/2001
29/04/2002

MN
MN
MN
MN

*/
•/

*/
*/

Added Series Injection Settings */
Capture ports init changed to suit CS-IIB */
Fourth phase leg code removed •/
Resonant Filter zeroing optimized */

/•*•*•••*****••****•••*••*•*•*••*••••••••*•**•***••**•*•*••***%•***••••*••*•/

void PWM_Init(void)
{

int i;

/* Calculate sin tables */
sin_tabl6(sin_table_A,TABLE_SIZE, 32767, 0 , 0 ) ;
sin_table(sin_table_B,TABLE_SIZE, 32767, -21845, O);

/* set up regiatorsfor ADC measurements */
reg(ADCTRLl) = ADCEMULATORIADCIENIADC2EN|ADC_VAC41 ADC..VACS;
reg(ADCTRL2) = ADCEVSOCIADCPSCALE; /*0x0403;*/

isjnodulatmg a FALSE;
fault = NO.FAULT;
Clear_Gate_Fault();

reg(CAPFIFO) = OxOOff;/* Clear the fifo capture inputs */

reg(COMCON) = 0x2bl7; /* Disable full comparo - un-shadows registers */
reg(TlCON) = 0xa806; /* Stop timer •/

reg(ACTR) = OxOCCC; /* Force low gates on, high gates off •/
reg(SACTR) = 0x0000; /* Force PWM outputs low */

poriod_2 = 1000;

reg(GPTCON) = 0x047a; /• 000 00 01 00 1 11 10 10 •/
/• timer control I I I I I I I +- T1CMPR active high

I I I I I +- T2CMPR active high
I I I I +- T3CMPR forced high
I I I +- compare output enable
I I +- TltoADC
I +- T2toADC starts on period
+- T3toADC

+- timer status bits

/* Action control register */
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reg(ACTR) • OxOCCC; /* Force low gates on, high gates off

/• simple action control register */

rog(SACTR) « 0x0000; /• 0000 0000 00 00 00 00 */
/• \ / I I + — PWM7/CMP7 off
* \ / I + PWM8/CMP8 off
* \/ +- oample and hold active high
* - reoorved */

/* deadband timer control •/
rog(DBTCON) = OxOOoOI (DEADCNT«8); /• xxxx xxxx 111 00 000 */
/• I I I I +- reserved
• \ / I +- proscaler
• \ / +- enabled all pins
• +- deadband time •/

reg(CMPRl)
rag(CMPR2)
reg(CMPR3)
reg(SCMPRl)
reg(SCMPR2)
reg(SCMPR3)

* period^;
= period.,2;
= period_2;
- O;
» 0;
- 0;

/• compare control register •/
reg(CQMCQN) = 0x2bl7; /* 0 01 0
reg(COMCON) - 0xabl7; /* 1 01 0 10

*
*
*
•

*

*

*

•

10 1 1 0 00 10 111 */
1 1 0 00 10 111 */

I I I | +- pins in pwm mode
I | | +- reload SACTR immediately

|| || I I I +- reload SCMPRx on zero or period
I +- use timerl
+- simple compare enabled

I +- full compare enabled
+- reload ACTR immediately

I | +- space vector mode disabled
I +- CMPRx reload, on zero or period
+- compare enable */

reg(T2PR) - (2 * period_2)-l; /* Timer 2 added for control of S'n'H */
reg(T2CNT) - O;

reg(T2CMPR) = 3*period_2/2; /• 25'/. of time at end of interrupt left */
/* for acquistion. Datasheet min - 4us */

reg(T2C0N) •
/* timer 2
•

0x9082; /* 10 010 000 1 0 00 00 1 0 */
I I I | I +- reserved
I I I | +- timer compare enable
I I I +- timer compare reload on zero
I I +- clock source - internal
I +- timer enable
+- enable on timer 1 enable

+- input clock prescaler
+- count mode selection - continuous up mode

+- emulation control bits - timer continues */
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rog(TlPR) « 2 * poriod.,2;
reg(TlCNT) - 0[
/• NOTE: muBt otart timer the firot time, and load tho various regiatere
+ which are shadowed and only reload On timer overflow •/

rog(TlCON) « 0xa806; /* 10 101 000 0 0 00 01 1 0 •/
/* timer 1 I I | | | | | | +- rooorvod
• I I I I I I I +- timer compare enable

I I I I +- timer compare reload O/PER
• I I I I I +- clock oourco - internal
• I I | | +- timer enable

I +" reserved
+- input clock prescalor

•- count mode oolection - continuous up mode
+- emulation control bita - timer continues */

/• Enable timer 1 period and underflow interrupt
reg(EVIFRA) » (TIPINTITIUFINTIPDPINT);
reg(EVIMRA) |» (TIPINTITIUFINTIPDPINT);
reg(EVIMRB) » 0;

/* Enable INT2 interrupt
rog(lFR) * ENABIE_INT2;
reg(IMR) |= ENABLE_INT2;

*/

*/

/* Start timer 1 */
reg(TlCON) • 0xa846; /* 10 101 000 0 1 00 01 1 0 */
/• timer 1 I I I I I I I I +- reserved
* I I I I I I I +- timer compare enable
* I I I I I I +- timer compare reload O/PER
* I i I I I +- clock source - internal
* I I I | +- timer enable
* I I I +™ reserved
* I I +- input clock prescaler
* I +- count mode selection - continuous up mode
* +- emulation control bits - timer continues •/

/• Zero Crossing Interrupt etc Setup •/
reg(CAPCON) = 0xB855; /* 1 01 1 1 0 0 0 01 01 01 01 */
/* Capture control I I I I I I I I I +—+- positive edge detect

II I I I I I +—•— positive edge detect
II I I I I +- cap4 starts adc
II II +-+- cap 34/12 use timer 2
| | +-+- enable cap 3/4
I +- enable cap 12 / disable qEP
+- don't reset capture unit */

reg(EVIFRC) * OxOOOf;

#if (CAP.PORT « CAP.P0RT3)
reg(EVIKRC) « CAP3INT;

#elif (CAP.PORT == CAP_P0RT4)
reg(EVIMRC) * CAP4INT;

#endif

/• Reset capture input flags •/

/* Enable capture 3 input interrupt */

/• Enable capture 4 input interrupt */
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reg(IFR) " EMABLE.tNT4; / • Enable interrupt 4 */
reg(IMR) I- ENABULINT4;

mag « 0;
phase_trim - 0;

for(i-0;i<(HARM_NUM*2*6);i++) / • Zero a l l Harmonic ReBonant Fi l tero • /
Roo^Array[i]*0;

for(i«0;i<(2*6);i+-f)
PRoa^latCi'J-O;

is.modulating - FALSE;

} /• End PWM ..In it •/

/• NAME: PWM.StartO */
/• RETURNS: void •/
/* DESCRIPTION: Sets up registers to otart PWM. */
/• NOTES: Called from background code. */
/• HISTORY: 08/02/2001 MN Phase init. removed to fix bug. */
/• 14/02/2001 MN Added A/D Initialisation. •/
/* 13/12/2001 MN Fourth phase log code removed +/
/• 19/04/2002 MN Removed mag=0 initialisation to fix a bug •/
/* 29/04/2002 MN Resonant Filter zeroing optimized */

void PWM_Start(void)
{

unsigned int int_inask;
int i;

i.nt_mask » reg(EVIMRA);
feg(EVIMRA) A- *(TIPINTITIUFINTIFDPINT); /• Disable PWM interrupt

reg(COMCON) ••« 0x2bi7;
reg(TlCON) - 0xa806;
reg(SACTR) = 0x0000;
reg(ACTR) » 0x0000;

reg(GPTCON) * OxO47a;
reg(ACTR) » 0x0666;
reg(SACTR) « 0x0000;

/* Disable full compare outputs
/* Stop timer

/* 000 00 01 00 1 11 10 10
/* 0 000 01 10 01 10 01 10

reg(DBTCON) =• OxOOeOI (DEADCNT«8); /* xxxx xxxx 111 00 000

reg(CMPRl) « period_2;
reg(CMPR2) » period_2;
reg(CMPR3) » period.2;
reg(SCMPRl) - 0;
reg(SCMPR2) - 0;
reg(SCMPR3) » 0;

*/
*/
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/• Compare control register */

reg(CQMCQN) = 0x2bl7;

reg(COMCON) » 0xabl7;

reg(T2PR) = (2*poriod_2)-l;

/• Stop Timer 1 and 2 */

rog(TlCON) => 0xa806;

reg(T2CNT) => 0;

/• 0 01 0 10 1 1 0 00 10 111 */
/• 1 01 0 10 1 1 0 00 10 111 */
/* Timer 2 added for control of S&H*/

/* 10 101 000 0 0 00 01 1 0 */

rog(T2CMPR) = 3*period_2/2; /* 25'/. of time at end of interrupt left */
/* for acquistion. Datasheet min = 4ua */

reg(T2C0N) = 0x9082; /* 10 010 000 1 0 00 00 1 0 */

reg(TlPR) = 2 * period_2;
reg(TlCNT) = 0;

reg(TlCON)
reg(TlCON)

0xa806;
0xa346j

/* 10 101 000 0 0 00 01 1 0
/* 10 101 000 0 1 00 01 1 0

*/
*/

iajnodulating = TRUE;

/* Set up registersfor ADC measurements */

reg(ADCTRLl) = ADCEMULATORIADC1EN IADC2EN|ADC_VAC41ADC..VAC5;

reg(ADCTRL2) = ADCEVSOCIADCPSCALE; /*0x0403:*/

/* Enable timer 1 period, underflow and Power Drive Protection intpts */

reg(EVIFRA) = (TIPINT|TIUFINT|PDPINT);

reg(EVIMRA) = int.mask I PDPINT; /* PDPINT Disabled in FAST_FAULT_STOP */

for(i=0;i<(HARM_NUM*2*6);i++)
Res_Array[i]=0;

for(i=0;i<(2*6);i++)
PRcs_lst[i]=0;

} /* End PWM.Start */

/* Zero all Harmonic Resonant Filters */

/****************** ******************ft**************************************/

/* NAME: PWM_Stop() */

/* RETURNS: void •/

/* DESCRIPTION: Sets up registers to stop PWM into a NULL state. •/

/* NOTES: Called from background code. */

/ft**************************************************************************/

void PWM_Stop(void)

{

PWM_fast_stop();

> /* End PWM_Stop */

/******************************************************.***************,******/

I* NAME: PWM_0FF() */
/* RETURNS: void */
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/* DESCRIPTION: Seta up registers to turn all gates OFF. •/
/* NOTES: Called flora background code. */
/* HISTORY: 03/01/2000 MN Created •/
/********%*******I**********************************************************/

void PWM.OFF(void)
{

PWM_off_stop();

} /• End PWM.OFF */

/********••**•******•***•*****•• ******•**!(<•** + •*••• + • ** * I******* *+'+ +*******•*/

/* NAME: fault_init() */

/* RETURNS: void */

/* DESCRIPTION: Uses fault^mask to initialise the correct fault trig^rs. */

/* NOTES: Called from background code. */
/* HISTORY: 09/02/2001 MN Created from LPl Active Filter Code */
/*******+*******************************************************************/

void fault_init(unsigned int fault_mask)

{
fault - N0_FAULT;

if (fault_maak&LC_VDCl) /* Initialize the level comparison interrupts */

{
reg(XINTl) = 0x8004;/* Clear interrupt flag, rising edge triggered */

if (faUlt_mask&(LC_VDCD) /* Enable INT1 interrupt */
i

reg(IFR) = ENABLE_INT1;

reg(IMR) |= ENABLE.INT1;

if (fault_mask&LC_VDCl) reg(XINTl) 1= 0x0001; /* Enable interrupt */

} /• End fault.init */

/****.»****************•****•*******•****••***+••*********************••*****/

/* NAME: XINTl_int()

/* RETURNS: void
/* DESCRIPTION: Over DC bus fault detection interrupt - XINT2

/• NOTES:
/* HISTORY: 09/02/2001 MN Created from LPI Active Filter Code

/* 13/09/2001 MN Altered to suit CS-IIB

*/
*/
*/
*/
•/
*/

/****+****************•*************•»>*+***•*********••**•*•******•*********•/

interrupt void XINTl_int(void)

_fast_atop();

fault |= LC_VDC1;

> /* End XINTl.int */

/************« V--T-. '******#•***•*•*•***••****•*********•*******************•*/

/* NAME: cht ":_faults() */

/* RETURNS: unsigned integer - value of fault, if any. */
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/* DESCRIPTION: Clears the faults and checks that they have cleared. */
/* NOTES: Called from background code. •/
/* HISTORY: 27/11/2001 MN Altored to suit CS-IIB •/

unaigned int chevk..faults (unsigned int fault jnask)
{

unaigned int val = NO..FAULT;

Clear_Gate..Fault ();
for (val-0; val<40j val++)

reg(EVIFRA) « 0x0001; /* Clear
val = (reg(EVIFRA)&0x0001)?GATF,_FAULT:0;/* For PDPINT

/* Test level of ZX.in.sync for re-synchronization
if (fault.mask&LOST.SYNC)
i

val |= (ZX_in_sync<ZX_SYNC LIMIT)?LOST SYNC:O;

if (fault maskftTRIAC TRIP)
{

val != (TriacON())?TRIAC_TRIP:0;

*/
•/

if (fault.mask&LCVDCl) /* Test LC.VUCl pin (XINT2) • /

val |= (reg(XINT2)&Ox0040)?LC_VDCl:0;

* /

/* Test DC voltage
if (fault mask&LOW DC VOLTS)
{

val |= (Vdc<=V_DC._MIN)?LOW_DC_VOLTS:O;

* /

if (fault.mask&HIGH DC VOLTS)
{

val |= (Vdc>=V_DC MAX)?HIGH DC VOLTS:0;

fault |= val;
return val&fault_mask;

} /* End check.faults •/

/* NAME: SetMag(unsigned int)
/* RETURNS: void
/* DESCRIPTION: Sets the modulation depth.
/* NOTES: Called from background code.
/* Mag * 32767 == 200'/,

* /
• /
* /
* /
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/» m has 8 bits aftors the point, ie 256d === IV. mod depth •/

/+*•*•+•••*,•+%**•*••*••*+•••+••*****••*•***••****••••**•••*••******•*••*•**•/

void SetMag(vinaigned int in)

{
if (m < 0) m * 0;
if (m > 32767) ra - 32767;
mag a (Int)mj

} /• End SetMag +/

/• NAME: GetFreq(aigned int.)
/* RETURNS: integer - fundamotal frequency achieved
/• DESCRIPTION: Gets the fundamental frequency.
/• NOTES: Cnllod .from background code.
/* ff hr.s 8 bits afters tho point, ie 256d lHz

•/
*/
*/
*/
*/

int GetFreq(unsigned int aw_freq)

{

return (int)( (((long)phase_step)*(long)sw_freq)/1281);

} /* End GetFreq •/

/****•%#*••••••••••**••••••******* **•*********'!'*******••********************/

/* NAME: SotSwFreq(signed int) */
/* RETURNS: integer - switching frequency achieved */
/* DESCRIPTION: Sets the switching frequency. */
/* NOTES: Called from background code. */
/• fsw is in Hz */
/*********•*•********•+*••*•**••***•****•**•*****••****•******•*************/

int SetSwFreq(int fsw)

unsigned int half.period;

half .period =• (unaigned int) ((CPU.FREQ/2/Qong^fsw + l)/2);
if (half .period > MAX.PER.2) half .period =•• MAX_PER_2;
else if (half.period < MIN.PER.2) half.period = MIN.PER.2;

period_2 = half.period;

return (int)((CPU.FREQ/2/(long)half.period + l)/2);

} /* End SetSwFreq */

/* NAME: GetStatusO
/* RETURNS: integer - PWM Status
/* DESCRIPTION: Returns the PWM status.
/* NOTES: Called from background code.
/* 0 - stopped, 1 - running, -1 - fault

*/
*/
•/
*/
*/

int GetStatus(void)
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int ret_val =• 0;

if ( (fault) !=•• NO.FAULT)
{

ret_val « -1;
}
else if (is_modulating == TRUE)
{

ret_val = 1;
}
return ret_val;

} /+ End GetStatus */

/••••I***********************************************************************/

/* NAME: GetFaultsO */
/• RETURNS: unsigned integer - Detected Faults •/
/* DESCRIPTION; Returns the current detected faulty. */
/* NOTES: Called from background coda. •/
/* HISTORY: 08/12/2001 HN Created */
/*********************%*****************************************************/
unsigned int GetFaults(void)
{

return fault;

} /* End GetFaults */

/*••*•*••*•*•**%•*******•+******•*•*******••**•**•••***•***•+**•***•*•*******/

/• NAME: CloarFaultsO */
/* RETURNS: void */
/* DESCRIPTION: Clears all previously detected faults. */
/* NOTES: Called from background code. */
/* HISTORY: 08/12/2001 MN Created •/
/***************************************************************************/
void ClearFaultsi(void)
{

fault = NO.FAULT;

} /* End ClearFaults */
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D.2 pwmback.c: C Background Code
/*****************************************************************+****)#****/
/ •

/* Applications Sorias VSI background routines with variable switching
/* frequency
/• Developed By:Monash University! Powor Electronics Group
/• Author; M.Newman and A.McIver
/• File: pwraback.c
/* History;

- Modified from lpiint.c
- Added version number
- Added LPI v2.0 definition
- Constant V/Hz removed and comment headers added
~ Triac Control and Initialisation Mechanisms added
- New statoa added to account for series protection
- Debug Variable Grabbing Software Added
- Trip Detection Software for Triac/MOV Added
- Amalgamated C file with pwmmain.c
- Altered software to work with CS-IIB/MiniDSP board
- Feedforward injection scaling implemented
- Bug in startup initialisation function rectified

/*
/•

/*

/•

/*

/*

/•

/*

/•

/*

/*

/*

/*

/*

/*

/*

/*

13/05/99 AM
19/05/99 AM
17/02/00 ZM
23/11/00 MN
01/12/00 MN
12/12/00 vn
19/01/01 MN
14/02/01 MN
16/10/01
16/10/01
19/02/02
19/04/02

MN
MN
MN
MN

22/04/02 MN - Load voltage harmonic selection interface added
24/04/02 MN - Legacy PI/Reo series control stuff removed
12/06/03 MN - Active Damping current feed-back added
15/06/03 MN - Proportional voltage feed-back added

•/

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
•/
*/
*/

•/
*/
*/
*/
•/

•/

*/

•/

• /

•/

*/

*/
/**************•**************•****•*•*** *************** ****************i*i***/

#define VERSION '2.0'

#include
#include
ffinclude
#include
#include
#ifndef .
#define .
#endif
#include
<*include

<rou..pcb. h>
<c240.h>
<conio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<intrpt.h>
.INLINE
.INLINE 0

/* Defines Board Specific Variables •/

"series, h"

/* Work around for preprocessor bug •/
/* in math.h */

/* Defines Series VSI Specific Values */

/*****•****.;:•*•***••••***•**•••**•**•*•••***•••*•*****•**•**•*•*•*•*•*••***•*/

/* VARIABLE DECLARATIONS */
/*•«***•*******•••••*•***•••••*****•**•*****••****•***•••••••******»*•••**••+/

unsigned int
niag_bak,
mag_V>-.
mod_depth,
half_period,
sw_freq * 0,
temp,
phaso_step_bak,
is^rvuming - FALSE,
is_isolated = TRUE,

/* Actual mod_depth in l/25&ths of a '/. */
/• Source Voltage in mod. depth scale */
/* Target mod.depth in l/256ths of a '/, */
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diaplay.atop » 0,

digin,

sorinljnag » MAQJMIN,
Barial.faw - FSWJ4AX/4,
test,ed_faulta;

signed int
freq « 0,
luir lal j :* » FK_BOHZ.
stcale3 » SCAI.K3;

/ • • » * State stuff •*•• /
typedef void (• fuiicPtr) (void);
funcPtr s t a t e ;

/**** Debug Variables *•••/

signed int

g[G.CDUNT][G_SIZE];

/+ Mirror of tho digital inputs

/• Grab Data */

/* FUNCTION DECLARATIONS */

/**•* Board Initialisation ***•/

void init .s«ries_pcb(void);

/**** State Functions ****/

void Statelnit(void);

void StateStop(void);

void StateRun(void);

void StateRampUp(void);

void StateRampDown(void);

void StateFault(void);

void Statelsolated(void);

void StateOpenCont(void);

void StateCloseCont(void);

void StateOpenTriac(void);

/•*** Voltage Regulator Functions ••**/

double round(doublc);

/**** Serial port display of variables •**•/

void init_display(void);

void display(void);

void display_state(funcPtr state);

void display_fault(unsigned int fault_type);

void print_help(void);

int keyboard(void); /* Handles serial port input

void buttons(void); /* Checks for and handles buttons

/**** Zero Corsaing Functions ****/

void display_sync(unsigned int stats);

/* Kills Time

•/

/•*•* Mi s c ****/

void wait(unsigned int count);
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void t»6t,.refa(void) i /* Set freq. and magnitude referenced */

/• FUNCTION DEFINITIONS •/

/* NAME: mainO

/• RETURNS: integer - (always 0)

/+ DESCRIPTION: Controls the flow of the background software

/* NOTES:
01/12/2000 MN Triac Initialisation Added/* HISTORY:

/*
/+
/*

/*
/*«

int mainO

*/
*/
•/

*/

*/

13/12/2000 MN Interrupt Serive Routine 4 Added for ZX •/

14/12/2000 MN Fault initialisation added •/

16/10/2001 MN Amalgamated with mainO from old pwmmain.c*/

16/10/2001 MN Altered to work with CS-IIB/MiniDSP board */

char

quit » FALSE,

8tr[10];

signed int

i, count » 0;

/• Standard initialization for the board */

init_saries_pcb();

/+ Set up interrupt vectors */

set_GISR_vector(INT2S«rvlce,INT2); /* PWM/PDPint Interrupt */

set.GISR..vec.tor(INT4Service,INT4); /• Zero Crossing Interrupt */

setIsiSRlvector(XINTl_int,INT6,XlNTl_ISR); /* Over DC Bus Volt. Fault */

TriacResetO; /* Reset the triac latch •/

puts(u\n\n\t3 phase PWM for Series Injection\n\t\tVersion " VERSION "\n");

print_help(); /* Also initialises display

set_ledout(LED_GFF,LOAD); /• Turn all leds off

state = &StateIsolated; /* Initialize state machine

ZX_state = ZX.LOST; /* Initialize ZX state

tested.faults •= GATE_FAULT|LC_VDC1;

fault_init(tested_faults);

PWM_Init();

EnablelntsO ;

•/

*/

while (quit != 1)

{

display0;

(*state)0;

quit = keyboard();

/* Update serial port display

/* Call state function

/* Handle keyboard input

*/

*/

*/
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buttons();
/* Sot freq, and inngnltudo references • /

return 0;

} /+ End main • /

/+ + + ••• + • * + • • * * + • + + •*• + • + + • + *• + ** + + • + * * * * * + + * + + *4;* + ** + + + + + H'*+**** ++ + ••• + ** + + /

/ *
/+
/*
/ *
/ *
/ •

NAME:
RETURNS:

DESCRIPTION:

NOTES:
HT.STORY:

init_eeriea_pcb()
void
Dots up tho PCB board on startup
Replaces the standard VSI version in mu.pcb.h
Oi/12/2000 MN Created from function in rau_pcb.h
27/11/2001 MN Altered to sui t C8-IIB

• /

• /

* /

• /

• /

• /

void init_series_pcb(void)
i

set_vaitstates(WAITSTATES.PS, WAITSTATES.DS, WAITSTATES_IS, WAITSTATES_EX);

reg(OCRA) = 0xl30f; /• 0001 0011 0000 1111 */
/* \ /I Mil \ / \ / */
/+ I I I 11 I V ++-- use IOPAO-3 as ADC in */
/* I I I I I I + not used */
/* | | ||++ IOPBO&l as PWM outputs •/
/* | | ++ I0PB2&3 as dig out •/
/* | +_-__ I0PB4 as X2PWM (s&H trig.) */
/* + I0PB5-7 as dig out */

reg(OCRB) * OxOOfd; /* OOCO 0000 1111 1101 •/
/* \ / \l\l III+- ADCSOC */
/* \/ I I I l+— not used */
/* i II + + — I0PC2&3 as dig out •/
/• I I + CAP1 ft CAP2 */
/* I + I0PC6&7 as CAP3 and CAP4 •/
/ * +

reg(PBDATDIR) = OxffOO;
reg(PCDATDIR) = OxceOO; /* Bits are outputs except for bits 0,4,5 •/

reg(GPTCON) - 0xe04c; /* Set sample and hold to sample

reg(SPIPCl) » Oxll;
/• Set up port for to suit SRQM
/* 0001 0001
/* Illl III+-- SPICLK data dir is output
/* III! 1 1 + — SPICLK is an I/O pin
/* INI 1+ pin is output 0
/* Illl + current value of SPICLK
/* ++++ as above for SPISTE

*/

*/
•/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

reg(SPIPC2) = 0x10; /* as SPIPC1 but for SPISIMO (hi) and SPISOMI (lo) • /
WriteControlLatch(O.LQAD) ;
set_ledout(0,LOAD);

} /* End init_series_pcb */

/• NAME: aot^mfaQ */
/* RETURNS: void */
/• DESCRIPTION: Pasaoa frequency and magnitude references to the interrupt*/
/• NOTES: Functions UBed are do fined in pwroint.c and declared in */
/• pwm.h . •/
/• HISTORY: 23/11/2000 MN Conut V/Hz; romoved */
/• 16/02/2001 MN Filter Parameter Set Function added •/
/• 20/02/2001 MN PI Gain Variable Set Function added •/

* /
* /
* /
* /

void set_rafs(void)
<

aw_freq a SetSwFroq(aerial_fsw);

f req * CietFreqitiw_f req) ;

mod_depth = a(irial

} /* F̂ nd scalo_refa • /

/* NAME: dinplayO
/* RETURNS: void
/* DESCRIPTION: Displays variables and state through serial port
/• NOTES: Case O never happens
/* HISTORY: 23/11/2000 MN Const V/Hz removed */

void display(void)

d.Lsplay_step++;
scale3 » SCALE3;
mag.Vs = ((long)Vs_sum*(long)scale3)»16;
switch(display_step)

case 1: putsC " ) ; break;
case 2: if (mag_Vs>0)

putf (mag.Vs«SHIFT5,SCALE2,0);
else

putd(mag,Vs); break;/* Display Source Volt. */
case 3: putsC'V " ) ; break;
case 4: putf(mod_depth«SHIFT5,SCALE2,0);/* Display Demanded Volt.*/

break;
case 5: putsC'V " ) ; break;
case 6: putf(freq,256,1); break;
case 7: puts("Hz " ) ; break;
case 8: putu(aw_freq); break;
case 9: putsC'Hz " ) ; break;
case 10: display.state(state); break;
case 11: puts(" " ) ; break;
case 12: display_sync(ZX_state); break;
case 13: puts(" " ) ; break;
case 14: putd(phase_trim); break;
case 15: putsC " ) ; break;
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case 16: putu(raug_bak);
case 17: putsC \r");
default;diaplay_stGp = 0;

break;
break;

)• /* End dioplay */

/• NAME: StatelsolatedO */
/• RETURNS: void •/
/• DESCRIPTION: State used to keep the inverter isolated from the primary •/
/• NOTES:
/* HISTORY:
/*
/*

12/12/2000 MN Created
14/12/2000 MN Triac Trip Fault, Tnst Removal Added
10/12/2001 MN Fault checking flow changed

•/

*/

•/

•/

void Statelaolated(void)

tosted_faulto &» "TRIkCTRIP;
chack_faults(tested.faults);

CloseContactorO ;
/•TriacLatchO;*/

if (!is_isolated)

tested.faults |= L0ST..RYNC;
ClearFaultsO ;
check_faults(tested_faults);

if (GetFaults()&tested_faults)
{

PWM.StopO;
puts("\nCannot Un-Isolate as there is a fault condition.\n");
display_fault(check_faults(tested_faults));
is_isolated = TRUE;

}
else
{

state = feStatelnit;
}

> /• End Statelsolated */

/• NAME: StatelnitO
/• RETURNS: void
/* DESCRIPTION: State used to initialise PWM variables
/* NOTES: On completion state is changed to "StateStop".
/• HISTORY: 14/12/2000 MN Triac Trip Fault Test Removal Added

void Statelnit(void)

*/
* /

D.2, PW'MDACK.C: C 1.1ACKG1UWND CODE Wi)

mod,.depth » mtvg..Vn;
mag.,bak - raag_Va;
SotHag(raag.bak);
PWM.InitO;
EnablelntaO".
TriacLatchO;
teotod.faulta &» ~TR1AC_TRIP;
state » AStateOponCont;
is..running - FALSE;

} /* End Statelnit */

/*+•••***•••••*•*••**••••+•*+**+•••••••••••••**••••••••>»•**••*•+•**•*•*•**••/

/* NAME: StatoOpenCont0
/• RETURNS: void
/• DESCRIPTION: State used to wait for contactor to open
/• NOTES: Once contactor is open, state becomes StateOponTriac
/• HISTORY: 12/12/2000 MN Created
/* 14/12/2000 MN Triac Trip Fault Test Removal Added

void StateOpenCont(void)

check.faults(tested.faults);
if (GetStatuaO »= -1)

PWM.StopO;
state ffl AStatelsolated;
CloseContactorO ;
puts("\nFault During Contactor Opening. Cloning Contactor!\n");
display.fault(check_faults(tested.!aulta));

else if (is_isolatod)

CloseContactorO;
state = ftStateCloseCont;

•/

•/

*/

•/

•/

*/

else

PWM_Stop();
TriacLatchO;
tested.faults 4= "TRIAC.TRIP;
OpenContactorO;
if ( ContOpenedO )
{

state = &State0penTriac;

} /* End StateOpenCont •/

/* NAME: StateCloseContO
/• RETURNS: void
/* DESCRIPTION: State used to wait for contactor to close

*/
•/
*/
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puts("Press any koy to reset/Spacebar to i s o l a t e . \ n " ) ;
PWM_OFF(); /* Gatos should already be a l l off by now anyway */
while( (!kbh.it()) && (HsolateProaaedO) )
{

digin = RoadDiglnO;
}
i f ( (getcO =« ' ' ) II IsolatePressedO )
{

CloseContactorO;
is , , i sola ted = TRUE;
break;

}

} while (check.faultB(tested_faults) !* N0_FAULT);

printJielpO;

if (is_iaolated)
state = &StateCloseCont;

else

state = &StateOpenTriac;

tested.faults &= ~LOW_DC_VOLTS;

ClearFaults();

is_running = FALSE;

> /* End StateFault */

/* NAME: init_display() */
/* RETURNS: void +/
/* DESCRIPTION: Sets up heading for variable display and resets rotating */
/* variable display counter. */
/* NOTES: */
/* HISTORY: */
/***>^*** ********«**%***************** •***•*••*•*•%*•**•*****•********••*•*•/

void init_display(void)
C

pats("\n\n mod freq sw_freq state ZX.State Kp Ki \n");
display_step » 0;

} /• End init_display */

/* NAME: display_state() */
/* RETURNS: void •/
/* DESCRIPTION: Function used to display the text for the current state. */
/• NOTES: •/
/* HISTORY: •/

void display_state(funcPtr state)

if (state =>» feStat,
else if (state *ra

also if (atate «»
oloe if (state =«
else if (stato =*
else if (state ==*
else if (stnte «
else if (state ="=»
QIBO if (state *=*

else if (state «
else puts("

) /* End disp3ay_stato •/

elnit)
ftStateStop)
feStatoJUmpUp)
ftStateRun)
feStateRampDown)
ftStateFault)
feStateOpt-nCont)
ftStateClosoCont)
JtStateOpenTriac)
fcStatelsolat^d)

putaC'Init
puts("Stop
putoC'Ramp Up
puto("Run
puts("Ramp Down
puts("Fault
putuC'OpanCont
putsC'CloseCont
putsC'OponTriac
puts("Isolated

/**•*********••***************••*•****•*******•••**************•*•*•****+***/

/• NAME: display_fault() */
/• RETURNS: void
/* DESCRIPTION: Function used to display the text for the ZX state.

/* NOTES:

•/
*/
*'/

/* HISTORY: 08/12/2001 MN Created •/
/*******.±*+*4*+***+*+*******************************************************/

void display_fault(unsigned int fault_type)

puts("\nFault Value: " ) ;
puts("\nMasked Fault: " ) ;
if (fault_type&GATE_FAULT
if (fault_type&LC_VDCl
if (fault_type&LOST_SYNC
if (fault_type&LOST.SUPPLY

putu(GetFaultsO);
putu(fault_type); putc('\n');
) puts("PDPINT \n");
) puts("Over DC \n");
) puts("Lost Sync \n");
) putsC'Lost Supply \n");

if (fault_type&CONTACT_FAULT) puts("Contact Fault \n");
if (fault.type&TRIACTRIP ) puts("Triac Trip \ n " ) ;
if (fault_type&LOW_DC_VOLTS ) putsC'Low nc, Volts \ n " ) ;
if (fault_type&HIGH_DC_VOLTS) puts("High DC Volto\n");
p u t c ( J \ n ' ) ;

} / * End display.fault * /

/* NAME: display_sync()
/* RETURNS: void
/* DESCRIPTION: Function used to display the text for the ZX state

/* NOTES:
/• HISTORY: 13/12/2000 MN Created

*/
*/
*/

*/
*/

void display_sync(unsigned in t s ta te )

if (state == ZX.LCST)
else if (stata »= ZX.EST)
else if (atate == ZX.SYNC)
else if (state
else if (state
elae if (state
else if (state
else

puts(:)ZX Lost " ) ;
putsC'ZX Est. " ) ;
putsC'ZX in Sync");

ZX_PHASE) putsC'ZX Phase " ) ;
ZX.FRF.q) putsC'ZX Nudge f"?;
ZX_LOCK) putsC'ZX Lock " ) ;
ZX.MISC) putsC'ZX Realloc");
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putxx((unsigned i
putaC" ? ") ;

} /* End display.sync */

/ + + * * + * + + • + + * * t * + + t t + + + H<** + * * * * * * * * * * * + + * 4 * * * + + 1<#'l< + 't>* + + * • + • + + * * • * * + * * • • • • • + + /

/ *

/ +
/ *
/ •

/ *

/ •

/ *

/ •

/ *

/ *

/ +
/ *

NAME:
RETURNS:
DESCRIPTION:

NOTES:
HISTORY:

keyboard()
intogor - 1 on a quit command and 0 otherwise
Takes user keboard commands from the serial port and
updates corresponding variables where, appropriate.

23/11/2000 MN Const V/Hz removed
24/11/2000 MN Contactor Code Added
01/12/2000 MN Triac Latch and Reset added
12/02/2001 MN Quit Unisolated Lock added for security
22/04/2002 MN 8th/7th Harmonic VL P+R toggle added
23/04/2002 MN 9th/11th/13th Harmonic VL P+R toggle added*/
24/04/2002 MN Vdc volts removal mode toggle added */

*/
*/
*/
*/
•/

•/

*/

*/

•/

•/

/ f t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^

int keyboard(void)

char c . i . j ;
int ret.val =

if (kbhitO)

c = getcO
switch(c)

case '
caae '
case '
case '
case '
case '
case '
caso '
case '
case '
case '

if

0;

;

i>
T J

m'
M'
I 5

LJ

j '
J '
>'
<'
R'

if
i f
i f
i f
i f
if
if
i f
i f
i f

(serial.mag <
(serial.mag <
(serial.mag >
(serial.mag >
(serial.ff <
(serial.ff <
(serial.ff >
(serial.ff >
(serial.fsw <
(serial.fsw >

(Vdc_remove) {
Vdc.remove = FALSE
outs

MAG_MAX-1 )

MAG_MAX-25)
MAGJ1IN+1 )

MAG_MIN+25)
FF.MAX-12

FF.MAX-256
-FF.MAX+12

-FF.MAX+256
FSW.MAX
FSW.MIN

>
("\n\n - Closed loop cont

serial_mag+= 1; break;
serial_mag+=25; break;
serial_mag-= 1; break;
serial_mag-=25; break;
) serial..ff += 12; break;
) serial.ff +=256; break;
) serial.ff •-= 12; break;
) serial.ff -=256; break;
) serial_fsw+=0; break;
) aerial.fsw-=0; break;

else {
Vdc.remove = TRUE;
puts("\n\n •• Open loop Vdc removal mode\n\n");

bre^k;
case 'v': phase_trim-=25; break;
case 'b': phase.trim+=25; break;
case 'f:

if (Feedforward) {

Feedforward « FALSE;
putaC'NnFeodforward 0FF\n");

}
else {

Foedforwhrd » TRUE;

puts("\nFoQdforward 0N\n");

>
break;

caae 'F1:
if(Feedback) {

Feedback « FALSE;
puts("\nFeedback 0FF\nn);

>
else {

Feedback * TRUE;

puts("\nFaedback 0N\n");

}
break;

case '5':
if(0N_5th) {

0N_5th = FALSE;
puts("\n5th Harmonic Feedback QFF\n");

}
else i

0N_5th = TRUE;
g.idx = 0;
g.con = GRAB.GO;

puts("\n5th Harmonic Feedback 0N\n");

}
break;

case '7':
if(0N_7th) {

0N_7th = FALSE;
puts("\n7th Harmonic Feedback 0FF\n");

}
else {

0N_7th - TRUE;
g.idx = 0;
g.con = GRAB.GO;

puts("\n7th Harmonic Feedback 0N\n");

}
break;

case '9':
if(0N_9th) {

0N_9th = FALSE;
puts("\n9th Harmonic Feedback 0FF\n");

}
else {

0N_9th = TRUE;
g_idx = 0;
g.con = GRAB.GOj
puta("\n9th Harmonic Feedback 0N\n");

>

break;
case '1':

if(ON_llth) {
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ON.llth - FALSE;
puta("\nllth Harmonic Feedback 0FF\n");

}
else {

ON.llth =• TRUE;
g_idx » 0;
g_con = GRAB_GG;
puts("\nUth Harmonic Feedback ClN\n");

>
break;

case ' 3 ' :
if(0N_13th) {

0N_13th = FALSE;
puts("\nl3th Harmonic Feedback OFF\n");

}
else {

0N_13th = TRUE;
g_idx = 0;
g_con « GRAB.GO;
puts("\nl3th Harmonic Feedback QNVi");

>
break;

case 'a':
if(0N_damp) {

ON.daiup = FALSE;

puts("\nActive Damping 0FF\n");
}
else {

ON.damp = TRUE;
g_idx = 0;
g_con = GRAB_GO;
puto("\nActive Damping 0N\n");

}
break;

case 'p':
if(Proportional) {

Proportional = FALSE;
puts("\nFeed-back Proportional 0FF\n");

}
else {

Proportional = TRUE;
g_idx = 0;
g_con = GRAB_GO;
puts("\nFeed-back Proportional 0N\nM);

iB_isolated = TRUF,;
otato = ftStateCloaeCont;
puts("\nNot in iaolrtted state to quit. Isolating Now.\n");

break;
case 'q J : / * Quit

PWM.StopO ;
DisablelntsO;

if (is.isolated) {
ret_val = 1;
putsC'W);
CloseContactorO;

}

else {

I

/• Help

/+ Disable switching

/• Enable switching

/* Latch Triac

*/

•/

*/

*/

*/

break;
case 'h':

print_help();
break;

caoe 'd':
is_ninning «• FALSE;
break;

case 'e':
iB_running « TRUE;
break;

case 't':
TriacLatchO;
teated_faults k= TRIAC_TRIP;
puts("\nTriac Latched\n");
break;

case ' r ' : /* Reset Triac
TriacResetO;
tested^faults |= TRIAC.TR1P;
puts("\nTriac Reset\n");
break;

case 'u ' :
is_isolated = FALSE; /• Request to Unisolate System */
puts("\nUn-Isolate Requested.\n");
break;

case » ':
is_isolated = TRUE; /* Request to Isolate System */
puts("\nlsolate Requested.\n");
break;

case 'c': /* Clear grab code */
g_idx " 0;
g_con = GRAB.READY;
puts("\nGrab cleared\n");
break;

case 'g': /* Start grab now •/
puts("\nGrab started\n");
g_idx * 0;
g_con •- GRAB_GQ;
break;

case 's': /* Show grabbed data to serial */
puts(n\n\ni\tl\t2\t3\t4\t5\t6\t7\t8\t9\ti0\n");
for (i=0; i<G.CQUNT;

putd{i);
for (j=0; j<G_SlZE; j
{

putc('\tJ);
putd(g[i][j]);

}
patc(J\n');

}
break;
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return ret_val;

} /• End keyboard •/

/*+t+++**+++++*•*++++%++•.*+•++••++•+++*++•*•**•*++•*•++++*t*+**+•++*****+•+•/

/• NAME: buttonaO */
/* RETURNS: void */
/* DESCRIPTION: Checks for external start and stop buttona and updates •/
/* corresponding variables whwro appropriate. •/
/+ NOTES: */
/* HISTORY: 24/11/2000 MN Initial Creation */

void buttons(void)

digin = ReadDiglnO ;

if( UnlpolatePressedQ )

is_isolated = FALSE;
puts("\nUn-Isolate Requested An");

if( IsolatePressedO )

i3_i&olated = TRUE;
CloseContactorO;
puts("\nlsolate Requested An");

StartPressedO && (!StopPressed())

OpenContactorO ;
is_running = TRUE;

if( StopPressedO )
{

is_runt3ing = FALSE;
}

} /* End buttons •/

/* Request to Undsolate System */

/* Request to Isolate System •/

!is_isolated)

/• NAME: print_help()
/* RETURNS: void
/* DESCRIPTION: Outputs tho help information to the serial port.
A NOTES:
/* HISTORY: 23/11/2000 KN Const V/Hz removed

•/

•/

*/

•/

putB("\tq\tQuit.\n");
put9("\te\tEnabla owitchingAn") •,
putoC'UdNtDioalDlo switching.\n");
putB("\ti/I\tVoltage Refertmco slow/faat inGraaoo.\n");
pubs("\tm/M\tVoltage Referenctt slow/foot decreaaoAn");
puta("\tl/L\t.Ref froq alow/fast increaae An");
puta("\tj/J\t,Raf fr«q nlow/fast decretiao An");
puts("\t>\tSwitching frt>q increase (Disabled) An");
puta("\t<\t,Switching freq decrease (Disabled) An");
puta("\tc\tClear Grabbed DataAn11);
putsO'YtgUGf&b DataAn11);
pUts("\ta\tShow Grabbed Data to Serial Port An11);
puts("\tu\tUn~Isolate the aysteraAn");
puts("\tv\tPhase Trim Subtract An");
puts("\tb\tPhase Trim AdditionAn");
puta("\tR\tToggle between Closed loop aud Vdc removal modes.\n");
puts("\tf\t'fogglo Feedforward Voltage Compensation 0N/OFFV);
puts("\tF\tToggle Feedback Fundamental Voltage Compensation 0N/0FF\n");
puts("\tp\tToggle Proportional Feedback Voltage Compensation 0N/0FF\n");
puts("\t5\tToggle 5th Harmonic Voltage Compensation 0N/0FF\n");
puts("\t7\tToggle 7th Harmonic Voltage Compensation 0N/OFF\n");
puts("\t9\tToggle 9th Harmonic Voltage Compensation 0N/0FF\n");
puts("\tl\tToggle 11th Harmonic Voltage Compensation 0N/0FF\n");
puts("\t3\tToggle 13th Harmonic Voltage Compensation 0N/0FF\n");

puts("\tSpace BarAtlsolate the systemAn");

init_display();

} /* End printjielp */

void print_help(void)

puts("\n\n\th\tHelp.\n(<);
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D.3 filters.asm; Assembler Digital Filter Code

Application:
Developed By:
Author:
File:
Hictofy:

07/08/2001
10/08/2001
10/08/2001
22/08/2001
14/11/2001
08/01/2002
11/01/2002
22/04/2002
23/04/2002
24/04/2002
29/04/2002
04/02/2003
26/06/2003

Assembly tIR filte* functions for use with C codo
Monash University, Power Electronics Group
M.Newman
filters.asm

MM - Initial Creation
MN - IIR,.lstx2 added
MN - IIR.2nd and IIR_2nd\2 added
MN - DFI1 delta filter function added
MN - 4 x cross coupled StatRF delta filter fen added
HN - File stripped down for vise with P*Resonant Code
MN - DFI Second order IIR shift filter added
MN - 5th P+R Resonant Filter Implemented and tested
MN - 7th/11th/13th P+R Filter Implemented and tested
MN - 9th P+R Resonant Filter Implemented and tested
MN - Single call 5th/7th/9th/llth/13th P+Rs Impl. h tested
MN - Fundamental P+R filters added for feedback trimming
MN - Additional coefficiant options added

1. void Delta_2nd(signed int* argl) argl —*> [ y x2 xl xO * ]

2. void Delt.a_2nd_x2(signed int* argl) argl --> t y x x2 xl xO *
y x x2 xl xO * ]

Typical calling process r = IIR_Xxx(argl,,.,argx);
SACL * ,AR1 <- arp always equals 1 entering into a function
BLKD _arg2+0,*+
BLKD _argl+0,*+ <- arguments pushed on stack in reverse order
CALL _IIR
SBRK 2
LDPK _r
SACL _r <- result, returned in low ace.

.text

B_Del
.word

A_Del
.word

B_Del_5th
.word

A_Del_5th
• word

B_Del_7th

1762, 8017, 16S4

-16544, -1175

38, 614, 5

-12897, -1735

For macd one coefficient table must be
defined in program space (ie. Values A k B)

B_Del=[bO bl b2] P+Res D: 10kHz/1.5Hz/2"14/5/fund

A_Del»[-a2 -al] P+Res D: 10kHz/1.5Hz/2-14/5/fund

B_Del=CbO bl b2] P+Res D: 10kHz/1.5Hz/2'13/3/5th

A_Del»[-a2 ~al] P+Res D: 10kHz/1.5Hz/2~i3/3/5th

.word
• A_u(3i_ftn

I .wordE
1 B_Del_Oth
| .word
aa k it.*.*! r\*>l«

a AJjel_9th
1 .word
|
1 B.Del. Hth
I .word

1 .word

I
I B.Del.llthI .word
S3*i A.Del.13th
I .word

i ;h.FIR

1111I11
111
1i1gi111

.word

.word

.word

.word

.word

.word

.word

.word

.word

.word

.word

.word
, .word
, .word
, .word
; .word
; .word
; .word
; .word
; .word

; .globl

.globl
•Klobl
.globl

38, 610, 6

-26252, -3277

38, 303, 1

-10398, -2660

3T, 300, 1

-18509, -3937

37, 296, 1

-21529, -5441

4797
-3687
-463
4231
-4511
1072
3250
-4893
2502
1952

-4797
3687
463

-4231
4511
-1072
-3250
4893
-2502
-1952

4447,
-4307,
616,

, 3583,
, -4828,
, 2093,
, 2360,
, -4876,
, 3365,

921,
, -4447,
, 4307,
, -616,
, -3583,
, 4828.
, -2093,
, -2368,
, 4876.
, -3365,
, -921,

.FIR.200T

ta_5th
JDelt&.Jth

ta-9th

3884
-4720
1665
2763
-4913
3013
1371
-4625
4065
-154

-3884
4720
-1665
-2763
4913
-3013
-1371
4625
-4065
154

B.Dal*: [bO

AJ)el«[-a2 -all

B_Del»[bO bl b2]

AJ)el-[-a2 -al]

B_D8l«[bO bl b2]

A.Del-C-a2 -al]

, B.Del-[bO bl b2]

; AJ)Ql»[-a2 -al]

P+Rea t>:

P+Res D:

P+Res D:

P+Res D:

P+Res D:

P+Res D:

P+Res D:

P+Res D

10kHzA

10kHz/l

lOkHz/1

10k,Hz/l

10kHz/l

10kHz/l

10kHz/l

5Hz/2^ 13/3/7th

GUz/2"13/2/9th

.5Hz/2*13/2/9th

.5Hz/2*13/2/11th

.5Hz/2*13/2/11th

.5Hz/2"13/2/13th

,5Hz/2*13/2/13th

; 7th Harmonic undamped P+R FIR coefficients
, 3133,
, -4906,
, 2634,
, 1809,
, -4761,
, 3787,

309,
, -4150,
, 4570,
. -1222,
, -3133,
, 4906,
, -2634,
, -1809,
, 4761,
, -3787,
, -309,
. 4150,
, -4570,
, 1222,

; 200 Tap 1
>

2231,
-4855,
3476,
769,

-4379,
4379,
-769,
-3476,
4855,
-2231,
-2231,
4855,
-3476,
-769,
4379,

-4379,
769,
3476,
-4855,
2231,

1222,
-4570,
4150,
-309,
-3787,
4761.
-1809,
-2634,
4906,
-3133,
-1222,
4570,
-4150,
309,

3787,
-4761,
1809,
2634,
-4906,
3133,

'IR filter

154,
-4065,
4625,
-1371,
-3013,
4913,
-2763,
-1665,
4720,
-3684,
-154,
4065,
-4625,
1371,
3013,

-4913,
2763,
1665,

-4720,
3884,

; Single second order Delta Filter
; Single second order Delta Filter
; Single second order Delta Filter

-921,
-3365,
4876,
-2368,
-2093,
4828,
-3583,
-616,
4307,
-4447,

921,
3365,
-4876,
2368,
2093,
-4828,
3583,
616,

-4307,
4447,

-1952,
-2502,
4893,
-3250,
-1072,
4511,
-4231,
463,

3687,
-4797,
1952,
2502,
-4893,
3250,
1072,

-4511,
42?,1,
-463,

-3687,
4797,

-2889
-1519
4675
-3976

0
3976
-4675
1519
2889
-4915
2889
1519

-4675
3976

0
-3976
4675
-1519
-2889
4915

Mil
: M

I

i
i

1i

1̂!

j
i
\
%

I\:;,
'i
,if

'•X
%
%t

• '.$

1
:"{

;«

.globl _Delta_llth.

.globl .Delta.13th

.globl _Delta_All

.globl _Deltaj2nd_x2

g
; Single second order Delta Filter
; Single second order Delta Filter
; 10 second order Delta Filters
; 50Hz Resonant filters for feedback trimming
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Note: arp = 1 from calling proceaB

*•** Setup Input Arguments **••
•arl =• arl, arl— :Put arl onto stack
ar2 » *arl, arl++ :Load argl value into ar2
Point arg2 to the second element

*•** Perform Multiplications ****
Sat PREG Shift mode to right shift by 6
Load »x> into 32bit Accutt. with shift X left
X-7 for 13bit, X-8 for 14bit, X«9 for 15bit
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X tines
Positive pma inc. & positivo dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Use this for 14bit scaling or less
Use this for 13bit. scaling or less
Store result xO for use in delta shifts
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. & negative dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of y
Use this for 14bit scaling or less
Use this for 13bit scaling or less
Store result back into argl[0]
Raset PREG Shift mode to no ahift
Return from function back to C code

;***************************************************************************

Note: arp = 1 from calling process

•*** Setup Input Arguments •***
*arl = arl, arl— :Put arl onto stack
ar2 - *arl, arl++ :Load argl value into ar2
Poiuc arg2 to the second element

•*** Perform Multiplications ****
Set PREG Shift mode to right shift by 6
Load 'x' into 32bit Accum. with shift X left
X»7 for 13bit, X=8 for "bit, X=9 for 15bit
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. & positive dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Use this for 14bit scaling or less
Use this for 13bit scaling or less
Store result xO for use in delta shifts
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. & negative dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of y

Delta_5th:

SAR
LAR
ADRK

SPM
LACC

MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
ROL
ROL
SACH
LACL
MPY
RPT
WAG
APAC
MAR
ROL
ROL
SACH
SPM
RET

ARl, *-
AR2, *+, AR2
#1

3
*+, 7

#0
#2-1
AJ)el_5th+0, *+

*, 7
#0
#0
#3-1
B_Del_5th+0, *-

*, 7, ARl
0

Delta_7th:

SAR
LAR
ADRK

SPM
LACC

MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
ROL
ROL
SACH
LACL
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
MAR

ARl, *-
AR2, *+, AR2
#1

3
*+, 7

#0
#2-1
A_Del_7th+0, *+

*, 7
#0
#0
#3-1
B_Del_7tli+0. *-

*-

ROL
ROL
SACH *, 7, ARl
SPM 0
RET

Use thio for I4bit dealing or less
Use this for 13bit scaling or less
Store result back into argl[0]
Reset PREG Shift mode to no shift
Return from function back to C code

.**•***•*****•***#*******•••*******•***•*****•***•***•**************•*****•*

_Delta_9th: ; Note: arp • 1 from calling process

SAR ARl, *-
LAR AR2, *+, AR2
ADRK #1

SPM 3
LACC *+, 7

#0
#2-1
A_Del_9th+0, *+

MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
ROL
ROL
SACH *, 7
LACL #0
MPY #0
RPT
MAC
APAC
MAR
ROL
ROL
SACH *, 7, ARl
SPM 0
RET

#3-1
B_Del_9th+0, *-

;**** Setup Input Arguments ****
;*arl • arl, arl— :Put arl onto stack
; ar2 <=• *arl, arl++ :Load argl value into ar2
; Point arg2 to the second element

**** Perform Multiplications ****
Set PRfiG Shift mode to right shift by 6
Load >x' into 32bit Accum. with shift X left
X=7 for 13bit, X=8 for 14bit, X=9 for 15bit
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat tho Multiply & Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. & positive dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator

; Use this for 14bit scaling or less
; Use this for 13bit scaling or less
I Store result xO for use in delta shifts
; Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
; Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
; Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
; Positive pma inc. & negative dma increment
; Add final result to Accumulator
; Point ar2 to the dma address of y
; Use this for 14bit scaling or less
; Use this for 13bit scaling or less
; Store result back into argl[0]
; Reset PREG Shift mode to no shift
: Return from function back to C code

;************•*•***•***•*********•******************************************

C

_Delta_llth: ; Note: arp = 1 from calling process

SAR ARl, *-
LAR AR2, *+, AR2
ADRK #1

SPM 3
LACC *+, 7

MPY #0
RPT #2-1
MAC A_Del_llth+O, *+
APAC
RDL

;**** Setup Input Arguments ****
;*arl = arl, arl— :Put arl onto stack
; ar2 » *arl, arl++ :Load argl value into ar2
; Point arg2 to the second element

;**** Perform Multiplications ••**
; Set PREG Shift mode to right shift by 6
; Load 'x' into 32bit Accum. with shift X left
; X=7 for 13bit, X=8 for 14bit, X=9 for 15bit
; Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
; Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
; Positive pma inc. & positive dma increment
; Add final result to Accumulator
; Uoe this for 14bit scaling or less
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ROL
SACH
LACL
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
MAR
ROL
ROL
SACH
SPM
RET

*, 7
#0
#0
#3-1
BJ)el_llth+O, *

*-

*, 7, ARl
0

_Delta_13th:

SAR
LAR
ADRK

SPM
LACC

MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
ROL
ROL
SACH
LACL
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
MAR
RQL
ROL
SACH
SPM
RET

ARl, *-
AR2, *+, AR2
#1

3
•+, 7

#0
#2-1
A_Del_13th+0, *+

*, 7
#0
#0
#3-1
B_Del_13th+0, *-

*-

*, 7, ARl
0

_Delta_All:

SAR ARl, •-
LAR AR2, *+, AR2
ADRK #1

Use this for 13bit scaling or less
Store result xO for use in delta shifts
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply k Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. k negative dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma addresa of y
Use this for 14bit scaling or less
Use this for 13bit scaling or loss
Store result back into argl[0]
Reset PREG Shift mode to no shift
Return from function back to C code

SPM

LACC *+, 7

Note: arp = 1 from calling process

*******• Setup Input Arguments
*arl » arl, arl— :Put arl onto stack
ar2 = *arl, arl++ :Load argl value into ar2
Point arg2 to the second element

**** Perform Multiplications ****
Set PREG Shift mode to right shift by 6
Load 'xJ into 32bit Accum. with shift X left
X=7 for 13bit, X-8 for Mbit, X*9 for 15bit
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. k positive dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Use this for 14bit scaling or less
Use this for 13bit scaling or less
Store result xO for use in delta shifts
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. k negative dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of y
Use this for 14bit scaling or lesc
Use this for 13bit scaling or less
Store result back into argl[0]
Reset PREG Shift mode to no shift
Return from function back to C code

Note: arp = 1 from calling process

***% Setup Input Arguments ****
*arl = arl, arl— :Put arl onto stack
ar2 = *arl, arl++ :Load argl value into ar2
Point arg2 to the second element

MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
ROL
ROL
SACH *,
LACL #0
MPY #0
RPT
MAC
APAC
MAR
ROL
RQL
SACH *,
ADRK #7

#0
#2-1
A_Dol_5th+0, *+

#3-1
B_Del_5th+0, *-

*-

**** Perform Multiplications ****

LACC

MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
ROL
ROL
SACH
LACL
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
MAR
ROL
ROL
SACH
ADRK

LACC

MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
ROL
ROL
SACH
LACL
MPY

*+. 7

#0
#2-1
A_Del_5th-tO, *+

*. 7
#0
#0
#3-1
B_Del_5th+0, *-

*-

*. 7
#7

*+, 7

#0
#2-1
A_Del_7th+0, *+

*, 7
#0
#0

j Set PREQ Shift mode to right shift by 6

Filter — 1 •-- A phase 5th
Load 'x' into 32bit Accum. with shift X loft
X-7 for 13bit, X-8 for 14bit, X»9 for 15bit
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. 4: positive dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Use this for 14bit scaling or less
Use this for 13bit scaling or less
Store result xO for use in delta shifts
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply k Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. & negative dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of y
Use this for 14bit scaling or less
Use this for 13bit scaling or less
Store result back into argl[0]
Move arg2 to point to 2nd element in next filter

Filter — 2 — B phase 5th
Load 'X' into 32bit Accum. with shift X left
X=7 for 13bit, X=8 for 14bit, X=9 for 15bit
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply k Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. k positive dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Use this for 14bit scaling or less
Use this for 13bit scaling or loss
Store result xO for use in delta shifts
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG

; Repeat the Multiply k Data Move X times
; Positive pma inc. k negative dma increment
; Add final result to Accumulator
; Point ar2 to the dma address of y
; Use this for 14bit scaling or less
; Use this for 13bit scaling or less
; Store result back into argl[0]
; Move arg2 to point to 2nd element in next filter

I
; Filter — 3 — A phase 7th
; Load 'x' into 32bit Accum. with shift X left
; X«7 for 13bit, X=8 for 14bit, X=9 for 15bit
; Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
; Repeat the Multiply k Data Move X times
; Positive pma inc. k positive dma increment
; Add final result to Accumulator
; Use this for 14bit scaling or less
j Use this for 13bit scaling or less
; Store result xO for use in delta shifts
; Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
; Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG

I
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RPT
MAC
APAC

MAR
ROL
ROL
SACH
ADRK

LACG

MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
ROL
ROL
SACH
LACL
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
MAR
ROL
ROL
SACH
ADRK

LACC

MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
ROL
ROL
SACH
LACL
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
MAR
ROL
ROL
SACH
ADRK

LACC

MPY
RPT

#3-1
B_Del..7th+0, *-

*-

*. 7
#7

*+, 7

#0
#2-1
A_Del>7th+0, •+

*. 7
#0
#0
#3-1
B_Del_7th+0, *-

*, 7
#7

*+, 7

#0
#2-1
A_Del_9th+0, *+

*, 7
#0
#0
#3-1
B_Del_9th+0, *-

*-

*, 7
#7

*+, 7

#0
#2-1

Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. & negative dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of y
Use this for 14bit scaling or less
Use this for 13blt scaling or less
Store result back into argl [O'J
Move arg2 to point to 2nd element in next filter

Filter — 4 — B phase 7th
Load 'x* into 32bit Accum. with shift X left
X*7 for 13bit, X-8 for 14bit, X-9 for 15bit
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply ft Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. ft positive dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Use this for 14bit scaling or less
Uso this for 13bit scaling or less
Store result xO for use in delta shifts
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply k Data Wove X times
Positive pma inc. & negative dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of y
Use this for 14bit scaling or less
Use this for 13)it scaling or less
Store result back into argl[0]
Move arg2 to point to 2nd element in next filter

Filter -- 5 — A phase 9th
Load 'xJ into 32bit Accum. with shift X left
X=7 for 13bit, X=8 for 14bit, X=9 for 15bit
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply ft Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. ft positive dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Use this for 14bit scaling or less
Use this for 13bit scaling or less
Store result xO for use in delta shifts
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply ft Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. & negative dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of y
Use this for 14bit scaling or less
Use this for 13bit scaling or less
Store result back into argltO]
Move arg2 to point to 2nd element in next filter

Filter — 6 — B phase 9th
Load 'x' into 32bit Accum. with shift X left
X=7 for 13bit, X»8 for 14bit, X«9 for 15bit
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply ft Data Move X times

D.3, FILTERS.ASM; ASSEMBLER DIGITAL FILTER CODE $10

MAC
APAC
ROL
ROL
SACH
LACL
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
MAR
ROL
ROL
SACH
ADRK

LACC

MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
ROL
ROL
SACH
LACL
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC

MAR
ROL
ROL
SACH
ADRK

A_Del,.9th+O,

*. 7
#0
#0
#3-1
B.Del_9th+0,

•-

*. 7
#7

*+, 7

#0
#2-1
A.Del_llth+O

*, 7
#0
#0
#3-1
B_Del_llth+O

•-

*, 7
#7

•+

•-

, *+

LACC , 7

MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
ROL
ROL
SACH
LACL
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
MAR
ROL
ROL
SACH

#0
#2-1
A_Del_llth+O, *•

*, 7
#0
#0
#3-1
B_Del_llth+O, *

*-

*. 7

Positive pma Inc. ft positive dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Use this for 14bit scaling or less
Use this for 13bit scaling or less
Store result xO for uoe in delta shifts
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREQ by 0 to clear PREQ
Repeat the Multiply ft Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. ft negative dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of y
Use this for 14bit scaling or less
Use this for 13bit scaling or less
Store result back into argl[0]
Move arg2 to point to 2nd element i.n next filter

Filter — 7 -*• A phase 11th
Load 'x' into 32bit Accum. with shift X left
X-7 for 13bit, X»8 for 14bit, X=9 for lSbit
Multiply THEG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply ft Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. k positive dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Use this for 14bit scaling or less
Use this for 13bit scaling or less
Store result xO for use in delta shifts
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply k Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. & negative dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of y
Use this for 14bit scaling or less
Use this for 13bit scaling or less
Store result back into argltO]
Move arg2 to point to 2nd element in next filter

Filter — 8 — B phase 11th
Load 'x1 into 32bit Accum. with shift X left
X=7 for 13bit, X-8 for 14bit, X»9 for 15bit
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply k Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. 4 positive dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Use this for 14Mt scaling or less
Use this for 13bit scaling or less
Store result xO for use in delta shifts
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply ft Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. ft negative dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of y
Use this for 14bit scaling or less
Use this for 13bit scaling or less
Store result back into argl[0]
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ADRK #7

LACC

MPY
RPT
MAG
APAC
ROL
ROL
SACH
LACL
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
MAR
ROL
ROL
SACH
ADRK

LACC

KPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
ROL
ROL
SACH
LACL
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
MAR
ROL
ROL
SACH
SPM
RET

•+, 7

#0
#2-1
A_Dol..l3th+0, *+

*, 7
#0
#0
#3-1
B.Del_13th+0, *-

*-

*, 7
#7

*+. 7

#0
#2-1
A_Del_13th+0, •+

*. 7
#0
#0
#3-1
B_Del_13th+0, *-

*-

*, 7, ARl
0

;_FIR_200T:

SAR ARl, *-
LAR AR2, *+, AR2
ADRK #201-1

SPM

Movo arg2 to point to 2nd element in next filter

Filter — 9 — A phase 13th
Load 'x' into 32bit Accum. with shift X left
X»7 for 13bit, X»8 for 14bit, X«9 for lBbit
Multiply TREQ by 0 to clear PREQ
Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
Positive praa inc. ft positive dma increment
Add final rpsult to Accumulator
Use this for 14bit scaling or less
Use thia for 13bit scaling or less
Store reault xO for use in delta shifts
Set 32bit, Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply k Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. k negative dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of y
Use thia for 14bit scaling or less
Use this for 13bit scaling or loss
Store result back into argltO]
Move arg2 to point to 2nd elomont in next filter

Filter — 10 — B phase 13th
Load 'x' into 32bit Accum. with ohift X left
X=7 for 13bit, X»8 for 14bit, X=9 for 15bit
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. k positive dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Use this for 14bit scaling or less
Use this for 13bit scaling or less
Store result xO for use in delta shifts
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
PoGitive pma iuc, & negative dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of y
Use this for 14bit scaling or less
Use this for 13bit scaling or less
Store result back into argl[0]
Reset PREG Shift mode to no shift
Return from function back to C code

LACL #0
MPY #0
RPT #200-1
MACD b.FIR+Q, *-
APAC
SPM 0
SACH *, 5, ARi
RET

_Delta_2nd«x2:

SAR ARl, •-
LAR AR2, *+, AR2
ADRK #1

SPM 3

LACC *+, 8
LACC *+, 9

MPY #0
RPT #2-1
MAC A.Del+0, *+
APAC
ROL
SACH *, 7
LACL #0
MPY #0

#3-1
B_Del+0, t-

Note: arp » 1 from calling process

******** Setup Input Arguments
*arl * arl, arl— :Put arl onto stack
ar2 = *arl, arl++ :Load argl value into ar2
Point arg2 to the end of the table

**** Perform Multiplications ****
Set PREG Shift mode to right shift by 6

RPT
MAC
APAC
MAR *-
ROL
SACH *, 7
ADRK #7

LACC *+, 8
LACC *+, 9
MPY #0
RPT #2-1
MAC A_Del+0, *+
APAC
ROL
SACH *, 7
LACL #0
MPY #0
RPT #3-1
MAC B_Del+0, *-
APAC
MAR *-
ROL
SACH *, 7, ARl
SPM 0

Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply k Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. & negative dma increment
Add result to Accumulator
Reset PREG Shift mode to no shift

; Return from function back to C code

; Note: arp = 1 from calling process

*•*•;•*** Setup Input Arguments
;*arl a arl, arl— :Put arl onto stack
; ar2 * *orl, arl++ :Load axgl value into ar2
; Point arg2 to the second element

;**** Perform Multiplications **+*
; Set PREG Shift mode to right shift by 6
; Filter — 1 —
; Load 'x' into 32bit Accum. with shift 8 left - 14bit
; Load 'x' into 32bit Accum. with shift 9 left - lBbit
; Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
; Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
; Positive pma inc. & positive dma increment
; Add final result to Accumulator
; Use thie for 14bit scaling
; Store result xO for use in delta shifts
; Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
j Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
; Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
j Positive pea inc. & negative dma increment
; Add final result to Accumulator
; Point &T2 to the dma address of y
; Use this for 14bit scaling
; Store result bacfc into argitO]
; Move arg2 to point to 2nd element in next filter
Filter — 2 —
Load 'x' into 32bit Accum. with Bhift 8 left - 14bit
Load Jx' into 32bit Accum. with shift 9 left - lSbit
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply t Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. k positive dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Use this for 14bit scaling
Store result xO for use in delta shifts
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply k Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. k negative dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of y
Use this for 14bit scaling
Store result back into argl[0]
Reset PREG Shift aode to no shift
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RET ; Return from function back to C cod©

• end

Appendix E

Shunt DSP Software

E.I pcrint.c: C Interrupt Code

/*
/+ Application: PCR interrupt routine
/• Developed By:Monash University
/* Author: M.Newman and A.McIver
/* File: pcrint.c
/• Hiatory: derived from VSI code
/*

and EC PCR code (.,.\ec\c\pwm,c)

/•

/•

/*

/*

/*

/•

/•

/*

30/06/1998
20/07/1999
05/09/2001
24/09/2001
01/10/2001
03/10/2001
14/11/2001
15/11/2001

•/

*/

•/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

•/

»/

AM Added zero crosing code
AM Moving to new code library and HPI hardware
MN Altered to work with the MiniDSP and CS-IIB
MN Delta Filter software added and linked to assembly
MN Analogs ra-arranged to allow load current measurement1)1/
MN Notch baaed Active filter included and tested */
MN StatRF based AF Added and tested •/
MN SRF based AF added */

*/

<c240,h>
#define MiniDSPpcb
#include <mu_pcb.h>
#include <fastdiv.h>
#include <minibus.h>
#includo <adc.h>
#include <iib.h>
#include "pcr.h"
tfincluae "sintab.h"
#include "shunt.h"
#include "filters.h"

/* Defines DAC interface information •/

/*****************# VARIABLE DECLARATIONS */

323
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IS"

/* Shared variables */
unsigned int

fault;

/* Shared for dobug only */
unsigned, int

81,82,83,84,85,86

v_scale_int,
Ctrl_Type»O;

signed int
i_max_err,
v_max_err,
DACTeat,

/* Bits set indicate faults

/• Magic shift numbers */
/* Calculated 8cale factor for voltage to time */
/• Determines w&ich controller type io used */

/* Maximum current error for accurate scaling */
/* Maximum intermediate voltage value +/

/• Toggle Variable for calabrating DAC Dutpus */
/* Calculated scale factor for current to voltage (L/dt)*/

signed int
g_con = GRAB_READY, /* Grab control variable */

/* Grab variables •/
g_b
g-c
g-d
g_e

0,
0,
0,
0,
0,

g-idx=05

/* pcrint.c only variables */
unsigned int

is_modulating,
in ..sync,
isJPCR,
is_sync,
isjmag,
is.Vdc,
phi,
phase,
phase_step,
dead_band,
adc_index_d=0,
Vdc_count,
Vdc_sc,
Vscale,
intl_vect,
int2_vect,
int4_vect,
index_d,
index_q,
ZX_in_sync,
ZX.state,
ZX_count,
ZX.seen,
ZX_cycles,
ZX.sum;

/* Flag set if the PWM outputs are active •/
/* Flag to indicate that sne is achieved •/
/* Run as PCR, not VSI •/
/* Sync to ZX */
/* Magnitude control */
/* Indicator of whether DC bus control is used */
/* Phase angle offset for power factor control */
/* Current phase angle 0 .65535 ==> 0..360deg •/
/* Change in phase angle in half a switching cycle */
/* Level of compensation for deadband in clock cycles */
/* For cyclic reading of misc analog values */
/* Count variable to slow down Vdc PI Loop */
/* Scaled DC link voltage */
/* Voltage scale factor •/
/* Specific interrupt vector for interrupt 1 */
/* Specific interrupt vector for interrupt 2 */
/* Specific interrupt vector for interrupt 2 •/
/* Mapping of phase to sine tables for direct */
/* Mapping of phase to sine tables for quadrature */
/* > ZX_SYNC_LIMIT means that sync has been achieved */
/* State of the zero crossing synchronization process •/
/• The number of switching cycles between ZX interrupts*/
/* Set to TRUE when a zero crossing is detected */
/* Count of number of ZXs during averaging */
/* Running sum for average , •/

signed int
mag_d, /* Scaled direct magnitude reference */
mag_q, /* Quadrature magnitude reference */
mag_af, /* Magnitude for active filter compensation */
Ki_dc=5,Kp_dc«5,/* Proportional and Integral DC Bus control gains */

spare1,
adcVdc,

/* Dummy variable
/* DC link voltage Cade unita]
/* DC link voltage after input hysteresis Cade
/• DC link voltage reference [adc unita]
/* DC Voltage Error Reference
/* DC Voltage Integrator Sum
/* Holds rounding errors of the Vdc control Integrator •/

Vdcref,
Vdcerr,
Vdc.sum,
sum_round-err,
IrefA, IrefB, /* Demanded currents Cade units]
IrofA2, IrefB2, /* Previous Demanded currents [adc units]
Imo&sA n0, Im&asB "0,/* Measured currents (adc units]
ImeasA2*0, ImQ&sB2*0,/* Previous measured currents fade units]
ImeasA3a0, lmeasB3"0,
ILmeasA, ILmeasB, /* Measured load currents [adc units]
VrefA.0, VrefB.,0, /* Demanded voltages [Emf units]
VactA.lK), VactB.l-0,/« Actual voltages Etime units]
VactA_2=0, VactB_2«0,/* Previous actual voltages fade units]
VactA.3-0, VactB.S-O,
V_Anx, V_Bnx, V.Cnx,/* Actual switching times sans deadband comp.

/• Phase voltago switching times Ctime unita]
/* Measured line to line Emfs [adc units]
/* Line Emfa [Emf units]
/* Previous line Emfs [Emf units]
/* Offset for third harmonic injection [time units]
/* Calculated 3rd I for deadband comp. [adc unita]
/• » 65636/3 to trick compiler
/* Time of captured ZX in timer units
/* Time of captured ZX in phase unita
/• Scale factor between timer and phase units
/* Difference in phase units (2*16 »« 360deg)
/* Integral for frequency control

*/
•/
*/
•/
*/
•/

V.A, V_B, V_C,
EmfBA, EmfCA,

EmfP._l
EmfB_2

EmfA_l
EmfA.2
Voff,
IcalcC,
Vthird,
2X_time,
ZX.time ..phase,
ZX_phase_scale
ZX_phase_err,
ZX_err_Bum,
A_sat,~B_sat, C.sat; "/• Counters"to detect loss of supply

/* ABaembler IIR Filter Variables */
signed int

notchA[]
notchB []
StatRF[]

- {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, / • C y
=• -Co, o, o, o, o, o} , / * [ y
- {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 >,
*StatRF_U » StatRF, /* [ y
*StatRF_12 » (StatRF+6 ) , /* C y
*StatRF_21 = (StatRF+12), /* C y
*StatRF_22 - (StatRF+18); /* C y

x2 xl xO • ]
x2 xi xO * ]

x
X

X

X

x2 xl xO • ]
x2 xl xO * ]
x2 xl xO * ]
x2 xl xO * ]

/* SRF Variables */
signed int

iaf, ibf,
kc,
ks,
tmpl tmp2,

signed int
kl - 26755,

/* phase load currents aftar filtering
/* currant cos(wt) variable
/• current sin(wt) variable
/* temporary variables

*/
*/
*/
•/

•/

•/

*/

*/

•/

•/

*/

•/

*/

*/
•/

*/

*/

•/

+/
*/

*/

•/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

•/

*/

0, 0, 0. 0}; /• C yd! xdO xdl * yql xqO xql * 3 •/

/* abc->dq->abc Transform Constants */
/• root(2/3) x 32768 •/
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k3
13376,
23171;

/* I/root(6) x 32768 •/
/* I/root(2) x 32768 •/

/* Sine tables in tables.c */
extern signed int sin«table_A[TABLE..SIZE];
extern signed int sin_table..B[TABLE_SIZE];

/* FUNCTION DEFINITIONS */

/* NAME: lNT2Service() */
/* RETURNS: void */
/* DESCRIPTION: Interrupt for EV Timor and PDPINT */
/* NOTES: coltrollers, pwm calculations and the loading compare */
/* registers is perfomad in this interrupt. */
/* HISTORY: 13/09/2001 MN Altered to suit CS-IIB */
/* 24/09/2001 MN Delta Filter software added •/
/* 01/10/2001 MN Analogs re-arranged for IL measurement */
/* 03/10/2001 MN Active filter now working */
/* 04/10/2001 MN DC Bus Control upgraded again */
/* 03/10/2001 MN Notch based AF included and tested */
/* 14/11/2001 MN StatRF based AF added and tooted */
/* 15/11/2001 MN SRF based AF added */
/* 03/01/2003 GB PCR with estimated backemf added */

interrupt void INT2Service(void)
{

Timing_R2_onO;

int2_vect * reg(EVIVRA); /* Reading this reg is te r sooms to clear i t • /

if <reg(EVIFRA)&PDPINT)
{

PWM_fast_stop();
fault l» PDP.FAULT;

/• Second ADC conversion starts when first finishes */
reg(ADCTRLl) = ADCEMULAT0R!ADClENlADC2EN|ADC_Il|ADC_12|ADC3TART;

/* Zero crossing processing */
ZX_count++;
if (ZX.count > ZX MAX_C0UNT)
{

if (ie.ayac «- TRUE)
{

PWM.fast.stopC);
fault I* LOST_SYNC;
ZX.state = ZX.LOST;
ZX.in.sync ~ 0;

/* Zero crossing signal lost

/• Only use ZX if need to

/• Halt modulation

/* Restart searching for sync

*/

•/

*/

*/

ZX.coUnt a Oj

if (ZX.stata — ZX.LOST) /* No idea of anything: start freq eat.*/

if (is.syhc «= TRUE) fault l» LOST.SYNC;
if (ZX.seett ««• TRUE)

ZX.cycles » 0;
ZX.auffl a 0;
ZX.count « 0;
ZX.seen » FALSE;
if (is.sync — TRUE) ZX.state - ZX.EST;

else if (ZX.atate — ZX.EST) /• Roughly saeasure period and average */

if (ZX.seen =» TRUE)

ZX_cycle3++;
ZX.sura += ZX.count;
ZX.count » 0;
ZX.seen - FALSE;

}
if (ZX.cycles >» ZX.CYCLE.AVG)

/* Reset counter */

ZX sum » ZX_suia/ZX_CYCLE_AVG;
phase step « Oxffff/ZX.sum; /* Approximate frequency
ZX sum - ZX sum/8; /* Also use for glitch filter
phase = phass.step + ZX.OFFSET; /* Within phase.atep

*/
*/

ZX.state • ZX.MISC;
}

}
else if (ZX_state — ZX.SYNC)

if (ZX.seen =« TRUE)

ZX.seen * FALSE;
if (ZX.count > ZX.sum)

/* Calculate ZX_phase^scale first */

/* Accurately measure phase error */

/• Ignore glitches */

ZX.count = 0;
/* Rescale to phase units */
ZX_time_phase = ZX.OFFSET * (((ZX_time»2)*ZX_phase.scale)»3);
/* Calculate phase error captured time */
ZX_phas«_err = phase - ZX.time.phase;
/* Limit size of phase change */
if (2X.phaBe_err > ZX.BIG.ERR)
{

pbasa — ZX.BIG.ERR;
ZX.err.sum = (ZX.err.sum+ZX_BIG.ERR)»l;/*Int. ph. errs*/

else if (ZX.phaee.err < -ZX_BIG_ERR)
{

phase +» ZX_BIG_ERR;
ZX_err_sum = (ZX_err.sum-ZX_BIG_ERR)»l;

1
I
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else
{

phase -= ZX_phase_err;
ZX_err_sum » (ZX_Qrr_sum+ZX_phase_err)»l;

}
ZX.state = ZX_FREQ;

else if (ZX_state ==> ZX_FREQ) /* Nudge frequency if needed
<

/* If too large, nudge freq (phase_step) */
if (ZX_err_sura > ZX_FREq_ERR)
{

phase_step—;
}
else if (ZX_err_sum < -ZX_FREQ_ERR)
{

phase-.step++;
}
ZX..state = ZX_LOCK;

}
else if (ZX_state == ZX_L0CK) /* Test to see if still in sync
{

if (ZX_in_sync >= ZX_SYNC_LIMIT)
{

if ((ZX_phase_err>ZX_PHASE_ERR)I I(ZX_phase_err<-ZX_PHASE_ERR))
{ /• Gone out of sync */

PNMLfast_stop();
ZX..in_sync = 0;
in..oync = FALSE;
fault |« L0ST_SYNC;

•/

*/

else

in.sync « TRUE;

else if ((ZX_phase_err<ZX_PHASE_ERR)fe&(ZX_phase_err>-ZX_PHASE_ERR))
{

}
else
{

/* In sync this cycle
ZX_in_sync++;

ZX_in_sync = 0;
}
ZX.State * ZX.MISC;

}
else if (ZX_state — ZX_MISC)

ZX.phase.scale = (phase_step«5)/PERIOD; /* THIS IS SLOW!! ("5us) */
ZX.state » ZX.SYNC;

/* Update phase angle */

E.I. PCRTNT.C: C INTERRUPT CODE

phase +» phase..atep;
indexed « (phase+phi)»6;
index.q - (phase+phi+i6384)»6j

/* Reference Stop Creation at top of A phase waveform •/
if(step.flag--l)
-C

(index.d>250) kk (ind«x.d<280) )

step.flag = 0;
ref.double^bak = ref.doublej

/* Shuffle old measurements */
EmfA_2 » EmfA.l;
EmfB«2 = EmfB.l;

320

IrefA2 » IrexA;
IrefB2 » IrefB;

notchA[2] = (notchA[3]»5)
notchA[3] " (notchA[4]»5)

notchB[2]
notchB[33

StatRF_ll[23
StatRF,11[33

StatRF_22[23
StatRF_22[33

StatRF_12[2]
StatRF_12[3]

StatRF_21[2]
StatRF_21[3]

(notchB[33»5)
(notchB[4]»5)

uotchA[2]; /*
notchA[3]; /*

notchBC2]; / •
notchB[33; /*

(StatRF_ll[3]»5) + StatRF_
(StatRF.ll[4]»5) + StatRF_

(StatRF_22[3]»5) + StatRF
(StatRF_22[4]»5) + StatRF

(StatRF_12[3]»5) + StatRF.
(StatRF_12t4]»5) + StatRF.

(StatRF_21[3]»5) + StatRF.
(StatRF_21t43»5) + StatRF.

x2 » Delta(xl)
xl • Delta(xO)

x2 -" Delta(xl)
xl = Delta(xO)

11 [23 ; /* x2 =
11 [33; /* xl »

.22 [23; / • x2 =

.22 [33; / • xl *

.12[23; /* x2 -

.12 [33 J /* xl -

21 [23 ; /* x2 -
.21 [33; / • xl -

Delta(xi)
Delta(xO)

Delta(xl)
Delta(xO)

Delta(xl)
Delta(xO)

D9lta(xl)
Delta(xO)

/* Vdc control */
Vdc_count++;

if ( ia.Vdc kk (Vdc_count>=10) )

Vdc.count = 0;
Vdc.err * Vdc_ref - adc.Vdc;
Vdc.sum += (Vdc_err»Ki_dc);

* /
* /

*/

* /
* /

* /
* /

* /
* /

/ • Error without hysteresis */
/* Integral Gain Sum */

sum_round_err += Vdc_err - ((Vdc_err»Ki_dc)«Ki_dc);
if ( sunurouiid.err > (l«Ki_dc)) /* Add back in rounding errors */
{ /* caused by fixed point ops. +/

sum_round_err = 0;
Vdc_sum++;

%
l l

}
else if ( sum_round_err < -(l«Ki_dc))
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/ • Clamp integrator sum •/

sum_round_err *» 0;
Vdc.sum—;

if (Vdcoum > 30000)
{

Vdc.sum » 30000;
}
else if (Vdc.sum < -30000)
i

Vdc.sum = -30000;

sparel = adc_Vdc - Vdc_meas; /• Add an input hysteresis to */
if ( (sparel > 1) || (sparei < -1) )/* KP to stop constant hunting */
{

Vdc_meas =• adc_Vdc;
>
Vdc.err « Vdc.ref - Vdcjneas; /• Error with small hysteresis •/

mag_d a (Vdc_err«Kp_dc) + Vdc.sum; /* Add Proportional Gain: KP */
}

/* Clamp magnitude •/
if (mag.d > (signed int)(MAG.MAX) )
{

mag_d = MAG.MAX;
}
else if (mag_d < (signed int)(-HAG_MAX) )
{

mag_d - -MAG.MAX;

/* Calculate A phase current reference */
IrefA = ((long)sin_table_A[index_d]*(long)mag_d)»16;
IrefA += ((long)sin_table_A[index_q] + (long)mag_q)»16;
IrefA = (IrefA + 2)»2; /* Shift down to give a max. swing of +-4096 */

/* Calculate B phase current reference */
IrefB = ((long)pin_table_B[index_d]*(long)mag_d)»16;
IrefB += ((long)sin_table_B[index_.q]*(long)mag_q)»16;
IrefB •= (IrafB + 2)»2; /* Shift down to give a max. swing of +-4096 */

/*DAC_Test();*/
load_DAC(DACO, ( ( I r e f A » l ) +DACOFFSET)) ;
load,DAC(DACl, ( ( I re f B » l )+DAC.OFFSET) ) ;
load_DAC(DAC2,((IrefA )+DAC_OFFSET));
load_DAC(DAC3,((IrefB )+DAC.OFFSET));
update_DACS();

Timing_R2_off();
Timing_R2_0n();

/* Read first ADC result : should be ready by now */

ILineanA « (ADC_ZERC) - (nigned)(gQt_ADCl()))«3j /• Current Measurements •/
IUeaaB = (ADC^ZERO - (sigi\ed) (get.ADC2()))«3; /• Inverted on CS-IIB */

ILraeasA -» 0; /• Trim DC offsets */

ILmeasB +=> 0;

notchA[l] » (ILraQasA»i);
notchBCl] » (ILmea8B»l);

StatRF^lltl] - (ILmea»A»l);
StatRF.12[l] - (ILmea8B»l);
StatRF_21 [1] - (ILmeasA»l);
StatRF..22Cl] - (ILmealaB»i);

/• Third ADC conversion start */
reg(ADCTRLl) - ADCEMULATORIADCIENIADC2ENIADC.VAClIADC_VAC21ADCSTART;

if (Ctrl_Type"=NOTCH) /* Delta Operator based Notch Filter */

{
Delta_2nd(notchA);
Delta_2nd(notchB);

IrefA +» ((Xong)(notchA[0]«4)*(long)mag_af)»lb;
IrefB +» ((lotig)(notchBC0]«4)*(long)mag-af)»16;

>
else if (Ctrl_Type»=STATRF)

Delta_2nd_x4(StatRF);

IrefA += ((long) C(StatRF_ll[0]+StatRF_12[0] )«4)*(long)mag_af )»16;
IrefB += ((long)((StatRF_22[0]-StatRF_21[03)«4)*(long)mag_af)»16;

}
else if (Ctrl_Type««SRF)
<

ks = sin_table_A[index_d];
kc = sin_table_A[index_q];

/* abc —> dq transformation */
tmpl = ((int) (((long)kl* (long) ((ILmeasA»l)«2))»16) +

(int) (((long)k2* (long) ((ILmeasA»l)«2))»16))«2;

tmp2 = (((ILmeasB»l)«2)«l) + ((ILmeasA»l)«2);
tmp2 = (((Iong)k3«(long)tmp2)»16)«2;

xy_2[l] =• (int)(((long)kc*(long)tmpl)»16) +
(int) (((long)ks*(long)tmp2)»16);

xy_2[5] = (int)(((long)kc*(long)tmp2)»16) -
(int)(((long)ks*(long)tmpl)»16);

IIR..lstx2(xy_2);

/ • dq —> abc transformation */
/* kl*(kc*idfO - kstiqfO) */

iaf = (((long)kl*(long)( (int)(((long)kc*(long)(xy_2[0]))»16) -
(int)(((long)ks*(long)(xy_2[4]))»16)

1
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/• idfO*(k3*ks - k2*kc) + iqfO*(k2*ks + k3*kc) */
ibf * (int) (((long) (xy.,2[0])*(long) ( (int>((k3*(long)ks)»16) -

(int) ((k2* (long)kc)»16) ))»16)
+ (int)(((long)(xy.2[4])*(long)( (int)((k2«(long)ks)»16> +

(int) ((k3*(long)kc)»16)

IrefA +» (Uong)(iaf«4)*(long)mag_af)»16;
IrefB +- ((long)(ibf«4)*(long)mag_af)»16;

reg(PBDATDIR) = OxOcOO;
reg(PBDATDIR) «• 0x0c04;

/* Timing off
/* Timing on

*/

/* Store the previous measured currents */
ImeasA3 « ImeasA2;
IraeasB3 = ImeasB2;
ImeasA2 « imeasA;
ImeasB2 = ImeasB;
/• Read second ADC result : should be ready by now */
ImeasA » (ADC_ZERO - (signed)(get_ADCl()))«3; /* Current Measurements */
ImeasB * (ADC.ZERQ - (signed)(get_ADC2()))«3; /* Inverted on CS-IIB */
ImeasA -<= 64; /• Trim DC offsets •/
ImeasB += 40;

IcalcC = - ImeasA - ImeasB;

/* Fourth ADC conversion start */
reg(ADCTRLl) => ADCEHULATORIADCIENIADC2EN|ADC.VDClIADC_VDC2|ADCSTAHT;

/• Calculate DC voltage scaling factor */
Vdc.sc = adc_Vdc»32;
if ((adc_Vdc < V_DC_MIN) && is_modulating) /* Test for low volts */
{

Vscale = 32767;
fault |= LOW_DC_VOLTS;
PWM_f ast.stopO;

}
else if ((adcVdc > V_DC_MAX) && (adc_Vdc < 513)) /* Test for high volts */
{

fault |* HIGH_DC_VOLTS;
PWM fast_stop();

>
else

Vscale = fastdivu(v_scale_int,Vdc_sc)«sl;
}

/* Calculate A Phase current error and scale */
VrefA.O = (IrefA«l) + IrefA - (IrefA2c<l)- ImeasA; /* Feedforward

if (VrefA.O > i.max.err)
{

VrefAJD = i_max_err«s4;
}
else if (VrefA_0 < -i_max_err)

•/

VrefA^O • -i..max^err«s4;

*/

else
{

Vre:fA_O «* B4;
>
VrefAJ) - (Uong)i_scale_int*(long)VrefA_0)»16;
VrefA.O • (VrefA«0+l)/2;
g^a • VreiA_O;

/• Calculate B Phase current error and scale */
VrefB_O - (IrefR«l) + IrefB - (IrefB2«l)- ImeasB; /* Feedforward

if (VrefB_O > i.max.err)
{

VrefB^O => i_max_err«s4 i
}
else if (VrefB.O < -i_max_err)
{

VrefB_O a -i.max_err«s4;
}
else

VrefB.O « = s4;
>
VrefB_O = ((long) i_scale_int* (long) Vref B_0)»16;
VrefB.O = (VrefB_0+l)/2;

Timing_R2_off();
Timing_R2_on();

/* Read third ADC result : should be ready by now */
EmfBA = ADC_ZERQ - get.ADCK); /• Voltage Measurements Inverted on IIB */
EmfCA » ADC.ZERQ - get.ADC2();

/• Calculate line voltages from line-to-line for Emfs */
EmfA.i • - EmfBA - EmfCA;
EmfB_l » EmfBA*2 - EmfCA;

/• Fourth ADC conversion start - misc conversion */
reg(ADCTRLt) « ADCEMULATOR|ADG1EN|ADC2EN|ADCSTART

I ((adc_index_d + (adc_index_d«3))«l);

if (is_PCR)
{

/* Finish Vref calculation •/

VrefA.O « 4*EaifA_l - 2*EmfA_2 + VrefA_O;
if (VrefA.O > vjmax.err)
{

VrefA.O = (v_max_err«s3);
>
else if (VrefA.O < -v_max.err)
{

VrefA.O = -(v_max.err«s3);
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>
elBo
{

VrefA.O « VrefA_0«a3;
>

/* Scale voltage to switching time */
V.A « (((long)Vacale*(long)VrefA_0)»16) - VactA.l;

/* Finish Vref calculation •/
VrefB.O * 4*EmfB.i - 2*EmfB_2 + VrafBJ);
if (VrefB.O > v.max.err)
{

VrefB.O «» (v.msx«.err«s3);
>
else if (VrefB.O < -v.max.err)
{

Vi-efB.O - - (v_max.err«s3);
}
else
{

VrefB.O = VrefB_0«s3;

/* Scale voltage to switching time */
V B = (((long)Vscale* (long)VrefB_0)»16) - VactB_l;

/* is.PCR «* FALSE */

/* Instant VSI */
VrefAJ) » PERI0D,2«3;
V_A = (((long) IrefA«3)* (long) Vref A_0)»16;
V_A = (V_A+1)»1;
V_B « (((long)IrefB«3)*(long)VrefA_0)»16;
V_B - (

/• Find Vb from Va and VcV.C - -V_A - V.B; */

/• Determine offset for effective 3rd harmonic injection */
/# Voff » -(max(Va,Vb,Vc)+min(Va,Vb,Vc))/2; */
if (V.A > V.B)

if (V.A > V.C)
{

if (V_B > V.C) Voff = V_B»1;
else Voff • V_C»1;

else

Voff = V_A»1;

else
i

if (V.B > V.C)

if (V.A > V»C Voff - V.A»i;
Voff - VJ

>
else
<

Voff » V_B»1;

/* Add offnet into V_A, V.B and V.C to center the vectors */
V.A * V.A + Voff;
V.Anx - VmA;
V..B a V_B + Voff;
V.Bnx - V_B;
V_C « V_C + Voff;
V_Cnx " VJJ;

/* Deadband Compensation */
if (int2_vect « VECT..T1PINT) /* Upper switch turn on interrupt •/

if (ImeasA > 80) V.A +« dead.band;/* Switch on earlier
if (ImeasB > 80) V.B +* dead.band;/* 160 is about 1 amp
if (IcalcC > 80) V.C +» dead.band;

*/
*/

else

if (ImeasA < 80) V.A += dead.band;
if (ImeasB < 80) V.B += dead.band;
if (IcalcC < 80) V.C +• dead.band;

/* Clamp switch times for pulse deletion and load registers */
if (V.A > MAX.TIME)
{

reg(CMPRl) « 0;
V.Anx • PERI0D.2;
A sat—;

>
else if (V.A < -MAX.TIME)
•C

if ((A.sat»*0) Uk (int2_vect — VECTJT1UFINT))
reg(CMPRl) « PERIOD - lj

else
reg(CMPRl) - PERIOD;

A_sat++;
V.Anx - -PERI0D.2;

}
else
{

if ((A_sat>0) kk (int2_vect — VECT.T1UFINT))
{

reg(CMPRl) - PERIOD;
V.Anx = -PERI0D.2;

else
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reg(CMPRl) - PER10D.2 - VJW
A_oat » 0;

if ((A.sat > SATJJMIT) 11 (A«sat < -SAT.L1MIT))

if ((is.modulating «•- TRUE) kk (ia^aync « TRUE))

PWM_f a s t . s t o p O ;
faul t |» L0ST..SUPPLY;
ZX.state • ZX.LOST; /* Force ZX machine to restart */

if (V..B > MAX.TIME)
{

reg(CMPR2) « 0;
V_Bnx - PERI0D.2;
B_sat—;

}
else if (V.B < -MAX_TIME)
{

if ((B_sat=»=0) && (*nt2_vect == VECT.TIUFINT))
reg(CMPR2) * PERIOD - 1;

else
reg(CMPR2) - PERIOD;

B_sat++;
V_Bnx = -PERI0D_2;

}
else
{

if ((B_sat>0) && (int2_vect == VECT_T1UFINT))
{

reg(CMPR2) = PERIOD;
V_Bnx = -PERI0D_2;

}
else

reg(CMPR2) = PERI0D_2 - V_B;
B sat = 0;

}
if ((B.sat > SAT.LIMIT)I I(B sat < -SAT LIMIT))
{

if ((is_modulating »= TRUE)&ft(is_sync==TRUE))

PWM_fast_stop();
faul t |= LOST_SUPPLY;
ZX.state = ZX.LOST;

if (V C > MAX TIME)
{

reg(CMPR3) = 0;
V.Cnx « PERI0D_2;
C s a t - - ;

}
else if (V_C < -MAXJTIME)

/* Force ZX machine to restart */

if ((C_aat»»O) kk (int2jvect — VECT.TIUFINT))
r«g(CMPR3) - PERIOD - 1;

else
reg(CKPR3) - PERIOD;

C_aat++;
V.Cnx « -PERI0D.2;

else

if ((C.sat>0) kk (int2.vect •» VECT.TIUFINT))

reg(CMPR3) « PERIOD;
V_Cnx • -PERIQDJ2;

else
reg(CMPR3) » PERIOD-2 - V^C,

C.sat » 0;

if ((C_sat > SAT.LIMIT)||(C.sat < -SAT.LIMIT))

if ((is_modulating «-= TRUE)&&(is.sync*»TRUE))

PWM.f a s t . s t o p O ;
fault |» (L0ST.SUPPLYIL03T.SYNC);
ZX.state = ZX.LOST; /* Force ZX machine to restart */

VactA.3 = VactA.2;
VactA_2 - VactA.l;
sparel » (V_Anx«l) - V_Bnx - V.Cnx;
VactA.l = ((long)sparel*(long)Vthird)»16;

VactB_3 =• VactB_2;
VactB_2 = VactB.l;
sparel = (V_Bnx«l) - V.Anx - V^Cnx;
VactB.l =» ((long)sparel*(long)Vthird)»16;

if (g.con •» GRAB.GO)
•C

if (g_idx < G.COUNT)
i

g[g_idx][ 0] = ImeasA;
g[g_idx][ 1] - IrefA;
gtg-idx][ 2] = VrefA.O;
gCg_idx][ 3] = ImeasB;
gtg-idx][ 4] = IrefB;
gtg-idx][ 5] - VrefB.O;
gtg-idx][ 6] = adc.Vdc;
gtg_idx][ 7] - EmfBA;
gtg-idx]t 8] - EmfCA;
gtg-idx]t 9] = Voff;
gfg_idx][10] - VactA_l;
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g[g-idx]til]
gtg.idx][l2]
g [g-idx] [13]
g[g,idx] [14]
g [g-idx] [15]
g [g-idx] [10]
g [g-idx] [17]
g[g_ldx] [18]

VactB^l;
mag_d;
ILraaaaAj
ILmoasB;
StatRF_ll[0]+3tatUP-12[0];
StatRF_'22 [0] -StatRF_21 [0] j
Vdc_sum;
Vdc_meas;

else

g_con » GRAB-DONE;
g_idx - 0;

Timing_R2_off();
Timing_R2_on();

/* Read fourth ADC result
adc.Vdc = get_ADC2();
adc_Vdc -= ADC_ZERO;
sparel =get_ADCl();

should be ready by now t/
/• Grab Vdc
/+ Remove offset */

/* Read fifth ADC result : should be ready \>y now '
a_val[adc_index_d] =get^ADCl();
a_val[adc_index_d+8] - get_ADC2();
adc_index_d = (adc_index\_d+l)&0x07;

/* Ready for next interrupt */

reg(ADCTRLl) = ADCEMULATORlADClEN|ADC2EN|ADC_I4|ADC_t5;

Timing_R2_off();

} /* End INT2Service */

/#***************•*****************•****************•***********************/

/* NAM: IN42Service() */
/* RETURNS: void */
/* DESCRIPTION: Interrupt for Zero Crossing Detection */
/* NOTES: */
/* HISTORY: 13/09/2001 MN Altered to suit CS-HB */

interrupt void INT4Service(void)
<

int4_vect = reg(EVIVRC);
ZX_seen = TRUE;

#if (CAP_P0RT == CAP_P0RT3)
ZX.time = PERIOD - reg(CAP3FIF0);

#elif (CAP_PORT == CAP_P0RT4)
ZX.time - PERIOD - reg(CAP4FIF0);

#endif

} /* End INT4Service */

/* ZX from VI •/

/* ZX from V4 */

d ̂ * **+% *****+* •+••**•* * *** % t*<n • * *+++/

/• NAME: PWM_InitO */
/* RETURNS: void •/
/* DESCRIPTION: Seta up registers for PWM */
/* NOTES: Need to initialize period_2, wax-time, dead-hand */
/+ before calling. •/
/* HISTORY: 13/09/2001 MN Altered to suit CS-I1B •/
/**+++*+****+***#**+***+*+*******++*****+***************+*********+****^
void PWM_Init(Mode op_raode)
{

reg(EVIFRA) - PDPINT;

reg(ADCTRLl) - ADCEMULATOR|ADC1EN|ADC2EN|ADC_I4|ADC-I6;

reg(COMCON) = 0x2bl7; /* disable full compare - un-shadows registers */
reg(TlCON) * 0xa806; /+ stop timer */
reg(SACTR) = 0x0000;
rOg(ACTR) » 0x0000;

reg(CAPFIFO) • OxOOff; /* clear the fifo capture inputs */

ImeasA a 0;
ImeasB a 0;
IcalcC = 0;

/* Set operating mode */
io_PCR = op_mode.is_PCR;
is_sync = op.mode.is_sync;
is^mag - op_mode.is_mag;
is.Vdc = ( is.sync kk iB.PCR kk (Us-mag) )?TRUE:FALSE;

/* Calculate sin tables */
sin.table(sin_table.A,TABLE,SIZE,32767,0,0);
sin.table(sin_table_B,TABLE-SlZE,32767,-21845,0);

reg(GPTCON) - 0x047a; /* 000 00 10 00 1 11 10 10 */
/* Timer control

*

| | | | | | +- T1CMPR active high
| | | | I +- T2CMPR active high
| | | | +- T3CMPR forced high
| | | +- compare output enable
| | +- TltoADC
| +- T2toADC starts on period
+- TStoADC

+- timer status bits */

/* Action control register */
reg(ACTR) = 0x0000; /• 0 000 00 00 00 00 00 00 */

/* I I I I I I I I
I | +„+—+—+—+--+- all pwa pins forced low

* I +- space vector bits
* +- space vector disabled */

/* Simple action control register •/
reg(SACTR) - 0x0000; A 0000 0 0 % 00 00 00 00 •/
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/*

*

/ I I I
/ | +--+- all pwra pins forced low

V +- sample and hold active high
- reserved •/

/• Deadband timer control */
reg(DBTCON) - OxOOeOI (DEADCNT«8); /* xxxx xxxx 111 00 000 •/
/• | | | | +- reserved
* \ / I +- preecalor
* \ / +~ enabled all pins
* +- deadband timo */

reg(CMPRl)
reg(CMPR2)
reg(CMPR3)
reg(SCMPRl)
reg(SCMPR2)
reg(SCMPR3)

= PERI0D_2;
- PERI0D_2;
- PERI0D_2;
" Oj
- 0;
= 0;

/* Compare control register */
reg(COMCON) » 0x2bl7; /* 0 01 0 10
reg(COMCON)
/*

*

*
*
•

reg(T2PR)
reg(T2CNT)
reg(T2CMPR)

reg(T2C0N)
/* Timer 2
*

*

*

0xabl7; /• 1 01 0 10
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I

I I
I I
I

1 0 00 10 111 */
1 0 00 10 111 */
I I I I +- pins in pwm mode
I | I +- reload SACTR immediately
I | +- reload SCMPRx on zero or period
I +- uso timerl
+- simple compare enabled

+- full compare enabled
I +- reload ACTR immediately
+- apace vector mode disabled

+- CMPRx reload on zero or period

I

+- compare enable */

PERIOD-1;
0;
3*PERI0D/4;

0x9082;/* 10 010 000 1 0 00 00 1 0 •/
I I | I | | | | +- reserved
I I I I I I | +- timer compare enable

I I I | +- timer compare reload on zero
I I I +- clock source - internal
I I +- timer enable
I +- enable on timer 1 enable
+- input clock prescaler

I +- count mode selection - continuous up mode
+- emulation control bits - timer continues •/

reg(TlPR) = PERIOD;
reg(TlCNT) = 0;

/* NOTE: must start timer the first time, and load the various registers
• which are shadowed and only reload on timer overflow */

reg(TlCQN) = 0xa802; /• 10 101 000 0 0 00 00 1 0 */
/* Timer 1 I I I I I I I I +- reserved
* I I | I | I | +- timer compare enable

I I I I +- timer compare reload on ?,ero
I | | +- clock oource - internal
| | +- timer enable
I +- resorved
+- input clock prescaler

+- count mode selection - continuous up mode
+- emulation control bits - timnr continuen */

/* Enable timer 1 period and undeflow interrupt */
reg(EVIFRA) - (TiPINTlTlUFINT);
reg(EVIMRA) |- (TiPINTlTlUFINT)j
reg(EVIMRB) • 0;

/• Enablo INT2 interrupt */
reg(IFR) - ENABLE_INT2;
reg(IMR) !- ENABLE.INT2;

/* start timer 1 */
reg(TlCON) - 0xa842; /* 10 101 000 0 1 00 00 1 0 */
/* Timer 1 I I | I | I | +- reserved

I I I | | I +- timer compare enable
I I | I I +- timer compare reload on zero
I I I I +- clock source - internal
I I I +- timer enable
I I +- reserved
I +- input clock prescaler
+- count mode selection - continuous up mode

• +- emulation control bits - timer continues */

reg(CAPCON) * 0xB855; /* 1 01 1 1 0 0 0 01 01 01 01 */
/* Capture control II I I I I I I I +--+- positive edge detect

I I I I I I •»--+- positive edge detect
I I | | | +- cap4 starts adc
I I | +-+- cap 34/12 use timer 2
I +-1— enable cap 3/4
+- enable cap 12 / disable QEP

+- don't reset capture unit */
TRUE) /* don't need ZX interrupt if running as current source */if (is._sync

•C

reg(EVIFRC) » OxOOOf;

#if (CAP.PORT == CAP..P0RT3)
reg(EVIMRC) - CAP3INT;

#elif (CAP_PORT =» CAP.P0RT4)
reg(EVIMRC) = CAP4INT;

#endif

reg(IFR) |= ENABLE.INT4;
reg(IHR) 1= ENABLE.INT4;

}
phase = 0;
phi = 0;
phase.step = 328;
index_d • 0;
mag_d = 0;

/* Reset capture input flags

/• Enable capture 3 input interrupt

/* Enable capture 4 input interrupt

/* Enable interrupt 4

/* Just a reasonable value "50Hz

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/
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mag_q * 0;
mag^af • 0;
Vdcref « 0;
Vdc_sum « Oj
ZX.state * ZX_LQST|
ZX_count » 0;
ZX.,in_aync • 0;
ZX.seen - FALSE;
ZX_cyclea • Oj
ZX_Bum « 0;
ZX_phase_err • 0;
ZX_err_cum = 0;
in.sync • FALSE;
A_sat » 0;
B_sat * 0;
C_sat = 0;
isjnodulating - FALSE;

s5 - Iog2((long)(32767/I_SCALE+0.5));
s6 =• Iog2( (long) (65535/V.SCALE+O. 5));
v_scale_int = (unsigned int) (V_SCALE*(l«s6)+0.5);
i_scale_int » (signed int)(I_SCALE*(l«s5)+0.5);
s2 - Iog2((long)(Vdc_MAX/250.0/V_DC_SC+0.5));
si = log2((long)(Vdc_MIN*32000.0/(V_DC_SC*v_scale_int)+0.5))
s3 •» 16 - si - s2 - s6;

s5;
« (I«(15-a4)) - 1;

- s2;

s4 "> 14 -
i_raax_err
v_max_err
if (Cs3 >
{

fault
}

3)II((S1*S2*S3*B4*S5*S6) < 0))

SCALE_ERRQR;

> /* End PWM.Inlt */

/•

/*

/•

/*

/*

/*

/*

NAME:
RETURNS:
DESCRIPTION
NOTES:

HISTORY:

PWM.StartO */
void */
Sets up registers to start PWM modulation. •/
Called from background code. */
Due to deadband/ACTR bug - re-initializes the entire */
PWM timers stuff */
13/09/2001 MN Altered to suit CS-IIB */

void PWM_Start(void)

unsigned int intjnask.ij

int.mask = reg(EVIMRA);
reg(EVIMRA) ft* "fTlPINT|TlUFINT); /* Disable PWM interrupt */

/• Force PWM outputs low before initializing them */
reg(COMCON) » 0x2bl7; /* Disable full compare outputs */
reg(TlCON) = 0xa806; /* Stop timer •/
reg(SACTR) = 0x0000;

reg(ACTR) « 0x0000;

reg(QPTCON) • 0x047a; /• 000 00 10 00 1 11 10 10 •/
rsg(ACTR) - 0x0666; /* 0 000 01 10 01 10 01 10 */
reg(SACTR) - 0x0000; /• 0000 0000 00 10 00 00 •/
reg(DBTCON) « OxOOeOI (DEADCNT«8); /• xxxx xxxx 111 00 000 */

rag(CMPRl) - PERI0D_2;
reg(CMPR2) « PERIODS;
reg(CMPR3) - PERI0D_2;
reg(SCMPRl) - 0;
reg(SCMPR2) * 0;
reg(SCMPR3) - 0;

/+ 0 Oi 0 10 1 1 0 00 10 111 */
/* 1 01 0 10 1 1 0 00 10 111 */

/* 10 101 000 0 0 00 00 1 0 •/

/* 10 010 000 1 0 00 00 I 0 •/

/* 10 101 000 0 0 00 00 1 0 */

/* 10 101 OOO 0 1 00 00 1 0 */

/• Compare control register •/
reg(COMCON) = 0x2bt7;
reg(COMCON) » 0xabl7;
reg(T2PR) - PERIQD-1;

/* < « stop timer 1 k 2 */
reg(TlCON) - 0xa802;

reg(T2CNT) - 0;
reg(T2CMPR) - 3*PERI0D/4;

reg(T2C0N) - 0x9082;

reg(TlPR) = PERIOD;
reg(TlCNT) =• 0;

reg(TlCON) - 0xa802:

reg(TlCON) - 0xa842;

iaag_d « 0;
mag_q » 0;
mag_af • 0;
Vdc_ref * 0;
Vdc.sum • 0;
Vthird = (65536L/3);
isjnodulating « TRUE;
A_sat = 0;
B_sat » 0;
C_sat = 0;

/• Set up registerafor ADC measurements */
reg(ADCTRLl) - ADCEHaUT0R|ADClEM|ADC2EH|ADC_I4lADC.I6;
reg(ADCTRL2) - ADCEVSQClADCPSCAuE; /*0x0403;*/

/* Re-enable interrupts */
reg(EVIFRA) • (T1PINTIT1UFINT);
reg(EVIMRA) » int_mask;

} /• End PWM_Start */

/• NAME: PWM_Stop<) */
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/* RETURNS: void
/• DESCRIPTION: Stops the PWM but leaves the interrupt running
/* NOTES: Called from background code.

*/
*/
*/

inl ine void PWM_Stop(void)
{

PWM.f a s t . s t o p O ;
} /* End PWLStop */

/• NAME: fault_init()
/• RETURNS: void
/* DESCRIPTION: Usos fault_raask to initialise the correct level
/* comparison fault interrupt triggers.
/• NOTES; Called from background code.
/* HISTORY: 13/09/2001 MN Altered to suit CS-IIB

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

/*******%**************************************%****************************/
void Fault_init(unsigned int fault_mask)
{

fault = N0..FAULT;

/* Initialize the level comparison interrupts */
if (faultjnask&LC.VDCl)
•C

reg(XINTl) = 0x8004; /* Clear interrupt flag, rising edge triggered */
}

/* Enable INT1 interrupt */
if (fault_mask&(LC_VDCl))
i

reg(IFR) - ENABLE.INT1;
reg(IMR) 1= ENABLE.INT1;
if (fault_maak&LC_VDCl) reg(XINTl) I* 0x0001; /* enable interrupt •/
/*if (fault_mask&LC..I_M0D) reg(XINT3) 1 = 0x0001;*/ /* enable interrupt */

}
} /* End Fault_init */

/***%******************************** *******%4f**>i*********** ****************/

/* NAME: XINTl_int()
/* RETURNS: void
/* DESCRIPTION: Over DC bus fault detection interrupt - XINT2
/• NOTES:
/* HISTORY: 13/09/2001 MN Altered to suit CS-IIB

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

interrupt void XINTl_int(void)
{

PWM.f ast.stopQ;
fault |= LC.VDCl;

} /* end XINTl.int */

/• NAME: cheek.faultsO
/* RETURNS: unsigned integer - value of fault, if any.

*/
*/

KL PCRJNT.C: C INTERRUPT CODE 345

/* DESCRIPTION: Clears the faults and checks that they have cleaved, */
/* NOTES! Called from background code. +/
/• HISTORY: 13/09/2001 MN Altered to suit CS-IIB */

/
unsigned int chock_faults(unsigned int fault.mask)
{

unsigned int val => NÔ FAULTj

if (faultjnask&PDP..FAULT>
<

reg(EVlFRA) » 0x0001j /• clear and test for return */
val - (reg(EVIFRA)4:0x0001)?PDP.FAULT:O; /• for PDPINT •/

/ • Teat LCVDC1 pin (XINT1) */
if (faultjnaakALCJ/DCl)
{

val |» (reg(XINTl)&OxOO4O)?LC.VDCl:O5

/* Test level of ZX_in_sync for re-synchronization •/
if (fault_mask&L0ST_3YNC)
{

val | - (ZX_in.sync<ZX_SYNC_LIMIT)?LP3T-SYNC:0;

/* Clear X_sat counters for lost supply */
if (faultjnaskfcLOST.SUPPLY)
{

A_sat » 0;
B_sat - 0;
C_sat • 0;

/* Test DC voltage */
if (fault_maskftLOW_DC_VOLTS)
i

val |= (adc_Vdc<V_DC.MIN)?LQM.DC_VOLTS:O;

if (fault_maskfcHIGH_DC_VOLTS)

<
val I- (adc_Vdc>V_DCJ4AX)?HIGH_DCV0LTS:0;

fault » val;
return val&faultjnaak;

} /* End check,faults */

/* gets the operating mode in *m and returns the fault status */
unsigned int GetMode(Mode *m)
•C

m->is_mod » is_modulating;
m->in_«ync - in_sync;
m->is_PCR » is_PCR;

1
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m->i8_sync •> ia.uync;

return faulti

} /* End GetMode */

Z*************************************%************%************************/
Z* NAME: SetMagCaigned int, signed int, signed int) •/
/• RETURNS: void •/
/* DESCRIPTION: Sets tho magnitude reference with direct and quadrature •/
/* magnitudes. •/
/* NOTES: Called from background code. •/
/• Mag - 32767 »« 2001/, •/
/* mX has 8 bits afters the point, ie 256d *•» 1% mod depth */
Z***************** ********** ***************************************** *******/
inline void SetMag(signed int md, signed int mq, signed int maf)

mag_d
mag_q
mag.af

md;
mq;
= maf;

} /* End SetMag */

Z************************************************* i**************************/

/* NAME: GetMagD(void) */
/* RETURNS: signed int */
/• DESCRIPTION: Gets the direct (real) magnitude reference, •/
/* NOTES: Called from background code. */
/• Mag - 32767 •• 200'/. */
/* mX has 8 bitB afters the point, io 256d «•» 17, mod depth */
Z***************************************************.************************/
inline signed int GetMagD(void)
{

return mag_d;

} /• End GetMag */

Z**********************************************************************»****Z
/* NAME: SetMagAF(signed int) */
/* RETURNS: void */
/* DESCRIPTION: Sets the active filter magnitude reference */
/* NOTES: Called from background code. */
Z***************************************************************************/
inline void SetMagAF(signed int maf)
{

mag_af = maf;

} /* End SetMagAF •/

/• NAME: SetMagDC(signed int) */

/• RBVTURNS! void
/• DESCRIPTION! Sota tha DC bus magnitude reference
/• NOTES! Called from bnckground code.

*/

inline void SetMagDC (signed int mdcref)

Vdcref * mdc_ref;

} /• End SetMagDC */

/* NAME: GetMagDC(void) •/
/* RETURNS: signed int */
/• DESCRIPTION: Qete the DC voltage magnitude reference. */
/• NOTES: Called from background code. */
z***************************************************************************/
inline signed int GetMagDC(void)

return Vdc,ref;

} /• Fad GotMagDC */

Z***************************************************************************/
Z* NAME: SetPhaae(unsigned int) */
/* RETURNS: void */
Z* DESCRIPTION: Sets the phase offset for the reference (65536 »« 360deg) */
/• NOTES: Called from background code. •/
z******************+********************************************************/
inline void SetPhasa(unsigned int phase.offaet)
i

phi c phaso.offset;

} /* End SetPhase */

z***************************************************************************/
/* NAME: GetPhaae(void) */
Z* RETURNS: unsigned int - current phase offset (65536 -» 360deg) */
/• DESCRIPTION: Gets the phase offset for the reference */
/* NOTES: Called from background code. */
/*•*•*********•»••*#•**••*•****•*•*•**••****•••*********•*•**************•**/

inline unsigned int GetPhase(void)

return phi;

> Z* End GetPhase */

z***************************************************************************/
/* NAME: IncrPhase(signed int) */
Z* RETURNS: unsigned int - incremented phase offset (65536 •» 360deg) */
/* DESCRIPTION: Increments the phase offset for the reference •/
/• NOTES: Called from background coda. */
z***************************************************************************/

i

!
I

»
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/* moves the phase offset, returning tho new value, 32767 •• 180deg */
inline unsigned int IncrPhase(signed int dphi)
{

return (phi +» dphi);

} /* End IncrPhase •/

E.2 pwtnback.c: C Background Code

/* NAME: GetFundFreq(void) */
/* RETURNS: integer - fundametal frequency achieved (l/256th of a Hz) •/
/* DESCRIPTION: Gets the fundamental frequency. •/
/• NOTES: Called from background code. */

signed int GetFundFreq(void)
{

return (signed int)( (((long)phase_step)*(CPU_FREQ/PERI0D))/256L);

} /* End GetFundFreq •/

/* NAME: SetFundFreq(signed int)
/* RETURNS: integer - fundametal frequency achieved
/* DESCRIPTION: Sets the fundamental frequency.
/* NOTES: Called from background code.
/* ff has 8 bits afters the point, ie 256d « lHz

*/
*/
•/

*/

*/

void SetFundFreq(eigned int ff)
{

if (is_sync «= FALSE) /* cannot set fund freq if synchronizing •/
{

phaee_st«p = (unsigned int)((256L*(long)ff)/(CPU_FREQ/PERI0D));
}

} /* End SetFundFreq */

/* Sets the level of deadband compensation in nanoseconds */
inline void SetDeadBand(unsigned int d)
{

if (d > MAX.DEADBAND) d = MAX.DEADBAND;
dead.band = d / (unsigned int)(ie9 / CPU_FREQ);

} /* End SetDeadBand */

/*
/•

/*

/*

/*

/*

/•

/*

/*

/•

Application: PCR background routines
Developed By:Monash University
Author: M.Newman and A.McIver
File: pcrtuain.c
History: derived from VSI code

19/07/1999 AM Porting to new library and HPI hardware
05/09/2001 MN Altered to work with the MiniDSP and CS-IIB

#include
#define
ttinclude
#include
#include
^include
#include
#include
#include
#include
ftinclude
#includo
#include

<c240.h>
MiniDSPpcb
<mu_pcb,h>
<stdlib.h>
<conio.h>
<adc.h>
<intrpt.h>
<iospace.h>
<math.h>

"pcr.h"
"timer.h"
"shunt.h"

/• VARIABLE DECLARATIONS

signed int
Idemand,
la = 0,
mod.depth,
Vdc = 0,
mag_af_bak,
mag_dc_bak,
mag_bak;

unsigned int
dead band_comp =

- 0,

V
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
•/
*/
*/

*/

/* Demanded current in 256th of an amp */
/* Measured current in 256th of an amp */
/* Mod depth in 8ths of a percent */
/* DC bus voltage in volts •/
/* Background level active filter mag. ref. */
/* Background level dc voltage mag. ref. •/
/* Background level magnitude reference */

Oxffff

8w_freq
Ipeak,
old.fault = N0_FAULT,
freq,
digin,
a_val[16] - -CO},
is_af_on * FALSE,
ref.double - FALSE,
ref_double_bak = FALSE,
step.flag = FALSE,
tested_faulta;

,/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/•

/*

/*

/*

/*

I*

Dead time compensation level in nanoseconds */
Switching frequency */
Ps.ak measured current in 256th of an amp
Known faults
Fundamental frequency
Mirror of the digital inputs
Latest analog values
Indicates whether active filtering is on
Flag to indicate a reference step of double */
Flag to forco reference step of double */
Indicates that step change is requested */
Which faults are tested for */

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

I
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short unsigned int
ramp_count •> 0;

Mode
opjnode;

timerNumber
onesecjiimer,
fault_timer;

signed int
g[G_COUNT][G.SIZE] ;

/• Used to slow down VDC Ramp up

/• Operating mode

/* Times out aecondu
/* Timer for fault clearing

/* Grab data

•/

•/

•/

/* State stuff */
typedef void (* funcPtr)(void);
typedef struct
{

funcPtr f;
int first;

} StateType;
StateType state;

/* FUNCTION DECLARATIONS

#define NextState(_s_,_f_)

#dcilne IsFirstState(_s_)
#define DoneFirstState(_s_)
ttdofine IsLastState(_s_)
#define DoState(«s_)
#define IsCurrentState(_s_,_f_)

void Statelnit(void);
void StateRestart(void);
void Statelsolated(void);
void StateCharge(void);
void StateCloseWait(void);
void StateOpenWait(void);
void StateSync(void);
void ctateStop(void);
void StateRun(void);
void StateRampUp(void);
void StateRampDown(void);
void StateFault(void);

•C _s_.f - &_f_; \
_s_.first = 1; }

(_s_.first == 1)
_s_.first = 0
(_s_.first == 1)
((*(_s_.f))O)
(_s_.f == &_f_)

*/

void CheckFault(void); /• Fault detection - uses t8sted_faults */

/* Serial port display of variables •/
void init_display(StateType state);
void display(char c);
void display_fault(unsigned int fault);

void diaplay.state(StateType abate);
void display..ZXstate(unsigned int ax^otate);
void display.CTRLBtate(unsigned int ctrl_type);

int keyboard(void);
void acale_adca(void);
void on«sGC.evtmta(void);
void get_variableB(void);
void aet_variablefl(void)j

/+ Serial input handling : returns quit statuB */
/* Scales analog valiiaa to roal unite */
/* Performs one second events •/
/* Aske uaor for relevant parameters +/
/* Sets the parameters with default values */

/* FUNCTION DEFINITIONS •/

/* NAME:
/• RETURNS:
/* DESCRIPTION:
/• NOTES:
/• HISTORY:

main()
integer - (always 0)
Controls the flow of the background software

05/09/2001 MN iib_init() added for CS.IIB oporation
13/09/2001 MN OCR-A k B overidden to fix iib.init bug

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

/•**••*•#******•*•••*•*•***•***•***•*•***•*•+•*••****•***************•**•••*

int mainO
-C

char
quit a 0;

signed int
autostart • FALSE,
count = 0,
freq_scale,
mag_scale;

unsigned int i;

/* Standard initialization for the beard
init.pcbO;

*/

tested_faults = PDP_FAULT|LC_VDC1|LC_I_MOD|HIGH_DC_VOLTS;

reg(OCRA) = 0xl30f; /* 0001 0011 0000 1111

\ /I Illl \ / \ /
I 1111 V ++~ use IOPAO-3 as ADC in
I I l l l not used

IOPBO&l as PWM outputs
I0PB2S:3 as dig out
I0PB4 as T2PWM (S&H trigger)
I0PB5-7 as dig out •/

reg(OCRB) OxOOfd; /* 0000 0000 illl 1101 */
/* \ / \l\l III+- ADCSOC

\/ II 11 +— not used
| | | + + — I0PC2&3 as dig out
I | + CAPl k CAP2
I + I0PC6&7 as CAP3 and CAP4

+ not used */

a
I
il
al
A

1

,<t
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puts("\n\n\tPCR/VSI controller\n\n");

/+ Set up interrupt vectors •/
Sit-SISR.vector(RTI_int, INT1, WDINT);
flet.SlSR.vector(XINTl_int,INT6, X.tNTl_ISR);
set_GISR_vector(INT2Service,INT2);
set.GISR.vector(INT4Service,INT4)j

/* Set up registers for ADC measurements */
reg(ADCTRLl) « ADCEMULATORIADCIENIADC2ENIADC.I4IADC.I5;
reg(ADCTRL2) = ADCEVSOCIADCPSCALE; /* 0x0403 */

digin » RoadDiglnO;

/* Test for auto start */
if (get.dipsO&DIF.AUTO)
{

autostart » TRUE;
set_variables()i

/• Autostart Parameters */

else

get.variables0 J

sw_freq = (CPU_FREQ/2/PERIDD>2 +
puts("Switching frequency is " ) ; putu(swjfreq);
puts("HzNnhalf.period is " ) ; putu(PERI0D,2); puts("\n");
puts("Deadband compensation is: " ) ; putu(dead_band_comp); puts("ns\n");

if (autostart «* FALSE)
i

puts("\nPress any key to start\n");
getcO;

freq_scale = (50*163841 + sw_freq/2)/sw_freq;

StatelnitO; /* Initialize state machine

init_display(state);
while (quit != 1)

/* Initialise display stuff

*/

*/

GetMode(&op_mode); /* Retrieve operating mode */
CheckFaultO; /* Check for faults */
DoState(state); /* Call state function */
cligin « ReadDiglnO;/* Read I1B digital inputs (inverted in hardw.)*/
quit = keyboard(); /* Handle keyboard input */
TimorFuncPoll0; /* Run any queued timer functions •/
Bcale_adcs(); /* Scale adc measurements •/
display(O); /* Serial port display */

retui-n 0;
} /* End main */

/• NAME: onosoceventflO
/• RETimNS: void
/• DESCRIPTlONi It ia the background process task to clear the flags
/* NOTES:
/* HISTORY: XX/XX/2001 MN

•/

*/
*/

*/
•/

void oneaeceventstvoid)

ReloadTimer(onoaocjiiraor, 1000 mSEC);

/* Check for low speed faults */

if (IsCurrentState(state.StateFault))

display«fault(fault&tested^faults);

display(l);

} /* End onesec..events */

/**+•***#•**•***•••»•*•**•+*•*************•**•*•**•••*•*****•*****••**•*•*•*/

/* NAME: displayQ */
/• RETURNS: void */
/• DESCRIPTION: Displays variables and state through serial port */
/* NOTES: Case 0 nevor happens •/
/* HISTORY: 10/10/2001 UN Full re-work of display variables */
/**•***********•*•*****•************•*****•*******+•••*•••******************/

void display(char c)
i

signed int
temp;

static unsigned int step » 0;

if (c -» TRUE)

step = 1;
puts(" \r");

else if (step > 0)

step++;

switch(step)

case 1: display_state(state); break;
case 2: puts(" " ) ; break;
case 3; display_ZXstate(ZX_state); break;
caBe 4: puts(" " ) ; break;
case 5: putf(freq,256,1); break;
case 6: putsC'Hz " ) ; break;
case 7:

if(is_af_on)
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putnO'E!");
else

putsC'D:");
putf((a.val[AVAL_PQT2]-512)*100,128,1);
break;

case 8: puta("'/. ") • break;
case 9:

if (tsCurrentState(state,StateCharge))
{

putf(Ipeak,256,2);
puts("A " ) ;

}
else if (op_raodo.is_PCR)
{

if (opjnode,ia_mag)
{

putf(Idemand.256,2);
puts("A ");

else

temp = V_DC_SO(1L«14);
putd( ((long) (mag_dc_bak«2)* (long) temp)»16 );
putsO'Vdc ") ;

else

putf(mod_depth,8,1);
puts O7t »);

>
break;

case 10: putd(Vdc); break;
case 11: putsO'Vdc ") ; break;
case 12: display_CTRLstate(Ctrl_Type); break;

default: step = 0;
}

} /* End display •/

/• NAME: scale.. adcsO */
/* RETURNS: void */
/• DESCRIPTION: Scales analog values to real units (ie V, A, '/,) */
/* NOTES: */
/* HISTORY: 05/09/2001 MN Analog offsets :hanged to suit CS-HB */
/ 01/10/2001 MN Pot 2 analog added for active filtering */

void scale adcs(void)
•C

signed int
temp;

mag.af.bak = (a.val[AVAL_PQT2]-512)*MAG^SCALE; /* +128 is 100*/. */

E.2. PWMBACK.C: C BACKGROUND CODE

if (opjnode.isjnag) /* Magnitude control • /

if(lreMoubleJ>ak)
raagjjak - (a_val[AVAt_P0Tl]-S12)*MAG..SCALE;

else
raag_bak • ((a.val [AVAL.PQTl]-512) *MAQ..SCALE)<<li

else
{

m&g_dcbak * a.val [AVAL.PQTll;
}

if (opjnode.is_PCR)
{

tomp - (I.AC.SC*(lL«18))j
Idemand * ((long)mag.bak*(long)temp)»16;

}
else
{

temp * 100L*(l«5)>
mod.depth * ((long)roag.bak*(long)temp)»16;

>
f req • GetFundFreqO ;

temp = V^DC..SC*(1L«14);
Vdc « ((long)(ado_Vdc«2)*(long)temp)»16;

la - (int) (((long) ((signed) a.val [AVAL_11] -504)* (I_AC_SO1024L))/4);

} /* End scale_adcs */

/* NAME: CbeckFaultO
/* RETURNS: void
/* DESCRIPTION: Fault detection - uses tested.faults
/* NOTES:

*/
*/
•/

*/

void CheckFault(void)
{

if ((fault&tested_faults)fe&(!l8CurrentState(Btate,StateFault)))
{

PWM.Stop();
ContactorOpen(DIQ.CONTIDIG.AUX.CONT);
old.fault = fault;
NextState(state,StateFault);
display.fault(old_fault);

>
} /* End CheckFault •/

/* NAME: StatelnitO */
/* RETURSS: void */
/• DESCRIPTION: State used to initialise PWM, state, and other variables */
/* NOTES: On completion state is changed to "Statelsolated". •/

355
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/• HISTORY: XX/XX/2001 MN XXX •/

void Statelnit(void)
<

Sat.FundFreq( 100*266);
SetDeadBand(doad_bandMcomp);
tested.faults « POP.FAULT|LC.VDC1|LC.I.HOD|HIOH.DC.VOLT85
Fault_init(teated_faults);
PWM.Inlt(op_modo)j
EnablelntsO;

TimerlnitO; /* Start timer for background processes
onoBecjtimer * GetTimerO; /* For ticking off 1 sec events
8tartTimer(onesec_timer, 1000 mSEC, &onesec_events);
fault_timor e GetTimerO; /* For fault clearing
NextState(state,StateIaolated);

SetLamp(LAMP_0NILAMP.READYILAMP.FAULT,CLEAR);

} /* End Statelhit */

•/
• /

•/

/• NAME: StatelBolatedO •/
/* RETURNS: void */
/* DESCRIPTION: State used to keep the inverter isolated from the primary */
/• NOTES: */
/• HISTORY; 10/09/2001 MN Created */

void Statelsolated(void)
{

tested.faults * ALL_FAULTS&~(LOW_DC_.VOLTS|LOST_SUPPLY|LOST_SYNC);
ContactorOpen (DIG..CQVT I DIG_AUX_CONT);

/* Initialise display header

if (IsFirstState(state))
{

init.display(state);
DoneFirstState(state);

if ( UnlsolatePresseJO )
{

NextStatsCstate.StateRestart);
}

} /• End Statelsolated */

/•ill*************************************************************************/

/* NAME: StateRestartO */
/* RETURNS: void */
/* DESCRIPTION: Restart everything either after a fault or on start up */
/• NOTES: */
/•*****••*•***•••••*•*•*•••**•**•*•*»*••»*••<'***•***•**••*•*•*****•***••**•*/

void StateRestart(void)

SotM&g(0,0,0);
SotMagDC(O)}
Noxt,Statd( state ,StateCharge);
teated^f aulta « ALl..FAULTS&'f(L0W_DC.V0LTS|L0ST_SUPPLY|LOST_SYNC);
SetLamp(LAMP..READY, SET) j

> /• End StateRestart •/

/• NAME; StateCloseWaitO
/* RETURNS: void
/• DESCRIPTION: Closes charge contactor and waits for DC bus to charge
/• NOTES:
/* HISTORY: 10/09/2001 MN Isolated State Recounted for

*/
•/
•/
*/
•/

void StateCharge(void)
{

static int maxla « 0, oldmaxla « 0;
static timarNumber peak.timer; /* Timer for peak la measurement */
static timerNumber charge^timer; /* Timer for dc bus charging */
if (IsFirstStato(state))

/* Initialise display header */

/• Clear maxla before starting wait*/

init_display(state);
DoneFirstState(state);
maxla = 0;
oldmaxla = 0;
ContactorClose(DIG_AUX_CONT);
poak^timer =• GetTimerO; /* Timer for the peak moas. */
charge .timer » GetTimerO; /• Timer for the charge delay */
StartTimer(charge_timer, 10000 mSEC, NULL);
StartTimer(peak.timer, 2000 mSEC, NULL);

if ( IsolatePressedO )
{

ContactorOpen(DIG_C0NTIDIG_AUX_CONT);
NextState(state.Statelsolated);

else if (StopPressedO)
{

NextState(state,StateRestart);
Contactor0pen(DIG_AUX_C0NT);

}
else if (IsTimerFinishedCcharge^timer))
{ /* If still drawing >lAap after 10 seconds > fault */

if (oldmaxla > (1.0*256)) /* Ipk > 1.0A */
{

fault |= DC_CHARGE_FAULT;
NextState(state.StateFault);
ContactorOpen(DIG_AUX_CONT);

>
else /• No fault, so keep charging */
{

StartTimer(charge.timer, 10000 mSEC, NULL);

1
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/* Ipk > 0.3A •/

/• Calc max(Ia) */
if (la > maxla) maxla » la;
else if (-la > maxla) maxla • -la;

Ipe&k • max!a;
/* Test for charged DC bus */
if (IaTimerFinished(peak..timer) ft& (UsolatePressedO))
{

if ((maxla > (0.3*256))I|(Vdc < Vdc.MIN+5))
{ /• Not charged yet, wait further +/

StartTiraer(peak_timerl 200 mSEC, NULL);
oldroaxla a maxla;
maxla => 0;

}
else /• Charged! */

NextState(state,StateCloaeWait);
fault &= "LQW_DC_VOLTS; /* Clear fault flag */
testedjraults 1= L0W_DC.V0LTS; /* Enable low Vdc fault checking */

if (IsLastStato(state))
{

FreeTimer(peak_timer);
FreeTimer(charge_timer);

}
} /* End StateCharge */

/* NAME: StateCloseWait() */
/* RETURNS: void */
/* DESCRIPTION: Closes the main contactor and waits for it to close */
/• NOTES: Once closed, state becomes StateSync or StatoStop */
/• HISTOPY: 10/09/2001 MN Isolated State accounted for */
/******+*********************•***••*•**********************•*•*••*•***!•*+••*/

void StateCloseWait(void)

static timerNumber cont_timer;
if (IsFirstState(state))

/• Contactor closing delay */

DoneFirstState(state);
ContactorClose(DIG_CONT);
cont_timer = GetTimerO; /* The contactor closing delay

StartTimer(cont_timer, 500 mSEC, NULL);

if ( StopPressedO 11 IsolatePressedO )

NextState(state,StateOpenWait);

else if (IsTimerFini3hed(cont_timer))

if (ContClosedO)

*/

E.2, PWMDACK.Ci C HACKGtlOVND CODE 360

ContaotorOpen(DIG_AUX.CONT);
if (op.mode.ia.sync) /+ Next state dopendo on op. mode

NextState(state,StateSync);

else

NextState(stats,StatoStop);
init.diflplay(state);

fault |- CONTACT_FAULT;
ContactorOpen(DIG.CONTI DIG.AUX^CONT);
old.fault • fault;
NextState(state,StateFault);
display_fault(old.fault);
StartTitner(fault^timer, 10000 mSEC, NULL); /* Delay before retry */

if (IsLastState(state))
•C

FreeTimer(cont.timer);
>

} /* End StateCloseWait */

/* NAME: StateOpenWait() •/
/* RE1UINS: void •/
/* DESCRIPTION: State used to wait for contactor to open */
/* NOTES: Once contactor is open, state becomes Statelsolated •/
/* HISTORY: XX/XX/2001 MN XXX . •/
/•*•>(.*•••*•**••••*•*•**•*••***•*•***•*•**•***•+•**•***>>•*******••***•**•*•**/

void StateOpenWait(void)
{

static timerNumber cont.timej:; /* Contactor opening delay */
if (IsFirstState(state))
{

DoneFirstState(state);
ContactorOpen(DIG.CONTIDIG_AUX_CONT);
cont^timer « GetTimerO; /* The contactor opening delay */
StartTimer(cont.tiiner, 500 mSEC, NULL);

if (IsTimerFinished(cont.timer))

if (!ContClosedO)
i

NextState(state,Statelsolated);

else

fault |= CONTACT.FAULT;
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}

old_fault • fault;
NextState(state,StatoFault);
displays ault(old_fault) j
StartTimer(lauTLt_tlmer, 10000 mSEC, NULL); /* Delay before retry +/

if (IsLaatState(state))
{

FreeTimer(cont_tiraer)j
}

} /* End StateOpenWait */

/********A****+*******tt+f********************•*******••••*****•*+**********/

/* NAME: StateSyncO */
/* RETURNS: void */
/* DESCRIPTION: Waits until synchronisation is achieved +/
/* NOTES; */
/* HISTORY: 10/09/2001 MN Adjusted to include "Statelsolated" state */

void StateSync(void)

/* Time to achieve sync */static timerNumber sync_timer;
if (IsFirstState(state))
-t

DoneFirstState(state);
sync_timer = GetTimerO;
StartTimer(sync_timer, 10000 mSEC, NULL); /* 10 sec to sync in

}
if ( IsolatePressedO )
•C

ContactorOpen(DIG.CONTIDIG_AUX_CONT);
NextState(state,Statelsolated);

}
else If (RtopPressedO)
-C

NextState(state,StateRestart);
PWLStopO ;
ContactorOpen(DIG.CONTIDIG_AUX_CONT);

*/

else if (op_mode.in_sync)

fault &= ~(LOST_SUPPLYILOST.SYNC);
NextState(state,StateStop);
init.display(state);
tested.faults |= (LOST.SUPPLYILOST.SYNC);

else if (IsTimerFinished(sync.timer))

fault != LOST.SYNC;
PWM.StopO;
ContactorOpen(DIG.CONTIDIG.AUX.CONT);
old.fault = fault;
NextState(state,StateFault);
display_fault(old_fault);

/* Clear these faults */

/* Failed to sync */

if (IsLastState(state))
{

FreeTiifler(sync_timer)j
}

} /* End StateSync • /

/*
/*
/•

/*

/*

NAME:
RETURNS:
DESCRIPTION:
NOTES:
HISTORY:

***************^
StateStop()
void
State for whei.

10/09/2001 MN

F**********y.***************»*******t*********/

*/

*/

the inverter isn't running */

*/
Ioolated State accounted for */

void StateStop(void)

{
SetMag(0,0,0);
SetMagDC(adc_Vdc+l);
Vdc_sum = 0;

if ( IsolatePressedO )

i
ContactorOpen(DIG.CONT!DIG_AUX_CONT);
NextState(state,Statelsolatod);

}
else if (StartPressedO)

i
NextState(state,StateRampUp);
PWM.StartO;
SetLamp(LAMP_ON,SET);

>
} /* End StateStop •/

/* NAME: StateRampUpO */
/* RETURNS; void */
/* DESCRIPTION: State for ramping the magnitude up to the reference */
/* NOTES: */
/* HISTORY: 10/09/2001 MN Isolated State accounted for */
/#+••***•*•**••*••****••**••**•*****•*+*•••*•****••*******•*****•*•****•**•*/

void StateRampUp(void)
{

if ( IsolatePressedO )
{

ContactorOpen(DIG.CQNTIDIG_AUX_CONT);
NextState(state,Statelsolated);

}
else if ( StopPressedO )
{

NextState(state,StateRampDown);
}
else if ( op.mode.is.sync kk op_mode.is_PCR && (!op_mode.is_mag) )

{
ramp_count++;
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if ( ( GetMagDCO < mag..dc_bak ) kk (ramp_count >» 5) )
{

ramp_count * 0;
SetMagDC(GetMagDC()+l);

else

rarap_count » 0;
SetMagDC(mag^dc_bak);
NextState(state,StateRun);

else if ( (GetMagD()>mag_bak-10)&&(GetMagD()<mag_bak+10) ) /* Ramping finished +/

NextState(state,StateRun);

elsa

Bigned int mag.targ;
mag_targ = GetMagDQ;
if (mag_targ < mag.bak) mag_targ++; \
else if (mag_targ > mag_bak) mag_targ~; \
SetMag(mag_targ,O,O);

} /* End StateRampUp •/

/* NAME: StateRun()
/* RETURNS: void
/* DESCRIPTION: State for whilst the inverter is running
/* NOTES:
/* HISTORY: 10/09/2001 MN Isolated State accounted for

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

void StateRun(void)
{

if ( IsolatePressedO )
•c

ContactorOpen(DIG_CONTIDIG_AUX_CCNT);
NextState(state.Statelsolated);

}
else if (StoDPressedO)

NextState(state,StateRampDown);

}

else if ( !( op_mode.is_sync && op_mode.is PCR kk (lop mode.is mag) ) )
{

SetMag(mag_bak, 0, 0);

}
else
{

SetMagDC(mag_dc_bak);

if(is_af_on)

{
SetMagAF(mag_af_bak);

}
else
<

>

SotMagAF(O);

> /* End StateRun •/

/* NAME: StateRampDown () */
/* RETURNS: void */

/* DESCRIPTION: State for ramping the magnitude down to zero before */
/* turning inverter off */
/* NOTES: */
/* HISTORY: 10/09/2001 MN Isolated State accounted for */

void StateRampDown(void)

{
if ( IsolatePressedO )

{

ContactorOpen(DIG.CONTIDIG.AUX.CONT);
NextState(state,Statelsolated);

}

elsa if (StartPressedO)

{
NextState(state,StateRampUp);

>

else if ( op_mode.is_sync kk op_mode.is_PCR kk (!opjnode.is_mag) )
{

PWLStopO;
NextState(state,StateStop);
SetLamp(LAMP_ON,CLEAR);
Vdc_sum = 0;

>
else if (GetMagDQ == 0) /* Ramping finished */

{
PWM_Stop();
NextState(state,StateStop);
SetLamp(LAMP_ON,CLEAR);

}
else

{
signed int mag_targ;
magjtarg = GetMagDO;
if (mag.targ < 0) mag_targ++; \
else if (mag_targ > 0) magjtarg--; \
SetMag(mag_targ,0,0);

}
} /* End StateRampDown */

/• NAME:
/* RETURNS:

StateFaultO
void

V

I

1
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/* DESCRIPTION: State for handling faults
/* NOTES:
/* HISTORY: 10/09/2001 HN Isolated State accounted for

*/
*/
*/

void StateFault(void)

{

static unsigned int fault.state = 0;
if (IsFirstState(state))
{

DoneFirstState(state);
PWLStopO;
CoutactorOpen(DIG_CONTIDIG>AUX_CQNT);
SetLamp(LAMP_ON|LAMP_READY,CLEAR);

SatLarnp(LAMP_FAULT,SET) j

}
tested_faults &= "LQW_DC_VOLTS; /* Open contactor, so low Vdc is likely */
if ((check_faults(tested_faults) »* NO_FAULT)&&(fault_state =» 0))
i

puts("\nFaults cleared - press stop to continue\n");
fault.state = 1;

if ((StopPressed())&ft(fault_state == 1))
{

StartTimer(fault_timer, 1000 mSEC, NULL); /* Delay */
fault.state = 2;
puts("\nRestarting..An");

}
if ((fault state == 2)&&(IsTimerFinished(fault_timer)))
{

NextState(state,Statelsolated);
fault.state => 0;
SetLamp(LAMP.FAULT,CLEAR);

}
if ( IsolatePressedO )
{

Contactor0pen(DIG_C0NTIDIG_AUX_CONT);
NextState(state,Statelsolated);
tested.faults = ALL_FAULTSft~(LOW_DC_VOLTS|LOST_SUPPLY|LOST_SYNC);

>
} /* End State Fault */

/* NAME: keyboard()
/• RETURNS: integer - returns 1 if quit is chosen, 0 otherwise
/* DESCRIPTION: Handles serial port input
/* NOTES:
/* HISTORY: 03/10/2001 MN Active filter enable/disable added
/* 10/12/2001 MN Soft start bypass added

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

int keyboard(void)

{
char c.i.j;
int ret.val a 0;
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if (kbhitO)
{

c • getcQ;
switch(c)

case ' q ' : /* Quit +/
PWLStopC);
ContactorOpen(DIG_CONTIDIG_AUX_CONT);
DinablelntsO;
rot_val a 1;
putsC'NnNnNtQuittingNnNn");
break;

case 'h': /• Help */
puts("\tq\tquit\n");
puts("\tt\ttiming analysisNn");
puts("\tf\tdisplay fault status\n")j
puts("\ts\tdisplay the scaling factors\n");
puts("\tl\tincrease phaBe offset\Q");
puts("\t2\tdecrease phase offset\n");
puts("\tc\treset grab systemW);
puts("\td\tdisplay grabbed resultsXn");
put3("\tg\tstart grab\n");
puts("\t:\tBypass soft start\n");
break;

case 'a':
if (!is..af_on) {

is.af^on = TRUE;
puts("\nActive Filter EnabledNn");

}
else {

is_af_on = FALSE;

puts("\nActive Filter DisabledNn");

}
break;

case Jn':
Ctrl.Type - (Ctrl_Type>=2)?0:Ctrl_Type+l;
if (Ctrl.Type == NOTCH) {

puts("\nNotch FilterVn");
}
else if (Ctrl_Type == STATRF)
{

puts("\nStatRF Filter\n");
>
else if (Ctrl.Type »- SRF)
{

puts("\nSRF FilterXn");
}
else
{

puts("\nNo FilterXn");
}
break;

case ' t ' : / • Interrupt timing analysis */
puts("\n\nStarting timing analysis\n\n");
while(1)
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TimingJULoffO;
Tiraing_R2_on()j

break;
/• Scaling Factor Constants Display */case ' a 1 :

puts("\nScaling factora\n\tsl
putu(si);
Put,s("\n\ts2 = ") ;
putu(s2);
puta("\n\ts3 - " ) ;

putu(s3);

puts("\n\ts4 - " ) ;

putu(s4);

puts("\n\ts5 = " ) ;

putu(s5);

puts("\n\ts6 - " ) ;

putu(s6)j

puts("\rx\tv_scale_int » ") ;
putu(v_scale_int);
puts("\n\ti_scale_int <= ") ;
putu(i_scale_int);
puts("\n\ti_raax_orr = ") ;
putu(i_max_err);
puts("\n\tv_max_err = ") ;
putu(v_max_err);
puts("\n\n");
break;

case 'i'\ I* Display current faults */

if (fault==NO_FAULT)

{

puts("\nNo faults\nGate state:");

/*putxx(get_fault());*/

puts("\n");

>

else

{

display_fault(fault);

>

break;

case 'I 1:

/*IncrPhase(16);*/

Kp_dc++;

puts("\nKp_dc = " ) ; putd(Kp_dc); puts("\n");

break;

case '2':

/•IncrPha3e(-16);*/

Kp_dc~;

puts("\nKp_dc = " ) ; putd(Kp_dc); puts("\n");

break;

case '!':

/*IncrPhase(256);*/

Ki_dc++;

puts("\nKi_dc * " ) ; putd(Ki_dc); puts("\n");

break;

case '0':

/•IncrPhase(-256);*/

> ;

putB("\nKi_dc - ••); putd(Ki^dc); puts("\nM);

break;

caae 'c'; /• Clear grab code +/

g>idx • 0;

g.con « GRAB..READY;

putsC'Grab clearodNn");

break;

caae 'g': /* Start grab now */

putaO'Grab atartedVi");
g.idx » 0;
g^con • GRABJSO;
break;

caae 'd ' : /» Display grabbed data */
puts("\n");
for (i=0; i<G_CQUNT;

putdU);

for (j=0; j<G_SIZE;

{

putc('\t');

putd(g[i][j]);

}

putc('\n');

break;

case ':': /* Bypass contactor soft start */

if (state.f =*= &StateCharge)

{
NextState(state,StateCloseWait);

}

break;

case 'b': /* Create a current reference step •/

ref.double = TRUE;

step.flag = 1;

break;
case 'v': /• Create a current reference step */

ref.double = FALSE;

step_flag = 1 ;

break;

return ret_val;

} /* End keyboard */

/************************************************+**************************/

/* NAME: init_display() */

/* RETURNS: void */

/• DESCRIPTION: Sets up heading for variable display and resets rotating */

/* variable display counter. */

/* NOTES: */
/* HISTORY: XX/XX/2001 MN XXX •/
/***************•****+*******************************************************/

void init_display(StateType state)
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if (state.f »» fcStatelnit) putaC'Init " ) ;
else if (state.f «» ftStatelsolated)

puts("\n\nState ZX State freq AF Ref V d c V ) ;
else if (state.f »• AStateCharge)

puts("\n\nState ZX State freq AF la Max Vdc\n")j
elso

puts("\n\nState ZX State freq AF

> /• End init.disiplay */

else if (state.f

Ref Vdc\n")i

/* NAME: display.faultO */
/• RETURNS: void */
/* DESCRIPTION: Displays the type of current fault to the serial port +/
/+ NOTES: */
/* HISTORY: XX/XX/2001 MN XXX */

void display.fault(unsigned int fault)

if (fault!»N0_FAULT)

puts("\nFault detected :\n");

if (fault&PDPJFAULT)
•C

puts("YtPDPINT Fault: " ) ;
putsCYn");

if (fault&LC.VDCl )
if (fault&LC.I.MOD )
if (fault&LOST.SYNC )
if (fault&LOST_SUPPLY )
if (fault&LOW.DC.VOLTS )
if (fault&HIGH.DC.VOLTS )
if (faulUMISC.FAULT )
if (fault&SCALE.ERROR )
if (fault&DC_CHARGE_FAULT )
if (fault&CONTACT.FAULT )

} /* End display.fault */

puts("\tDC over voltage fault\n")
puts("\tOver current fault
putsCYtLoss of sync fault
puts("\tLoss of supply
putsC'YtLow DC volts
puts("\tHigh DC volts
puts("\tMisc fault
puts("\tScale error
puts("\tDC bus charge fault
puts("\tContactor fault

\n
\n"
\n"
\n"
\n
\n"
\n
\n
\n»

display_state()
void
Function used to display the text for the current state.

XX/XX/2001 MN XXX

/* NAME:
/* RETURNS:
/* DESCRIPTION:
/* NOTES:
/* HISTORY:
/*
void display_state(StateType state)

if (state.f == fcStatelnit) putsC'Init ")i
elso if (state.f »= ftStatelsolated) puts("Isolated");
Qlse if (state.f •>=» ftStateRestart) putaC'Restart * ) ;

* /
• /

* /

* /

* /

else
olne
else
oloe

else
else
else
elr.H
{

ftStateCharge) putaC'CloseCh "
if (state.f • - &StateCloseWait) puts("ClosoWt "
if (atato.f ••• &StateOpenWait) putsC'OpenWhit"
if (state.f «a iiStateSync)

JiStcitPStop)
ftStatoRarapUp)
ftStateRun)
ftStaleRaropDovn)

(state.f «
if (stdte.f «•
if (state.f -
if (state.f •
ii' (state.f «
if (stete.f - ftStateFault)

puts("Sync " ) ;
puts("Stop " ) ;
pute("RampUp ")j
put 6 ("Run "');
putsC'RampDown");
-CputaC'Fault:") j putu(fault) ;>

putxx((unsigned
pvtc( '?»);

int)state.f);

} /* End Display.atate */

/ • NAME: display_ZXstate() */
/* RETURNS: void */
/* DESCRIPTION: Function to display text for current zero crossing state */
/* NOTES: */
/* HISTORY: XX/XX/2001 MN XXX */
/**********•*•+**•*•*•*•*•*+*•*•**••*•*•***•***•*••******•*****************•/

void display.ZXstate(unsigned i n t zx_state)
{

if (zx.state ZXJLOST ) putsC'ZX Lost " ) ;
e l s e i f ( z x . s t a t e == ZX.EST ) putsC'ZX Est , " ) ;
e l se if ( z x . s t a t e — ZX.SYNC ) putsC'ZX Sync.");

=• ZX.PHASE) putsC'ZX Phase");
» ZX.FREQ ) putsC'ZX Freq " ) ;
- ZX.L0CK ) putsC'ZX Lock " ) ;
•= ZX.MISC ) putsC'ZX Misc " ) ;

else if (zx.st&te
else if (zx.state

(zx.state
(zx.state

elso if
else if
else
i

putxx(zx.state);
putc('?');

} /* End display.ZXstnta */

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

NAME: display_CTfU.state() */
RETURNS: void */
DESCRIPTION: Function to display text for current zero crossing state */
NOTES: */
HISTORY: XX/XX/2001 MH m •/

void diiiplay.HTRLstate(unsigned int ctrl.type)

if (ctrl.i^pe =* NOTCH ) puts("Notch
else if (ctrl.type «* STATRF ) putsC'StatRF
else if (ctrl.type -» SRF ) putsC'SRF
else if (ctrl.type « NO.CTRL) puts("None
else

i
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putu(ctrl_type)i
putc('?')i

}
> /• End diBplay.CTRLotate +/

caBe ' c ' : ia.mag • TRUE; putBO'Uaing current control\n"); break;
case 'V : iajmag • FALSE; putsC'Using Vdc cont ro lV) ; break;

/* NAME: get.variablea0 */
/+ RETURNS: void */
/* DESCRIPTION: Asks operator for various parameters before starting up •/
/• NOTES! */
/* HISTORY: XX/XX/2001 MN XXX */

void get.variableB(void)
{

char str[10];

char is.PCR, is_sync, isjnag;

sw_freq = 5000; /* Switching frequency is cuirently fixed •/

puts("\nEnter parametersNn");
dead_band_comp » MAX.DEADBAND + 1;
while (dead_band comp>MAX DEADBAND)
•C

puts("Enter deadband compensation in nanoseconds : " ) ;
safe_gets(str,10);
dead_band_comp = atoi(str);

}
is.PCR = 7;
while ((is_PCR!=TRUE)&&(is_PCR!=FALSE))
{

putsC'Run as PCR (p) or VSI (v)?\n");
switch(getcO)
{

case »p' : is_PCR = TRUE; putsC'Running as PCR\n"); break;
case 'v1 : is_PCR = FALSE; puts("Running as VSI\n"); break;

}
is_sync = 7;
while ((is.sync!=TRUE)&&(is_sync!=FALSE))
{

puts("Synchronize to external voltage signal? (y/n)\n");
switch(getcO)
{

case »y' ; is_sync = TRUE; puts("Synghronizing\n"); break;
case 'n' : is_sync = FALSE; puts("Running free\n"); break;

is_mag - 7;
if (is_PCR&&is_sync)
{

while ((is.mag!=TRUE)kk(is.mag!=FALSE))
{

puts("Current control (c) or Vdc control (v)?\n");
switch(getcO)

else if U B J > C R )
{

l8_raag a TRUE;
putsC'Using current control\n");

>
elae if (ia.uync)
{

while ((i8-magl«»TRUE)&&(is.raag!-FALSE))
{

puts("Voltage magnitude control (v) or match external signal (o)?\n");
awitch(getcO)
{

case Jv' : is«mag => TRUE; putsC'Using voltage control\n"); break;
case 'm' : is^mag = FALSE; puts("Matching signal\n"); break;

}
else
{

is_mag » TRUE;
putsC'Using voltage control\n");

op.mode.is_mag = is.mag;
op.mode.is.sync » is.sync;
op.mode.is.PCR = is.PCR;

} /* End get.variables */

/* NAME: aet_variables()
/* RETURNS: void
/* DESCRIPTION: Sets the relevant parameters using default values
/* NOTES:
/• HISTORY: XX/XX/2001 MN XXX

*/
*/
*/
*/
•//• HISTORY: XX/XX/2001 MN XXX /

/***********+•****•****•**•***>,*'***••***•****•******••**********************/

void set_variables(void)
{

puts("XuAutostarting with default valuesV);

sw.freq = 5000;
dead_band_comp » DEADBAND;
switch (get_dips()&(DIP_PCRlDIP_SYNC|DIP_MAG))

/* DIP(O)=QFF DIP(1)»QFF DIP(2)=0FF */
/* DIP(U)-QN DIP(1)»OFF DIP(2)=0FF •/
/* DIP(0)-OFF DIP(1)-OV DIP(2)-OFF V

case 0:
case 1:
case 2:

op.mode.is.mag - 0;
op.mode.is.sync = 1;
op.mode.is.PCR * 0;
putsC'Running as VSI matching external voltage signalW);

t
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op_mode, is^mag » 1;
putsC'Not implemented at present. Control your own mag\n");
break;

case 3: A DIP«»»ON DIP(1)«ON DIP(2)»0FF */
op_raode,is_mag * 0;
op_mode,is_sync = 1;
op.mode.iB^PCR • 1;
putsC'Running as PCft r ec t i f i e r with Vdc control\n"){
break;

case 4: / • DIP(O)«OFF DIP(1)-OFF DIP(2)«0N */
opjnode,is_mag = 1;
op_mode. is_sync «• 0;
opjnode.is_PCR = 0;
putsC'Running as VSI with magnitude and frequency control\n");
break;

case 5: / • DIP(O)=ON DIP(1)»OFF DIP(2)=0N */
op_mode.is_mag •» l j
op_mode.is_sync = 0;
op_mode.is_PCR = 1;
putsC'Running as PCR with magnitude and frequency control\n");
break;

case 6: /* DIP(O)=OFF DIP(1)=QN DIP(2)=0N •/
op_mode.is_mag = 1;
op_mode.is_8ync = 1;
op_mode.is_PCR * 0;
putsC'Running as VSI synced to external voltage\n");
break;

case 7: /* DIP(0)«ON DIP(1)=ON DIP(2)=0N */
op_raode.is_mag = 1;
op_mode.is..sync = 1;
op_mode.is_PCR = 1;
put3("Running as PCR rectifier with current magnitude control\n");
break;

> /* End aet_variables */

E.3 filtors.asmt Assembler Digital Filter Code

Application: Assembly IIR filter functions for use with C code
Developed By: Monash University
Author: M.Uewraan
File: filters.asm
History:

07/08/2001 MN - Initial Creation
10/08/2001 MN - IIR_lstx2 added
10/08/2001 MN - IIR_2nd and IIR_2ndx2 added
24/09/2001 MN - 2nd order Delta now working OK, other parts deleted.
13/11/2001 MN - StatRF Cross coupled delta filter added
15/11/2001 MN - IIR.lstx2 added

***************************************************************************

1. void delta_2nd(signed int* argl) argl — > [ y x x2 xl xO * ]

Typical calling process r «• IIR_Xxx(ar3l,..,argx);
SACL * ,AR1 <" arp always equals 1 entering into a function
BLKD _arg2+0,*+
BLKD _argl+0,*+ <- arguments pushed on stack in reverse order
CALL .IIR
SBRK 2
LDPK _r
SACL _r <- result returned in low ace.

.text

B_lBt
.word

A_lst
.word

B_2nd
• word

A_2nd
.word

B_2nd_ll
.word

A_2nd_ll
.word

B_2nd_22
.word

A_2nd_22
.word

B_2nd_12
.word

-32747,

32727

16363,

-16534

16374,

-16560

16374,

-16560

0, 24,

32747

517, 16534

, -1832

1186, 16915

, -1833

1163, 16152

, -1833

764

For macd one coefficient table must be
defined in program space (ie. Tables A & B)

B,lst => [ bl bO ] HP Z: 10kHz/xHz/2*15

A_lst - [ -al ] HP Z: OkHz/xHz/2"15

B_lst=[bO bl b2] NB D: 10kHz/50Hz/2Hz/2~14/5

A_2nd=[-a2 -al 3 NB D: 10kHz/50Hz/2Hz/2*14/5

B_lst=[bO bl b2] StatRF D: 10kHz/50Hz/2Hz/2*14/5

A_2nd»[-a2 -al] StatRF D: 10kHz/50Hz/2H2/2"14/5

JB_lst»[W> bl b2] StatRF D: 10kHz/50Hz/2Hz/2"14/5

A_2nd»[-a2 -al] StatRF D: 10kHz/50Ife/2Hz/2~14/5

B_ist=CbO bl b2] StatRF D: 10kHz/50Hz/2Hz/2~14/5

'f

J
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A_2nd_12
.word

.globl

.globl

.globl

.globl

.globl

-16560, -1833

_IIR_lstx2
_Delta_2nd
.Delta_2nd_11
_Delta_2nd_22
_Delta_2nd_12

•glObl _Delta_2nd.x4

j A_2nd=[-a2 -al] Stat.RF D: 10kllz/50Hz/2Hz/2~14/5

Double first order shift baaed IIR filter
Single second order Delta Filter
Single second order Delta Filter for term 11
Single second order Delta Filter for term 22
Single second order Delta Filter for term 12
4 unit cross coupled Delta Filters

; ********** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * , ) , * *

_IIR_lstx2:

SAR ARl, *-
LAR AR2, *+, AR2
ADRK #6
SPM 3

LACL
MPY
RPT
MACD
APAC
MAR
SACH

MAR
LACL
MPY
RPT
MACD
APAC
MAR
SACH

SPM
RET

#0
#0
#3-1
B_lst+0, *

*+

*-. 7

*-
#0
#0
#3-1
B_lst+0, *

*+

*, 7, ARl

0

_Delta_2nd:

SAR ARl, *-
LAR AR2, *+, AR2
ADRK #1

Note: arp » 1 from calling process

**** Setup Input Args and Other Params. •***
*arl = arl, arl— :Put arl onto stack
ar2 = *arl, arl++ :Load argl value into ar2
Point arg2 to the end of the table -1
Set PREG Shift mode to right shift by 6

***• Perform Filters ****
1st order Filter number - 1 -
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. k negative dma increment
Add result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of ydO
Put final result back into integer array

1st order Filter number - 2 -
Point ar2 to the dma address of yqO
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. & negative dma increment
Add result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of yqO
Put final result back into integer array

**** Restore Setup then Ret. from Funct,****
Reset PREG Shift mode to no shift
Return from function back to C code

Note: arp = 1 from calling process

**** Setup Input Arguments ****
*arl = arl, arl— :Put arl onto stack
ar2 = *arl, arl++ :Load argl value into ar2
Point arg2 to the second element

SPM
LACC
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
ROL
SACH
LACL
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
MAR
ROL
SACH
SPM
RET

3
*+, 8
#0
#2-1
A_2nd+0, *+

*, 7
#0
#0
#3-1
D_2nd+0, *-

*-

*, 7, ARl
0

_Delta_2nd_ll:

SAR
LAR
ADRK

SPM
LACC

; LACC
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
ROL
SACH
LACL
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
MAR
ROL
SACH
SPM
RET

ARl, *-
AR2, *+. AR2
#1

3
*+, 8
*+, 9
#0
#2-1
A_2nd_ll+0, *+

*, 7
#0
#0
#3-1
B_2nd_ll+0, *-

*-

*, 7, ARl
0

•*•* Perform Multiplications **••

SAR ARl, +-
LAR AR2, *+, AR2

Set PREG Shift mode to right shift by 6
Load »x' into 32bit Accum. with shift 8 left - Mbit
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply ft Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. ft positive dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Use this for 14bit scaling
Store result xO for use in delta shifts
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply ft Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. k negative dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of y
Use this for 14bit scaling
Store result back into argl[0]
Reset PREG Shift mode to no shift
Return from function back to C code

Note: arp «• 1 from calling process

*•****** Setup Input Arguments
•arl = arl, arl— :Put arl onto stack
ar2 =• *arl, arl++ :Load argl value into ar2
Point arg2 to the second element

**** Perform Multiplications ***•
Set PREG Shift mode to right shift by 6
Load 'x' into 32bit Accum. with shift 8 left - 14bit
Load 'x' into 32bit Accum. with shift 9 left - 15bit
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply ft Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. ft positive dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Use this for 14bit scaling
Store result xO for use in delta shifts
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply k Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. ft negative dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of y
Use this for 14bit scaling
Store result back into argl[0]
Reset PREG Shift mode to no shift
Return from function back to C code

j * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

_Delta_2nd_22: Note: arp = 1 from calling process

•**•***• Setup Input Arguments
*arl = arl, arl— :Put arl onto stack
ar2 = *arl, arl++ :Load argl value into ar2
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ADRK

SPM
LACC
LACC
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
ROL
SACH
LACL
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
MAR
ROL
SACH
SPM
RET

#1

3
*+, 8
•+, 9
#0
#2-1
A_2nd_22+0, *+

*, 7
#0
#0
#3-1
B_2nd_22+0, *-

*-

*, 7, ARl
0

J)elta_2nd_12:

SAR
LAR
ADRK

SPM
LACC

; LACC
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
ROL
SACH
LACL
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
MAR
ROL
SACH
SPM
RET

ARl, *-
AR2, *+, AR2
#1

3
*+, 8
*+, 9
#0
#2-1
A_2nd_12+O, *+

*. 7
#0
#0
#3-1
B_2nd_12+0, *-

*-

*, 7, ARl
0

_Delta_2nd_x4:

Point arg2 to the second element

•*•• Perform Multiplications •***
Set PREG Shift mode to right shift by 6
Load 'x' into 32bit Accum. with shift 8 left - 14bit
Load 'x' into 32bit Accum. with shift 9 left - 15bi-c
Multiply TREQ by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply k Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. k positive dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Uae this for 14bit scaling
Store result xO for use in delta shifts
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply k Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. k negative dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of y
Use this for 14bit scaling
Store result back into argl[0]
Reset PREG Shift mode to no shift
Return from function back to C code

Note: arp = 1 from calling process

**** Setup Input Arguments ****
•carl = arl, arl— :Put arl onto stack
ar2 = *arl, arl++ :Load argl value into ar2
Point argS to the second element

**** Perform Multiplications ****
Set PREG Shift mode to right shift by 6
Load 'x' into 32bit Accum. with shift 8 left - 14bit
Load 'x' im;o 32bit Accum. with shift 9 left - 15bit
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply k Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. & positive dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Use this for 14bit scaling
Store result xO for use in delta shifts
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. & negative dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of y
Use this for 14bit scaling
Store result back into argl[0]
Reset PREG Shift mode to no shift
Return from function back to C code

Note: arp = 1 from calling process

SAR ARl, •-
LAR AR2, *>, AR2
ADRK #1

SPM

LACC
LACC
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
ROL
SACH
LACL
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
MAR
ROL
SACH
ADRK

LACC
LACC
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
ROL
SACH
LACL

MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
MAR
ROL
SACH
ADRK

LACC
LACC
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
ROL
SACH
LACL
MPY
RPT

*+, 8
*+, 9
#0
#2-1
A_2nd_ll+0, *+

*, 7
#0
#0
#3-1
B_2nd_ll+0, *-

*-

*. 7
#7

*+, 8
*+, 9
#0
#2-1
A_2nd_12+0, *+

*. 7
#0
#0
#3-1
B_2nd_12+0, •-

•-

*, 7
#7

*+, 8
*+, 9

#0
#2-1
A_2nd_12+0, *+

*, 7
#0
#0
#3-1

**** Setup Input Arguments ++**
*arl = arl, arl— :Put arl onto stack
ar2 • *arl, arl++ :Load argi value into ar2
Point arg2 to the second element

%*** Perform Multiplications *•**
Set PREG Shift mode to right Bhift by 6
Filter — 1 —
Load 'x' into 32bit Accum. with shift 8 left - 14bit
Load 'x> into 32bit Accum. with shift 9 left - 15bit
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply k Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. k positive dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Use this for 14bit scaling
Store result xO for use in delta shifts
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply k Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. k negative dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of y
Use this for 14bit scaling
Store result back into argl [0]
Move arg2 to point to 2nd element in next filter
Filter — 2 ~
Load Jx* into 32bit Accum. with shift 8 left - 14bit
Load Jx' into 32bit Accum. with shift 9 left - 15bit
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. k positive dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Use this for 14bit scaling
Store result xO for use in delta shifts
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. k negative dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of y
Use this for 14bit scaling
Store result back into argl[0]
Move arg2 to point to 2nd element in next filter
Filter — 3 —

Load 'x' into 32bit Accum. with shift 8 left - 14bit
Load Jx' into 32bit Accum. with shift 9 left - 15bit
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. & positive dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Use this for 14bit scaling
Store result xO for use in delta shifts
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times u
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MAC
APAC
MAR
RDL
SACH
ADRK

LACC
LACC
MPY
RPT
MAC
APAC
ROL
SACH
LACL
MPV
RPT
MAC
APAC
MAR
ROL
SACH
SPM
RET

B_2nd_12+O, *-

*-

*, 7
#7

*+, 8
•+, 9
#0
#2-1
A_2nd_22+0, *+

*. 7
#0
#0
#3-1
B_2nd_22+0, •-

*-

*, 7, AR1
0

.end

Positive pma inc. & negative dma increment
Add final rasult to Accumulator
Point nr2 to the dma address of y
Use this for 14bit scaling
Store result back into argl[0]
Move arg2 to point to 2nd element in next filter
Filter — 4 —
Load 'x' into 32bit Accum. with shift 8 left - 14bit
Load 'x' into 32bit Accura. with shift 9 left - 15bit
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. & positive dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Use this for 14bit scaling
Store result xO for use in delta shifts
Set 32bit Accumulator to 0
Multiply TREG by 0 to clear PREG
Repeat the Multiply & Data Move X times
Positive pma inc. & negative dma increment
Add final result to Accumulator
Point ar2 to the dma address of y
Use this for 14bit scaling
Store result back into argl[0]
Reset PREG Shift mode to no shift
Return from function back to C code
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